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in cooperation with the
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'PROGRAMME

Tuesday, September IT, 1984

Chairman: Prof. Ju.V. TAR3E5V, USSR

09.00 - 10.00

10.00 - 11.15

11.15 - 12.00

12.15 - 13.00

13.00 - 14JO

14.30 - T5.30

15AS - 17.15

17.30

Registration at Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf

Opening Ceremony

1.1 International and National Standards and the role
of 81PM in their Intercomparisons - GIACOMO, BIPM

1.2 The role of Metrology for improving scientific
and technical progress - TARBSEV, USSR

Lunch break
Banking facilities will be available at the cafeteria
between 13.30 - 14.30

1.3 The treatment of measurements uncertainties -
MÜLLER, BIPM

4.1 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION on the treatment
of measurement uncertainties - Chairman: KAARLS,
The Netherlands

Bus departure to Vienna

Wednesday, September 12, 7984

Chairman: Prof. P. GIACOMO, Bureau International- des Poids er Mesures

09.00 - 10.00

10.15 - 11.00

HAS - 13.00

12.00 - 14.00

14.30 - 15 JO

15.30

IS.00 - 17.15

I "JO

1.4 International recommendazions of OIML -
THULIN, Organisation Internationale de Metrologie Legale

1.5 Tne role of the IAEA in the Intercomparison
of Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratories (SSDLs) -
ElScNLOHR, IAEA

1.5 National systems for ensuring measurement
tracsability - HORSrlELD, UK

Lunch break
Banking facilities will be available at tne cafetena
between 13.00 - 14.00
3us departure to Bruck/Leitha

5.1 TECHNICAL VISIT to a Mobile Verification Ser/ics

3us deocrture to Seibersdorf

4.2 ROUNO TABLE DISCUSSION on national systems
of traceaä/7/ty - Chairman: HORSrlELD, UK

Bus departure to Vienna
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Thursday. September 73, 7 984

Meeting will be at the Austrian Federal Office of Metrology in Vienna

Chairman: Dr. S.A. THULIN, OIML

09.00 - 10.15 1.7 The role of certified reference materials
in future metrology - JUHASZ, Hungary

1Q.3Q - 7 7.30 2.7 Metralogical assurance of the operation of
nuclear power stations - ZSDANSZKY, Hungary

12.00 - 13.00 Lunch break

- AFTERNOON FREE -

1

Friday, September 74, 7984

Chairman: Dr. H. EISENLOHR, IAEA

lie

09.00 - 70.00

10.75 - 77.75

17.30 - 72.30

13.00 - 74.00

74.00 - 75JO

75.30 - 7 7.75

77.30

2.2 Primary and secondary siandard in radiation
dosimetry - REFEROWSKI, Poland

2.3 Measurements in radiation protection -
DUFT5CHMID, Austria

2A Practical radiation protection measurements -
KUCHERJAVENKO, USSR

Lunch break

5.2 TECHNICAL VISIT to Austrian Research Center
Seibersdorf

2.5 Practical demonstrations of radiation dosimetry
and standards at the Austrian Dosimetry Laboratory
Seibersdorf - LEITNER, Austria

Bus departure to Vienna

Saturday, September 15, 7984

10.00 - 13.00 Sightseeing tour in Vienna

Sunday, September 16, 7 984

- FREE -
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Monday, September 7 7. 7934

Cha/rmon: Or. K.E. DUFTSCHMlD, Austria

09.00 - 10.00 5.3 TECHNICAL VISIT to Verification of weigh-

bridges at Baden
10.45 - 11.45 2.5 The use of radioactive certified reference materials

in the metraiogica! assurance of nuclear power stations -
SZÖRENY1, Hungary

72.00 - 13.00 2.7 Measurement of radioactivity - WINKLER, Austria

13.00 - 74.30 Lunch break

14.30 - 76.00 4 J ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION on international
cooperation in metrology and its role in technology
transfer (in cooperation with IMEKO TCU - Metrological
Requirements for Developing Countries) -
Chairman: BQZICEVIC, Yugoslavia (Chairman of TCU)

76.00 Bus departure to Vienna

Tuesday, September 18, T984
m

Chairman: Dr. K. ZSDANSZKY, Hungary

3.1 Length and angle measurement - BEYER, FRG09.00 - 70.00

70.75 - 77.75

11.30 - 73.00

73.00 - I 4J0

14 JO

3.2 Mass and related quantity - PAVLOV, USSR

3.3 Force and Hardness Measurement - HASCHE, GDR and
SHI CHANCY AN, China

Lunch break

Bus departure to Vienna
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Wednesday, September 79. 7984

Chairman: Or. W. BEYER, FRG

09.00 - 10.00

10.15 - 7 7 . 7 5

7 7.30 - 73.00

13.00 - 74.00

74.00

75.00 - I5J0

3.4 Temperature and heat flow measurement -
KOVACS, Hungary

3.5 Heat meters - ADUNKA, Austria

3.S Pressure measurement - LE'NISCH. Austria and
BÖLÖNI, Hungary

Lunch break

Bus departure to Vienna

5.4 TECHNICAL VISiT to Austrian Federal Office of
Metrology - Department for Verification
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Thursday, September 20, 198b

Chairman: Dr. R. LcW/SCH, Austria

09.QQ - 10.00 3.7 Volume and flow measurement of gas -
Van der KAM, The Netherlands

10.15 - 11.15 3.8 Electrical and Magnetic measurements -
SLANAR, Austria

11.30 - 12.30 3.9 Time measurement - 3ACHMANN, Austria

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch break

14.00 Bus departuceta St. fo'Iten

15.Q0 - 16.00 5.5 TECHNICAL VISIT to a Regional Verification
Office at St. Polten

16.00 Bus departure to Vienna with sightseeing tour to
the Monastery at Melk and the Wachau

Friday, September 21, 1984

Chairman: Prof. Ju.V. TARBEEV, USSR

09.00 - 10.00 3.10 Metralogical assurance of non-destructive testing
KLYNOV, USSR

10.15 - 13.00 4.4 INFORMAL DISCUSSION concerning the status
of metrology in the countries of the participants
NOTE: The participants are requested to present
a short statement fapprox. 5 min each} on the
situation in their home-country.
Chairman: DUFTSCHMID, Austria

13.00 - n.00 Lunch break

14.00 - 15.00 Closing of the training course

15.00 Bus departure to Vienna

GENERAL INFORMATION

1

Registration:

Kindly fill in and return the Final Registration Form to the National Organizing
Committee in Seibersdorf at your earliest convenience, but not later than

10 August 1984.

No registration fee will be charged for attendance.
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PREFACE BY THE IMEKQ SECRETARIAT

The International Measurement Confederation - IMEKQ - is a non-govermental

scientific-technical federation in the field of measurement and instrument en-

gineering, with 29 Member Organizations in as many countries of the five

continents. The membership of these societies (or committees) consists of the

representatives of industry, higher education, metrological institutions and the

users of instruments.

The Confederation was established in 1958. The main objective of its activities

is summarized in the Constitution as follows: "to promote the international ex-

change of scientific and technical information relating to developments in mea-

suring techniques, instrument design and manufacture and in the application of

instrumentation in scientific research and industry". To facilitate this aim, in

addition to the triennial World Congresses, conferences, symposia, colloquia, etc.

are organized by the 15 Technical Committees on special topics. The TCs are

partly parameter oriented (force and mass, hardness, flow, temperature, electri-

cal quantities, geometrical parameters, biometrical measurements). TC~1 deals

with higher education in measurement and instrumentation, TC-2 is devoted to

relevant problems in connection with developing countries. TC-6 is the Vocabulary

Committee and TC-10 is for Technical Diagnostics.

The Training Course on Ensuring Measurement Accuracy is the third event of

TC-8-Metrology. Two earlier symposia were held in Leningrad in 1981 about the

"Metrologicat assurance of measurements for environmental control" and in Buda-

pest in 1983, resp. on the "Theoretical and practical aspects of measurement ac-

curacy". As a result of the first symposium the Committee is about to set up a

Working Group on "Novel methods and instrumentation for environmental measure-

ments".



It has been recognized with great satisfaction that the First Announcement

of the Training Course had unexpectedly good response from all over the world.

Thanks and appreciation are due to the International Atomic Energy and to

UN/DO for their invah.able support which made it at all possible for TC-3 to

organize the Course to the Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf and the

Austrian Federal Jffice of Metrology for providing the site ar.d the necessary

technical facilities, for this particular project.

The organizers regret that they had to limit financial assistance for atten-

dance from developing countries to 20 participants and sincerely welcome

those who can be with us between 11 and 21 September 1984.

IMEKO Secretariat

Karoline Havrilla
Head of the
Secretariat Office
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INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL STANDARDS AND
THE ROLE OF THE BIPM FOR THEIR COMPARISON

by

P. Glacomo
BIPM

Summary.- The purpose of the BUM is Co provide and maintain uniformity
of measurements* To this aim, it maintains standards for a few physical
quantities or it realizes the definition of some units, from which
measurements of all measurable quantities may be derived.

The straightforward way of ensuring unffonaity looks to be to maintain
international standards and calibrate national standards in terms of
them. It is not sufficient, because one is never sure of the absence of
bias that may change from one calibration to the next one.

The only efficient way to disclose bias is to compare results obtained
by different laboratories, using independent methods to measure the same
quantity and realizing the same unit with a similar expected accuracy.
Studying the discrepancies that usually appear in such comparisons gives
an objective estimate of the real accuracy. It may also reveal some of
the main causes of bias. Such comparisons are specially worthwhile when
national laboratories as well as Che BIFM have to rely upon a
realization of the definition of the unit.

The BIFM also maintains some material standards that have not the
statute of international standards but only of 'as maintained1 standards
for some units. They have to be calibrated in terms of some absoluce
realization of the unit. Then, as a by-product, comparisons allow the
BIPM to calibrate its own standards in terms of the average of the best
absolute realizations performed in a few national laboratories. In turn,
che 3IPM standard is used to calibrate national standards for all
countries. Thus, the BIPM acts as an intermediate between the best
experts and the metrological community.

F. Giacomo
DirecCeur, Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
92310 Sevres, France



One of che keys co a successful comparison is Che transfer standard
available. AC the highest level of accuracy which we are concerned with,
satisfactory material transfer standards exist only in a few fields.
Some physical constants may be used instead. They are not liable to
ageing UQT drifting. But the realization of any experiment involving a
constant is itself liable to bias. Here again, comparisons are necessary
to establish the real accuracy with which a given constant may be used
as a reference.

One further issue of comparisons is a thorough 3tudy of standards that
may show outstanding qualities and become, in the future, the best
support for improving Che definition of some base units of the SI.

Standards for uniformity of measurements

The purpose of the BIPM is to provide and maintain worldwide uniformity
of measurement for all physical quantities. This task would be hopeless
if we had not a system of quantities and a system of units allowing us
to base all measurements upon a few of them.

This is obvious for multiples and sub-multiples. Physical quantities -
sometimes called 'measurable' - are chosen so that addition,
multiplication or division, may be performed easily. Then it is not
necessary to maintain standards for all multiples and sub-multiples of a
same unit. Series of working standards are sometimes maintained, for
convenience, but they may be calibrated in terms of a unique primary
standard.

Further, for many quantities, Che most accurate measurements are
obtained by deriving them from the measurement of a few other
quantities.

For instance, to measure pressure accurately, cvo reference mechods are
commonly in use : the mercury manometer and the pressure balance. In the
first one, pressure is measured with the help of a column of pure
mercury. Pressure is deduced from the height of the mercury column, the
density of mercury - that depends on temperature - and the acceleration
due to gravicy. In the second one, pressure is deduced from the area of
cross-section of the piston - area deduced itself from Che diameter of
Che piston - and the force applied Co it by means of a known mass and
the acceleration due to gravity.

The choice of 3uch references is based upon convenience, ease of
maintenance and reproduction and accuracy of Che measurements. They may
follow che way in which derived units are defined in terns of base
unics, but they have no formal link with tt. To the reverse, in a system
such as the SI, it is the choice of base quantities and unics chat takes
into account the ease with which derived quantities may be measured in
terms of the base quantities and unics.

Thus it is possible to maintain unics for all physical quantities by
means of a limited number of primary standards.



The metre and che kilogram

At the origin of the 'Systeme metrique', one tried Co base all the
system on one unit only : the unit of length, the metre, and to choose
for it a natural standard : the Earth's meridian. It appeared quickly
chat, for practical purposes, Che quarter of a ten-aillionth of che
meridian 3hould be represented by a sintered platinum ruler chat became
Che practical primary standard of Che metre. Similarly, the cubic
decimetre of pure water was represented by a sintered platinum mass
standard, the practical primary standard of the kilogram.

Eighty years later, in 1875 when che 'Convention du Metre1 decided to
establish International Standards, the metre and the kilogram were the
only «nits envisaged« The size of both was kept unchanged, but reference
to the terrestrial meridian was no more considered as essential.

As the responsibility of defining units for legal purposes is a
provilege of Governments, each country that signed the treaty needed its
own National Standards.

The scheme chosen was thus to establish a number of identical standards,
made of 90 Z platinum-10 % iridium alloy, precisely adjusted to have the
same length (or mass). One of them vas chosen as the 'International
Standard of che Metre (or of the Kilogram)', the others were distributed
to the member countries. Thay had been carefully compared between
themselves at the BIFM so that the small residual differences could be
taken into account, when necessary. The BIPM was further entrusted wich
the care of 1°) maintaining the International Standards, 2°) using them
to calibrate new standards that could be required by other countries and
checking when necessary the National Standards that might deserve it,
3s) organizing from time to time simultaneous comparisons of National
Standards to check their possible ageing and maintain uniformity.

Extension to other quantities

This simple scheme did work quite well provided that a few auxiliary
measurements were added.

The metre was defined in terms of the International Standard at the
temperature of the ice point. But most measurements had to be performed
at a more convenient temperature. Then it was necessary to agree upon a
reproducible temperature scale, and to measure che thermal expansion of
the standards.

For che kilogram standards, the small differences of density between
different samples were large enough to make the difference of air
buoyancy significant- It was thus necessary to measure che volume of che
standards and Che density of air- This involved in turn pressure,
temperature and the density of water - for hydrostatic weighings.

These needs were further amplified when one had to calibrate standards
made of different materials, such as the former National Standards,
metric or non-metric, or working standards aade of less expensive
materials.
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Of course, che BI?M could not take in charge all these needs for all
countries. This led to the creation of national standards laboratories
that first appeared around the year 1900 and that exist now in all
industrialized countries.

The BIPM had to develop, for its own needs, a few measurements of high
quality : volume, temperature, pressure, calibration of sub-multiples.
It needed also a few accurate data such as density of air, density of
water, density of mercury, acceleration due to gravity. The same needs
developped in the national laboratories.

uniformity in these "auxiliary1 measurements appeared, by degrees, as
essential as uniformity in measurements of length, mass, area and volume
that mattered in first rank for commerce. With the development of new
techniques : steam or gas engines ; electricity ; lighting ;
materials ; radiations, new needs of accurate measurements became
pressing for an increasing number of quantities.

Meed of other standards

To ensure uniformity, the process that had been used for length and mass
was the most obvious : to maintain at BIPM International Standards to
which National Standards could be compared as needed. Of course, it
shall be restricted to a small number of standards, those from which it
is convenient to deduce measurements of most derived quantities.

This process requires standards of the highest quality that remain
reliable on the long term both as National and International Standards.
It requires also chat the realization of the unit may be compared from
one place to the other : either the standard itself (or a replica)
should be able to travel without damage or a travelling standard,
specially chosen and designed to transfer the maintained unic without
loss of accuracy, shall be available. This is taken into account in the
choice of the definitions of the units, mainly of the base units.

From this point of view, the variety of the definitions of the base
units of the SI may look surprising.

One base unit is defined in terms of an International Standard : the
kilogram is still defined in terms of the platinum-iridium standard of
the kilogram kept at Sevres. Two others are defined in ceras of an
experiment that can be performed anywhere, using some natural constant :
the second and the kelvin are based respectively upon the atomic levels
of the caesium 133 atom and the triple point of water. The definitions
of the other base units imply some natural constants and other units :
the metre, the ampere, the mole and che candela Imply respectively the
second and the speed of light ; the permeability of vacuum, the metre
and che newton ; che kilogram and che molar mass of carbon 12 ; the
watt, the hertz and the steradian.

This apparent inconsistency stems from a common principle : in each case
the definition is chosen so as to be Che most efficient in practice, for
the Cime being.
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There are actually very few physical ecandards reliable enough to serve
as International Standards in the definition of the base units.

Natural physical constants are more attractive in many respects : they
are universal and, one can hope, everlasting. So there is a definite
trend to prefer them provided that a satisfactory practical method is
available to put them into operation for the most accurate
measurements.

The definition of the metre, for instance, has been based successively
upon the Earth's meridian, upon a platinum-iridium ruler, upon the
wavelength of & radiation of a krypton-86 atom and no« upon the speed of
light. Each new definition has brought up an improvement in the
practical implementation of the definition. For 3ake of continuity, the
size of the metre has not changed, the new definition being always
chosen compatible with the former one, within the uncertainty of its
best realizations.

International comparisons to improve uniformity

In principle, definitions based upon some 'universal* constant should by
themselves ensure uniformity. Iα practice, this is far from obvious.
Uniformity is not a matter of definition, it is a matter of realization.
One can never be sure that the realization of a unit is free from bias.
On the contrary, one is in most cases sure that various effects creep in ;
causing unmastered bias.

Thus, uniformity has to be checked in all cases. Even when measurements '
are deduced from standards that have the highest status, a check of I
internal consistency is always desirable. This is usually done by i
comparing the results of measurements of a same quantity, measurements '
performed in various conditions, although with a same method. Crossed
checks are further necessary, using as much as possible different
methods, to improve the probability of detecting unsuspected systematic
bias.

The process used to check and improve uniformity at the international
level is quite similar. It relies upon comparisons bfitweeu. National
Laboratories, including the BIPM.

The purpose of these comparisons must be clear. They are neither
calibrations nor audits. Their main purpose is to disclose unsuspected
bias that can exist in the best realizatiocs of units, and to establish
an objective c-imate of the accuracy that can really be claimed.

To be efficient, such comparisons must be restricted to laboratories
having comparable expertise, but, as far as possible, using different
methods and equipments. One can say that the most fruitful comparisons
are those that reveal some discrepancies between laboratories :
searching for the origin of the discrepancies stimulates a complete
review of many effects that had been previously overlooked and
discussions between experts which always bring out some better
understanding of the underlying physics.



The worst use of such comparisons would be to discard or disregard
discrepant results just because they are discrepant. It is quite
frequent chat some common bias affects the majority of results. A few
discrepant results may give a clue to such a bias, mainly if the
discrepancies appear with different methods, or in different
conditions.

Various schemes

There are various schemes of comparisons, depending on the means

available.

When the BIPM maintains an International Standard, which is the case for
the kilogram, the preferred scheme is that each participating National
Laboratory sends to the BIPM either its National Standard or a transfer
standard, calibrated in terms of the National Standard- These standards
are compared between themselves and with the International Standard. The
small differences, if any, shall be carefully analysed, since they can
stem from drift of the standard used, or ageing of the National
Standard, or accidental errors in the process.

The same scheme applies when the BIPM maintains a 'BIPM standard*. That
is the case for the metre (in its new definition), the ohm, the volt,
the candela and the lumen.

In these cases, the comparison shall be restricted to those laboratories
who realize either the definition of the unit or what is usually called
an absolute determination of the unit, in other terms, those for whom
the National Standard is established ab initio, and not by a mere
comparison with another similar standard. The advantages of this method
are the following ones.

It allows comparing the same unit as realized in different places, by
different independent methods. It gives an objective estimate of the
scatter of these realizations, which may be considered as an estimate of
the accuracy. It gives an opportunity to identify possible bias. It
provides as a by-product a 'calibration' of the unit as maintained by
the BIPM, in terms of the average of the various realizations.

The standard maintained at the BIPM is kept with the best care. It is
calibrated in terms of the average of the best realizations that one can
gather. It is used, in turn, to calibrate National Standards from other
laboratories. In this «ay the BIPM standard serves as an intermediate
between the best experts and the metrological community to distribute
the unit. This sechod ensures at the same time uniformity and accuracy,
without embarking the BIPM into the extensive work of realizing
definiclons for all units it has to maintain.

When the maintained standards are not subject to drift, simultaneous
comparisons have only a limited advantage wich respect to separata
calibrations in terms of the BIPM standard. This is the case for the
kilogram or the vole, now maintained by means of the Josephson effect,
or the becquerel maintained for γ-emitters by means of radium sources.



On Che contrary, when maintained standards drift on the long earn,
simultaneous comparisons are worthwhile. They provide at a given date
the best calibration of the BIPM standard. The drift may be determined
by repeating the exercise from time to time.

This has been up to now the case with the ohm and with the photometric
standards•

In a few cases: the BIPM does not maintain a physical standard, but
realizes the definition of the unit, as other National Laboratories do.
Then comparisons aay be organized by circulating a transfer standard
among the laboratories, including the BIPM. This is the case for the
present comparison of measurements of a line scale. The main result is
to give an objective estimate of the average accuracy of the realization
of the unit. It may also reveal some overlooked errors.

There is still another type of comparison in areas where the BIPM has no
expertise of its own and does not take part in the measurements. These
comparisons must be supervised by a pilot laboratory, taking in charge
the scientific and technical responsibility. The BIPM is of little help
in such comparisons. It acts as a secretariat that can help the
management of the comparison but its scientific contribution is
negligible.

Transfer standards

Transfer standards are in all cases one key to the efficiency of
comparisons. They are submitted to constraints that differ from those of
primary standards, even when they are supposed to compare with them.
Transfer standards shall withstand travel, but very long-term stability
is not required from them. Even a small drift during the comparison may
be usually tolerated, provided that it is linear. The temperature or
pressure coefficients shall be well established. The absolute value does
not matter, but the size shall be chosen in the range where measurements
are performed with the best accuracy.

Transfer standards can be objects such as line scales, end gages, mass
pieces, resistors, Waston cells, radioactive sources, standard, lamps,
ionization chambers, etc* There are some measurements for which
comparisons are impossible, or at least «inefficient, due to the lack of
a convenient transfer standard. This has been for long the case or
measurements of pressure in the atmospheric range.

Physical constants as transfer standards

One type of transfer standard deserves special mention : physical
constants. Determining a physical constant with independent devices is a
good way to compare their performances, and to study possible bias. This
is veil known and commonly used in thermometry, where 'fixed points' are
very popular. Care must still be taken to realize the same fixed point :
purity of the material matters, even for triple points, pressure matters
for melting and boiling points. Some fixed points aay be used for other
purpose : the triple point of argon has been successfully used as a
transfer standard of pressure in the atmospheric range.
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Other constants are used to check the consistency of other measure-
ments : comparing the measured value of the Josephson coefficient (ratio
of voltage to frequency) is the best way to compare the absolute
realizations of Che volt ; comparing the measured values of K^, the
maximum spectral luminous efficacy, has been the best way to compare
realizations of the candela ; comparing Che measurements of wavelengths
of radiations emitted by some stabilized lasers has been the best way to
compare realisations of the metre in its former definition, based upon a
wavelength emitted by krypton 86. Such constants have the definite
advantage that they do not need to be transported •

Some care is, however, necessary to avoid bias. This is so essential
that in a few cases one prefers, as much as possible, transferring a
complete equipment 'realizing1 a constant than relying upon independent
realizations. For instance, regarding triple points for temperature, it
is sometimes worthwhile to transfer sealed cells- in which the triple
point may be realized rather than to rely upon different, independent
realizations of the same triple point.

It is only after thorough checks of the reproductibility, using such
transfers and comparing various equipments, that one can identify Che
main precautions to be taken in order to "realize1* accurately a given
constant with independent equipments. As a result of these preliminary
studies, one get3 the value of the constant, the accuracy with which it
is determined, and some knowledge of the various ways by which bias can
creep in such determinations. It builds up confidence in the consistency
of measurements and in the reliability of references. This confidence
is not a matter of faith. It is ojectively charatacterized by the
standard deviation of Che various determinations, that gives a
reasonable estimate of the deviation that one can expect when
"realizing" the same constant wich a typical equipment.

Conclusion

Thus, international comparisons are definitely more than a major tool
for metrology. They allow to establish and to maintain uniformity of
measurements. They give an objective estimate of the degree of reliabil-
ity one can attach to the basic measurements• They stimulate the study
of the various phenomena involved as soon as one aims at high accuracy.

Transfer standards, or physical constants used as transfer standards,
are chroughly studied in view and as a result of these comparisons. Some
of them may reveal chemselves outstanding, from the point of view of
cheir ability to realize a measurement unit. These may become the future
base of soms improved definition of cha unit.

As they establish uniformity on che largest possible base at the present
time, international comparisons give also the best guarantee that the
present uniformity will hold along che foreseeable future.

3y taking in charge Che crucial cask of organizing, participating to and
often taking a large part of the scientific responsibility of such
comparisons, the 3I?M continues to fulfill its fundamental mission of
maintaining and promoting unity in measurement.
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Scientific research and explorations, search for new laws
of nature, investigation of microcosm" and cosmos, the Ocean
and outer space, medical and biological studies - all that
is inconceivable without measurements. The capabilities of
ä scientist to investigate, analyse, monitor and use" natural
phenomena depend" fully on the measuring instruments and
techniques available to him. It is equally true that no '
production process can do without measurements. Mass'produc-
tion which is the basis of modern industry relies fully on
the' use of interchangeable parts measured with high accuracy.
Measurements also contribute to proper distribution of goods
in the market and"make it easier~"to provide proper services
to the population. In order to make these measurements, at
present the mankind has at its disposal a great number of
measuring instruments,"measuring systems and computerized
information systems- designed for various applications.

The number of measurements performed in industrially deve-
loped countries now is enormous. For example, in the Soviet
Union more than' a billion of "instruments are currently used '
for various purposes. This means that many dozens of billions
of measurements are- performed with these instruments daily.

k vast amount of work done in the field of measurements is
indicative of an important'role of science and technology in
the life of modern society. It is possible'to make a judge-
ment about the general level of social development proceeding
from the status'and capabilities of measurement services and
measurement assurance* I said "...measurement assurance..."
and, as you well understand, this is not a casual statement
because the enormous amount of measurement information
which we'obtain as ä result of measurements will be socially
meaningful and useful only with the indispensable condition
that traceability of measurements is ensured and"that all
measurements are correct irrespective of the location, time



and conditions under which they are perfumed« Meeting
of the latter requirement, i.e. ensurance of the measure-
ment traceabilLty, is a major task of metrology.
3efors going over to consideration of" concrete facts
showing how metrological "means are used to solve proolems
of scientific and technological progress, allow me to
define our understanding of tue role of a system of measures
ensuring measurement traceability and consequently the role
of standards in a system of measurement assurance" in" industry
and science in our country. The system of measurement assu-
rance is a sophisticated complex of scientific; technical,
legal and organizational measures" "aimed at securing the
nrotjer" quality and efficiency of all measurements required
for"the national economy and performed in the coisitry [If«
The development of this sophisticated complex can be condi-
tionally divided into two major directions:
IiDevelopment of ä system of measurement traceability;'
2.Development of.a metrological. service in the country.

The first direction incorporates, apart from measurement
traceability, other narameters of measurement quality and
first of all - the accuracy of measurements. Meanwhile,
the second"direction is" aimed mainly at securing the
required" efficiency of a state measurement system and',' first
of" all", of the system of measurement assurance for the
national economy." The system of measurement traceability
(further abbreviated to SMT) is developing along the follow-
ing lines defining its structure:
- continuation of fundamental and applied research aimed"
at establishment and improvement of theoretical and experi-
mental foundations of metrology as well"as improvement of
methods and means of high-precision measurements;
- further" improvement of all -primary and s-oecial state
standards as well as all secondary standards providing for
an efficient^ performance of the primary standards?
- improvement of calibration standards ensuring the
transfer of the sizes of the respective units from primary
and secondary standards to proper working measuring"instru-
ments used in the country;
- further improvement of the state system of standard
sam-ples determining the composition and properties of
substances and materials;"
- improvement of the state system of standard reference ~
data providing the national economy wi"5h reliable reference
da"ca concerning the properties of substances and materials,
the constant parameters of natural objects and environment;
- further development of the system for tme testing of
measuring instruments;
- further improvement of the system of regulatory docu-
ments aimed at ensuring measurement traceability in the
country; "
- continuation of efforts in international cooperation
in the field of metrology. "



The development'of SIT (as well as' any other system) 13
affected both 07 external factors and internal factors
inherent in the system itself. The external factors are
determined by those long-term requirements that are set by
the national measurement system for the degrees of trace-
ability and accuracy of measurement operations performed in
it«- There are trends for a continuous" increase in these
requirements and this is confirmed by the logic of the social
and economic progress of our society»

Indeed, the higher is the degree of socialization of produc-
tion, the higher should be the degree of ensuring measure-
ment traceability in that production. Under the conditions
of continuously increasing specialization and cooperation,
of complicated production links and control systems, the
requirements for ensuring traceability of"measurements in all
sectors of national economy .will inevitably increase.

In a similar way, higher requirements for the quality of the
products produced in the country, for the accuracy in the
solution of production and control problems, an endless
process of penetration into the depths of mysteries of nature
in-science - all that'speaks about continuously increasing
requirements for higher* measurement accuracy*

This shows an ever-increasing role of SUT and the necessity
for its continuous improvement. Concrete lines for this
improvement (from the point of view of external conditions)
should be determined, first of all,'by the prospects of the
national measurement system which, in its turn,"is deter-
mined by the set of"those measurement problems which arise
when solving long-term problems in the development of indu-
stry and science« It is"obvious that the parameters of such
measurement problems which are substantial for the develo-o-
aent of SLIT are as follows:
- nomenclature of the measured quantities and parameters;
- requirements for the measurement conditions, the range
of values of the quantity measured at the object as well* as
for the ranges of other quantities characterizing these
conditions;
- requirements for the accuracy of measured quantities;
- the number of necessary measurements of the same kind;
- require . nts.for. the spe.ed of measurements.

All this defines mainly those gaps in the field of SLIT
which ars to be filled up in..the"future.

The 312 parameters enumerated above influence, undoubtedly,
the development of instrument-making industries relative to
which SIT should develop at a proper pace. It is important to
note here that whereas until recently" the system of measure-
ment traceability played a fairly passive role in relation
to instrument-making industries, now, when it has turned into
an independent and sophisticated system meeting, mainly, the
needs of instrument-making industries themselves, the crucial
aoment of going over to an active part is approaching. Indeed,



from the uoint of view of metrolcgical characteristics the
main element of SLIT - the present-day standards - represent
aeasuring instruments of the 21st century. In other words,
the oresent-day standards give an idea about measuring instru-
ments in aTD-oroximately the year 2000 both in respect of their
uretrologicäi parameters and the nomenclature of working
aeasuring. instruments • -

However, within such a sophisticated system'as SLIT, the lines
of its development'are also affected'by internal factors
which show themselves in the internal trends of the system
development at the present stage. The most important among
them are:

I» necessity of an advanced fundamental research in the
field of SMT," including theoretical investigations of" a general
metrologicai nature. This condition is indispensable for a
rapid progress in science and technology in general, and this
is especially true for standards because they should incorpo-
rate recent achievements of' science and technology. The level
of fundamental research at any stage determines the level of
standards in 7 to 10' years or even after a longer period. Cn
the other hand, numerous unordered facts and statements in
the field of theoretical problems of ensuring measurement
traceability" call for meaningful theoretical generalization
proceeding from positions of general metrology [2].

2. Invariable" priority of improving national primary
standards of basic:units, "first of all from the point of view
of higher accuracy. The stability of this trend"is due both
to the fact that their accuracy determines the accuracy of the
whole system of all fields of measurements and to the fact
that it is at the level of the limiting accuracy which "is
inherent in primary standards of the basic units that most
crucial'progress in physical sciences occurs, which, ealier
or later"! results ii:" tangible shifts in production technology.

3- Transition to a qualitatively new stage in the'SIT
development means that"the prevalence of its intensive way
of development over the extensive way and' transition to its
active role inevitable require wide introduction of a" sys-
tems approach to the problems of the SMT development" and
sets the''task of optimizing the number of standards and
structural relationships within the totality of standards.
Today this trend most clearly becomes aD-oarent in efforts to
go over from establishment of single standards and their sets
to systems of interrelated standard completes based on funda-
mental physical relationships between Quantities. ' ' ~

4« Continuous search for"the so called natural standards
and their development constitute a fairly stabie trend. This
trend reflects a natural aspiration of metrologists to use
most stable natural phenomena for realisation of measurement
units, i.e. to establish reproducible, standards. "

After the statement of these points of 'denarture let us"
consider the system of ensuring measurement traceability in
action, i.e. let us see hew it""contributes to solution of"



ürobleias of speeding up progress la science and technology
with, the help"of metrological means, first of all, using
the upt>er echelon*in the system of ensuring measurement
traceability, i.e. standards of measurement unites.

In order to make measurements for doing a given task, for
achieving a certain goal in a scientific experiment or in
a production process, it is necessary, fiiv̂ t of all, to deter-
mine what ought to be measured, i.e. what i..' the measurement
object, what physical quantities characterise it, what measu-
ring instruments should be used, i.e. what measuring instru-
ments will be optimum from the point of view •-? obtaining
ths required result, and at last what aeasurement accuracy
is required. In other words, first of all, the measurement
task, should be formulated*

If we imagine that various measurement tasks will originate
from such modern key industries as nuclear and" heat power
engineering, mechanical engineering, instrument making,
research in the outer space, electronics, transport as well
as agriculture, protection of the environment, medicine,
fundamental research in the fields of electromagnetisa,
thermodynamics, mechanics, optics, etc., then their highest
requirements for accuracy in" measurements of major physical
quantities will characterize practical requirements for the
accuracy of standards. - .

Let us consider in greater detail a few examples of an effi-
cient use of standards and consequently of the whole system
of ensuring measurement traceability based on them.

TOien I speak about an'efficient use of standards, I'imply
the following aspects. Firstly,' the efficiency of standards '
is determined by the degree of agreement between the accuracy
of standards and the requirements of national economy. Se-
condly, the efficiency of a standard is determined not so
much by its workload (the number of operations for the
transfer of the size of the unit) as by the result expressed
in terms of a new quality of industrial products, of new
technologies, new scientific discoveries. Sach increase in
the accuracy of a standard should result in a revision of
accuracies of measurements made in various fields of science
and industries. Thirdly, improvement of the system of stan-
dards in respect of all its"parameters is a major factor in
increasing the efficiency of"science and industries- Fourthly,
the most important characteristic of the efficiency of stan-
dards is an"active operation of the system for dissemination
of the units in which connection the efficiency of standards
is associated with that of calibration facilities, the degree
of their automation and the sufficiency of those facilities
to provide calibration for all kinds of measuring instruments
employed in the country» .

Let's turn to energetics. Today any country is more or less
acutely affected by the energy problems. The latter are



important for our country as well, though our requirements
are fully met by our own fuel and power resources. It-̂ s
true that they are our own and rich, but they are not inex-
haustible. It is for this reason that a long-tarm_ energy
•orogram has been developed in the USSR« And this is an
evidence of a deep concern about the fate of future genera-
tions, an evidence of public proprietary interest in this
•oroblemi It is hard to" overestimate the scope of this
program. It is designed for structural, technical and orga-
nizational reforms in the economy, for switching it over
to an intensive way of development resulting in energy
saving., One fifth of the world production of fuel and energy
falls to the share of the USSR fuel and power industries.
As a whole, the program stakes on the priority development
of' nuclear and hydropower stations, on a higher share of
coal in the fuel and energy balance which should result in
a lower consumption of petroleum (and then gas) as fuel
because they are known to "be valuable chemical raw materials
requirements for which are increasing every year« Moreover,
the program makes provisions for increases in the production
and especially high growth rates are provided for gas
because both internal needs and shipments to our trade part-
ners in the CCM3CCH countries and in the "Jest were taken
into.account»

As you can see, in this detailed digression I showed the
vast field of activity in which the tasks of metrologists
are extremely great. Indeed, the exploration, extraction,
conversion of energy resources as well as development and
production of power equipment, atomic reactors, turbines,
electric generators, reasearch, design, establishment'and
operation of power transmission lines, thermal plants, all
that urgently demands increasing the.measurement accuracy of
widely differing physical quantities..

Some examples of how metrological work influences the solu-
tion of'problems related to the agricultural and industrial
complex."As it is well known, the agricultural and industrial
complex includes agricultural mechanical engineering, stock-
breeding as well as plant-growing. Among these problems
there are numerous problems associated with the"development
and_ operation of machines and mechanisms, preparation öf
sowing seedSt growing of a good crop, its Harvesting, areser-
vation of agricultural products and" their transportation,
packing, sorting, etc. And again, as it was when we snoke
about the power problems we face the necessity to measure
practically all physical quantities. It should be said, that
until a certain time in co'ntrast to industry less attention
was paid to agriculture from the point of view of development
of instruments for it, establishment of an elaborate measure-
ment assurance systems, etc.



At present we can speak about high efficiency of the existing
standards in all fields of measurement' from the point of view
of their use for solution or problems associated with produc-
tion and utilisation of agricultural products. The State
Primary Standard of the pH-unit. Its establishment contributes
to"efficient determination of the soil acidity which tells on
saving of mineral fertilizers and on higher crops due to a
correct choice of the type and quality of the applied fertili-
zers«

The use of the already mentioned State Special Standard of
the heat quantity unit aids the development of applied studies
while creating new production processes, manufacturing chemical
products, food-stuff3, fertilizers, herbicides, while stydying
the structure, and the. salt balance of soils, etc.

Great Taossibilities are opened by the use of ionizing radia-
tions in the branches of the agricultural and industrial
complex. The studies carried out by Soviet and foreign scien-
tists show that small radiation doses stimulate the development
of biological objects, in particular, of agricultural crops.
After such doses biochemical changes take place in the plants
which results in an accelerated growth and shorter crop ripe-
ning periods, higher crop capacities and higher nutritive
content. If was shown that irradiation of wheat, buckwheat,
.maize, barley, sunflower, millet seeds and other crops before
sowing results on the average in a 15 to 20 % rise in yields.

Great possibilities are opened by the use of accurately admini-
stered irradiations for increasing storage periods of agricultu-
ral products and food-stu£f« It was shown that the irradiation
of potatoes can slow down their sprouting to a period of IS months
without any detriment to their nutritious quality« C&~ °f ̂ he
most important reasons of grain losses is its damage by pest
insects. The grain losses caused by them on a world scale are
equal to 5 - 10 % and in the countries with hot climate they
are up to 50 % of the yield. Radiation desinsection of grain
is used for extermination of pest grubs.

The decisive role belongs to metrology in the assurance of
a reliable quantitative evaluation of the triade: what was,
what is and what will be when we are concerned with the envi-
ronment protection. In spite of the great efforts undertaken
recently"on international and national scales, the quality of
the environment continues to deteriorate. It was emphasized
again at the I2-Torld Meteorological Congress which"took
place in Hay 1983. According to the data produced by the
Suropean Parliament only the Western Europe is polluted annu-
ally by 2300 million tons of wastes including the toxic ones.
If the present rate remains their cuantity will increase uz>
to 3pC0 million tons by 1990, 33-oecialiy large contribution
in the anthropogenic effect on the environment is made by ths
quickly developing fuel-power complex, 'transport and indust-
ries linked with processing of coal, oil and"gas refining.
The necessity of a quantitative evaluation of ths anthropoge-
nic efforts has brought about the creation of systems for
regular long-term observation in space and time which give



the information about the state of the environment with
the "ouraose of estimating the past, the present and of
making ä prediction of future changes of the environmental
parameters, that isT the monitoring systems*
An important stett in resolving the metrological problems'
of ecology was the First International Symposium "Metrolo-
gical assurance of measurements for environmental -control"
wh-rich was sponsored by IM3Z0 technical' Committee 3 ('10 8)
in Leningrad" in September, 1981. The work of this Symposium
has allowed to identify clearly the main peculiarity of the
present stage in resolving the problems concerning the
preservation of the environment, that i s , the transition
from detached work on"the metrological assurance of indivi-
dual measuring tasks to the creation of a metrological assu-
rance system for the environmental control whict, will allow
to resolve as ä whole scientific, technical, organizational
and methodical, legal and socio-economic "aspects of the deve-
lopment of the field of measurements assuring "the global
ecological problems on the basis of the systems approach, and
program-purposive methods. . . . .

The scientific aspects'of this metrological assurance system
include fundamental studies and work on the development and
improvement of"the theoretical'basis of environmental'metro-
logy and' on building of the metrological assurance system,
investigation of new physical effects and' improvement of'
physical constants,, creation of national and"international
standard complexes, high precision methods and measuring
instruments»" . . . * . . . . - . . . . .

I t is dear that the assurance of the efficiency" of the glo-
bal natural environment monitoring'is possible only on the
basis of an international'unification and standardization '
of methods and measuring instruments intended for'aerocosaic
ground, ocean measurements' on the'basis~"of establishment of
unified standards and mutually recognized reference standards.
In complex studies and calculations of isredicted "-Dollution
fields the reliability of the ecological model'systems used
is of special importance. An insufficient study of these
questions can bring to' nought" the use of perfect instruments
in the monitoring" and the costs of obtaining a large number
of. the experimental data. . . . . . . . . .

The technical aspects of this problem include provision of
proper aaintainance and utilization conditions"for standards,
transmission of measurement units,' development" and mass nro-
duction of working measuring instruments,"their testing and
calibration. . . . .

Attention should be paid to the large range' of analytical
problems of environmental control where some 4 mln of chemi-
cal substances of natural and artificial origin are used and
as a result complex problems associated with the development
of matrological assurance for high-sensitivity universal
analytical devices arise.



It was pointed out at the Jirst International Symposium
"Metrolögicai assurance of measurements for environmental
control" held in Leningrad that with the purpose of resol-
ving organizational and aethodical aspects of the metrolo-
gical assurance systems "joint efforts"by scientists from
different countries acting" on a multilateral "oasis are
neaded, development and realization of harmonized prograas
of aetrological assurance being' considered the strategical
trend, first of all, in the area of aeroanalytical, •hydro-
physical, hydrocheaical measurements, aerosolsaetry,
ionizing radiation aeasurements.

It is important to stress that if we consider the estab-
lishment" of an effective aetrological assurance systea to
be the aia of the coaplex aetrological assurance programs,
the major optimization criteriua of the system and the
coaplex program is the same and this is the criteriua of
data reliability. The importance of assuring this criteri-
ua determines the necessity of work on creation of" reference
aeasuring instruments, a traceability system, the necessity
of improvement of the methods and'instrumentation, creation
of stationary and mobile calibration, laboratories an so on»

At the same time it is necessary to resolve a number of
regulatory and legal problems of the aetrological assurance
system in the global monitoring and to develop socio-econo-
mical fundamentals of this system» The former includes '
the development of basic documentary standards and other
types of regulatory technical documentation which is being
currently widely carried out on an international scale«
In the future it is "e:cpedient to -widen the volume of" work
on standardization in the field of aetrological assurance
for the' control of the natural environment by improving the
coordination of work between the corresponding ISO Techni-
cal Committees ?n^ the OZiL Pilot..Secretariates»

As for the socio-economical fundamentals, development of
technical and socio-economical indices determining the ef-
ficiency of work in the field of metrological assurance,
development of specifications for allocation of resources
for the work in hand, for establishment of metrological
assurance systeas are needed here* .-
As it can be seen even from this short enumeration of all
problems of"the aetrological assurance of"environmental
control it'presents an extremely difficult," important' and
serious task. A special paper by your present lecturer at
the nejct BSKO Congress to"be held in Prague in April, 1985
•.vill deal with a detailed description'of numerous" aspects
associated with this problem. I hope that there Ifll"be able
to satisfy better your interest towards the solution of
this problem* . . . . . .

Summing up the facts" and statements" considered in the "
first part of our lecture, we can make a conclusion that



tthe ̂ resent state of the system assuring the traceability
of measurements satisfies in" general the needs of industry
and science« Thanks to' the' achievements in' the field of '-"-
establishment of standards, ' of a system for transferring
the size of the unit in industry and in scientific^ research
it "became possible to create such a situation in which the
needs of such branches'of science as mechanics, theraodyna—
mics, electromagnetism,-nuclear"and atomic- physics, optics
and so. on are fully satisfied* .. . - ' •

The needs of branches of industry are/satisfied but we have
considered it without accentuating those "trends which are
indicative of the steeply rising practical needs for the
accuracy and reliability of. measurements ....

We have shown the status quo in .the existing relationships
of metrology, science and "industry. Meanwhile, the-rate of
progress in science and technology is such that -If"Xl' ven-
ture to repeat once more the statement; "In a large number
of cases the present day accuracy of standards must become
the accuracy of working measuring instruments tomorrow".
Therefore, the accuracy of the' realization of units by-
standards must increase by one,- two or more orders of mag-
nitude; When will this tomorrow come?' The answer is diffi-
cult for different areas of measurements» Nevertheless,
already by IS95 such changes are more than likely, by 2000
they are inevitable in the majority of cases« What" can we
build up such suppositions on? On the extrapolation of
trends'in the development of the instrument" making indu-
stries, on a higher number of parameters under measurement,
on an increasing proportion'of"dynamic measurements, on
wide introduction" of" automation existing in instrument
engineering into flexible production technologies. I would
put'electronics in the first place in'the list of stimu-
lating factors.' Here is "also the necessity" of further sub-
stahcial increasing of the accuracy in calculation of" '
energy resources and in development of the energy saving'
technologies. However that may'be, we must very seriously -
think about the prospects for'the development of metrology.
The answer to this very important question" should be looked
for with the consideration" of the development of both its:
theoretical, .foundations and physico-metrological. problems.

To sake correct conclusions in this respect if is impor-
tant, first of all, to' determine the "role and the nläce of
modem metrology in the system of sciencesl3I-5rom its very
conception metrology as 'a science has been shading in
close contact 7/ith practical tasks of science and technolo-
gy. Cne can attribute to it in full'measure the statement
that technical sciences begin to shape when the object of
investigations (technology) - acquires'a new trend; it can

nat

the design, of particular technical objects* .

A technical science is a theory of utilisation of the ob-
jective natural relationships in technical devices satis-



fying social practical requirements. Metrology is also
closely linked with, fundamental sciences*

In the process of development of metrology as a whole and'
its individual branches, and especially" those concerned with
mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, there
appears a new separate theoretical branch in metrology con-
taining generalized knowledge accumulated" in"the process of
developing and" improving the methods and:facilities'of"mea-
suring" instruments of certain "quantities. Nevertheless, while
analyzing the results of studies'carried out" during the last
decades it should be noted that up to now they were a sum of
unrelated scientific knowledge, models and methods which are
used only while solving"the problems' "intrinsic" to a given
area of measurements. In other words,-it is characteristic
for a certain"stage of study that there exist a large number
of highly specialised scientific disciplines as well as
notions and" principles inherent in them,' valid for investi-
gation and" development of measuring instruments in certain
areas of. measurement» . . . . .

Meanwhile, as it is well known, the theory of the technical
science'takes its shape as a result of"the process when the"
schemes, models'and notions specific for"it are compared with
the ideal objects of mathematics. "Thus", theoretical'aetrology
as well as any theoretical'science must include a large"por-
tion of specially organized knowledge' and theorems of funda-
mental science," and" also a description of mathematical me- ' :
thods for the reduction of some" theoretical objects to others.
L theory must have numerous "prerequisites in the form of
experimental data and empirical generalizations. The difficul-
ty" in creating' a unified" theory "of "measurements as well as
a theory of metrology consists in the fact that being a
branch of technical'physics,'metrology must cover the whole
of electromagnetic,"optical, mechanical," theraodynamic,
phisico-chemical, nuclearphysical'and other phenomena, where-
as being a technical science"it"must have"general founda-'
tions, defin? a range of'measuring transformations in vari-:
ous fields of measurements'which are difficult to enumerate.
This is just the explanation cf the fact that in "spite of
the unabating attention to the development of a" general mea-
surement theory and to the creation of an integrated aetrolo-
gical theory," numerous efforts in this direction have not yet
been crowned with success. In the author's opinion the rea-
sons for it are an insufficient (for the given stage) theore-
tical" study of such'very important branch of metrology as the
theory of standards, lack" of' significant generalizations of
general metrological character based on the results of work
in individual measurement areas'and" a'rapid increase in the
number of physical principles of transformations of physical
quantities" that is i'ar ahead of the theoretical generalisa-
tions concerning, thsir use...

And another' extremely important'reason arising at the present
stags of development of science. Is it has been said, metro-
logy grows on the basis of fundamental sciences and", first
of all, on the basis of physics and at the same time the



laws of metrology are used"in all exact sciences !4J'. 'There-
fore a change in the"development of"physics'engenders "ne
necessity in a revision of 'metrology itself. Hence follows
that there is a possibility of drawing a parallel: if clas-
sical Dhysiss corresponded to classical' metrology, non-
classical metrology must correspond to'non-classical phy-
sics. In other words, at the present stage quantum metrology
has come as a oarallel partner of quantum physics to replace
classical metrology which existed in parallel with classical
•Dhysica, As the establishment of any new measurement method
often takes -olace in the conditions of an a priori uncertain-
ty about the"real' model of physical field or physical quan-
tity under measurement,"metrology, as a rule, turns to an
appropriate ideal object of physics. And'only after a method
and a"measuring instrument are developed, "a study of this
object begins using these means which allow to determine'
deviations of the object parameters from the ideal one, find
out its specific effect" on the instrument affecting the re-
sults of the.experiment«. — _.....

The development of theoretical" foundations of metrology,"
building at a general measurement' theory are hampered also
in some cases""by"the presence of physical uncertainty in
resolving some key problems. Indoubtedly important are
further development" of completely new methods for transfor-
mation of'parameters of physical fields and' quantities in
order to obtain with highest possible accuracy quantitative
information about their values and the choice of optimum"
physical and metrological versions for the realization of
measurement units on the basis"of stable natural phenomena
using values- of fundamental physical.constants.» .".

12ius, a general measurement theory must give answers to
questions about the interaction'of"a"measuring" instrument
with the field of physical quantities 'in general, and" in some
measurement areas also about the -Dossibility to construct
measuring instruments "for"different conditions'of existence
of these fields and quantities without distorting them. 3ut
it by no means excludes the' necessity for conducting parti-
cular theoretical studies:in individual' measurement areas
and branches of metrology." Cn the contrary," they must be"
henceforth developed and deepened in every possible way in
the interests of the. tasks set. ... .....".

alore and more' often scientists turn their attention to the

gical analysis are possible: general - philosophical, and "
particular, more concrete, specific for" a 'concrete science.
Thus, we can assert that while the measurement is a method
of cognition and in the narrow sense of the word, it is
a TiP-rhnn ^scientific study, metrology, thatisa'meäsure-

i, is the science about a definite, generally
a method of
ment science



scientific research method, a method of scientific cogni-
tion 13) - . . . . . . . .
Hence, the task of metrology is a 'peculiar methodology$ it
cones out not as ä philosophical methodology but as a metho-
dological discipline. To a" certain extent this reasoning
helps to give answer to the question about the place of me-
trology in the system, of sciences. . ...
The Soviet philosopher Sviridenko says that an applied
science is opposed"to'the fundamental one [5]. In a certain
sense metrology is not a' fundamental science if a science
about basic laws of nature is implied" when speaking about
fundamental sciences. Such sciences are"physics, astronomy,
mechanics, etc. On the other hand, metrology is fundamental
in the sense that it fixes and studies those principles,
those measurement procedures and corresponding technical
systems from which'proceed all'natural sciences and first
and foremost physical sciencesi" !Ehe measurements whose re-
sults must meet the requirements of metrology are the basis
of all physical, sciences •. . .._... ...

Taking'into account the above"statements we can'assert that
as a measurement science "metrology is a metascience" which is
more general though sometimes it is not less concrete than
natural and technical sciences, a science that is ertremeiy
polytechnical in respect of the scope of knowledge accumula-
ted in it," it is a science which on the'one'hand must cover
the whole range of electromagnetic,' optical, mechanical,
physico-chemical, nuclear physics and"other phenomena, and
ön the other hand it must have general basis "for the""solu- '
tion of a wide range of problems: measuring transformations,
evaluation of measurement results and their errors, reali-
sation, of units, and their dissemination- and so. on*.
Thus, taking into account the above'said; modern metrology
can hardly be liaited by classical theory due to its'descrip-
tiveness and, to a'considerable degree," intuitiveness. It
needs a more strict"theory. It is quite natural because for
metrology as for any other science "the moment comes when
further development of theory in'this science becomes impos-
sible without a more accurate statement of its initial
propositions. Today all these problems are the subject of
serious studying by scientists"from different countries,
which is seen in particular 'from materials of the 1st "
All-ünion Seminar ön theoretical metrology held in Lenin-
grad in March, 1930 under the aegis of the"D'. I.Mendeleev "
Institute of Metrology and TC-8 with'wide Participation cf
representatives of ELSSO, of a number of national"astrologi-
cal organizations such" as P33 (EEG),' Istituto di STetroIogia
"C-.Colonnetti" (Italy), 3121*1 • (Jar>an) , JU23ZU (Yugoslavia)
and a representative.of -3IEI* . . "- -

Ladies and gentlemen, now allow me to characterise at
greater length those main problems of modern scientific
metrology which demand coordinated activities of physicists,



aetrologists and nroduct engineers aimed at further improve-
ment of scientific and technological progress.. Tie demand
for an advanced development of metrological assurance oi1
measurement instrumentation at the present stage of the
scientific and technological "revolution aas determined the
nature of the nroblams that can" be classed as physical
uroblems of metrology. The character" of "these problems is
determined by the need to use in metrology well-known and
sufficiently studied physical "phenomena which make i t pos-
sible to carry out measurement transformations of highest
accuracy as well as physical studies aimed at finding new
stable effects and phenomena of general"scientific value but
carried out first of al l in this' interests of the establish-
ment, of new .̂ more elaborate, standards of .measurement .units.

As i t is already said, at present"the" advanced development
of metrology is impössible""if ~ only the methods and" laws of
classical"physics are applied. I t is"the methods"of modern
physics, primarily those"of" quantum- physics,'that will
enable us*to meet tae practical requirements. Quantum physics
makes i t possible" to approach" "the problem of""standards~"from
a new angle".'Tor the" f i rs t time in the history of science
the possibility has appeared to "change over from the stan-
dards approved by mutual agreement to" natural standards
using fundamental physical constants" and stable"physical
phenomena, associated with the""properties "of atomic systems
and macroscopic quantum phenomena". The principle" of indis-
dinguishabili'ty~of identical particles -firmly" established
in quantum physics is a physical "prerequisite for the" change
over to"natural standards. This principle guarantees real i -
zation of measurement units "regardless" of the site, time'
and other" circumstances which" ensures tTaceability of measu-
rements at a particular accuracy levelvAnother condition
due to Trhich natural standards can be established only on
the basis of modern physics is ' their connection with funda-
mental physical constants^ In classical physics the Planck
constant was unknown and "that is why i t was impossible even
to raise the question about the' establishment öf a system
of' natural" standards. The accuracy'attainable in principle
with natural standards is limited only by the fundamental
laws of nature such as the "uncertainty" relation which o-oens
up new wide possibilities" for metrology. 3?or example," the
interrelated system of the SI electromagnetic standards
based on* fundamental physical constants has already -oermittad
to increase the accuracy in realizing the volt by more than
an order, of magnitude.. . .

As the requirements for "the accuracy and reliability of the
measurement results becoae mors stringent, in order to find
natural standards metrology turns"to such physical systems
that are less susceptible to' external influences and
whose characteristics are directly related to fundamental
physical constants. I t is primarily atoms'and their nuclei
that are such'systeas "at"presente'Hcwever, the nuclei are
very complex and at the present time there is no' ho-oe for a
theory that couli make i t possible to ccmDUte their"-or on er-



ties on the basis of fua.daae22.tal principles and hence it
is unreasonable to turn to' them for developing natural '
standards« 3ecause of" this, a major tool for:the develop-
ment of .natural. standards are atomic systeas-. .
The basic characteristics of these systems have fixed
values, i.e. they are quantized and canbe computed from
fundamental physical constants', at least in principle* '
However, those atomic characteristics that make sense in'
macrocosm as well (such as energies, wavelengths,etc.) ars
usually too small compared to those used" in practice and
besides in macromeasurement3'one' often has to deal with
quantities'that have no direct analogues" in macrocosm
(electric voltage and resistance, temperature,' force, etc);
Therefore, for changing over to natural standards metrology
should solve a serious scientific problem- that" involves
realization of those values of physical quantities that are
used in practice on the basis of fundamental physical
constants using the properties of atomic systems. This is
a. fundamental.problem of modern metrology [6,71.

Its complexity is due both to the lack of microscopic ana-
logues for many macroscopic "physical quantities and to the
danger of a loss of accuracy in the" transfer of" the size
of a unit from an atomic system to a practicable range. For
length and frequency measurements this problem is solved"
using"high precision interference methods and-a radically
new approach, is. required for other physical.quantities.
This'approach involves the use of macroscopic quantum
effects! when the quantum nature of phenomena due to
coherence shows itself on a practical scale. In such pheno-
mena macroscopic quantities which often have no microsco-
pic analogues, take fixed discrete values; Investigations
of macroscopic quäÄ'cuQi phenomena represent ä remarkable
achievements of "physics in recent years. For a long time
following the advent of quantum" mechanics it seemed that
the quantum effects can be observed only in microsystems,
but the progress achieved in studies of" collective phenomena
has shown, that this is not so." Fundamental'contributions to
the development of quantrua macrophysics have' been made by
many scientists' such as Ni5Ti3ogoIyubov, J.Bardeen,
L.Cooper, J.Schrieffer, 3.D.Josep2:son" (theory of supercon-
ductivity), L.Landau "(theory of' superconductivity-, hydro-
dynamics of superfluid "liquids), P^K.Kanitsa,' S.L."ArLdroni-
kashvili (superfluidity), 2«22itzing and, many others.

Macroscopic quantum phenomena include first of all such
specific effects as" superfluidity of liquid helium at low
temperatures, quantized vortex filaments in" superfluid' heli-
um (A."kmA.brüosov>, persisting currents in superconductors,
quantization of magnetic flux in a multiply-coupled super-
conductors, magnetic flux freezing in a superconducting
ring, Meissner and «Tosephson effects,, quantum effects in
two-dimensional systems, for example;' quantisation of Hall
resistance in strong magnetic-fields"at lowtemperatures,
the Zasiair effect and others. Let us stress again the s-oe-



c'f c f»ature of macroscopic auantua phenomena, namely a
macroscopic manifestation"of quantum mechanical relation-
s ü p s . • • - - . • • •

•ffide application of aacroscopic quantum phenomena is the
main"direction for -the development of aodera quantum metro-
logy. Macroscopic quantum phenomena are used in the follow-
ing three most important fields of metrology:

I.Development öf natrural standards for the realization
of measurement units;

2.Development of devices for the maintenance of measu-
rement units and their dissemination;

J.Improvement of the values of fundamental physical
constants.
It nerrsits to significantly improve'the results in the
above mentioned fields and to discover and investigate dis-
advantages of the approaches, ealier' applied in metrology.
Changing over at BIBJ to the maintenance of the size of
the e;a.f* unit using a facility based on the Josephson"
effect and investigations carried ouf there with standard
cell3, traditionally used for transferring the size of the
volt"to other laboratories can be good examples of this
sort« Investigations have shown' [31, that the previous
method is characterized by an error of the* order of 0.5 /iT
while the new one permits to carry out e."m.f. measurements
with an error better than 10 nT. Th.e series of measure- -
aents carried out at'3U!£ in the period from January, 1978
to December, 1981 showed that the*average e.a.f«"of four
satured standard cells drifted by the order of 0.C8 p.7
per year as compared with the voltage maintained by the
3H*I facility on the basis of the Josephson effect. Further
research on the Hall quantum effect started at H S can
serve as another example -C9T.' By the present time the
error in measurements of quantized resistance using special-
ly prepared heterostructures has been decreased to a level
of IcICh"? in. terms of the resistance unite, maintained at
FE3 [10]. This accuracy level Is close: to the accuracy
level of realising the resistance unit. It should be noted
that measurements of'the same quantized resistance relative
to a standard resistor with the nominal value of the'order
of 10 >Q were carried cut in the" above experiment with an
error of 1.0 times better, i.e.. 1.10"°. . ~

At 7NII2I intensive work is underway in all mentioned
fields. A'natural standard of the"volt"has been "developed
that is based o"n the use of "the Jose-ohsan effect and the
fundamental physical constant '2e/h, i.e. the magnetic flux
quantum. Intensive research is carried out aimed-at the
establishment of a unified standard of time, frecuency and
length, based on a new definition of the metre. Laser inter-
ferometry methods are developed for measuring small len=*ths
and displacements that may find atralic&tion in transferrin=-
the size of the length unit to gauge blocks and liaa~gau=-*s.
urgent investigations of the problem of detecting sravitatio-
nal waves are also related to these tasks. Considerable
effor-5 of the Institute staff are aimed at theoretical and



V

experimental investigations of' quantisation of the Hall re-
sistance in strong siagaetic fields at low temperatures,
discovered recently [51. In the end, these investigations
should lead to the establishment of a completely new stan-
dard of the electrical resistance unit (value of the
resistance, quantum, is faG(&.Z •=• 6453 Ohm)..
ITew physical phenomena are used also in such a traditional
field as force measurements. At the Institute a facility
is under construction for generating large forces, based on
the phenomena of superconductivity. Theoretical investiga-
tions with regard tö vacuum quantum.' effects and their appli-
cation in metrology are carried out. Variations of vacuüä
oscillations due to the effects "of external fields or clas-
sical limits'give rise to Sasimir forces that depend upon
the fundamental'physical'constants c and h only."investiga-
tions in this field'are "aimed, "in the end, at establishment ;
of a force standard, based, on fundamental physical, constants.

Theoretical and experimental investigations aimed at improve-
ment of atonic constants are also carried out. Experimental
investigations "are aimed at improvement of the Sydberg cons-
tant, using methods of Doppler-free spectroscopy of two-
photon absorption« Theoretical investigations "of quantum
electrodynamics of the two-particle system axe aimed at the
improvement of a value of hyperfine splitting in muonium and
hydrogen.' An improved theory of" hyperfine splitting permits,
in i t s "burn, to*improve' the value of the fine-structure cons-
tant, which'is extremely important in realising the volt unit,
based on the Josephson effect and the electrical resistance
unit, based on the Hall quantum'effect [III. Of fundamental
importance is the work on'an adjustment of fundamental phy-
sical" constants and improvement of the Avogadro constant,
done. at • TKITK. UZl.. . . . . . .

However, not all problems of fundamental metrology have yet
been solved. The successes achieved allow us to see more
clearly unsolved problems, the most important of which is the
establishment'of a system of interrelated calculable stan-
dards of measurement units using fundamental physical cons-
tants and stable quantum phenomena. Though modem natural
standards realize measurement units with high accuracy, they
do not permit to calculate the size' of a realized quantity in
terms of fundamental physical constants. This circumstance is
not of technical, but"of fundamental character, as an attempt
to calculate, for example', the structure of a cesium atom with
the required accuracy using fundamental physical constants
would require'the construction'of an electronic computer that
need al l the matter of"the Universe and working over a ccsao—
logical period of time." At the same time to make a similar
calculation of a simpler atomic system, of hydrogen, for example,
with required accuracy seems in principle possible. The sizes"
of measurement units, realized by calculable quantum systems
such as a hydrogen atom, can be expressed in terms of fundamen-
tal physical "const ants. That is why such situation is desirable
when the basic measurement units are realized by natural stan-
za-.-! 3 computed through the use of fundamental physical constants.
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Dear ladies and gentlemen, in conclusion allow me to naka^
an obvious statement that metrology was, is and will be the
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certain limits of scientific and technological progress can
be made only when we give the required measuring instruments
necessary for exploration of the unknown, but as soon as new
laws are discovered', metrologists adopt them» As the practi-
cal requirements are very high it is natural that we can
meet them only through the use of the latest achievements
of science and technology, introduction of discovered physi-
cal phenomena with lightning speed, improvement of fundamen-
tal physical constants, etc. Piguratively speaking, metrolo-
gy is insatiable'of all latest fundamental achievements of
natural sciences. Particularities of the development of
metrology at the modern stage are of such kind that philoso-
phers do not have time for comprehending the problems of
current stages of the development of metrologlcal science?
physicists and chemists do not suceed in providing us with
new necessary discoveries and product engineers more than
others, perhaps, lag in furnishing us with necessary technolo-
gies for"realisation of new physical principles required
for the development of high precision measuring instruments.
All problems that scientific and technological progress put "
before metrology at the modern stage result in ä wide program
of activities which are to be carried out in close connection
with the requirements of science and practice» This program
stresses the necessity of spreading a~general theory"of measu-
rements and its methods on ä new field of knowledge, estab-
lishment of a reserve of ideas for the development of measu-
ring instrumentation, increase of the level of scientific
instrument making and t"ae accuracy of scientific research,
development of fundamentally new methods and measuring inst-

in particular fields," improvement of the whole sys-
tem of ensuring measurement traceability and increase of its
efficiency and hence, in the end, of the production efficien-
cy and production quality, development of"new ways of solving
main problems of the society, such-" as those concerned with
fuel and power, ecology, food,, etc.

_ . . - 3 3

on an international scale are required. International coo-oe-

worid peace«
r h k you for attention.
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THE TREATMENT OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES
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The demand for certainty is one which is natural
to man, buc is nevertheless an intellectual
vice. ... To endure uncertainty is difficult,
but so are most of che other virtues.

B. Rüssel [l]

Abstract

A tutorial review on some elementary problems concerning the realistic
evaluation of uncertainties pertaining to the results of experimental
measurements is given. Emphasis is put on the clear understanding of some
simple, but basic statistical facts and concepts as well as on their
practical use in samples of finite size. Starting from the addition of
variances the general expression for the propagation of uncertainties is
derived. In order to keep overlap wich previous reviews on the same
subject to a minimum, problems dealt wich elsewhere in detail are given
here a cursory treatment only, but references should permit Co have
access to rull details. The recommendation alaborated'by the 3IPM W

bv ei-" S e " f B 5 °f U n c s « a i n c i " . »hich h » recently been
°L r ',iS ™ P « d « e d and commented. In appendices, the limited
practical usetulaess of statistical weights is explained and some

S J "oa-? °a che W"««*°n of the .Ulan" variance and ics
to che more traditional fora.

Jörg ;•/. Müller
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1. Introduction

The problem of how to assign in the "best possible" way an uncertainty to
the result of an experimental measurement is by no means a new subject.
Quits on the contrary, it is so old and "well known" that only a few
•/ears ago most physicists would probably have agreed in thinking that
in this field all is settled definitely and for ever.

However, a closer look at the situation soon revealed that this peaceful
image was only apparent and superficial. This became first obvious to all
concerned when 3I?M published the results of an enquiry [2], made
essentially among the national standards laboratories, which showed that
there exists in fact an amazing variety in the practical methods used
to arrive at "an uncertainty". It turned up that there was agreement
neither on the basic approach, nor on the procedure to obtain a numerical
value, which is then normally given without further comment. The
resulting lack of uniformity in the presentation of uncertainties makes
Che work of any compiler of data a difficult if not a hazardous task.

And yet, compared to the situation prevailing till about 1930, when many
experimental results were stated without any estinatad uncertainty
at all, this was a clear progress. Of course, there have always been
notabla exceptions, especially in metrology, but they were often
considered as "luxury" and of limited real value, except perhaps for such
a special task as the one first undertaken by Birge [3] in 1929, namely
to arrive at "best" values for some fundamental constants of physics.
In fact, the methods applied for "adjustments" were known for long,
but practically only used in astronomy, especially for calculating
the apparent positions of the planets and the noon. However, the
calculational methods of this rather esoteric field had little influence
on the more mundane work usually performed in the fields of physics and
technology.

Even in the actual aetrological situation we can still recognize the
strong influence of the astronomical heritage on the one side, but also
habits which are due to the development of mathematical statistics as
a subject of its own standing i.n the first half of the twentieth century.
Thus, the bad habit to assume that all measurements, when sufficiently
often repeated, follow invariably a normal distribution stems from
astronomy (where it is better founded), while the recent fashion to scats
uncertainties in the form of confidence intervals is a rather unfortunate
influence of statistics.

As for a point which will have a certain importance later in our
discussion, namely the traditional distinction between "random" and
"systematic errors", the pacamity is less clear: in astronomy one could
often arrange the methods of measurement to get rid of a possible
systematic bias by clever experimental tricks so that differences rather
than absolute values formed the observational basis. In mathematical
statistics a constant error is usually taken as a trivial effect
unworthy of special attention as it can be eliminated by a simple shift.



On the ochar hand, experimental physicists have always had great trouble
in dealing with systematic influences which cannot be diminished
by repetition. The ensuing classification of "errors" in random and
systematic parts therefore seems to be an invention of their own breed -
and not a very lucky one. We shall have Co come back to this point
later on.

'/That could be the justification for the present talk on uncertainties?
It is difficult to pretend that we are short of literature in this field,
as is evidenced by a recent selective bibliography [4 ] which contains
useful annotations, and there exist excellent general presentations which
can be recommended (for instance [5] to [8 ]). Those interested in the
discussion on some basic problems will also readily find articles where
these topics are discussed at some length (for instance [9J to [12 ]).
Perhaps, the bibliographic situation is a bit less favourable for those
who want to make their first steps in this field as elementary problems
are often omittad in more advanced texts. For this reason and considering
the aim of this course, the participants of which are assumed to have
only limited previous experience, we decided to treat first some
elementary but basic problems. Equipped with this knowledge, the student
should then be able to take full advantage of the contents of some of
the texts mentioned above.

The occasional insistence on apparently ainor details in what follows has
two justifications: on the one hand, they have often been inadequately
treated in popular presentations, if mentioned at all, and on the other
hand they may perhaps convince some readers that due attention to details
aay be both interesting and rewarding. Although the pedagogical aspects
are thus prevailing, some remarks might occasionally be new not only
zo beginners.

2. Some elementary concepts

We do not consider it useful to try to enumerate all the possible causes
for the scatter observed in repeated measurements; any experimentalist
can easily make his own list. For what follows it is sufficient
to consider the results of measurements as "random quantities" and to use
for theiir description the appropriate concepts familiar in statistics.
We shalJ. only need very few of them.

a) Hx£e£tation_ value

Consider a random variable x which may take on discrete or continuous
values. For discrete values (for instance 0, L, 2, . . . ) , we call

its expectation value, when ?(Xj) is the probability for observing
x = x^, and the sum extends over all possible values x.. Hence if,
ror example, x^ is the number inscribed on one of the six faces of a die,



we find

6
 I

H(x) = I j - - 3.5

J-l
 6

for Che expectation value of the number on tha top face.

If x is continuous, we have similarly for its expectation

E(x) = /x f(x) dx , (lb)

where f(x) is called a probability density. The integral extends over

the whole domain of existence of x (for instance from 0 to <=).

b) Moments_

We call ordinary moment (of order r) of a random variable x the quantity

a
r
(x) = E(x

r
) . (2)

This may actually take the form of a sum or of ?i integral, depending on

the nature of x.

Of special importance are the so-called central moments of a random

variable x. They are defined, for order r, by

u_(x) = E{[x - S(x)]
r
} . (3)

Since !A|(x) = 0, the central moment of lowest order is

μ^x) = E([X - E(x)]
2
} = a

2
(x) , (4)

which is oftan called variance of x. It can also be written in terms

of ordinary moments, since

" E{x
2
 - 2x E(x) + E

2
(x)} = E(x

2
) - 2 E

2
(x) + E

2
(x)

Note thac this relation is quite general; we only assume that the first

two aoaents exist (i.e. are finite). Similar relations can be readily

established for the central moments of higher order, but we shall not

make use of them in what follows.

c) Correlaticm

If between cvo variables x and y there exists such a relation that

to each value of x corresponds a certain value of y we say that they are

linked by a functional dependence. In this case one often writes y = f(x)

or also x = g(y). To Cake a simple example for illustration we say have

for instance y = f(x) => x
2
 and x = g(y) =» Zγ] or similarly y = cos x and

s =• arc cos y.



However, in many casas Che link between cvo measurable quantities is not
such a rigid and simple one that it can be described by a mathematical
formula, we then talk of a correlated interdependence or simply say chat
x and y are correlated. This is che usual case for all che situacions
where a complete descripcion is beyond our possibilities or where a real
element of chance comes into play. For the first category, we aay Chink
of the weacher forecast or of economic relations (for instance between
supply, demand and price). According to present-day knowledge, hereditary
interrelations as well as che exact number of nuclear disintegrations
in a given Cime interval are quantities which are random by Cheir very
nature.

The formal descripcion of an observed correlation between two random
quantities x and y can always be achieved by applying the definition
of cheir covarianca, i.a.

Cov(x.y) = E{[X - E(x)] [y - £(y)]} . (5)

Two special cases are worth noting, namely

- for y » x: Cov(x,x) = <J2(x) ,

- if x and y are independent: Cov(x,y) = 0.

It can be readily shown Chat the above definition is equivalent to

Cov(x.y) = S(x y) - E(x) E(y) ,

a relation which is sometimes useful. In many applications a sort of
"normalised" covariance is more practical to use. This can be readily
achieved by forming the correlation coefficient p, defined by

Cov(x.y) .

cr(y)

which necessarily lies between the liaits -1 and +1.

d) The_ is£iance_or_ a sum

We now have all che necessary elements at hand to treat the simple,
but basic problem of decermining the variance of a sum. Let z = x -f- v.
If we write for simplicity S(x) = x, etc., we have first for che'
axpectacion value of a sura

S(=) = z => x + 7 .

For che variance of z we find by some simple rearrangements

J2(z) = 2[(Z - 2)2} o E([(x + y) - (x -r y)]2}

- 3C(x-x) +(y-y)]2}

- S{(I - X)2 ~ (y - y)2 + 2(x - x) (y - y)} .



3y means of the previous definitions (4) and (5) this can also be written

as

α^x + y) - c^Cx) + s
2
(y) + 2 Cov(x.y) . (6)

This innocent-looking expression is in fact the kernel of the law of the

propagation of uncertainties, to which it can be readily generalized (see

Section 4). Before doing so, however, it may be useful to consider some

other consequences of what we have already achieved, and in particular

to root it more strongly in the experimental ground.

For the calculations with expectation values, variances and covariances,

it is useful to have at one's disposal some simple rules for handling

them. They are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 - Rules for the use of expectations, variances and covariances

(adapted from £l3 j> -

x^ and x
2
 are random variables, a and b are constants. Then, if

the following relations hold

- for expectation values: E(x[ + x
2
) = a^ S(xj_) + a, E(x

9
) + b^ - b

7
,

- for variances: O
2
(x[ + xj) = a| cr

2
^) + a| cr

2
(x

2
)

+ 2a
L
a

2
 Cov(x

L
,x

2
) ,

- for covariances: Cov(x|,x
2
) = a^a

2
 CovCx^,x

2
) ,

whereas p(x[,x
2
) = p(x^,x

2
) .

3. Sample values as estimates of population values

.An apparent drawback of the sketched approach consists of the fact that

we seem to operate with illusive quantities. In evaluating variances or

covariances we are asked to form differences with respect to expectation

values, unfortunately, these quantities are not available for a finite

number a of measurements (- if they were known, we would not have to care

for their uncertainties). Thus, what can we really do? The answer is that

we should use sample moments instead. The simplest example of such a

quantity is the mean value, defined by

* - - I *j - (7)

ir the sample we dispose of consists of n measurements x-.



he
Since E(:c) - H(x) = x, the nean value x can serve as an approximation
for the unknown "true" population value x. This approach can be readily
extended to the moments of order r by means of

1 a _
ml(x) - - F s^ , with m{(x) = x ,

and it is possible to show that quite generally E{OLJ.(X)} = m r(x), ?h

which means that mi is an "unbiased" estimator of m_. sm

~ sa
What can we say about the variance of x"? If the measurements x. are
independent of each other, the sum n x" a I x^ has, according to (6),
the variance j %

o^Cn x) - I aZ(Xj) , -
J gq

from which, by means of a rule of Table 1 and denoting by o"2(x) the
"average" variance of a single measurement x, we find that

ff2(x) = - j a2(n x) - . (8) ,
n" n "'-

Hence, Che variance of a mean value is n times smaller than the variance "e

of an individual measurement, a very useful general result. so

we
What about the central moments, and in particular the variance of x?
One may be teapted to define a central sample moment of order r by

I a If
Hr(x) = — 1 (xi - x ) r , with r =• 2, 3, ... . to

n j=1

This can clearly be done, but the key question then is to know if such
a quantity still is the best possible approximation to the "true" value
ur(x) as defined before. The answer is no. Let us restrict ourselves to
the important case r = 2 , i.e. to the variance. Here we can form

a *£(*> - I[(xj - S) - (7 - x)

j

- x ) 2 - a(x - x) 2

wr.

- 2(Xj - x)(7 - x) + (x" - x)2] As

I(x, - x ) 2 - a(x - x) 2 , i-



s

hence for Che expectation value by using (8)

a
 " " i

1

I -1 fn a
2
(x) - n a

2
(x)} (1 - 1)

This shows Chat the sample variance u^Cx) iSt on the average, somewhac

smaller Chan o^Cx). This deficiency can be corrected for by using for che

sample variance the modified estimator

s
2
(x) â (x)

n - 1 " n - 1
(9)

which now has the welcome feature of being bias-free for any n > 2 . Some
elementary rearrangements show that (9) can also be written in the fully
equivalent form

S
2
(x)

n -

which requires no "updating" of x when Che size of a sample gets larger.

We thus see that this "replacement of a by n - 1", which may look

somewhat strange at first sight, is just a consequence of Che fact that

we now fora the (squared) differences wich respect Co Che known value x"

instead of the "true" (but unknown) value x.

.An analogous reasoning can be applied Co the covariance, defined by (5).

If we have at our disposal n pairs of values (x-, 7 A), Chey can be used

to fora the sample covariance

Cov'(x.y) =
1 2

r i (*i 7A - x y)

-
 l
 i=1

 2 J

1

α - l

(10)

3 2 j

which say be shown to be free from bias, i.e. E[cov
1
(x,y)} • Cov(x,y).

an important point should not escape our attention, naaeiy Chat

che relations (8) to (10) are independent of any specified distribution

and thus quite general. On the other hand, Che "modification" isplied for

instance by (9) is not necessarily an important one: it has been shown

alsewhara (see Appendix C of [9]) Chat for n » 1 the corrected bias is

always within the "natural" sampling uncertainty of s(x).



. . Th
4. Towards the general expression for the propagation or uncertainties u n

ca
Since we now know how good estimates of variances and «variances can be th

obtained from a given finite sample, we can 30 back with confidence to v a

the general approach where these quantities appear in a natural way. co

In particular" we shall have a closer look at (6). Let us now consider go

instead of the sisiple sun z = x + y a aore general fora. For this purpose of

it is practical to adapt the notation by writing do
n co

2 = ax x L + a, x 2 + ... + a n x Q =» l a^ x^ , (11)
jal Xh

where XJ stands for a random quantity and a^ denotes a constant. ^

3y applying the rules given in Table 1, the previous result (6) can be af
generalized for the present situation and we thus arrive at J

02(2) - I a? a2(Xj) + 2 I a, afc Cov(XjJxk) , (12)
j=1 j<k We

co
where the second sun only extends over all those pairs for which j is If
smaller than k (therefore the factor two). fc

h
On the other hand, any differentiable function f of the n variables x^ mi
can be developed in the neighbourhood of a given reference point, which wr
in our case may be determined by the aean values of the variables. to
What Chen happens to th'- function f if the variables are slightly wh
altered, for instance by an amount of the order of their statistical fc
uncertainty? th

to
If each variable x- is changed from "x. to x". + £x-, the beginning of v a

a Taylor expansion leads to J J J
Ou

ra
va
ab

- _ n of
f ( x L , x 2 , . . . , n n ) = f ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . . x"n) + I <SXj + . . . ,

where the quadrat ic and higher-order teras in Ax* are neglected.
If we wri:e 6£ for f (xL , . . . ) - f Cx, , . . . ) , we have the expression In

to

if - y^-dx
j 3XJ ci

th
which is exactly of the same fora as (11). A comparison with (12) then A
leads diraitly to the general propagation law for uncertainties, namely

*„ . iZf^^U^«*^ «3,„ .



This is che basic formula for che evaluation of experimental
uncertainties. Apart from Che partial derivatives of Che function f, the
calculation of which (at least in an approximate way) is always possible,
the only quantities required are the variances and covariances of che
variables entering the function f, for which one uses in practica che
corresponding sample values (cf. Section 3), if they are available;
sometimes r.:.ey have co be guessed. The realistic numerical estimation
of these quantities is the duty of the experimenter. Ones this has been
done, application of (13) is normally a simple matter. Two rather
complicated examples have been fully treated in [l3J and may serve as
models.

There are, of course, more compact ways of writing (13), and in Chose
cases where it is essential Co take a full account of all che variances,
che use or a covariance matrix simplifies che work. This very important
and aost useful formalism is well explained for instance in [l4] or [l5J.

5. On "systematic errors", "maximum errors" and the like

We leave aside the confusion caused by those who still mix up Che
concepts correction and uncertainty, which are quite different things.
If there exists a known bias (or error), this can and must be corrected
for, and in all which follows we assume tacitly that such a correction
has already been applied. In addition, in order to avoid any
misunderstanding, we prefer to use the term uncertainty for what aany
writers still call "error", although this rule is sometimes difficult
to apply. For most people the word error has the connotation of something
which is wrong and therefore needs correcting, but this is only true
for a bias, not for an uncertainty. It may happen, of course, chat
the correction applied was inadequate, but we do not know it: hence,
to the best of our knowledge, the remaining uncertainty has expectation
value zero.

Our use of statistical terms is roughly in agreement with a recently
published metrological vocabulary [löj. The main difference is due to Che
fact that legal metrologists still believe in the availability of "true"
values, whereas in physics and scientific metrology chis concepc has been
abandoned for long. However, we are much more interested in concepts than
in words.

In previous articles on uncertainties, a major part used to be devoted
to clarify chat the traditional strict distinction between so-called
"random" and "systematic" uncertainties had no real basis and was indeed
at che origin of auch confusion. In the aeantime che situation has
clearly changed; the new point of view is now very largely accepted and
there is therefore no need to repeat Che arguments in auch detail.
A short summary may be sufficient.

If originally the classification into the two groups was thought
necessary, ic was so because "random" and "systematic" components seemed
to require a different mathematical treatment as far as their propagation
is concerned. However, it could be shown by a careful application of the



propagation law derived above that there is in fact no need to introduce t
artificially different rules- The example first given in [9 j and, in a t.
slightly modified fora in [l2], is still very instructive, but will not a
be repeated here. It has been taken over by various authors, sometimes t.
tacitly i_ L7 ]. £

In addition, in a number of practical applications the previous t.
classification remained a subject of discussion; in other cases a change i.
of "error type" had to be accepted according to the further use which was c s
made of the measurement. Needless to say that this was a source of ?
trouble for all the subsequent computations. But even in those cases c
where it seems possible to distinguish between a "random" and a s
"systematic" component, there always comes the moment when circumstances #
demand us to combine them into a single value, for usually nobody really *
knows what to do with two. In all those cases where data are subject to a c a
least-squares adjustment - and this is an extremely frequent procedure -, c , J
we obtain for the fitted parameters a mean value and an uncertainty, t. y
not two. There thus exist many good theoretical and practical reasons
for abandoning the traditional distinction, and in addition this also
simplifies che task of the experimentalist. '•

A remark may be in order to justify our preference for the practical use A
of standard deviations. From the explanation given in previous sections '*<
it seems quite natural to characterize an "uncertainty" by its standard ;
deviation. In principle, however, there are of course many other '-
possibilities for describing the "scatter" of a random quantity in --
a quantitative way, and most of them have actually been used for this c
purpose at one time or another and wich aore or less "success". In order
Co sake a good choice, we should first cry to find out which are the ~:

essential and therefore desirable qualities. For some people this seems '*>
to be no real problem: they want to employ the stated uncertainty °
as a kind of safety belt which guarantees that a given value is always Ui

"right". There are certainly many cases where chis is very important, but a' 't
as a general concept it is too narrow-minded and therefore unsuitable. as

All Chose who want to see only this aspect are led Co propose something "
like a "maxinun-limit" uncertainty. However, the characterization of
an uncertainty should be objective, general and simple; the "insurance" T-
role, if needed, can be brought in later and in a more useful way. -"
It should be reminded that the use of "enlarged" uncertainties can have r"
the dangerous effect of hiding real differences, the deteccion of which f

could stimulate further progress.

An important argument against the general use of confidence intervals is '-"
chac - apart from the lack of agreement on che probability level to be -'
chosen - they clearly always depend on the exact form of che probability c"
density one assumes to be valid ia a given application. Another
difficulty, and it Is a fundamental one, arises for correlated ":-
quantitias, because che generally valid propagation law for standard 3'
deviations simply has no counterpart for confidence intervals (cf. ~9 ] 0:

or :_ 11J). Therefore, if we wane to be in a position of determining " ' '-
a well-defined uncertainty also for quantities which cannot be measured ar

directly, we have in fact no choice at all, for che only quantities then ""
ap.-licable are the variances and covariancss.



Once chis fact has been clearly realized, all efforts should be directed
towards providing estimates for all the variances and covariances, unless
the latter can be assumed to be zero. We do not pretend that this is
always a staple task, but it is not more difficult either than
the assignment of, say, a given confidence interval. However, it has the
advantage that we then dispose directly of those quantities which are
actually needed. It still requires all the experience and knowledge of
the experimenter to choose for these quantities realistic estimates and
in particular not to overlook important contributions. If the comparison
of measurements obtained by different methods shows that, in spite of all
precautions taken and care applied, there exists a significant
disagreement between the results, this may first be an unpleasant
surprise, but may, as a result of further scrutiny, lead to the detection
of a hitherto unsuspected influence. This can in itself be a useful
discovery. After all, we should rsmeaber that progress in science and
technology may come not only by finding new basic principles, but also
by pointing to small effects which had before escaped the attention of
the experimentalist.

6. Some remarks on the BIPM Recommendation

A meeting of a Working Group was organised in October 1980 at Sevres,
where experts from eleven national laboratories discussed problems of
practical importance which are related to the assignment of experimental
uncertainties. This has resulted in a Recommendation which is reproduced
in Appendix A. For details on the meeting, the proceedings should be
consulted [lOJ. Here we confine ourselves to a few remarks.

The Recommendation, in a very condensed form, is a summary of what the
Working Group considered to be the best approach in order to arrive,
one day, at a general, realistic and uniform treatment of measurement
uncertainties. The approach encourages the experimenter to provide for
all measured quantities estimates of their variances and covariances,
as these are the quantities used in the propagation law. For practical
reasons, tvo classes of uncertainty components are distinguished, called
"type A" and "type 3", but which are later treated on the same footing.
This classification has sometimes given rise to a misunderstanding:
it consists in assuming that "type A" and "type 3" are just new labels
for what used to be called "random" and "systematic". There is no basis
for this belief. Whereas the traditional distinction between "random" and
"systematic" uncertainties depends on how the measured quantities enter
into a subsequent calculation (and thereby propagate in apparently
different ways), the classification into the types depends only on the
means by which numerical values have been obtained (i.e. by statistical
or by "other" methods). In general, therefore, uncertainties of type 3
will only be rather poorly known. In addition, they will nearly
Inevitably contain an element of personal judgment and therefore be
subjective. This is neither new nor surprising; none, for instance,
of the previous "maximtaa limits" was really objective. The estimation of
uncertainties nust always be done in a situation of incomplete knowledge
and thus requires subjective decisions and guesses, for instance on the
number and the nature of those quantities which can have a non-negligible



influence or. che final result of an experiment. Therefore, Che occasional

reproach that the proposed procedure contains subjective elements cannot

be taken as a serious objection.

The Recommendation gives no explicit guidance for arriving at confidence

intervals. The simple reason is that, in general, this is not possible.

As soon as contributions must be taken into account which rel7 on rough

estimates or guesses, as it usually happens when uncertainties of type 3

exist, a confidence level cannot be determined with any precision and it

therefore seems aore honest not to try to do it all the same. We realize

that this may cause problems in those cases where, for instance, legal

requirements ask the experimenter to provide such a quantity- On the

other hand, if one is ready to make some very specific assumptions on the

unknown distributions (which normally cannot be checked), an evaluation

becomes formally possible [Iβ], although its usefulness remains limited.

In order to provide such a possibility, point 5 of the Recommendation

says that the application of an appropriate factor is allowed. This seems

to be a fair compromise between scientific responsibility and practical

demands•

Some useful hints for arriving at the numerical values of "estimated

standard deviations" are given in [lo] and [l2j. A simple and very clear

introduction to the basic notions and problems can be found in the

keynote [l9J. A look at [20] may also be of interest.

7. Conclusion and outlook

The Recommendation of the Working Group was approved by the Ccmite

International das ?oids at Mesures (CIPM) in October 1981, and its

guidelines have since been applied in most national laboratories on

a trial basis. Their repeated use in international comparisons has never

raised problems. It may also be noted that a new industrial regulation

(DIN) fzi], which will have legal status in the Federal Republic of

Germany, is in full agreement with the Recommendation.

Although a formal discussion on the practical implementation of this

uniform method of assigning experimental uncertainties will only take

place at a new meeting of the Working Group, Che date of which has not

been settled yet, there can be little doubt that the procedure as

sketched in the Recommendation will in essence becooe the preferred

method for aost aetrological applications in due course. However, as new

habits are always difficult Co accepc, even if Chey simplify life,

it would be unrealistic to expect a sudden and general change. Indeed,

a few individuals may never be willing to follow the suggested procedure,

but in the long run this matters little. Of course, it will be '

interesting to look carefully at the reasons advanced by the opponents.

If, for lack of scientific arguments, these are only of a vague

philosophical character, they are best left aside. We should not forget

that real changes necessarily proceed slowly and cannot be rushed. Thera

are thus good reasons for looking forward to the future with ootimism.



APPENDICES

A. Recommendation of the forking Group oq che Statement of uncertainties

oresented to che Comita International des Poids at Mesures

Assignment of experimental uncertainties

RECOMMENDATION 1NC-1 (L980)

1. The uncertainty in the resulc of a measurement generally consists of
several components which may be grouped into two categories according to
the way in which their numerical value is estimated:

A - those which are evaluated by statistical methods,

B - those which are evaluated by other means.

There is not always a simple correspondence between che
classification into categories A or 3 and the previously used
classification into "random" and "systematic" uncertainties. The Cerm
"systematic uncertainty" can be aiisleading and should be avoided.

Any detailed report of the uncertainty should consist of a complete
list ox the components, specifying for each the method used to obtain
its numerical value.

2. The components in category A are characterized by the estimated
variances, s|, (or the estimated "standard deviations" s.) and the number
of degrees of freedom, v^. Where appropriate, the estimated covariances
should be given.

3. The components in category B should be characterized by quantities u?,
which aay be considered as approximations to the corresponding variances,
the existence of which is assumed. The quantities u? icay be treated like
variances and the quantities u. like standard deviations. Where
appropriate, the covariances should also be treaced in a similar way.

4. The combined uncertainty should be characterized by the numerical
value obtained by applying the usual method for the combination of
variances. The combined uncertainty and its components should be
expressed in the fora of "standard deviations".

3. If, for particular applications, ic is necessary to multiply
the combined uncertainty by a factor co obtain an overall uncertainty,
:he multiplying factor used aust always be scatsd.



3. On the use and misuse of statistical weights

la general, measurements ^ of a given quantity x may be of quite
different "value" or "reliability". Hence, in combining them to arrive
at a pooled "best" value this should be taken into account by assigning
to them appropriate "weights" gj- How can they be found?

Suppose we have n independent measurements SJ and their (estimated)
standard deviations s^. If the statistical weights gj were known, we
could evaluate a "weighted" mean value by means of

o
m

The best choice is obviously that which results in the smallest variance
of 's, and it can be shown [22] that this is the case if we choose g.
proportional to s ^ . As the weights are only defined up to a factor,
one may impose an additional condition, for instance that ig,- = 1. but
this is not always useful. For measurements of equal precision, one can
put gj = 1 and thus come back to the unweighted mean.

In principle, the results are improved by the application of statistical
weights, as is evidenced by the reduced variance. In practice, however,
their use has some pitfalls that one should try to avoid. A. safe and
useful application requires, for example, that the individual standard
deviations have been determined reliably and on a common basis and that
the results of the measurements are uncorrelated. These conditions are
quite often not fulfilled, especially if the data come from different
laboratories, as is normally the case in intercomparisons. Sometimes
an evaluator atteapts to assign modified uncertainties to submitted data
which may then be used for determining the weights, although this is
always a delicate enterprise. Occasionally people use weights gi which
are proportional to s^1 in order to reduce Che effect of possible ill-
determined standard deviations, but this is clearly a procedure which has
no theoretical foundation. In the absence of a reliable theory which
allows us to assign relative weights to correlated data, it is probably
best to use no weights at all. The suggested use of "consensus values"
:23j also suffers from this defect.

Let us illustrate this situation by an example where the misuse of
weights is rather subtle. We assume to know that countings follow Poisson
statistics so -hat the probability for observing x- events in a fixed
ti=e interval is given by •*

P
a

ar

t0

C

e.

:n

<A2>

where Z(:tj) = ^ and x. This is often the case, notably in



radioactivity. IC is Chen usual Co assign Co a measured value Xj an

(estimated) standard deviation s
i
 = /x"^. Suppose now that a large number

n of such measurements have been made and that we look for their nean

value. Apparently the best one can do is to fora a weighted mean x

according Co (Al). If we choose for Che weighcs gj = s^
2
 =• l/x-, a small

problem may arise if ic happens chat one of the ooserved values is zero,

but this is unlikely for UL» 1, even with many neasuramencs. The trouble

may thus be avoided by neglecting such an observation, if it should

occur. Another possibility to circumvent the problem consists in

modifying Che weighcs (rather arbitrarily) Co g. » l/Cx. + 1 ) . It can be

shown [24] that in either case we then arrive at

5(x) = = u - 1 , for μ ^ i . (A3)

However, we should of course expect the value μ. This bias is due Co che

fact chat Che use of Che weighcs, which favour che lower observations,

is not justified since in reality g^ = l/u. Scrangely enough, chis wrong

procedure, which is occasionally used by zealed experimenters, has hardly

any effect on the corresponding variance which remains practically

unchanged. However, Che bias in the nean value is sufficient co lead to

erroneous conclusions where high precision is needed.

Statistical weights, and therefore che numerical values assigned to che

variances, also play an important role in all kinds of adjustments. Thus

che well-known formulae which allow, for instance, to fie a polynomial

function of specified order Co a sec of data y^ t s .=, measured at known

values of an "argument" x ^ are easilv generalized to include weights

(for details see for instance [s] or {&]). All this is straightforward

and fairly simple. However, the situation changes drastically if we have

Co Caka inco account chat Che values x^ are no longer exact, but are also

affected by an uncertainty. Then even the_adjustaent of a simple scraighc

line becomes a rather complicated matter J.23J, while the best procedure

to follow in more general situations is scill a aatcer of discussion

among che specialists. In any case, all chese applications depend on

reliable ascimaces for che variances which are supposed Co be

uncorrelaCed.

C. Should we orafar che "Allan variance"?

As for che quantity to be usad for characterizing the uncercaincy,

we have issiscad in Section 5 on che applieacion of Che variance, or i=3

positive square root called standard deviation, in preference of a number

of other possible candidates, such as maximum liaics and confidence

intervals, co which one might add various ranges, absolute and probable

errors, which eicher depend on assumed distribution laws, ara ill defined

or have ocher unwanCed features.



To this list one should also add the "Allan variance" as a possible new vr
competitor, a quantity which is now frequently used for characterizing
the'stability of frequency standards. As this is just che field where
modern aecrology reaches its highest level of precision, it say be
interesting to know why this quantity has been adopted and how it is
related Co the usual variance. 7o

As we have seen before, the sample variance, when defined by (9), is free
from bias for any n > 2 . Suppose now that we have a very large number m
of measurements. Then Che variance can be estimated in two quite
different ways: either we simply apply the usual definition by forming

i tu T^

,a2(x> = — - — I (x, - "x)2 , where now a » 1 , (A4) <?.
m - l j=1 J £

pH

or we subdivide the data set into equal groups of S consecutive pr
measurements and form the expectation ca

- i ? £
with x = - I x, , (A3) f-,

S j=1 c.

where 8 > 2 is a small integer.

The bracket <̂ ...̂ > stands for an infinite ensemble average. For "ideal" Re

conditions of measurement (exact stationarity), the expressions (A4) and
(A3) are fully equivalent, but this is no longer the case if actual noise '
processes ara taken into account. It then happens that only (A3), with
a saall value of N, converges to a meaningful limit, whereas (A4) becomes f
erratic.
It is obviously the low-frequency components which are responsible for
the lack of convergence. In particular, it can be proved [26] that even L
for a spectral density of a noise process which is proportional to 1/f
(flicker noise) the form 2-

2 is still convergent whereas -̂ J2 diverges. ;'
This shows that the Che Allan variance, by subdividing the total
measurement period into short intervals and thus avoiding large '"
deviations from the mean value, acts somehow like a "baseline restorer"
used in electronics.

Whereas the similarity between cha two expressions (A4) and (A3) is
obvious, chis is less evident when (A3) is written in other forms.
Thus possible equivalents are [27]

and 2 < k < II ,

(A7)

vhers che last expression is particularly well suited for a
evaluation.



The siaplesc special and normally recoamiended case corresponds co M = 2,
where all the above forms reduce to the expression

2a
2(:O

For a available seasuraments of x we therefore have

2m

(A3 a)

(A8b)

It is wich N = 2 , i.e. in the fora (A3), that the Allan variance is
nearly always used.

As for the choice between the traditional variance and Allan's form,
there is no real problem, both variances being equivalent as far as the
propagation of uncertainties is concerned. On the other hand, there are
cases outside the metrology of frequencies where difficult questions
concerning the stationarity of processes may arise which cannot be
discussed here. They have, for example, led recently to the use of
the Allan variance in nuclear measurements which extend over a very long
time [28].
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INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS of Ol.VtL

by

S.A. T3CLIS

The International Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML) was officially
created in 1955 with the main aiss of harmonizing, on world-wide lavei,
national regulations concarning the metrolcgical characteristics of
measuring instruments and methods of measurement.

This harmonization takes place by the issuing of International Recoanen-
daticns which the OIML member countries have the moral obligation to
adopt as a basis for their own national legislation or standardization.

The paper briefly reviews the various International KeccEmendaticns of
OIML by field of speciality. It deals in more detail with weighing machines
and voluE-e measuring meters for liquids which are very important instruments
for trade and therefore are legally regulated in practically ail countries
foliowinc in most cases the cor.cects of OIML.

History

As the International Organisation of Legal Metrology is a rather new
organization in comparison to 3I?M i t nay be appropriate to say f irs t
a few words about i t s creation.

The harmonization of the units' of measurement used ail ever
the world is the role of the Meter Convention and the 3I?M«

However, not only the units have to be harmonized but also the acccr ?.cy
of instruments and i ts constancy with time and in various environments.
I t can otherwise never be ascertained that measurements made with thesa
instruments will be correct even when one has used for their calibration
the best standards. Practical aethods of maas-arsment nay also have to be
unified.

?or some tine i t was thought that a subdivision of 3I?K could take care
of the needs of international harmonization in this field. As this activity
was however quite different froa "he scientific work of 3I?M i t was finally
agreed that an independent international intergovernmental organization
should be crsated to deal with these matters.

An international conference for this purpose vas called in 1937 but Vier Id
War II interrupted progress and i t was not until 1955 that the Intarna-
tionai Organization of Legal Metrology was officially created when a
Convention was signed in ?aris by 25 States. To-day the Organization com-
prises 49 full washer statas and 24 corresponding r.e=bers. Tha official
language is Trench her.ca the naae Organisation Internationale de Metrologie
Lagais. Nowadays English is used as a second working language and we
provide English, translations of practically all decumants and publications.
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Scope of activities

The aias of OUtü are to accomplish mutual agreement between countries
on measurements, methods of measurement and required characteristics
of measuring instruments.

The tsrni "lagai" metrology has to be interpreted in i ts broadest; sense.
In face this tera is s t i l l applied differently in various countries :
in some countries i t mainly applies, like in old times, to commercial
transactions and to human safety. In other countries the term is extended
to embrace practically a l l measurements. The work in QI>!L therefore
tands to expand to many fields other than the classical weights and
measures though, of course, weighing and measurement of length and volume

ant activities within the Organization.

In many fields OIML cooperates with other technical
associations or organisations and mainly with the International Organi-
zation for Standardization ISO and with the International Slectrotechnicai
Commission £EC. In th_s way a certain amount of duplication of work is
avoided. Thus, i t now happens that OIML recommends for legal uses
a selection of metrolcgical requirements included in ISO or IZC publications.

I t niust be pointed out, however, as a difference compared to ISO and IZC
that OIML is intergovernmental and that i t s recommendations are binding,
i ts member states having the aorai obligation to apply them in their
national legislation whenever appropriate.

How OIML works

The activit ies of OIML are guided =nd controlled by a steering committee
called Ccaite International de Metrologie Legale CIML which elects the
President, and the vice-presidents of the Organization. All countries
which are full members are represented in the CIHL by a personality dasig-
natad by i ts government. This member usually is the Head of the national

metrology service of his country.

The central secretariat or liaison office of the Organization is located
in Paris, i t s name is 3ureau International de Metrologie Legale or
shortly 3IML.

The drafting of technical documents is dscentraiizad and dene by reporting
secretariats the leadership of which is ass-cased by, usually, ona member
state. This member corresponds and calls technical meetings with other
member states which have declared their interest and willingness to coope-
rate within the international working group of the reporting secretariat.

The reporting sacratariat oreoaras ore-drafts en a Particular inStrien-
or subject. The pra-drafts are successively improved at technical meetings
and by correspondence unti l agreement is reached within the international
working group. When finalized the last pre-draft is transmitted for
consideration to the pilot secretariat which is composed of at least six
meirber states and which supervises the activities of a certain number
of other reporting secretariats working within the same broad field. There
a - s thus pilot secretariats iaalir.g with weighing, length measurements,
pressure, temperature, etc.



When a ore-draft has been accepted by =he pilot secretariat i t oacc--
a draft"which is circulated to all she members of the Organization.
Other orofessior.al organizations of international or regional nature,
which have expressed interest, ara also informed and aay take part
as cbsarvers in meetings right from the beginning or the pre-crart.

There are presently 25 pilot secretariats and 152 reporting sacratarn-s.

The final publications ara of two kinds :

1. International Recommendations
2. Internatianal Documents.

The f i rs t catagorv is the most important: as the Recommendations morally
bind the member states. Their adaption requires a large majority of the

states.

The sacond catagorv is acre concerned with information malarial. Interna-
tional Documents therefore do not bind the member states and their r.ccs
of adoption is more flexible (usually by correspondence).

When a draft International Recommendation has 'zssn accsptad by the CIML,
at a preliminary consultation by correspondence or at a Cocanittae meetir.
i t is submitted for sanction to the International Conference of Iisgai
Metrology which is of both technical and diplomatic nature as i t also
decides about the financing and over-ail policy cf the Organization.

The International Conference is usually called every 4 years.

Membership

The membership of 01HL is open to all countries. Another fora which is
particulariiy reconasended for developing countries is to become a corres-
ponding nerbar for which the financial obligations are reduced to a
small yearly subscription. The corresponding nsasbar receives a i l the
Recoaaeiications, International Documents and other aublications of the
Organization including the raview "Bulletin de l'OIML" which is published

In fact the full membership implies in addition to a membershia fee basai
on the population of the country also the oblication for the dssicnatad
repräsentative to attand the various meetings and thus additional costs,
which can ba activated if -±.s country is manufacturing measuring instr-^-s
and thus has an interest to participate activaiv in the areiiainar*/
deliberations of the raoortinG secretariats.

Survey "f OIML Recoisr.er.datlon3

An OIML P-econmer.dation contains mainly metroicgical racuire.T.er.ts ar.c
frequently methods hov/ to tast for those reouirements. Test methods
advice to users say also be included in an Annex in which casa thev
strongly recccur.endad but r.ot mar.datcrv.



General!-/ an OIML Recommendation is to be considered as a harmonization
document and is raraiy translated word by word into national regulations.
However, tha lattar shall include al l the essentials of the OI>!L Recom-
mendation as regards the requirements in particular for new instruments
i .a . requirements which the instruments shall fuiifil to be pattsrn
aaorovad bv tha national metrology authority in cha country where i t is
going to be used.

The same racruiraments also apply at tha in i t ia l verification which is
usually dene for aach individual instrument befora i t is cermitted for
use. (*)

As regards In-service requirements they are usually laft for decision to
the national metrology authorities and depend much en the type of instru-
ment, i t s practical use and last but not laast on the technical enforcement
faci i i t ias of the national or local authorities.

I t is avidant that i t takas a long time for countries to reach full
agreement on tha International Recommendations taking into account the
national obligation for their implementation. As the OIML is rathar young
i t follows thai, the aumber of Re-jonunendaticri:j already sane tiar:uecl is
not very graat. The l i s t of them however embraces the major par't of
instruments used in commercial transactions. The l i s t also includes instru-
ments usad in public health, transport, agriculture, industry, etc.

We shall rsviaw the work of the organization and mainly that which has
alraady been published. We will thereby treat with some more detail
tha subjects of weighing machines and liquid meters which are very importan
for trade and for which OliJL Recommendations have basn widely used for
establishing national legal regulations.

vocabularies

Cne of the first tasks for OIML was to find a common technical language
i .e . to establish a general terminology.

The result of this in.portant work is the well-known Vocabulary of Legal
Metrology which has bean translated into a graat number cf languages
and which has also been frequently usad by national and international
organisations other than those dealing with legal metrology.

Another vocabulary containing all tha general matrolcgy terms and largely
basad en the previous CXML vocabulary has recently bean alabcratsd in
cooperation with 3X?M, ZZC, ZSO and CIML and has been printed by ISO
on behalf cf the four organizations.

(*) Nets .- some
may be veri
methods.

.::=£ not

seriss-prccucad instruments iika ia.igth measures
individually but by sampling using statistical



'«eights

The Recommendation SI 1 - "Cylindrical weights of the median accuracy
class" concerns a type of weights of class »2 which sow are weil-kncwn
and wide snraad. The fora and tolerances make them suitable for use as
tare weiches or control weights for trade weighing ssachir.es.

The cast-iron rectangular bar weights described in XI 2 have the sane us~3

Weights for use in market places together with ordinary beam scales,
Jtobervai or 3eranger type counter machines etc. are covered by the more
recant Secomaendaticn HI 52 "Hexagonal weights ordinary accuracy class".

Other weights for high accuracy weighing or for verification and calibraz
are the subject of HI 20 - "Heights of accuracy class Z\_ 32

 ? i =2 - l "
(see Table 1).

There is also a Recommendation SI 47 concerning heavy test weights used
for the verification of weighbridges.

Weighing machines

The most usual weighing instru-cents for manual loading of che load
recsneor are covered by

RI 3 - "Matrological regulations for non-autonsatic weighing asachir.es"
and RI 23- "Technical regulations for non-autonsacic weighing machines".

These ~wo Secoiar.enda'cions have to be used cocbined.

Weighing machines with autonatic loading nsainly used in industry are
dealt with in

RI 50 - "Continuous totalising autonatic weighing machines"
RI 51 - "Checkweighing and weicht grading machines".

Hithir. OIML the approach as regards weighing equipment: is a global one
in the sense thar the Hecommendazions issued cover a i l the accuracv
classes wirhcuc considering the exact -zsa of the ir.str-jnencs.

I t is usually up to the national regulatory body to decide which ac=-̂ r=
class shall be applied for the particular applications.

Weighing instruments are -hus according to OIMT, ?.I 3 divided ir.to four
accuracy classes :

Scuivalant number
of scale intervals

class (T) - Special accuracy ainiaua 30 CGO (r.o maximum!

class (g) - High accuracy saximun 100 000

class (ZZJ! - «ediusa accuracy maximum 10 000

c-ass CZZj - Ordinary accuracy maximum 1 CGO



The special accuracy class applies in practice typically to laboratory
instruments used far calibration, or scientific purposes.

The high accuracy class applies usually to instruments used for routine
chemical analysis, pharmaceutical dispensing, trade with precious
aetais etc.

The medium accuracy class applies to most in.strianer.ts used in other
cooaercial transactions.

In seme countries certain types of instruments of the ordinary accuracy
class are also admitted for trade. However more generally this class
applies to instruments not used for trade such as household balances,
bathroom scales etc.

Though this is not specified in CIML Recommendations a. country say cheese
to lay down its astrological requirements according to the kind of products
traded rather than according to the type of construction of instrument
as was customary in the past.

?or the purpose of establishing regulations one may thus for example
distinguish between the two following types of trade :

- "trade in valuable goods" meaning commercial transactions with
precious metals, jewellery and pharmaceutical products,

- "general trade" meaning ail ocher trade.

?or trade in valuable goods i t may then be easy to prescribe one accuracy
class for ail types of construction which or. the whole shall correspond
to the CI.ML class I I . In a similar way for all other trade, which we
may call general trade, one nay chose OIML class III .

A difficulty in making generalized regulations for weighing instruments
comes from the fact that some of them are non-graduated and ara balanced
by means of external weights, and others have direct seif-ir.dicaticn
with a pointer on a chart or by means of a digital display.

The basis for accuracy reguirements in the OliE.reguiaticns is for both
these cases che so-called verification scale interval, 3ymbcl e.

For most of the graduated machines and in particular for machir.es with
digital display the verification scale interval is equal to the diffe-
rence between the scale values corresponding to two successive scale
marks, symbol d.

The maximum permissible error of a weighing -achir.e decands
to CIML ?*! 2 on the load in a step-wise manner, see Fig. 1.
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For a non-self indicating weighing instrument like a Kcberval counter
aachine or a.beaa-scaia, i t is considered ir. OXML RX 3 that the aanufact
shall stats -he value of the verification.scale interval i . e . indirectly
the persaissibie error. In this.way the prescriptions of SI 3 can be
extended to ncn-graduated ir.struaents.

In isany developing countries this procedure may prove difficult en c-a h
because of the great number of already existing non-classified weighing
instruments =.?.& en che other hand because seme instruments like bean-sea
nay be manufactured net in series but individually by scall workshops.
?or these instruments i t say rather be aDorcsriata to fix ainisun cerf:r
l ia i ts in relation to the saxinuia capacity which usually has to be cls^r
indicated on the instrusent.

A guiding principle is anyway to treat a l l types of weighing machines
equally frcn the point of view of the l i s i t of error. Soecial individual
provisions =ay, hewever, scsetises be recuired for certain construct:.;.-.;
as regards technical natters ;or.cerni_-g operation, protection against
fraud, etc.



Another leading theme which we find in many OIML Recommendations for
graduated instruments ~s chat seals intervals shall usually not be
auch scalier than the purported accuracy. Thus a digital machine of
class Z~Z indicating by 5 g intervals shall have error limits of 5 g
in the cotnmen lead range between 300 and 2CCQ scale intervals. These
error limits shall be 2 g for a machine indicating by 2g intervals stc.

There is a snail complication for digitally indicating weighing machines
due to the fact thac tha QJ2-Ü Recommendation RI 3 expresses errors
for new instruments in terms of 0.5 and 1.5 scale intervals.

I t is technically leasable to determine half a scale interval and one
and a half scale interval even for a digital weighing machine indicating
by only cne scale interval. However in order not to cause too auch
trouble in the practical interpretation a developing country say chese
to simplify i ts regulations by rounding the error Units to whole scale
intervals .

The so far mentioned error l iaits apply to new or just repaired instruments
at what is called the "initial verification".

When an instrument is in use i t is usually accepted that error limits
are sccewhat increased as long as the instrument remains duly stamped
and/or legally sealed. The error l ia i ts in service are for weighing
machines according to OI>5L ?.I 3 increased by a factor of 2.

Meters for liquids

Cn national level the specifications for water meters are usually deaith
with by water distribution authoriries and tha legal matrolcgy service
is then aainly involved when such meters are iccaily manufactured and
need pattern approval or other technical conformity tests. The Ol:-'Z, ?.I 49
"Cold water aeters" can easily be used for establishing national speci-
fications .

The kind of raeters that practically a l l legal metrology services are
concerned with ara mecers and netering installations for hydrocarbon
products and mainly petrol for cars and heating fuel.

To simplify we shall
intended for deliveri-
of 500 1 and more.

call them "petrol pumps'" when they are mainly
es us to 500 I, and "buUc r.eterä" for deliveries

As most of these rieters are volumetric i .e . have scma form of ~easurir.r
chamber, most frequently of the rotating type, they fail within the
category of meters subject to OIML ?.I 5, ?.X 27 and ?.I 57 which all three
have to be used together as documentation matariai for establishing
national regulations.

Turbine rr.eters which as regards hydrocarbon products ara used rr.ly s.z
very high flcwratss vi 11 be subject to a future CIML Hecommer.iati;r..



.,«.„ xax^ua sarmissiois errors for a complete volumetric -acaring assarroly ar
g'ven '.T GIML SI 57. Whan expressed ia zii i i i i i tres they increase v/ith the
delivered volume by stsps and with slopes in between the steps up to a vciu.T.e
of 2 i.. Jor a delivered volume of 2 1 and iiore che aaxin-.ua permissible error
is basicallv~0.5% of che delivered volume (Fig. 2) . There is however another
condition : "the actual limit of error shall not be lower chan the double of
the error 3= a volume designated as "mi-iiiauin delivery".

""he "niimaua delivery" is e. value fixed by tha manufacturer of cha whole 533̂
in liaison with the pattern apcroviag authority in the country of sanuiactur;
in deoer.ds en the construction af the meter i tself sr.d its nr.easuring charier
and iidicating devices, an the pus?, the pipework and finally also on hose
dxiaticn. usually ccrapiete petrol pumps indicating by O.Ol E, scale intervals
have minimum deliveries of 2 u or 5 L. The limits of error for a petrol ora?
with a minimum delivery of 5 u is shewn in Fig.3.

mil
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For bulk maters which are used with vehicle tanks, the "nir.i.t Salivary"

apply
arror is 0.5 % of the delivered vela e.

ed r.ecars
The limits of error specified in OIML ?.eco=er.da-ions for petrol pur.ps
ar.d bulk meters apply on in i t ia l verification of new or jus- r e p d
ar.d for the full range of fiowratas. Seme countries do allow higher
limits of error when the instruments are in actual service (in between
racairs or periodic verifications). In view of the actual cast of hydro-
carbon products i : -nay however be desirable to aaintain the in-service
l i a i t s of error at the saaa level as those for in i t ia l verification.
This however neans that installation and repair services for such equipcen:

sr adjust the waters to errors auch snaiiar than the permissible limits.

The coicscnly used type of domestic gas setars of the volumetric type
is covered by XI S and SI 31 which apply combined. The accuracy required
for naw zietars of this type is generally 2 % of delivered volume.

The Saconanandatian. XI 32 concerns rotary piston ar.d turbine gas -stars,
which are used for bulk metaring. The maxioiua permissible errors for such
33s-ars is 1 H between. 20 and 100 % of aaxisxum fiowrate.

Lencrth measures

Line length measures for general uses are covered by Ĥ  35 which
defines three classes of accuracy denotad by the rcssan figures I, II
and XII. The saxiaua psriaissibie errors are for

class I ; ;(0.1 sara per meter -s- 0.1 cm)

class II ; iCO-2 ™ ?e- cater + 0.3 EH)

class III : ±(0.4 =3 par cetar -r Q.5 3m)

3auga biccScs used by tha precision industry was subject to early vcrk
by OI>!L resulting in HI 35. The calarancas are here the sane as those
of ISO, only the class designations differ as ISO adepzad che German 3i:i
classification.

r.aasuras fo

At present work is still going on as regards road and rail tank
and ship tanks and on storage tanks. It is hoped that a racc:nr:e
on road and rail tanks will scon be aooroved.

:=rvir.g measures as used in restaurants are cevsrad bv ?.i 2S ar
r.d barrels if used as reasuras shall conform to RI 45.



Glass measures used for verification ar.d special purposes ara covered
bv 31 4, HI 40, HI 41 and 31 43. Mors generally laboratory glass measures
ara deaic wich in ISO standards which as regards tolerances are in line
with the axis-ing or planned OIML Recommendations.

Instruments in the radical field

The most important Recommendation in this fiald is probably 31 7 -
"Clinical thermometers of the mercury-in-glass type". Several developing
countries have felt i t necessary to set up control systems following this
OIML Recommendation and prevent importation of non-ccnfoming lots of
thesa instruments. Ths maximum permissible errors are for such instruments
•a- 0.1 and - 0.15 °C.

Other frequently regulated medical instruments are medical syringes (31 26;
and nanometers for measuring blood pressure (RI 16).

Work en more sophisticated instruments like electrocardiographs, aiectro-
encephaiographs at.-. has been undertaken by che OIKL reporting secretariats
comoetent in this field.

Instruments used in transport

Taximeters of the mechanical type are covered by RX 21, which will be revise:
zo include also electronic taximeters. The accuracv recuirement is crasentiv
generally 2 % of the covered distance.

Tyre pressure gauges ara the subject of 31 23.

Speedometers, mecha-icai odoset-ars (for measuring elapsed distar.ee) and
chronotachegraphs for mo-or vehicles are subject to iecal regulations in
cany ccjn^rias and should conform to OIML SI 55.

Instruments used in industrv

The mechanical resistance of maceriais is impor-ant to indus-ry and
subject uo isgal provisions in many countries in car-icuiar from z'r.s coL".~
of safety a~ -he vcrkplaca and the environment.

>j'i-hin OI>!L "hesa matters ar= dealt with bv issuinc recommendations en
pressure gauges (mainly 31 17 and 19) and on the verification of tes-ir.g
machines ',31 9 -o 12 and 31 35 to 39 concern hardness; ^raf^s vrvich are'
being procass=-d concern -er.s^on and compression materials -=3-ing machines



The cuaiitv and soistura content cf grain are important factors in
international trade.

Xn this field QIML has two Reco3~.endati:r.3 :

SI 15 - "Instruments for -.easurir.g the hectolitre xass of caraais"
and

SI 53 - "Moisture waters for cereal grains and oilseeds".

Work is also going on concerning various Instruments for measuring sugar
content in beet-roots, grape must, ate.

iriats

Electrical measuring ir.s-ru.-ner.u5

As the International Siectrotechnical Corrraission is laying down standards
in this field both as regards aetrological rsquireineiits and testing,
the. QiytL reporting secretariats concerned have limited their action to
select suitable legal requirements based on IEC publications.

Thus the OIML Recommendation KI 46 concerning the sost coaznon type of
elsctrical energy aetars is based en the corresponding XZC publication..
This is also the case for sound lavs! meters (SI 53).

Physlco-chenical aeasuraaents

The activities of OIMI> also extend to instruments measuring physico-
chemical characteristics such as density, sugar contant, pH-vaiue,
conductivity, etc. Many physico-chsnical characteristics affect the
quality cf a product whether i t is finished or in the fora of raw
sateriai . Many legislations therefore include -.etroicgicai and technical
requirements for such instruments. As exaizpies cf P.ecoc-endations in
this field ara RI 14 - "Polarimetrie saccharimeters", RI 44 - "Alcoholo-
meters" RI 54 - "pH scale", SI 55 - "Standard solutions reproducing the
conductivity of eisctroiytss".

A great deal of work has also been done to establish RI 22 - "Interna-
ticnal Aicohclometric Tables", which are now being used by -nost customs
and tax ad-inistratiens including the countries of "he European Economic
CoiKaunitv.

Instruments used for verification

Xt is sc-.etises advisable to lay iown racuire^snts also far instruments
or devices which are used as standards for verifying ordinary ir.3tru~.snts.
Certain CZML Secccicsndaticns cover this field (SI 24, 25, 41* 43, 43).



~:npcr::ar.t subjects of "ingoing work

Most of -he 01.ML Recon^nendacions are subject to revisions at incarvals
not exceeding "an years. 'The work on these revisions is very ijr.pcr~ar.-
partiruiarily ir. fields where -he instrument technology zakas raoic
progress.

Serie ether :nain fields for which reconur-endatiens have not vet baen fir.=
lised are typically.

Met content control of prepackaged products (Pilot Secretariat 3? ;
and

Pollution (Pilot Secretariat 5? IT) .

The latter has undertaken advanced work on gas chroactograohs used for
coiiucicn .-easursnents.

Matters of general interest to aetrolccy services

Several secretariats are working on drafts of International Documents
en natters of general intssrast to national metrology services such as
narr.cnz.zs.cior. of declaration of characteristics of measuring acuisnsnt
(within 3? 21), principles of aetrolcgicai control (within S? 22)"and
methods and -sans used for certification cf standards (within S? 23).

A special pilot sacretariä- 5? 31 is concerned with the teachinc cf
T-strolccv.

OIML seminars

Since a few years OIML organizes independently of the work of i t s technical
secretariats saninars for participants from i t s meinber and correspond!.-.::
ae=ber countries on subjects of particular interest to the national
rne tro logy s e r v ic e s .

Tha r i r s t cne took place in Sweden in Septerier 1331 and dealt with
"Electronic devices incorporated in weighing and iicuid and cas seca-ir-
equipment". * *~

Tha second seminar took place in Switzerland in June 1SS3 and dealt vit-
-1>:et content control of prepackages".

.---.otnar 3e.-31r.ar on "Testing of bulk welshing installations^1 wi'i - = >=. -"a-
in Paris fron 22 to 25 April 1535. ' "



A rr.ir.oar of the oresentaticr.s .at these seminars ara successively published
in our quarterly publication ar.d liaison raview 3uilatin da i'OII-'X
which for a large part contains tschr.icai pacers v/ritter. by jr.etrology
specialists. Tha articles are usually LΓ. French or LΓ. English, a few cf
thea ara in German.

avelcoir.g :3ijr.;ria

Scecial 0XJ3J sacrecaria^s have been working en docujnsnes in'ancec for
guidar.ca cf developing countries in ths fiald of aecroicgy.

These secracariats have practically finalized their work which has been
takan over in a mere general and superviscry way by the QIML Devsicpnant
Council. This Council ?.aets avery two years and is corocsad of rapresan-
tativas frcn developing covsitries ar.d from highly industrialized comtri
which usually sponsor technical assistance.

Further-era the central secretariat 3i:-!L has devoted .auch time to elaborate
cüicsiines useful for developing countries such a»

- Equipment of a National Metrology Service

- Mobile aquipsent for the verification of weighbridges

- Metrology training (a synthesis of education facilities
together with an extensive bibliography or. available
zatrolocy literature)

- Guidelines for the establishment of simplified legal metrology
regulations.

Finally OIML has cooperation agreements with several ITA organisations
like rJ>TZSCQ ar.d CNIDO and also cooperates actively with the regional
organizations like A?.SO (Africa) , ASMO (Arab States) , the Commonwealth
3clanes Council, SIM 'South America} and of co/irse c Iso with IME1CO in
its efforts to assist deveiooir.g countries.
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Table 1 - Adjustsien-c. tolerar.cas for new waigfc.es

Class ẑ2 a r s '"Sights cade frca one piece usually of stainlass steel and
used as high grade raferer.es standards (CI>!L SI 20)

Class ~i and ?2 are weights usad for verification or accura.ee weighing
ir.ciuding analysis (OIML ?.i 20)

Class M̂  are weights normally used for trade with precious recais and
for pharmaceutical discer.sir.g (CIML SX 20)

Class M2 are cylindrical weights of "s-ediua accururacy" used as e weights
X 2)or cor.eroi weights ir. rrade and industry COIML RX 1 and ?.X 2

Class 0 are weights T.ade froa case iron for general or "ordinarv" erade
using ncn-gra.dua.eed counter sachir.es and beas-scalas (0'>'i 5X 52)



3 A WORLD-WIDE: SHTVCRS OF SECONDARY

1 STAIIDAP.D DQSIZ-rSTlY LABORATORIES

H.H. Slsenlohr

IAEA, Vienna, Austria

| The roots of the Agency's dosimetry activities go back to the

I early sixties. At that eise, thera had been great progress in che

;l treatment of cancer by ionizing radiation since intense radioisotope

•I sources, sainiy Co-60, vera aade available by the development of

; nuclear reactors. This progress was accomplished in some developed

5 countries by a fruitful co-operation between radiotherapists and
i

cedical physicists. Such large therapy sources becaaa available as

veil in the developing countries. However in nost of the developing

countries there were few if any physicists who could assist the

radiotherapist in the physical aspects of the treatment. Reports

front Agency experts and staff -Vcio visited countries in the Latin

Aaericas, for example, told us •jhat in the early sixtees thera were

j about SO Co-60 sources in clinical use J.a that area, but at the sane

I tise there ware only 3 specialized sedical physicists available and

.'; in only 3 radiotherapy departments the experts found a dosiiaatar and

A only one of these had a recent calibration. A similar situation vas

•; reported of other araas of the world. This ceant chac cany

thousands of cancer patients vere treatad around the world without

proper cencroi of the dosags.

As a first step to assist in improving this unsatisfactory

situation the Agency orgar.issd a doss intsreontoarison service for

radiotherapy in 1966. Saall TL dosimeters ara ^re^ared and cali-



brated at the Agency's Dosiaetry Laboratory and aailad cue to

participating hospitals in. the davalopir.g countries. There thay are

exposed to a certain dose under specified conditions and returned to

our laboratory. Cur readout is conpared to the quoted dose and the

differer.es is resorted to the participant. this service has proven

to be of utaost value to radiotherapy throughout the world and its

results have been usad by siany scientists and connsittaes as a guide

and reference (?ig. 1). We know that cany hospitals use this

service as a substitute for a dosimetry calibration. While such

practice is a kind of illegal use of our service it clearly de-

monstrates the need for calibration facilities in those countries.

Such facilities were later developed and are now known as Secondary

Standard Dosiaetry Laboratories.

There is evidence that our dose intarcocparison service created

awareness aaong radiotherapists around the world for the need of

high accuracy and consistency in dosisietry. Thus it became the

rule, rather than the exception that the patient dose be checked

with a dosiaeter. But now another serious probles arose: Unlike a

balance or a Voltmeter, dosimeters are delicate instruments, the

response of which is also highly dependent on anbiant conditons.

Therefore, a precision dosimeter, as used in radiotherapy, has to a

checked periodically against a reference instrument. If a deviation

is observed it needs a re-calibration against a standard. Cali-

brations and recalibrations of ceasurecsenc instruments can, however,

only be executed by an authorised standardizing laboratory. Now, it

is a fact that there ara only 13 primary standardising laboratories

in the vorid that have developed and maintain dosinacry standards,

and all of the:?, ara in the highly industrialised countries. It is

obvious, for reasons of workload, as Meli as for political reasons,

that these 13 laboratories csr.not calibrate the =any therapy dosi-

meters now in use in the developing countries. "asters of ths IASA

Dosi-e:ry Section have therefore proposed, as early as 1567, that

d3sir?.etry reference laboratories be set uo in different resio-s ci
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the world. When this idea was discussed it was agreed that these

reference laboratories should operate on the "secondary standards"

level, thus avoiding the iramendeous need for manpower and sophisti-

cated eqtiipisatit which is required for the establishment of a priaary

standards laboratory. I: is this idea which lead to the concapC of

"Secondary Standard Dosinecry Laboratories (SSDLs)". When this idea

was made known at an IAEA experts' meeting at Caracas 1968, "TEO

became interested in it, and within a few years WHO and IAEA

assisted in the setting-up of 8 SSDLs in Argentina, Iran, Romania,

Mexico, Singapore, Thailand, Nigeria ar.d 3razil.

At this point it would appear appropriate to mention soae

special circumstances that prevail in the aeasureaent of ionizing

radiations. Whereas for the quantities used in every day life and

trade such as lass, length or voltage, nost nations have established

standards and dissemination aethods, parallel arrangements for

radiation quantities, as I have mentioned already, are much less

widely distributed. In fact, it was not until 1953 that the

Convention of the y.etrs, through the International Commission of

Weights and Measures (CI?H) took steps to coordinate the comparison

of radiation standards, and it vas only in 1963 that the 3I?M becane

directly involved in the measurement of ionizing radiations. The

aain quantity of dosiü-.atry, absorbed dose, vas adopted only in 1953,

but it took many years until people in the field realized that it

was s new concept rather than a new nace for exposure. Having

eventually becone used to the absorbed dose these people got

confronted with still another quantity, XS3MA, which they find

rather difficult to understand. But beside all these conceptual

complications there are also practical peculiarities: In radio-

therapy, the desired quantity is the absorbed dose in the tuner

VOIUTZS. In practical conditions this quantity is not measured

directly. Instead, the e:raos;ira is determined in air or in a

ihar.tc-, and csr.verred into absorbed iisa at the point of interest,

J
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last peculiar feature oz dosinecry, concerning sccuracy of =aasura-

aenr. Iα aosc fields of necrology it is possible to measure a

quantity vich such higher accuracy than is needed for practical

applications. In face, the highest achievable accuracy and the

accuracy required for practical applications are often separated by

aany orders of magnitude. In dosir.etry, both figures ara very-

close, being of the order of one percent. These remarks say explain

why dosisecry is a field that needs continuous attention and vhy wa

thought that in the field of dosinetry secondary standard labora-

tories are needed.

Let me proceed now to an important development. Kcw does an

S3DL know, that its Secondary Standard reference instrument is

correct? The answer is that it needs a calibration froa a prisary

standards laboratory. But how does the primary laboratory '/.now that

its standards are correct? Since there is nothing better than and

above a priaary standard, the only way of checking is by comparison

vich other priaary standards. The organization of such inter-

comparisons of priaary standards is one of the tasks of the Inter-

national Office of Weights and Measures (3I?M) in Paris. The

conclusion is that standardising laboratories cannot live in iso-

lation, they cust be integrated into a system which enables ar.d

facilitates comparison ceasurecents. It is for this sic?la reason

that I proposed, about 10 years ago, the formation of an inter-

national network of SSDLs, under the auspices of IAEA and V."KQ. The

Agency's Dosi-etry Laboratory in Seibersdorf should function as a

co-ordinating laboratory vichir. the network. Arter sor.e preparatory

work the t'-o organizations announced in 1975 the formation of the

SSDL Satvork by circular letters to their Member States. "ichir. a

few ror.ths after the establishment of the >"et:;or'x about 25 labora-

tories vere -cninsted for ze-bership by their goverr.zer.c. As tc-

date, canbership comprises iS laboratories, 25 of vhich are in the



Vhac are these laboratories doing? According to its definition

a 33DL i3 a national or regional laboratory that has been authorized

Co perron calibrations of instruments us ad for the measurement cf

radiation. Besides the calibratisn of dosiaeters used in radio-

therapy and rsdiaticn protection, work in a a S3DL say corn-prise:

output: nieasurements of radiotherapy units, boch i.sotopic and

accelerators, by sice visits; organisation and performance of a

national/regior.ai dose iriterconparison sarvica; -iccepcar.ee cestir.gs

of new desi^ecric and radiagraphic equipsent; performance of quality

assurance pragra-^.es in diagr.oscic radiology; courses ar.d practical

demonstrations in the field of radiation protection and standard

dosiaetry for physicists and radiotherapists; aeasurenent of radio-

activity and high-cose measurement for industrial radiation

processing.

"eaber SSDLs are requested ;o subait annual reports and 3o=c of

then reflect a very large working programs. It should be noted

here that the 33DL often will be the only standards laboratory in

the whole country. Within the network the present situation looks

as fellows: Of the 35 SSDLs in the developing countries 19 are

fully and 5 are partially operative. 12 laboratories are still in

an early state of developnent; they, 2nd 2 nucber of others, need

and obtain substantial assistance within the Agency's Technical

Co-operation ?ragra=ne.

Although technical assistance in the field of dosinetry started

very early in the Agency - a project in radiation dosirecrv in

3ra=ii was already included in the 1939 ?rcgrar.nie - the nunber of

dosi-atry projects annually approved tnroughcut the 1560s and early

1970s was relatively small. Turing ti-.e period 1335 trrcugh 157.-5,

the year the "etvork was established, 32 such projects vsre

implemented in 19 countries. Thereafter, technical assistance in

dosi'~ecry i:*"3:iscd rssidly, rcrh in rê iird to the number of nro~



vere completed in 11 countries, providing the services of 12 experts

and equipment vcrth
 :
J33 i?3 000, IΓ. addition, 23 projects in 1?

countries and a P. interregional project vara under way -a: the end of

19S3 raora;anting 3 total approval of 1-5 T.an-r.onthö of expert

services and :JS3 2 C63 CGO for ecuipaent. In the 192i ?rogra=a r.ew

approvals anouacad co -i3 nan-aonchs of expert services ar.d

USS 1 505 000 of equipment.

Agency assiscar.ce has ranged froa snail projects for a r.or.ch or

two of expert advice to large-scale projects providing, ovar a

period of several years, the entire basic laboratory, including

irradiation facilities, radiation safety installations, and training

of counterpart staff.

I have mentioned earlier that standards laboratories cannot

work in isolation and that, for this reason, va have integrated the

SSDL3 into an SSDL netvork. Vb.at is the function of this network.?

Wall, mcabershi? in a netvork guided by IAEA and KKO gives the

participating laboratories sone prastiga. 3ut thera are =ore

substantial functions. The Agency's Dosisetry Laboratory in

Seibersdorf functions as a central laboratory for the netvork. by

organising annual dose intercosparisons for aeaber laboratories by

nail. Zach year, groups of SSDLs of a certain ration are visited by

IAZA experts bringing a reference dosimeter along for local cali-

brations. And last not least, the network guarantees eccass of

SSDLs to the primary ^aasuracent systsa vhich is vital for the

function of an 332L. Tr.is link is reaii-ad via 12 national

standards laboratories vhich agreed to support tha network by

accepting affiliitad rasbership.

Moreover, 5 relevant int3™.£ti;r.al orcani.iatisns accented

the status i: collaborating organizations to tl-.a r.etvor:;, â .cng then:

f-.e Intarr.atio-:?! Office of height; and Ma.-suras, the Intarnaticn.nl

Ca-r.ission for ?adi.-tirn "nits z?.-~ >U2=urcr.erts,

national Cffica 3? :^2l Xetrslogy (7i3. 2 and 3).

-ri th



The S3CL netvor'/. has be:o=e a. widely recognised institution

chroughouc the vorii- Many hundreds oz scientists and technicians

have f;und an interesting job sc an 33DL. >*o meetings an dosirr.acry

where 33DLs ars not represented. Ever, in ths developed countries

they play an increasingly important role. "or anatnpla, tha 33DL

concept has been adopted by ail four Scandinavian countries by

jivins :hese laboratories ths status of national standard labora-

tories in che field of radiation aeasur-asent. In these countries

the national dosi^etry standard therefore is a secondary standard.

3ut also in countries '-here there is a primary dosisetry laboratory

(USA, UK, France, F2.G, L'SSH., ecc.) 33DLs play an increasing role in

disseninating desinetry calibrations throughout the country. In

tr.any countries, developed and developing, legislation is now-

requiring that dosimeters used in radiotherapy seat certain specifi-

cations and that they be calibrated by an authorized laboratory.

'n'ork of SSDLs will therefore becoai increasingly important. In the

past ten years or so, IAEA and VEO have assisted Go varments of

Member States in setting up SSDLs and in providing acuipcar.t and

basic training. We are now entering a second phase in this

development. What we vane Co achieve in this second phase is to

raise and equalize the quality of work performance of the SSDLs to a

level acceptable by international standards. I an avare that this

is an assbitis'js goal and that it vill not be easv to achieve it.

At 3. meeting in l-rovesber this year in Vienna a grcup of experts

will appraise Che 3SDL Xetverk prograsne at IAEA and will advise us

y. I wish to appeal to tha Governmentalon tuture unas or ac

and Professional Associations of the industrialised countries that

they ccr.cinua to support this venture through lAZA 2nd VHO to the

benefic cf industrial development and hunan health throughout the

world.
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-oL Lioor-; i " OrHar.izacior.s zs :h? 33DL ;!="-:crV;

suraau Ir.ca—aiionaL de Paids ec Viesuras (2I?M) , Sa'/ras, France

Inc^rr.a;. Corr.T.ission OP. ?.adLa;-.on !Jr.L;s and Heasurerrtenrs (ICSlf)

Ir.;arr.a; . Zl-=c" rocachnical Ccrrrsiss ion (IHC)

Organisation Znzszr.azianal da Metrology LagaLa (GIML)

tncarr.ar. Crgsaiiaiior. of Medical Physics (I0M?)

Affilia^qd Macbars of zhe 5SDL .Va:vork (1973)

Labora^Dira de Mecrslogy ess Sayor.r.eniencs lonisanrä, Sacley, Franca

Macioctal Bursau of Scancards, Vashiag-oa, D.C., USA

"aiianai Physical Laboratory, taddingcon, US

MäCianal ?>.3saarch Council, Gccawa, Canada

N'acior.aL Offica of Haasurss, B^dapasc, Hungary

Physikalisch-Tachnische 3und=sar.3cal;, 3raur.5chveig, ??,G

Australian ?.adi3Cion Laboracory, '.ialbourne, .-.us^ra'.ia

Aaz für Scar.dardisiarur.s, Masswesen und Varanprüfun», Earlin, GC3.

iN'acionai Radiation Laboracory, Chriscchurch, Haw ZaaLand

P.ijks lascifjuc voor da Volksgasondhaid, ailhovan, Sacharlar.ds

viir:?T?.: - KSSCO«, asss.

21sc;r3:achnic3l Laboracory, Tokyo, Japan

3SDL Advisorv Crouo

Cr.a rapresar.caci'/e each of 3I?M.. OIML ar.d ICR'J (ex o

raprssar.iaziväs 3: four äffiLiarad aasbers

raprssar.carives of four r.är.bars

cocal;
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1 INTHCDüCTICN

•"re need for a well ordered systea of measurement standards is as old as
.-"vilization it3alf - it has' been said that metrology is the world's
3eccnd"olde3t profession! The customer want3 the best bargain he can
obtain, while farmer, merchant and shopkaapar ail want to aaxiaisa their
profit3. Thi3 can only be achieved through a 3ystaa of weights and
measures acceptable to custcner3 and traders alike, which is regulated
and enforced by government to prevent cheating. In this way, commercial
transactions are saan to be fair.

Thi3 need has been recogni3ed in ail societies for many thousands of
years. The ancient Egyptians had a well ordered 3yatan of weight3 and
measures and their designs of -measuring instruments - the equal arm
balance, for example - are still faailiar today. Laws have been passed
to regulate weights and measures from the earliest times. Standard
measures of capacity, area and weight throughout the Kingdom were
promised by Sing John of England in Magna Carta - an early bill of civil
rights forced on the King by the nobility in 1215. An English law of
1311Q states:-

"he that shall be convicted of having double measures, that is to
3ay, one greater to buy and one less to 3el.l with, shall be
imprisoned as a deceiver and grievously puni3hed."

These requirements have been acknowledged time and again by govarr.aer.ts
in ail countries and the benefits of measurement standards were
succinctly summarized by John Quincy Adaas in the Report on Weights and
Measures made to the US senate in 1321 and hi3 conclusions are 3till
valid today.

In the 'JS, a centralized 3V3tea of weights and measures had been
established by the sixteenth century. Copies of standard measures of
weight, capacity and length, marked with the Sing's seal, were available
in towns and cities throughout tha kingdom and merchant'3 measures were
inspected twice a year by appointed officers. In France, by contrast,
measurement ur.it3 ih use in different regions were significantly
different, the unit of length recognized in ?ari3 baing about ^β longer
than that in Marseilles and 25 less than in Lille, "his confusion lad to

the reform of waight3 and measures by the French Academy of Sciences and

tha establishment of the metric systea in 1791.

The industrial revolution of the 19th century led to greater demands for

accuracy in measurement than were necessary for trade. In large civil

engineering projects, such as bridge building, large cumulative errors

mu3t be avoided in using prefabricated ?art3. Ma3S production techniques

underlined the need for precise measurement to enable component carts to

be assembled together. Samuel Celt successfully demonstrated a set of

revolvers with completely interchangeable parts at the Great Exhibition

held in London in '35". Engineering developments led to the recuiremen
1
:

for specification standards for products and components. Jcsepa

Vnitworth was responsible for the 3pecification of screw threads in

"3M, to replace the multiplicity of screw forms made by individual

manufacturers; his syses of standard gauges was also widely adopted

In spite of the advances made in engineering and production methods.

metrology and specification cf products, the situation in the early part

of this century was far frcm satisfactory, a3 illustrated bv ths M?'_

sxirvey zf nuts and colts in T9C.



Results of an interchar.geabiiity test
in which nut3 and bolsa nominally the
same sisa wars screwed together ir. all

oossible combinations.

Number of combinations tested 1207
Good fits "65
Slack fits 255
Engaging sufficiently So allow
screwing up with a spanner 35

Not fisting 215

Table 1

-7

-3
3 «

The needs of manufacturing industry to apply the principles of precise
measurement lad to danar.ds for national centres to maintain measurement
standards and to advance measure practice. The International 3ureau of
Weights and Maasures, 3at up in 1375« was solely concerned wish the
primary metric units and not with their industrial application. The
Physikalisch-Technische Seichsanstalt (now the ?T3) vas set up in
Germany .in 1887. The National Physical Laboratory wa3 founded in 1900,
closely followed by the b'S National 3ureau of Standards in 1901. In each
case, the objective of the laboratory was to bring scientific knowledge
to bear on practical problems in industrial and commercial life and to
act as the national focus in metrology.

The importance of specification standards in industry and commerce was
recognised a; the same time. The 3ritish Standards Institution, for
example, was set up by UK industry in 1901.

Thus at the turn of the century, the (then) three most advanced
industrial nations had the basis of national measurement systems, which
have continued to develop 30 successfully that today it 13 cakan for
granted that engineering components made to the sane specification in
different factories, and even in different countries, are
interchangeable. New problems continue to arise, however, particularly
in new technological fields such a3 microelectronics, fibre optic
communications and aerospace projects.

If developing countries wi3h to develop their owe industrial bases and
compete with established manufacturing nations, they have no alternative
but to establish the necessary metrology and standards infra-structure
needed to support industrial enterprise. In doing so, however, they car.
profit from the experience of tne established industrial countries which
evolved their present systems by the hard path

2 ST3rJCT'J2i Cr A NATIONAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

trial and error.

Essentially H.
components.

national measurement 3ystam must have

laboratories for maintaining national measurement standards,
providing unit trade
and zo ensure that the national standards are cencatibie with ^he
51 system.

2) a practical systam for ensuring that the measuring standards and
instruments used in industry and trade are traceable to z'.s
national standards.
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3) national specification standards for quality control, sodas of
practice, health and safety, compatible where possible with
international specification standards.

Most countries have these facilities, although -'"a organizational
details differ from or.e country so another to suit their particular
needs. I shall first describe an idealized system and then show how it
has been adapted i:i several countries ta serve their own national
requirements.

2.1 International Metrology

The Metre Convention of 1375, a diplomatic conference, set up the systan
of international metrology for the protaotion and advancement of -he
metric system which had been adopted by a number of countries.

Responsibility for decisions on changes in the metric system, which
became che 51 3'/3tea in I960, rest3 with the C-anerai Conference of
Weights and Measures which is a diplomatic conference meeting at
^-yearly intervals. The General Conference is advi3ed by the
International Committee of Weights and Measures (CI?M) - a Committee of
eminent aatrologists - which is also responsible for ̂ the direction of
the International 3ureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres, near ?ari3
(the 3I?M), The 3I?M i3 responsible for the aaintenance of the base
uaits of the 51 systan and for organising international intarcompari3or.s
of standards to ensure international confornity of the 51 base units. In
developing the 31 system, the CI?M is advised by conaittees of
^etrologicai expert called Consultative Committees, of which there are
3 ac present. The Consultative Committee for the Definition of she
Metre, for example, together with the aajor national standards
laboratories, was active over the past few* ysars in the recoEnenda.ion
for the recent (1984) change in the definition of the metre.

2.2 Legal Metrology

Legal netrciogy is the naae given so all applied ae-roiogy which is
subject to regulations by law or government decree. It applies
particularly to the technical and adainistrative arrangements for
ensuring the accuracy of ssasurement used in trade and the procedures
needed for their enforceaent. It treats the units of measurement,
methods of measurement and measuring instruments in relation to
mandatory technical and legal requirements.

The main quantities involved ars those of mas3, Length and volume. There
must be a laboratory equipped with standards, calibrated against
national standards, which fora the basis of the hierarchy of standards
which make up the calibration 3srvice needed to ensure *he accuracy and
uniformity of the measures used in trade, for example, in shops, markets
and petrol stations.In addition to calibration activities, legal
metrology services must include:-

1) design assessment and certification of designs in weighing and
measuring equipment for use in trade and to ensure that they
conform to statutory requirements,

2} formulating and representing the national view on legal
metrology in the International Crganiaation for Legal Metrology
CGIML).

—-•= i-vtrIML is the international body which was sat up in 1955 to remove
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obstacles to international trading and to croaoca
standardization of laws concerning legal metrology.

the world-wide

2.3 Specification Standards

Modern nanufac taring and trading activities require specification
3tar.dard3 or 'noras' to define technical raquirenant3 far a produce, a
?roc333, procedure or material, in tar33 of dimensions, quality ar.d
performance, methods of zest, and codes o? practice.

Standards cover every conceivable technology and are designed so help
manufacturers, customers and users alii«. Standards assi3t the customer
to specify hi3 needs and help the manufacturer to produce products
acceptable to the purchaser. IΓ. addition, specification standards can be
used to increase efficiency, productivity, reliability, safety,
profitability and availability of goods and services.

All industrialized countries have specification organizations, che
British Standards Institution in the UK and the Deutsches Institut für
Normung in the ?RG being well-known examples.

Two international organizations exist to coordinate the activities of
the various national specification institutions - The International
ilactrotechnical Cosaission (ISC) which deals with electrical and
related subjects and the International Standards Organization (130)
which cavers non-electrical matters.

Conformity vith national specification standards aay be voluntary,
required by codes of practice or aay be required by law. Practice varies
fron one country to another.

In the interests of international trade, it is desirable to harmonise
specification standards ar.d to adopt international standards froa 130
and IiC, vhere they exi3t. Where there ara no international standards,
mutual recognition of each other'3 specification standards by different
countries is advantageous, 3o that products made in one country, in
accordance with its own standards, will be acceptable in another without
modification to satisfy different criteria required by the other trading

oar

Industrial Metrology

Modern industrial aanufactura demands that products or components are
made to a design and aay hava to satisfy specification standards for
perfornar.ee, safety and the properties of the materials used. In the
autoaobiie industry, for exaaple, part3 may be aaue ir. tvo or more
countries and a33asbied in a third. It is vital therefore that ths
3aa3ureaents made on the factory flcor avervwhere ara consistent. This
can only be assured if there is tracsabilitv of measurement fron ths
factory floor to the national measurement standards.

In industrialized countries like the rJSA, F3G and the "K, the total
expenditure or. measurement in industry arount3 to 5* of the Gross
National Product. The importance, therefore, of establishing some
mechanism vnereby thi3 traceability can be achieved and maintained,
cannot be ovar-amphasizad.

Tracsability is maint
Components made in t

ed through a hierarchy of measur
fsctcry must be measured by an

ement 3tancard3.
n inspector, to
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ensure that they are a? the correct size and within the specified
manufacturing tolerance. The measuring instruments used by the inspector
au3t 33 regularly checked in the gauge rooa at -he factory, against acre
accurate ir.3uru29r.13. The gauge rcoa instruments will is checked against
more accurate workplaces or 'transfer standards'. 3uch =3 gauge alocks
and er.d-bars, to ensure their accuracy. In turn, suc'n work pieces are
calibrated against master transfer standards, held by the factory's
metrology laboratory, which have seen calibrated a; the national
standards laboratory. In this way, the aeasureaent chain, or measurement
hierarchy, from factory floor to na-ional standards is established.

3. TH2 CJK NATIONAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

3. • Maclor.al Physical Laoo.-atory

The .'laticnal Physical Laboratory, .V?L, is the UK national standards
laboratory. In ccnacn with standards laboratories in all other
industrialized countries, M?L performs an essential function of
goverr—ent. It provides a consistent national neasureaient syacaca and
coordinates thai system vi Six chose of ocher countries and furnishes
essential calibration services for the dissemination of the units of
seasureaent for the benefic of industry and technology. These
responsibilities are discharged by:

1) establishing national standards of :nsa3ureaent and intercomparing
then with those of osher countries

2) providing suitable calibration services in order to disssainata
these 2easureca.it units to industry

3) developing ueasurenent techniques and disseminating good
aeasureaent practice

•i) measuring physical conssan^s and reference quantities of iiportancs
in standards work

5) advising government, public bodies, industry and others on ail
aspects of seasureaenc, including participation in the preparation
af specification standards

The national primary standards, which constitute the basis of
aeasuresent in ths United Kingdom, are maintained ac M?L in strict
3.ccor"ie.?.ce with the incernaticnally agreed reccsaendations of the 31
Systea. M?'- helps to develop and inprovs these standards, and
investigates fundaaentai physical 3y3ceas with potential for appiioaticn
in tne standards area. H?L oarticipa;as in the various cccaitcaes of the

onvention, such a3 "he CI?M and i's Consultative Cczci"ees andMetre C
=air.-air.3 close links wich the 3IPM and other najcr standards
laberateries.

The 2any standards held by industrial and government organisations in
the "JX are derived frca the national primary standards by the
hierarchical process. Inevitably scze accuracy is l33t at each stase in
this process and the primary standards =u3t be developed and maintained
at "Pi, with suf^'c'ent -ccu^^cv to al:ow """f* tr'3.

Tne iis3en:i.-.ati;n process begins with the calibration services offered
by "?L to manufacturing and service industries, governrsenr; departments
and the universities» These services are offered either directly where
particularly high precision cr specialised ecuitaent i3 rscuired, or
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through the =zoc3'rs<i laboratoriesjf the British Calibration Service.

-,a s-aw--nS -.aca«:i^as of industry and society as a whole upon advanced
"^•-roiosv "as broii2.it: 3or.ci.1ual demands for improved measurement
»tr'ocs "and greater accuracy. Additionally, however, technological

sng

important parameters, and than to develop suitable techniques and „^
standards for measuring them. *,

In support of these activities, then, a aajor part of the work at M?L is ';
in the broad field of metrological research, directed towards improving •>
measurement techniques, and developing standards that are more readily „
accessible and less manpower-intensive. Such work finds application in a
wide variety of activities outside N'?L, from engineering to
high-resolution spectroscopy, and the Laboratory is frequently consulted ^
on many aspects of high precision or difficult measurement. ZD

WO

Organization of the MPL 1'

Tne laboratory is in tvo parts; the standards divisions which are Z^
responsible for metrology, together with the British Calibration Service
and MATLA3 which will be described separately, and also the materials
and computing work of the laboratory. M?

For organisational purposes, the metrology work ac HPL 13 carried out in ^
four Divisions, corresponding to the main fields of measurement science,
although there is inevitably 3ome overlap between them 3inca there are
few firm frontiers in metrology. ,j

3-
1 Division of Electrical Science

The Division of 2iectricai Science i3 responsible for establishing and
maintaining the national capability for the measurement of electrical
and magnetic quantities, over the frequency range from d.c. to optical
frequencies. The base unit, the ampere, is derived using a dynamoneter
and maintained through resi3tar.ee and voltage standards. Research i3
al30 carried out on 3tandard3 and aeasurement techniques at radio and 2
microwave frequencies and or. laser measurements. The standard of
frequency, derived from a caesium beam atomic clock, i3 the national ~
basis for the measurement of time, although time measurement itself i , A
by tradition, the responsibility of the Royal C-reer.wich Observatory. r

2 Division of Quantum Metrology

The work of the Division of Quantum Metrology covers the areas of :
temperature - tr.a realization of the thermodynanic temperature scale and :
tha dissemination of the International Practical Tamcerature Scale - and
the related field of thermal properties of materials such as thermal
conductivity. It i3 responsible for the realization of the candela and ;
for associated work in radicmatry, photometry and cclorimatrv. It also :
has programmes in tr.a field of tha fundamental physical ccr.3tar.t3 which :
are important in the movement towards astabiisning r.aasuremer.t standards
in terms of fundamental cor.star.t3 - such =3 tha metre and the Josepnscr.
voltage standard - together witr. programmes in atmospheric collusion



reaaaron and certified reference satariais.

3 The Division of ?.adiatior. Science and Acoustics

the tarn radiation sciar.ce i3 used in the sense of 'ionizing radiation',
which i3 raI2va.1t; to ail radical diagnostic and therapeutic vorvc in
sedicir.e, to she control of environmental exposure to radiation and to
nuclear engineering design and nuclear physics research. In addition,
the Division does work in the areas of acoustics and 3tandard3 for
ultrasonics for aedicai usa.

The nain fields of work covered by the Division are: photon and electron
dosiaetry, radioactivity measurements, neutron measurements and
acoustics and ultrasonics.

u pjvision of Machar.ical and Optical Metrology

The vor!c of this Division is concerned vifch standards of leng-h and
sass, related derived units such a3 force, pressure and viscosity,
together with aaasurenent prograonea on aschanicai aecrology. Besides
work on tha optical properties of aatariai3 and components, the aain
thrust of the optical work of the Division is in applying optical
•techniques 3uah as intarfaronatry, holography, and photogramnetry to
aeehanicai se^roiogy for the aeasuresetit of fora, deforsatioci and
diaensional 2e

Ma:arial3 and Ccapucing

A second objective of M?L, although strictly not asser.sial to its
seasureaant role, i3 to carry ouz research in certain scientific and
technological areas so a3 to stimulate and improve the affective
utilisation of new technologies oy rJK industry and to provide sound
bases and test methods for related specification standards. This work
currently includes:

1) the provision of design and zarfomzr.ce data on ;he properties of
industrially important aateriais in normal, high tsaparature or
corrosive anvironnent3 and the devsiopnent of new and 3tandardi;ad
asthocis for their neasurenent

2) rasaarch into aspects of information tachnoiogy and conputing.

These functions are carried out by the Division of Materials
Applications and the Division of Information Technology and -clouting,
respectively.

3.2 The 3rizish Calibration Service

The British Calibration Service \3C3) was established in '966 cy the :JK
3overn~ent in response to the needs of British industry ?zr a
cocprehensive service for the calibration of instru~ent3 against
recognized 5tandard3 30 that their accuracv can be authenticated.

In principle, thi3 service could have bean provided by expanding tha !f?L
but, in view of the large nurbar of caiibraticns needed, it vaa decided
to establish the 3CS, the V.sy point being that the calibration work
would be carried out in existing laboratories, especially approved ?z?
tna purpose and that tha Service would be planned and regulated z-y a
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neadsuarters organiza-ion in Government; sir.ce ig~7 :r.e 3C3 organization

An exoert Advisory Council on Calibration ar.d Measurement 'ACCM) was 3a;:
up i.i "356 "o advi3e .'n the operation of 3C3 and on "ha requirement
which laboratories must meet in order to be approved. It set up a number
of technical par.al3 concerned wich the main fields of measurement:-
eiacsricai, mechanical, optical, fluid, thermal, radiological and
reference materials. T'.e Technical Panels 'nava established criteria for
approval of laboratories undertaking a vide range of measurements in
each of their fieid3. Members of the panal3 or other independent experts
join 3CS Headquarters ssaf? in the assassaant of laboratories seeking
approval and in the subsequent supervision of their activities.

Z

3CS approved laboratories

Any laboratory nay apply for 3CS approval, whether in industry, a
research organization, or in an academic institution and regardless of
whecnar it is financed privately or publicly.

A laboratory is approved to carry out specified types of aeasurenent
only after thorough investigation. The approval of a laboratory by the
3CS relates solely to it3 measuring and calibrating ability within the
range covered by the approval documents. It dees not relate to the
organisation's produces, or ;o its other activities.

The Head of the Laboratory i3 responsible for operating the laboratory
in accordance wi;h the rules of 3CS and for the results achieved. The
derails vary according to the field of aeasuresent and the rscuirenents
are set out separately for each neasureaent field by the Technical

A candidate laboratory will be visited by an inspection team chosen by
3C3. Tr.e criteria to be assessed in detail are:-

1} -he qualifications and experience of the scaff in relation to the
precision and range of the work ar.d the supervisory arrangements of
•:he laboratory

2) the environmental conditions of the laboratory in relation to the
type and precision of the work

3) Z'ZA equipment; Lz3 maintenance and the traceability of i;s
calibrations to national standards.

~) zT.s measurement procedures and vha svszszi of record3

5} measurement capability, which may i.-.ciude requests for measurements
on -es; pieces zo be mada.

Cr.ce 3C3 is 3aci3fled with the assessors' reports, Lz is3ua3 a
Laboratory Approval Certificate identifying z'r.s laboratory and ^ne
operating organization. The approval certificate authorizes "he
laboratory to under-ajce calibrations in accordance with 3CS rules ar.d
wirhin "ha ;erms relating to ;he particular laocra;ory. Tne laboratory
may issue 3CS calibration certificates which resort tha results 3f
caiibraticr.s zv "as-s carried out under 3C3 auspices.

3CS operates an audi; measurement schsms through which approved
iaocra'ories mus- demons-ra^a zhat ^hair measurement cacabiiiv i3
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maintained.

calibration cert i f icates are issued each year

\ 3CS directorv of approved laboratories i s published by M?L giving tr.e Q.
range of measurements for which approval has been granted. g*

Other national cal ibrat ion services have been set up in Suropa and, in 9.
order co promote trade, "hey are collaborating with the object of —
concluding agreements for the mutual recognition of the calibration • -«—-^
cer t i f ica tes frca each other ' s services. Three countries now have such — %j
agreements with each other; the QK, She Federal Republic of Gβmany and ^ '1J

Italy. _ -
O
cr
o

3.3 National testing Laboratory Accreditation Sehens -i

In the 'JX, as in many other countries, extensive use is mads of testing 5

laboratories for quality control, physical and chemical properties, *<

ccapliance with specifications and standards for quality or health and Q

safety. In particular, asr.y large organisations such as the Ministry of £

Defence and other governaent departaents, national industries such as -*

the Matior.ai Coal 3oard and the Central Electricity Generating Board and Q_

private industry, have their own accreditation schsses whereby —

aeasurenent laboratories and test houses are exaained and accredited in 2.

order to assure reliance on bought-ir. products, services and materials g*

that are essential so the organization concerned. 3

The result of this aultipiicity of accreditation schemes has zeant that o

testing laboratories aay be subject to assessaar.t by several ^

organizations, each having it3 own assessment criteria. Such, a situation 3

is clearly undesirable, if only because of the waste of effort involved 1)

in multiple assessment when ail these arrangements could be incorporated

into a single 3y3ten.

The decision to 3st up a national Tasting Laboratory iccrsditation

Scheae - MATLAS - was taken in 1961. The objectives of the scheae are

aised at ensuring a system for accrediting tasting laboratories in order

to provide British industry with results that are widely accepted as

authoritative both within the 'TS. and overseas. Laboratories which are

found, on asse3saer.t, to satisfy certain requirements concerning staff,

ecuip--ent, general facilities and management, are granted certificates

of competence to carry OUT; defined types of test. Meabership is open to

any laboratory conducting objective test3, whether it is independent zv

is part of 2 larger organization.

The ai^s 0 f MATLAS are:-

1) to establish widespread national recognition of the competence of

accredited testing laboratories

2} to provide an authoritative focus for British testing laboratories

and to guarantee their hign standards

35 to foster intsrr.ationai recognition of the competence of accredited

laboratories thrcugn the International Laboratory Accreditation

Conference 'ILA3;.
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The accreditation system i3 administered by the NATLAS executive, which 3

is part of NPL. The general arrangements are similar to those for BCS.
To be accredited, a testing laboratory must possess qualified and
experienced staff, appropriate equipment and a satisfactory environment 3
for the work. Measuring instruments must be regularly calibrated by 3CS.
Satisfactory procedures for records and for reporting test results aust T
be observed. A team of qualified assessors, appointed by NATLAS, s
evaluate the laboratory's capabilities. If satisfactory the laboratory w
is formally accredited to carry out particular tests. Follow-up visits 0
by the assessors are continued at suitable intervals. w

A comprehensive directory of accredited laboratories is published by
NATLAS, giving details of the types of test for which accreditation o
certificates have been granted.Üorvj than 250 laboratories have been c
accredited since 1981. ,3

3.4 The National Weights and Measures Laboratory
S

The system of weights and measures used for trading purposes - legal
metrology - predates the existence of the National Physical Laboratory t
and is organized separately in the UK although it is part of the same c
government department a3 NPL. It exercises control over the units,
measurement standards and measuring equipment in use for trade. It also 3
has responsibility for legislation which bears on pre-packaged goods and
for defining the powers and duties of local authority Trading Standards 2
Inspectors who enforce the law at local level. 3

c
To enable it to carry out these statutory obligations, the Department of 3

Trade and Industry maintains the National Weights and Measures
Laboratory (NWML) which has responsibility for measurement standards in r

mass, length and capacity and provides a nationwide calibration service a

in order to give credibility and authority to measuring instruments in e

use for trade throughout the country.
c

It specifies measurement standards and testing equipment to ensure
uniform levels of accuracy in local authority Trading Standards Offices.
3y a system of design assessment and certification, the Laboratory makes
sure that patterns - that is, designs - of weighing and measuring
equipment are suitable for use in trade and, where appropriate, that
they are in accordance with the requirements of Measuring Instrument
Directives of the European Community.

The facilities and expertise of the Laboratory are available as a public
service on a repayment basis, for organizations requiring to have
authoritative certificates or reports signifying fcfca accuracy of
measurement standards or compliance-to-specification of weighing or
measuring equipment. The NWML undertakes the examination of any pattern
of trade weighing or measuring equipment (except energy and gas volume
meters) in order to determine its suitability for use in tr-ade, as
required under the Weights and Measures Act, 1963; suitability is
signified by granting a certificate of approval. Without such approval,
equipment items cannot lawfully be used for trading pur-poses. To assist
aanufacturers, the Laboratory publishes design assessment criteria.

Mechanical weighing and measuring equipment is being rapidly superseded
by electronic measuring instruments and systems, many of *h<ch
incorporate microprocessors. This new generation of equipment enable*
many operational facilities and design features to be embodied which
hitherto were not feasible. The use of credit cards, self service and
prepackaging of goods means that buyers and sellers are involved in a
chain of remote selling and the services of the NWML are increasingly



essential to ensure that the tradition of fair trading is maintained.

3.5 The British Standards Institution

The national body in the UK which is responsible for specification
standards (norms) is the British Standards Institution (331). The BSI
was set up by UK industry in 1901. 3SI is an independent organization,
'out which wortcs closely with government, industry and commerce for the
well-being of the country.

The BSI is financed by membership subscriptions from companies and
organizations of all types and this total is matched by a grant from
central government. About 15,000 organizations support BSI's work as
subscribing members. The Quality Assurance Division, which includes the
Test House, is wholly self-supporting by its fees charged to clients.

Standards define technical requirements for a product, proeetf'-rs or
material, in terms of dimensions, quality and performance, methods of
test, terms, symbols and codes of practice. The standards adopted may be
on a national, European or intsrrat-lonal basis.

British Standards cover an enormous, range of activities, including
micro-electronics, information technology, conservation of energy, the
environment, health and safety, industrial strategy and exports. BSI's
prime function is to prepare and publish Sritish Standards, of which
there are currently over 8000, designed to help manufacturers, buyers,
specifiers and users. British Standards are formulated by consensus
within specially drawn up working committees. Each committee comprises
representatives of government, scientific and industrial organizations
and individual experts in the appropriate technology. The MPL, for
example, is represented on BSI committees where measurement expertise
may be needed. These working committees are supervised by larger
committees with overall responsibility for standards in a particular
field - for example, 'safety equipment'.

BSI represents the OK in international standards activities, notably in
ISO and IEC matters.

A Test House was established in 1959 as part of the Quality Assurance
Division of BSI, which broadly 'applies standards' for testing a wide
range of products. As well as testing to a range of recognised national
and litter national standards and regulations, SSI Test House also tast3
to the requirements of a number of quality mark schemes, including SSI's
own 'Sitemark' and 'Safety Mark' certification schemes, which involve
product testing and factory surveillance. Products satisfying these
tests are marked with the Site and Safety marks when sold to the public.
Safety helmets for motorcyclists are a well known example. The
laboratory also has the facilities and expertiseto test to clients' own
specifications, from routine checks to in-depth advice and consultancy.

Since the requirements of standards in other countries are often
similar, the 3SI can test submitted products to several standards at the
same time to ensure product acceptability in various markets for
importers and exporters. A number of overseas approval bodies accept
products tasted by 3SI on their behalf without further testing. ?or
example, it is also an accredited agent for the Standards Association of
Australia (SAA).



4. FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMAN*

Metrology in the FUG is dealt with at a federal level under two laws -
of Standardized Units (1969) and of Weights and Measures (1970) - under
the aegis of the Ministry of Trade and Industry. Calibration services
are based on national legal requirements.

U.I National Laboratory

The Physikalish-Technisehe Bundesanstalt (PTB) is the national standards
laboratory and is the technical and legal focus for units and
measurement matters in the FRG. It is responsible for developing,
maintaining and disseminating the units of measurement to ensure
uniformity with the SI system and for research in physical and technical
metrology. It maintains close links with the Metre Convention
organization and the 3I?M and with other national laboratories. The
range of tasks undertaken by the PTB and its organization are broadly
similar to those at MPL. It provides calibration services to industry,
both directly and through the German Calibraton Service.

4.2 German Calibration Service

The Deutscher Kalibrierdienst (DKD) was set up by the Federal Ministry ^
of Economics in 1977, in order to carry out the calibration of measuring Q.
instruments in industry and establish traceability of measurement to 2|
national standards. The executive organization responsible for the DKD 2.
is the PTB, whose staff make up the DKD headquarters. It has an Advisory _̂
Board composed of representatives of all parties involved in the DKD, to n>
advise and mediate and having executive powers. Technical Committees of "̂
experts from calibration centres supply technical support in the various C7
measurement fields such as length, high and ultra high frequency Ö'
electrical measurements, force, pressure and mass, and so on.

Calibration laboratories in industry and other private or public
organizations are accredited and supervised by the DKD to carry out Q
calibrations for customers for which charges are levied. Calibration I|
certificates are issued for each calibration and the test object is 3
stamped with an official mark indicating the test centre and the date. 3
About 50 DKD laboratories have been accredited so far. ^

4.3 Legal Metrology

Legislation in the field of measurement and calibration is enacted by
the federal - government for the whole country. However, the actual
enforcement of the legislation is the responsibility of the eleven
federal states or Bundeslander. Each state has a Weights and Measures
Service with a headquarters organization and a number of regional
standards and testing offices. Inspectors based at the regional offices
ensure the enforcement of all measurement activities which are subject
to legal and mandatory regulation. Measurement and calibration standards
are traceable to the PTB, which has the additional responsibility for
examining and approving patterns of measuring equipment as fit for use
in trade, in order to secure consumer protection, health and safety and
to promote efficiency.

Fees are charged for the work of the state inspectors and the service i3
largely self-supporting.

4.4 Specification Standards

Specificaton in the FRG is not a government activity but is controlled
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by the German Standards Committee OP Deutsches Institut fur Normung
(DIN). The DIN is an incorporated association which operates at national
level in collaboration with other technical organizations. The work of
the DIN covers specifications for measurement, quality and materials,
conc&pt definitions, supply and testing.

DIN committees are composed of expert members from industry, trade,
technology and government. DIN standards are widely used, some being
compulsory because of legal or contract requirements.

The DIN is the focus for ISO and ISC matters in the FSG.

i*.5 Quality Control

There is no government organization for quality control in the FRG. The
central body in German industry for quality protection is the Committee
on Delivery Conditions and Quality Assurance (Ausschuss für
Lieferbedingungen und Gütesicherung (ALG) under the DIN. The ALG advises
organizations on specifications covering quality requirements and
quality maries and on their implementation. Government establishments
assist firms with quality control by carrying out tests. Mechanical and
chemical testing of materials, for example, i3 carried out by the
Federal Materials Test Establishment (BAM).

5. FHANCE

The development of important industrial programmes in France, following
World War II, such as aerospace and atomic energy, led to demands for
increased accuracy in national standards and for a system to guarantee
traceability of measurement in industry to those standards, which was
not then available. In 1969, French metrology was reorganized to meet
these demands and the National Bureau of Metrology (Bureau National de
Metrologie, SNM) was established.

5.1 National Laboratories and Calibration Chains

The SNM is part of the Ministry of Scientific -and Industrial Development
and its role is two-fold:-

1) to organize basic and applied research to improve standards and
measurement techniques

2) to establish traceability of measurement to national standards
by establishing official calibration centres and supervising
calibration chains.

Rather than by creating a new national laboratory like PTB or NPL, the
3NM set out to fulfil the needs of a national measurement system by
bringing, together the advanced measurement laboratories already existing
in government, industry and defence establishments under official
control. The system developed consists of a hierarchy of three tiers:-

1) Primary laboratories.

Six laboratories were designated primary laboratories,
responsible for realizing and maintaining the 51 base and
other derived units and ensuring their international
compatibility. These laboratories are concerned with the
fields of
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spectro radio photometry time and frequency

mechanics ionizing radiation

electricity and magnetism temperature

2) Intermediate laboratories (laboratoires agrees)

Intermediate laboratories are mainly in government
organizations and research associations. Examined and
approved by the 3NM, they are under the direct technical
supervision of the primary laboratories which also calibrate
their measurement standards. They are authorized to carry
out calibrations for customers on a repayment basis and to
issue official calibration certificates.

3) Approved laboratories (laboratoires habilites)

Approved laboratories are recognised by the BNM as having
competence in measurement and calibration within their own
industrial or technical orfjanizations, which they serve.
Although their standards are traceable, they are not entitled
to issue official calibration certificates.

5.2 Legal Metrology

Legal metrology is the province of the Measuring Instrument Service
(Service des lastruments de Mesure, (SIM), under the Ministry of
Scientific and Industrial Development. The SIM not only supervises
legislation and regulations concerning weights and measures but is also
responsible for pattern approval of measuring instruments for use in
trade and for the system of inspection and enforcement throughout the
country as a government service.

The SIM participates in the work of the 3NM and represents French
interests in OIML.

5-3 Specification Standards

The French Standards Association (Association Fran^aise de
normalisation, AFNOR) is a private, non-profit, association which is
recognized as a public service. About 1/3 of its funds are from
government and the remainder are generated by subscriptions and sales.
AFNOR has no test-house but it is assisted in its product certification
and quality control • work by a number of officially recognized
laboratories.

6. USA

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) was established by Congress as a
federal laboratory in 1901. Its goals are to provide the basis of the
national measurement system, scientific and technological services to
industry and government and the technical oasis for equity in trade and
for public safety. It has three centres:- the National Measurement
Laboratory, the National Engineering Laboratory and the Institute of
Computer Sciences and Technology.

o.1 The National Measurement Laboratory

The BBS undertakes the full range of tasks appropriate to all national
laboratories:- realizing, maintaining and disseminating the units of



measurement, coordinating tue US measurement system with those of other
countries and undertaking research to improve measurement science in the
USA. It has five sections, covering the fields of absolute physical
quantities, radiation research, chemical physios, analytical chemistry
and materials science. Its programmes of work are parallel to those at
the other major national laboratories, with which it maintains close
links.

Comprehensive calibration services in all
industry and technology on a repayment basis.

6.2 Legal Metrology

fields are provided to

Legal metrology in the USA is decentralized. Each of the States is
responsible for its own weights and measures legislation and for its
enforcement. Measurement standards for mass, length and volume are
provided for all states by M3S but the organization of weights and
measures services is a state matter. Practice varies in each state,
California having a high reputation.

The Office of Weights and Measures at MBS organizes an annual National
Conference on Weights and Measures, bringing together government and
state officials and representatives from business, industry, trade and
consumer organizations, to explore the whole field. The conference
develops model laws and regulations, technical codes for measuring
devices for commerce, test methods and administrative guidelines, with
the aim of promoting uniformity of weights and measures practice for all
state and local government.

Pattern approval and testing is carried out by the MBS which also
recommends performance standards. Equally, states can make their own
arrangements for pattern approval. A National Type Approval Programme
for weighing and measuring devices is being set up on a collaborative
basis to mal» better use of nationwide resources, under the aegis of the
National Conference. Certificates for approved measuring equipment are
issued by MBS on behalf of the programme or of the state concerned.

Representation on OIML is by the Public Advisory Committee for
International Legal Metrology, under the Department of Commerce.

6.3 Calibration and Testing

In addition to the direct KBS calibration services, the National
Voluntary Laboratory Accrediation Programme (NVLAP) caters for both
calibration and testing under the authority of the Department of
Commerce with operational responsibility delegated to MBS.

Laboratories can only operate under MVLAP following accreditation by MBS
as part of a particular Laboratory Accreditation Programme (LA?).
Requests for new LAP'S can only come from outside (states, professional
and technical organizations or from industry) and cannot be initiated by
SBS Itself. Where substantive support for a new LAP is demonstrated,
arrangements are put in hand by HBS and laboratories are invited to
apply for accreditation which involves a review of the laboratory's
proficiency zad on-site assessment by technical experts; where
appropriate, the calibration of measuring equipment must be traceable to
national standards. A directory of NVLAP laboratories is published by
MBS.

The range of LA?rs is wide, covering insulation materials, concrete,
carpets, stoves, acoustics and personnel radiation dosimetry. Mew LAP's
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covering photographic film and pressure calibration services have been
announced. Fees are eharsed for calibration and testing, certificates
carrying the MVLAP logo.

Another mechanism for disseminating standards is through the SBS
Measurement Approval Programmes. MBS assesses the industrial
laboratories and establishes traceability of measurement. Standards
measured by the laboratory ars checked at NBS, to ensure that its
measurement capabilities are satisfactory.

MBS organizes an annual National Conference of Standards Laboratories,
which aims at promoting cooperative efforts towards solving problems in
the organization and operation of standards laboratories from
scientific, industrial commercial and government organizations. It is an
active forum for disseminating information on standards and measurement
procedures and practices.

6.4 Specification Standards

There are a number of organizations in the USA concerned with developing
and disseminating standards. While the federal government is a major
contributor to national standardizing for government purchasing and
voluntary standards established in the public interest, the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) serves as the national coordinating
and clearing house for voluntary standardization activities. It
represents the USA on ISO and IEC. Among leading standardizing bodies
represented on the council of ANSI are:-

American Petroleum Institute
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Testing Materials
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Society of Automotive Engineers
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Underwriters Laboratory

The main task of producing specification standards, which are all
voluntary standards as far as industry i3 concerned, belongs to the
various organizations affiliated to ANSI. A catalogue of US standards is
maintained and published by ANSI.

ANSI is funded almost entirely by subscriptions and sales of standards.
It oaa no financial support from the US government.

There is no national quality control scheme in the USA. The NBS provides
the technical basis for standards and guide lines to companies and
organizations, and undertakes research aiaed at improving manufacturing
techniques such as small batch manufacturing processes, robotics and the
use of computers for automation.

7. JAPAN

In view of Japan's outstanding industrial success, it is surprising that
metrology is less systematically organized than in countries such as the
?HC on the UK. The legal foundation for metrology is the Measurement
Law, 1952, which is administered through the Ministry for International
Trade and Industry (MITI) through the Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology (AI3T).



7.1 national Laboratories.

The two national standards laboratories in Japan are the National
Research Laboratory for Metrology (MRLM) which covers the fields of
length, mass, time and frequency, and temperature and the Electro
technical Laboratory (STL) which 13 responsible for electrical,
photometric and acoustic measurement as well as ionizing radiation and
radioactivity.

Both laboratories provide calibration services on demand, although
measuring instruments for industrial use can be calibrated at other
government or official laboratories, or by research associations such as
the Japan Machinery and Metals Inspection Institute, or by the
instrument manufacturers themselves. The traceability system for
measurement is thus complicated and it varies for each quantity. In view
of this unsatisfactory system, MITI has commissioned a report on the
situation and recommendations for improvement. The establishment of
officially recognised intermediate calibration laboratories with
traceable standards is being considered.

7.2 Legal Metrology

ander the Measurement Law, administrative legislation is carried out by
the Weights and Measures Division of MITI, except for the electrical
meters section of the law which is covered by MITI's Engineering
Division. Japan's representation on OIML is by a committee reporting to
the AIST.

The executive functions of legal metrology are carried out by MRLM and
STL. Besides providing standards and measurement techniques, they carry
out type-approval testing of measuring instruments and inspect measuring
instruments that need special facilities. They issue instructions and
public guidance in legal metrology.

At the working level, Local Weights and Measures Offices in Prefectures
(local administrative regions) test and inspect working standards,
verify measuring instruments and carry out inspections of instruments
and of the contents of products at sales outlets. Special cities have
their own Local Weights and Measures Offices for on-the-spot inspection
of measuring devices and of the contents of products.

7.3 Specification Standards.

Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) are organized by the Japanese
Industrial Standards Committee (JISC), under the provisions of the
Industrial Standardization Law. JISC represents Japan in ISO and IZC
affairs.

JIS cover standards for products, working methods (including
measurement) and terminology, symbols and units. The law does not cover
group standards established by industrial associations or academic
societies voluntarily seeking to promote business activities through
their own group and in-company standards.

Drafts for JIS are prepared by industrial associations or other
interested parties - either by invitation or voluntarily - or by the
JISC secretariat. The drafts are studied and approved in turn by
Technical Committee of specialists and by the JISC Divisional Council.
Approved drafts are issued by the relevant goverment ministers for
publication as JIS.
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7.4 Quality Ccntrol

The Industrial Standardization Law provides for a JIS narking system
which certifies the quality of products and processing techniques.
Authority to use JIS marks is granted by relevant government ministers,
in consultation with J1SC, to manufacturers whose products conform to
JIS standards and who have adopted satisfactory in-house standardization
and quality control. Since 1980, JIS marks have been extended to
products manufactured abroad which satisfy the requirements of the
scheme.

Besides the national JIS mark scheme, many sectors of industry and large
companies have their own quality control arrangements, such as quality
circles.

8. PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.

The PRC is engaged in a programme of modernizing its industrial base and
an important part of the process is the provision of a national
metrology system. The large size of the country imposes difficulties but
the hierarchical dissemination method remains valid, given adequate
resources.

Metrology in the PRC is organized by the State Bureau for Metrology, a
headquarters oganization which reports to the State Commission for
Science and Technology. The national Institute for Metrology (HIM) was
established in 1965. Its tasks, to set up and develop primary standards,
to establish a system of traceable measurement for the country and to
develop improved measuring techniques, are common to all national
standards laboratories. The PRC recently joined the Metre Convention and
NIM has begun collaborative work with other national laboratories and
with BIPM.

HIM has two laboratories, at Peking and Cheng'tu, which cover the major
fields of metrological interest. Standards are disseminated froia the two
primary laboratories through two chains. Each Province has a bureau and

"laboratory, calibrating standards for regional laboratories within the
province, which extend the chain through county (sub-regional)
laboratories to the industrial level. In parallel, large industrial
cities such as Shanghai, have their own metrology bureaux and
laboratories which carry the calibration chain via industrial institutes
to the factory level.

Specification standards are handled by the State Bureau for Standards,
which is an organ of the State Economic Commission.

9. EMERGING INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

By way of example, I shall cite Singapore which has continued to expand
its industrial output substantially over the past two decades - so ouch
so that agriculture has virtualy ceased to exist as an industry - and
Malaysia.

9.1 Singapore

The Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research (SISIR) is
the centre for the national measurement system. It is controlled and
partially funded by government, earning about 50S of its costs from work
for industry.

It maintains the national measurement standards. Metrology is at a level



relevant to the needs of Singapore's industry, using commercially
available instrumentation wherever possible. Its standards are purchased
and calibrated abroad; its kilogram standard, for example, is a
stainless steel mass made Iα the UK and calibrated at NPL. Industrial
calibration services are provided for mas3, gauss blocta, force, surface
texture, hardness, temperature, frequency, resistance, voltage and HF
aeasurement.

In addition to aetrology, SISIH undertakes a wide range of functions to
assist industry in engineering design and development, non-destructive
testing, metallurgy, mechanical and structural engineering and eleetro-
and industrial chemistry, including analytical services for materials
and for food technology.

In 1969, SISIH was established as Singapore's national standards
organization for the preparation and promulgation of specifications and
codes of practice with the aim promoting their use in industry and trade
in order to improve product quality, industrial efficiency and
productivity. It covers the areas of building and construction,
mechanical and electrical engineering, chemicals, energy, food and
consumer products.

SISIR represents Singapore on ISO.

Quality assurance is an official responsibility of SISIR and it
administers the country's Quality Certification Scheme for companies
with approved quality control practices. It awards licences for the use
of the SISIR Marie on products which conform to Singapore standards. It
has agency arrangements with ether overseas certification bodies, such
as the BSI in the UK and the Canadian Standards Association, for export
inspection on their behalf to ensure compliance of Singapore exports
with the relevant overseas standards and to attach their quality marks.

9.2 Malaysia

The Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM),
established in 1975, serves Malaysia in a similar way to SISIR for
Singapore.

It fulfils the role of national aeasurement laboratory, maintaining
measurement standards and providing calibration services to industry as
well as to the Ministry of Trade and Industry for legal metrology.

313IM is the national organization for the preparation of Malaysian
specification standards and keeping them- updated. It encourages the uss
of standards to improve the quality of manufactured products and to
promote trade.

It operates a quality assurance scheme and licences companies to use the
SI3IM Mark on products which comply with Malaysian standards. It will
also test products to foreign standards and issue certificates of
compliance to manufacturers to assist with exports.

Of equal importance with its standards and metrology role, SIRIM
undertakes research on its own initiative, or on behalf of industry, to
further industrial development in the country and to provide engineering
and industrial design. Analytical and testing services on materials and
engineering consultancy are also provided for Malaysian industry.



DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

For my purpose, I shall define a developing country as one which is
restructuring its economy to achieve a significant industrial base. Ho
developing country will be able to compete successfully in manufactured
goods without che benefit of a national measurement infra-structure. Its
products will need to conform to recognised standards; their quality
must be acceptable to customers and the key to quality is measurement.

Legal Requirements

The basic requirement is for laws specifying units of measurement and
arrangements for legal mtrology, based on OIML recommendations. It stay,
for example, be necessary to introduce the SI system of units if they
are not already used. Their acceptance and adoption through the councry
will depend on a legal metrology service to enforce the use of accurate
standards and the use of officially approved measuring instruments.

National Measurement Standards

Arrangements must be made to set up, maintain and disseminate national
measurement standards and to ensure that they conform internationally.
National standards of sufficient accuracy to serve industry can be
obtained commercially since a developing country would be unwise to try
to set up advanced and sophisticated industries, such as aircraft engine
manufacture, which require standards of the highest accuracy. Their
calibration can be arranged at an advanced national laboratory overseas.
National standards must be housed in a suitable laboratory, in clean
conditions and with air temperature control, where'necessary.

Calibration services should also be based on commercially available
equipment. The range of services will depend on the industries to be
served. Strong backing in electrical standards, for example, will be
needed to support growth in the electrical and electronics sector of
industry.

Although priority may be given to setting up new industries, standards
should be used to upgrade existing industry. Polarimetrie.standards, for
example, should be introduced to support a traditional sugar industry or
humidity standards could benefit timber exports. Analytical services may
be used to certifv mineral and raw materials imports and exports.

Specification Standards

Specification standards, acceptable to manufacturer and customer, are
the key to modern industrial success. The developing country must set up
its standards organization to satisfy customer requirements, engineering
practice, health and safety and to regulate the quality of exports and
imports.

Quality depends on good design, satisfactory measurement during
manufacture and on good manufacturing procedures. It is easily
demonstrated in a product which is tasted and shown to comply with
official specifications.. This can be recognized by the award of a
quality nark which, to be affective, requires official testing and
periodic «examination. Arrangements for product tasting are thus a
necessary adjunct to a standards organization.

Where possible, specificaton standards should be based on existing ISO
and ISC standards, which have international consensus. Collaboration
with standards organizations in other countries is clearly beneficial ta



import and export.

Organizational Arrangements.

Since shortage of trained and skilled personnel is a problem in aost
developing counries, tt is advantageous to combine the metrology,
standards:and quality control functions in one organization in order to
obtain maximum advantage from limited manpower resources and to promote
technology transfer within the organization and out to industry.
Equally, they may serve industry13 wider needs by undertaking a 4 D
contracts, since Industry is likely to be short of trained engineers
also, and this process will assist the transfer of good design, to
national standards, out into industry and encourage quality control
practices.

Finally, the national standards organization in any developing country
will undoubtedly need to educate all sectors of industry in sound
standards practice. The need to purchase calibrated instruments with a
calibration certificate may not be appreciated, the need to recalibrate
instruments periodically, and especially if they have been repaired, may
not be understood, nor the concept of traceability of measurement to
national standards.

Since it has taken a century since the Metre Convention of 1375, even in
highly industrialized countries, to set up and operate traceable
calibration procedures, this may be the most important single lesson
that developing countries can learn from their developed counterparts.
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THE ROLE OF CERTIFIED REFERENCE MATERIALS IN METROLOGY
(AT PRESENT AND IN THE FUTURE)
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| 1. The role of materials in metrology*
•i — ^ — — — — — — — — ^ — — — — — — - ^ — — — —

1 Materials play a very important role in metrology. That is
{ based on the fact, that the inherent physical, physico-
| chemical properties of pure substances depending on the
I atomic and molecular energy levels are constant, can be
'• measured and reproduced with a high accuracy. With the aid .
\ of this constant values units of quantities can be realized.
; In the International System of Units (SI) at present three
1 base units are defined with the aid of materials: :

| the second with caesium-133 '
| the thermodynamic temperature with water
\ the mole» with carbon-1 2
:! (Before 1983 even the metre was defined with krypton-86) .

i The derived units are defined with the aid of base units i
I based on the laws of nature pertaining the quantity concerned. ;
| The realization of these units according their definitions !
; is sometimes very cumbersome, needs complicated and expensive
| instrumentation and a long time. If a material can be found,
I a property of which in a defined purity reproducibly realizes

; In this manuscript the terms are used - if not otherwise
? stated - according to.
i

I
S.Juhasz
National Office of Measures
Budapest, Hungary



the unit (or practically a multiple of the unit) then with
the time consuming and expensive measurement process the
numerical value of the quantity concerned for the specified
substance can be determined. Afterwards this substance can
be used with the numerical value of the quantity determined
for the realization of the unit.

Let us see some typical examples to illustrate the procedure

a. Dynamic viscosity
The quantity is according to Newton's Law the quotient of th
shear stress and the shear velocity, its derived unit:
Pa.s a m"1 . kg . s"1. With a long series of measurements
(taking nearly 20 years), using the most accurate instrument
ation at the MBS, the value of the quantity was determined
for well purified water as 0,001002 Pa.s at 20°C. The value
was confirmed by similar measurements at VNIIM. Thereafter .
this value was internationally accepted and serves as basis
of viscosity measurement all over the world.

b. Temperature
The SI thermodynamic temperature unit K is realized by the
International Practical Temperature Scale. This is based on
material properties:

- Measured boiling points, freezing points and triple points
of high purity materials (water, oxygen, tin, silver, gold)

- Measured resistance-temperature relationship of high purit
platinum and measured thermoelectric power-temperature
relationship of (platinum - 10 % (m/m) rhodium) - platinum
thermocouple.

The values were determined in several metrological and seien
tific institutes in the world and used as reference-value
scale of temperature.

c. Electric potential
The SI unit of this quantity is V = W.A . The realization
of the unit through power and current measurement would need
a large experimental set-up and complicated measurements. Fo:
all practical measurements all over the world saturated
Weston-cells (composed of merury-cadmiumamalgam-saturatad
cadmium-sulphate solution) are used with an electric potenti;
value based on the definition (recently based on the Josenhs;
effect).

d. Specific energy of combustion
Although the unit of this quantity: J.kg is easily realiz-
able, for practical measurement purposes the value for pure



benzoic acid was detsrmined as 26434 J.g~ and is used for
calorimetric measuraments.

These were a few examples to illustrate the use of materials
for the practical realization of values of quantities. Some
further examples3 according to kind of quantities:

Mechanics: hardness, density, surface tension
Optics: refractive index, angle of rotation, reflec-

tivity, color absorbance, wavelength
Heat: thermal conductivity, heat capacity, enthalpy
Electricity and Magnetism: resistivity, conductivity,

relative permittivity, magnetic field strength,
permeability

Physical chemistry: ionactivity (pH), osmotic pressure
Ionizing radiations: activity, neutron flux density

2. The role of materials in chemical metrology

A special variable needs a separate discussion. That is the
composition. Different quantities are used to characterize the
composition of multicgmponent systems: amount of substance
concentration (mol.m"^) , mass concentration (kg.m~3), mola-
lity (mol.kg"1), mole fraction (1), mass fraction (1), volume
fraction (1) etc. The importance to deal separately with
materials used in composition measurement is based on their
extensive use in industry and research including agricultural,
health (medical) and environmental measurement. So the word
"chemical" designates all kinds of measurements for the de-
termination of composition variable.

In case of pure substances with known molar mass the value of
amount of substance is determined by the mass of the material.
To have the value of an appropriate composition quantity for
a multicomponent system there are two ways:

a/ to prepare the system from pure substances according
to the definition

b/ to prepare the system of approximately known compo-
sition and to determine the exact composition by
analytical methods based on mass and volume measure-
ment ("classical" methods) .

Materials or substances in the "classical" methods fulfill in
the widar sense the task of measuring instruments. A material



with a known extensive property (e.g. amount of substance
concentration) if its volume is known (measured) , reproducas
a known value of the quantity amount of substance. The
equality (equivalence) of this quantity with the measur&nd
can be determined by a comparison method (end point indica-
tion) .

The vast and ever growing number of composition measurements
(it wouldn't be an overestimation to estimate it to be arour.

/ 10'2 a year in all the fields all over the world) can't be
performed using time consuming classical analytical methods.
Highly sophisticated and automated instruments are used for ,
this purpose. The functioning of these instruments is based
on mechanical, thermal, magnetic, electrical, optical and
chemical interactions between the measurand (the concentra-
tion of a sample) and the sensor. After several transforma-
tions at the end of the measuring chain appears the output.
The response characteristic of the whole measuring chain is
generally not constant in case of composition measuring
instrument.

The only possible way to achive the reliability of composite
measurements is to have materials with known composition
values to determine with them as measurands the instrument
characteristics, i.e. to calibrate the instruments period-
ically depending on their stability.

Generally several known composition values1 are needed to det
mine the zero, the span, the linearity (curvature) of the
calibration curve and the effect of compositional influence
quantities.

Materials which can be used for these purposes are called
reference materials4' 2 (RM) : "A material or substance one
or more properties of which are sufficiently well establishet
to be used for the calibration of an apparatus, the assess-
ment of a measurement method, or far assigning values to
materials."

"Sufficiently well established" means that the assigned
value(s) of the RM should be as close to the conventional
true value as possible with a given uncertainty. It is not
practical (and economical) that each user should determine
the values for his own needs. National and international
bodies undertook the responsibility of providing the users
with certified reference materials (CRM)4'2: "A reference
material one or more of whose property values are certified



by a technically valid procedure, accompanied by or traceable
to a certificate or other documentation which is issued by a
certifying body."

In the definition of reference materials a very important use
of them appears, which is especially important in the field
of composition measurements (but not exclusively). For the
determination of the concentration of one and the same con-
stituent several chemical and instrumental methods exist and
new ones are permanently developed. The best way to determine
the accuracy and precision of these methods is to apply a
certified reference material as measurand and the results'
definitly show the bias error and the repeatability error
of the measurement method.

3. Reference- materials in the metrological hierarchy.
Traceability

According to measurement standard, etalon: "A material measure,
measuring instrument or system intended to define, realize
conserve or reproduce a unit or one or more known values of
a quantity in order to transmit them to other measuring instru-
ments by comparison".

As it is clear from the previous chapters, RMs fulfill this
task. So the term "standard" with its different attributes
(primary, secondary, national, transfer, reference, working)
designating their position in the hierarchy of measuring
instruments is applicable to them. It is correct to name water
as "primary standard reference material of viscosity" and
newtonian oils the viscosity value of which was determined by
comparison with water as "secondary (reference, working)
standard RM of viscosity".

RMs themselves can be ordered according to the metrological
hierarchy. Let us take a typical example of gas composition
measurement.

The most accurate method of preparing a gas with known compo-
sition is to start from pure gases, mix them under pressure
in steel flasks and measure the mass of each constituent
succesively. This procedure needs expensive instrumentation
(a high capacity balance with high sensitivity) and carefully
controlled experimental conditions. The result of the proce-
dure is a gas mixture with known mass fraction or - with
the known molar masses of the components - mole fraction.
This mixture serves as primary standard RM.



In the next stap by volumetric mixing a lot of flasks con-
nected parallelly are filled with (as possible) identical
gas mixture. With the aid of an appropriate composition
measuring instrument the concentration of the certified
component is compared with the known concentration of the
primary standard SM. The result of this comparison measu-
rement is the concentration value for the gas mixture as
secondary standard RM.

The process can be repeated with the use of this secondary
standard HMs to produce a great number of working standard
gas composition RMs, which can be used in field measure-
ments to calibrate gas analysis instruments to ascertain
the accuracy and reliability of gas composition measurements
and through this the economy of production and/or the quality
of products.

Naturally as in the case of all metrological operations the
accuracy decreases with growing order in the hierarchy, so
the uncertainty of the certified value of concentration
grows in each step of comparison.

The term traceability in case of SMs has the same meaning
äs for other measurements, i.e. that the result of the field
measurement, is related through an unbroken chain of comparisons
to the primary standard RM.

RMs are extensively used in metrological hierarchy systems
as means of comparison. In this case the materials don't
define the quantity concerned, but represent only a stable,
reproducible value of it. With the aid of this constant value
a higher order standard can be compared with a lower order
one (e.g. working standard) and the value and error of the
later one can be determined.

It is practically compulsory in the metrological system, that
standards on the same level should be compared with each
other to assure the reliability of the realization of the
units. Standard measuring systems are usually to complicated
to be transported. If reference materials can be used for
comparison purposes, the task can be easily performed. Ex-
cellent examples of this procedure are the international
intarcomparison measurements organized by IA2A and 3IPM in
which by using radioactivity concentration RMs (the actual
value was not known) the accuracy and precision of the primary



Standard activity measuring systems of several institutions
was estimated.

4. The use of RMs for measurement compatibility

The term compatibility is applied usually to the last level
in the metrological hierarchy i.e. to field measurements. The
metrological hierarchy gives assurance, that the instruments
used at this level can give results with the prescribed
accuracy. In most cases the measurand can't applied directly
to the input of the instrument but preliminary operations are
necessary. This can include even sampling, then dissolution,
dilution, use of reagents etc. This set of operations is called
sometimes the software of the measurement.

The result of the measurement process depends on both factors.
Measurement quality assurance procedures are necessary if
accuracy is to be laaintaned in measurement systems over longer
periods of time. With internal quality assurance each individ-
ual laboratory should maintain the precision and accuracy of
its own measurement processes. Squally important is that the
results of the individual laboratories should be reproducible,
i.e. they should agree with the results of other laboratories
of the same measurand. For this purpose external quality
programs should be organized. In these programs some sponsoring
organization provides a set of uniform well characterized test
specimens or RMs to a large number of participating labora-
tories as unknowns. The sponsor evaluates the results and
supplies each laboratory with quantitative statistical data
such as:

a./ The precision and/or, accuracy of the method used
by the participating laboratory

b./ The precision and/or accuracy of the data obtained
by other participating laboratories using the same
method.

c./ The precision and/or accuracy of the alternative types
of methods used to measure the same properties.

d./ Some statement concerning the acceptability of the
individual laboratory results when compared to
group averages.

?rom the evaluetad data the individual laboratory can draw the
conclusion that a./its compatibility satisfies the requirements
or a./ its measurement methods and/or instruments should
be i-aoroved.



Such external laboratory quality assurance programs are in-
dispensable in national and international laboratory networks
serving the human welfare, e.g. in medical, environmental,
food and water quality control laboratories.

The accentuation of human welfare doesn't lessen the importance
of measurement compatibility in industrial measurements, in
the quality control of products and in national and inter-
national trade.

RMs are the best means to achieve measurement compatibility
for many kind of quantities. They can be produced in sufficient '
quantity with the necessary properties, can be easily trans-
ported and applied as measurand to the measurement system.

5. Some important terms used in connection with RMs

5.1 Stability

According to : "The ability of a reference material, when stored
under specified conditions, to maintain a stated property value
within specified limits for a specified period of tiae".
This property is essential for the production, storage and
use of RMs. Many influences can effect the property value:
temperature, light, chemical interactions with the surroundings
(air, container, humidity) and in the material itself, micro-
biological effects etc. The "specified period of time" should
be measured, but in some cases can be only estimated. In
the RM certificate the expiration data should be given, in-
dicating the end of the period of validitity of use of the
material for reference purposes when it is stored under
specified conditions.

4
Radioactive RMs belong to a special class, because in this
case the specified property value definitively changes with
time. The change of value can be described by an exact
mathematical formula, so the property value can be calculated
for the time of measurement. So this materials can be used
as RMs, but in this case instead of the expiration data =he
axact time of determination of the activitv value should be
given.

5.2 Homogeneity
4

According to : "The condition of being of uniform structure
or composition with respect to one or more specified proper-ies.
A reference material is said to be homogeneous with respect
to a specified property if the property value, as deterai.-.ed



by tests on samples of specified size, is found to lie within
the specified uncertainty limits, the samples taken either
from different supply units (bottles, packages, etc.) or from
a single supply unit".

The economy of SM production and use can be best realized, if
a large batch of homogeneous material can be produced in a
process and its homogeneity can be determined by a series-
of comparison measurements. In this case it is a valid
assumption, that the property value determined for represen-
tative samples of the batch characterizes the other samples
of the batch as well. Naturally this is a very simplified
description of the procedure. At the end a great number of
CRM samples are available (can be as high as 1000) and the
cost of the time consuming, expensive property value deter-
mination can be divided by the number of samples. Consequently
the prize of individual CSM samples lies in the range
100 - 1000 $

RHs prepared as gases, liquids, solutions or pure compounds
are expected to be homogeneous on physical grounds. Mixed
powders, ores, alloys, natural samples are heterogeneous in
composition by nature. Special procedures were developed for
their production and the BMs prepared from such materials
must always be tested to assess the degree of homogeneity.

5.3 Certification of a RM
4

According to : "The procedure for establishing, by technically
valid operations, the measured values of one or more
quantities of .a material or substance. The procedure leads
to the issuance of a certificate or equivalent documentation".
Two basic methods exist for HM certification1:

a. Certification in a single laboratory by a definitive method

The certification of a SM by one measurement method requires
the method to have high scientific status and a laboratory of
the highest quality. The method must be sufficiently accurate
to stand alone for the determination of the property of
interest. The actual accuracy of this method should be validated
by international intercomparisons wherever possible. Such a
method will have a valid, well described foundation so that
the results of measurements have negligible systematic errors
relative to end use requirements. The property in question
is either measured in terms of base units of measurement or



indirectly related to the base units through physical theory
expressed in exact mathematical aquations. The base units of
measurement are traceable to appropriate national and/or
international standards.

The requirements of the definitive method are so high, that
this method of certification is usually applied only by
metrological institutes.

If practical difficulties impede the production of a homogene-
ous lot of samples of RMs, the samples can be' individually
certified. This method is applicable if the measurement method
is a non-destructive one and the cost (and time) of the indi-
vidual determination is comparable to the end-use value of
the RM. With the automatization of the measurement process a
large number of samples can be individually certified. This
method is frequently used for SMs realizing physical, physi-
cochemical properties, e.g. in our Office for the certifica-
tion of color RMs.

b. Certification by interlaboratory tasting

This method of certification is based on the assumptions, that
there exists a population of laboratories equally capable in
determining the characteristics of the RM to provide results
with acceptable accuracy and that the differences between
inter- and intralaboratory results are statistical. Each la-
boratory mean is considered to be an unbiased estimate of the
characteristic of the material; the mean of laboratory means
is assumed to be the best estimate of that characteristic.

There is general agreement, that the preferable number of
participating laboratories is 15 or more. In practice the
size of the laboratory population that is available to an
interlaboratory analysis program is limited, therefore a
random-design model cannot be fully implemented. This situ-
ation could - and should - be improved by international co-
operation .

The end result of the certification process (including the
mathematical-statistical calculations) is the conventional
true value^ of the quantity (quantities) represented by the
CRM, with a given uncertainty. The uncertainty should include
the systematic and random components and the effects of the
material inhomcgeneity, with a given probability. It is
necessary to describe the statistical procedure"used to calcu-
late the values. The details of the certification procedure
and the contents of a RM certificate are detailed in ' 3.



5.4 Certifying body

As defined in : "A technically competent body (organization or
firm, public or private) that issues a reference material
certificate".

The certifying body bears the responsibility for the quality
of the CRM. As basically RMs are metrological means, no wonder
that the concept originated at a metrological institute (at
the NBS, at the beginning of this centruy with four cast iron
CRMs).

Nowadays in many countries several departments of the National
Metrologica Institute are performing SM certification and the
number of kinds of CRMs is well over 1000.

The development of the facilities of the metrological institutes
couldn't keep level with the growing need of kind and number
of RMs. Even if they have the facilities, in the procedure of
certification by Interlaboratory testing the cooperation of
other laboratories is necessary. With the growing need of CRMs,
more and more public and private organizations, research
institutes and firms produce CRMs. In a publication summar-
izing the situation in the USA, about 600 kinds of RMs are
listed, with 84 certifying bodies.

In this situation the reliability of the -certified value of
Rti can be assured by three methods:

a. The metrological institute certifies RMs as primary standard
reference materials and other certifying bodies use them for
the certification of working standard (secondary) RMs by com-
parison .

b. All elements of the measuring system (instruments, other
equipment, including the measurement method) are under metro-
logical control, i.e. their metrological characteristics are
known traceably to national standards.

c. There are cases that neither one of the previous conditions
can be met. In such situations a carefully organised and eva-
luated interlaboratory test program can provide a value for the
certification of the RM. Sometimes this value is called the
concensus value.

On the field of Legal Metrology the National Metrological
Ins-cituta should be the certifying body. When applying methods
a. and b_̂  a declared authorization is necessary for the use



of these CRMs as Verified Reference Materials.

S. Categories and availability of CSMs

RMs can be classified according to several principles. Maybe
the most useful one can be based on the properties embodied
in them. According to'0 (and other references) the main ca-
tegories can be: /

a. Chemical composition (analytical) RM

Inorganic and organic multicomponent systems in solid, liquid
or gaseous state, used for composition measurements.

b. High purity RM

Single component RMs certified for total purity of the main
component and for trace impurities present, used for compo-
sition measurements and for the realization of units of
measurement (See Chapter 1.)

c. Physical property RM

Single or multicomponent RMs certified for physical, physi-
cachemical properties .

d. Technological property RM

Single or multicomponent RMs used mainly for industrial
quality control purposes. The quantity certified can be quite:
diverse,as particle size, light sensitivity, coating thickness,
vapor permeability, hardness, knock test etc.

e. Biochemical.RM

Single or multicomponent RMs, including biological, nutrient,
clinical and medical (drugs) RMs.

These categories are not mutually exiusive. One material in
category a. can be used for technological or biochemical
measurements and vice versa. Often RMs are characterized for
more than one property and thus belong to several categories.

Several international, regional and national bodies issue
catalogues3""* of CRMs (the list is not exhaustive). Catalogues
of private interprisesare not included in the references,
because they are too numerous and usually contain.only soecial
kinds of CRMs. In some of the references3/t0'za'z' can be
found information on them.



I In the Bursau National de Metrologie the Service des
| Materiaux de Reference developed a computerized system "COMAR"
1 for data collection and information dissemination on CRMs. At
I first it was intended to serve the French CRM system. Now in
I the frame of ISO/REMCO the possibility is studied to extend
I its information content on CRMs of several countries and to
I connect it to international information networks.

I 7. International activity on the field of RMs

f At present two international and two regional organizations
i deal with the general problems associated with RMs.

I a. ISO/REMCO

An International Meeting on Reference Materials initiated by
- OIML suggested, that an International Commision on Reference
: Materials should be formed and ISO should assume the respon-

sibility far the secretariat of this commission. Following
this suggestion and ISO Council Committee on Reference Materials
(REMCO) was established and will have its tenth meetincr-this
year. As a result of its activity several documents '
were prepared.

b. OIML

In 1975 CIML gave its approval to the creation of Pilot
Secretariat SP 27: General principles for the use of reference
materials in legal metrology (Secretariat USSR), with the
following Reporting Secretariats:

SR 1 Terminology
SR 2 Classification of RMs
SR 3 Metrological properties of RMs and their standard-

ization
SR 4 Principles for the determination of certified values

of RMs
SR 5 Principles for the use of RMs
SR 6 Prescriptions concerning the contents of SM

certificates
SR 7 Methods of comparison of RMs
SR 3 Information concerning RMs

As It appears, the purposes and tasks of S? 27 are practically
idextical with those of ISO/REMCO. At the moment mora activity
is exerted by ISO/REMCO, but its results will be applicable to
01ML work, too. RMs are used in the work of several Pilot
Secretariats (Density, ionizing radiation, pollution, food
product quality, public health and physico-chemical measure-
ments) .
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c. Council of Mutual Economic Aid (CMEA>

Commission on-Standardization, Working Group of Reference
Materials.

d. Commission of the European Communities

Community Reference Bureau (CSB).

The principal task of these two regional organizations is to
provide their member nations with appropriate supply of CSMs
and to promote their application. At the same time they
necessarily have to deal with the basic metrological charac-
teristics of RMs.

8. Future needs and conclusions

In the previous chapters some basic properties of RMs and RM
systems were outlined. This was necessarily just a brief
introduction for the subject. The reader is referred to ex-
cellent review articles for detailed study. In these ar-
ticles several hundred references can be found on theoretical
and practical problems in connection with RMs.

Although the previous chapters dealt with the general aspects -
of RMs, here their application for analytical (composition)
measurement should be stressed. The traditional needs for
measurement accuracy in industry and commerce are extended
by critical regulatory requirements in areas such as health,
environmental control, nuclear safeguards and accupational
safety. The results of the measurements are used not only
on the spot and for individual application, but are collected
by the proper organization for evaluation, and serve the basis
of regulatory or economical actions. The correctness of these
actions depends primely on the accuracy of the measurements,
which in turn can't be realized without the use of RMs. It
is necessary, that organizational, national and international
RM systems should be established, based on the internationally
accepted methods.

The present worldwide inventory of RMs in kind of quantities
satisfies many of the present fields of application. With the
necessarily growing needs the number of certified samples
increases. To provide the users with CRMs the hierarchy
system should be broadened and more certifying bodies included



to issue secondary reference materials.

Finally it is urgent to develop new kinds of RMs. With the
growing sensitivity of analytical methods even the trace
elements and compounds can be measured with sufficient accuracy.
The importance of trace substance concentrations in biology,
their useful or harmful effects are well known. To increas
the accuracy of the trace element concentration determinations
new RMs are needed in different matrices (foodstuffs, water,
environmental samples, drugs, biological fluids etc.). The
production of such RMs is a difficult task, needs much effort,
but is necessary for the human welfare.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The demand for energy is continually growing, both in

the developed and the developing countries. Traditional

sources of energy such as oil and gas will probably be ex-

hausted within a few decades, and present world-wide energy

demands are already overstraining present capacity. Of the

new sources nuclear energy, with its proven technology,is

the most significant single reliable source available for

closing the energy gap that is likely, according to the ex-

perts, to be upon us by the turn of the century.

During the past 30 years, 25 countries have constructed

nucTear powsr plants. Nearly 300 power reactors ara now in

operation, a further ISO are planned, and, in the longer

tana, nuclear energy is expected to play an increasingly

important role in the development of energy programmes

throughout the world.

Many people are, however, in faar for the safety of

nuclear power plants despite of the fact that such a great

number of nuclear power plants have been operated for



many years without any serious accident. Even the mast

publicized accident - at Three Mile Island - resulted in

additional radiation exposure of the general public only

a small fraction of that received in one year from natural

sources.

In the recent years in many countries notable movements

or parties have been established which - to protect human

environment - oppose the construction and operation of nu-

clear power plants, too. However, experimental data have

proved that traditional coal- or oil-fired power plants

pollute more the environment than nuclear power plants.

Because the operation of nuclear power plants is so

central to safety, and because in the mind of the public

nuclear reactor operation poses one of the more serious

questions regarding health and environmental quality, the

metrology has to promote the operational safety of nuclear

power plants. The importance of the metrological assurance

of precise and reliable working of several thousand

measuring, controlling and checking devices operating in a

nuclear power plant should not be underestimated. It is

namely the system of national 'metrological institutions

that posses those special means - high-precision measurement

standards, participation in intercomparisons of national

measurement standards for ensuring international uniformity,

great experience in the fi>*.ld of initial and periodic

calibration respectively»verification of measuring instru-

ments - that enable to improve the safe operation of the

whole nuclear power plant.



2. REACTOR TYPES

A variety of quite different reactor types - pressur-

ized-water reactors, boiling-water reactors, pressure-tube

reactors and gas-cooled reactors - have been developed by

various vendors. Further, these design types have been mo-

dified trough the years in response to lessons learned from

experience, the trend to larger capacities, and envolving

safety requirements. The results has been not only a variety

of designs, but variation in safety approaches adopted in

various countries. Consequently the nuclear power plant

control and instrumentation differ? significantly and is

an extremely rapidly developing field. It is not possible

to give detailed informations on the metrological supervision

of the instrumentation of all reactor types in one lecture.

As an example, the outline of the principles applied to a

nuclear power plant with pressurized-water reactor will

surely be useful for the metrological supervision of other

reactor types, too.

The block diagram of a pressurized-water power reactor

is shown in Fig.1. In the core of the reactor (1)

the thermal energy produced by nuclear fission is conducted

to the steam generator (4) by circulating water. After deliv-

ery of the heat the water flows back to the reactor vessel (2) •

This is called the PRIMARY SYSTEM of the reactor.

In the steam generator (which is actuaiy a heat-exchanger)

the thermal energy is transferred to the water of the so

called SECONDARY SYSTEM. The heat evaporates the water of

the secondary system. The steam is conveyd to the steam tur-

bine (5) . The further process corresponds to that of a con-

ventional thermal power plant, namely the steam turbine con-

verts the thermal energy into mechanical energy and rotates

the generator (8) which supplies electricity.
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The nuclear fission produces not thermal energy only

but ioni2ing radiation, too. The heat-transferring substance

(coolant) circulating in the primary system will also be

activated in'the core- Therefore the equipment of the primary

system must be provided with suitable radiation protection,

The substance circulating in the secondary system is not

radioactive, so the construction and the operation of this .

system is similar to the conventional power plants.

3. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION .

Several quantities to be measured are outlined in Fig.1.,

too. The measuring ranges needed may be demonstrated by some

data of a pressurized-watar power reactor with 440 MW elec-

tric power. In the core of the reactor there are detectors

for temperature and neutron flux measurements. The temperature

of the coolant circulating in the primary system is about

300°C and the pressure about 12 MPa (̂  120 bar). The flow

rate of the coolant in the primary system is about 43000 m /h.

The steam generator produces saturated steam of about .4;: t/h,

with a pressure of about 5 MPa (-•'50 bar) and a temperature

of about 260°C.

The instrumentation of such a power reactor involves

about 10000 measuring devices. These may be assorted accord-

ing to their function as follows:

- Technological measuring svstem providing information on

the important parameters of the cora, primary and secondary

system and other additional technological equipment.

- Radiafcior. protection measuring system operating in the

area of the nuclear power plant.



- Environmental protection measuring system collecting in-

formations in the environment of the nuclear power plant.

These three measuring systems collect all the important

information of the plant and environment. The measuring data

are processed in the computer centre of the plant. The sys-

tems make it possible to collect, systematize and diagnoze

the vast amount of plant information and to assist plant oper-

ators in the proper operation of nuclear power plant.

All these informations are based on the correct and

reliable operation of several thusand measuring devices.

It is therefore extremely important their systematic metro-

logical supervision to ensure the operational safety of a

nuclear power plant.

3.1 Technological measuring system

About 7000 instruments that belong to the technological

measuring system provide information on the state of the

primary and secondary system of the nuclear power plant and

on that of related technological devices. Information provided

by most instruments in this system are processed and displayed

in on-line mode by the central computer of the nuclear power

plant. The majority of instruments in the technological system

are pressure and temperature transducers but a great variety

of other instruments (such as tartaric acid concentration

meters, conductivity meters, neutron flux rnetsrs, mass flow

measurement etc.) are also used in the system.

?ressure measurement

In the nueclear power plant - as in conventional thermal

power plants - electricity is produced by turbo-motor genera-

tors. The turbines are supplied by high pressure saturated

steam. Continuous measurement of steam pressure vitii adequate



accuracy is of great importance with regard to life protection

and operational safety. As to the ventilation of the working

premises of the nuclear power plant it is also important to

know the differential pressure between the premises. Therefore

about 3000 pressure transducers- and differential pressure

transducers of about 20 different types are used in a pressur-

ized-water reactor (PWR). While in the primary system there

are pressure transducers up to 16 MPa, in the ventilation sys-

tem there are a number of differential pressure transducers

for pressure range 10 to 100 kPa. The latter ones need not be

of great accuracy, but their operation should be reliable.

The manometers measure in a certain band of the pressure

range from 0.1 kPa to 25 MPa, their measurement uncertainty

is i (0.5 •=• 1.5) %.

Temperature measurement

About 1300 temperature transducers are operated up to

400 C in the technological measuring system of a PWR. The

most important of these transducers are, as follows:

- about 200 thermocouples measure the temperature at the fuel

assembly surfaces;

- some thermocouples measure the temperature at the output of

the core;

- about 40 thermocouples and resistance thermometers resp-.

measure the temperature of the coolant in the primary sys-

tem at the input and output of the steam generator

("loop A Trt).

These temperature transducers are among the most import-

ant measuring devices of the technolagical measuring systam,

theiafora before installation they must be tested and calib-

*|| rated with high accuracy. The value of "loco I T "



{about 29.0 K) is very important to the optimum control of

the reactor. Thus the temperature voltage characteristic of

each thermocouple has to be determined individually. Only

thereafter should be paired the thermocouples, and an un-

certainty of _+ 0.2 K might be achieved for the measurement

of temperature difference when measuring "loop A T".

Other measurements

In addition to pressure and temperature measurements a

great number of other quantities shall be measured to operate

the nuclear power plant, such as

- neutron flux,

- tartaric acid concentration,

- level monitoring _of liquids,

- measurement of electrical quantities,

- humidity.

In case of each measuring device it is aimed to assure its

traceability to the national standard, whenever such national

standards exist (e.g. mass flow measurement, d.c. voltage,

resistance, humidity.)

3.2 Radiation protection measuring system

Sadionuclides may be produced in many places during the

operation of a nuclear power plant (as a result of fission

and activation resp.) , or during the operation of reactors

in many places ionizing radiation shall be taken into account.

To an efficient radiation protection one has to know both

the kind and quantity of radionuclides and the quality and

intensity of ionizing radiation whose values are determined

by the radiation protection measuring system.

Its tasks can be divided as fellows:

a./ personal dosimetry,

b./ radiation protection control of roosis and technological

systems (Central Radiation Protection Control Syscen),
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c./ checking on contamination of clothing, limbs and surfaces

(stationary and portable measuring instruments,

d./ other radiation protection measurements (portable mea-

suring instruments).

a./ Personal dosimetry

In nuclear power plants the external exposure is nearly

always a result of photon radiation (gamma-rays and

bremstrahlung), thus the personal dosimetry is a relatively

less complicated task compared to an experimental reactor,

since no dose caused by neutron radiation should be consider-

{c ed in normal operation. Thermoluminescence and film dosi-

;= meters are most widely applied. In certain cases, however,

T (need of fast information) ionization chamber personal dosi-

(: meters and solid state track detectors (accident) are also

% used.

•t Periodic verification or calibration of all dosimeters
J should be performed at the power plant to ensure the reliability

of monthly several thousand measuring data of the personal

I dosimetry service. A calibration set-up with Co and Cs

]-: beam is needed for this purpose. The dose-rate of the beam

I ' should be calibrated by the national service of legal

| metrology or other authorized laboratory.

| b./ Radiation protection control of premises and technological

% systems

?i This is the task of the Central Radiation Protection

-'i Control System in a nuclear power plant. Signals from about

'£: 200 stationary detectors are sent to the dosiaetry control

ft room, where they are processed and evaluated.
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The control system measures

- gamma-ray dose rate (about 120 detectors),

- radioactivity concentration of beta-emitting gases, aerosols

and various iodine nuclides in the air of premises (about

70 detectors),

d Kr radioactivity concentration in the coolant

of the primary system,

- radioactivity concentration of beta- and gamma-emitting

nuclides in the steam of the secondary system,

- neutron flux in the coolant of the primary system,

- emission of the radioactive gases and water to the

enviroment.

It is to point out, that after testing and initial verifica-

tion - performed under laboratory conditions - these measuring

devices shall be checked together with their complex measuring

assembly after installation, too. The periodic test shall

also be organized at the plant.

c./ Checking on contamination of clothing, limbs and surfaces

In many places of a nuclear power plant, radioactive

contamination must ae taken into account which-is partly due to

fission products partly to activated corrosion products.

Surface contaminations are measured by surface monitors.

Since in practice mainly beta- or beta-gamma emitting nuclides

are the origin of danger, surface monitors are generally large

surface detectors with thin window (such as GM-countar,

scintillation detector).

In many cases surface monitors cannot be used because of

the high environmental radiation level. Then smear sanrales



§ are taken by means of wet textile material or cotton-wool.

I One can conclude from the activity measurement of the smear

I sample to the intensity of the radioactive surface contami-

| nation.

| Large personal contamination monitors at the boundary of

| radiation trap are used to the fast monitoring of radioactive

|. contamination on working clothes and on the body. About 60

j? of surface monitors are in the radiation protection measuring

•J system.

Vf After pattern approval the periodic testing of these

i apparatus should be performed by application of suitable

:| radioactive certified reference materials.

| d•/ Other measurements

f In a nuclear power plant certain rooms or at some worfc-

i ing processes other radiation protection measurements are

| also needed. They are made by the personal of the Radiation

I Protection Service by means of various kind of portable

| dose meters and dose rate meters. About 20 of them should b<

1 regularly verified.
"i
i 3.3 Environmental protection measuring system

i
•1 Radiation protection measurements outside the area of

I the nuclear power plant are absolutely necessary to the

I safe operation of the plant. Namely, radioactive materials

I emitted from the nuclear power plant to the environment

I through air or water are spreading. The environmental

j protection measuring system of a nuclear power plant serves

:| for this purpose. This system shall have sufficient sensi-

i| tivity to monitor the normal operation and wide measuring

range to monitor breakdowns.

~1
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In normal operation the increase in radiation level caused

by radioactive materials emitted to the environment takes

only a small fraction of background radiation of natural

origin before the operation (so-called zero-level). To be

able to detect this small increase in local level, reliable

zero-level values as well as selective measuring methods are

needed assuring the quantitative and qualitative analysis

of the environmental radiation field.

The environmental protection system has following func-

tions :

a./ Measurement of the emission from the nuclear power plant

into the environment first of all through the chimney

into the air as well as through various water circuits

into the Danube. The most important task is to determine

the environmental radiation exposure due to radioactive

materials emitted through the chimney. This is made by

a computer in on-line connection with the monitoring

system. The maximal permitted emission through the chimney

detemined by decree. Therefore it must be continuously

checked by verified measuring equipment.

The emission measuring system consists of two parts. One

measures around the values of the permitted emission

limits only while the other provides data of the emission

in normal operation. These measurements make possible

to determine the radiation exposure of the environment.

b./ Measurement of meteorological data

The continuous analysis of the meteorological conditions

is very important, since the propagation emitted active



m materials shall be determined. In order to collect

ä meteorological data, a tower with about 120 m height

:| is necessary near to the nuclear power plant which shall

j be equipped with meteorological measuring instruments

ft (e.g. anemometer, vertical temperature gradient

"If
:$ measuring equipment, etc.).1
•jf c./ Measurement of gamma-dose level and radioactive iodine
"if

I . concentration level within a zone of 2 km radius around

';! the nuclear power plant.

•| d./ Measurements of environmental samples (water, air soil,

I vegetation etc.).

3
;| e./ Determination of variations in the radiation exposure

f of the population on the area caused by the nuclear

ä power plant. The processing of these measurement data

| • are performed by computer.
| Environmental monitoring can be made by two methods:

I - Laboratory analysis of samples from the environment. To

| the laboratory control measurements samples are taken

| from natural waters, drinking water, mud, fish, milk,

| soil and fall-out from air.

i - Measurement of the environmental radiation on the spot.

Thsese measurements provide independent information that

complement each other on the kind and intensity of environ-

mental radioactivity and on the dose rate conditions.

In the environmental protection measuring system of a

nuclear power plant continuous and periodical sampling and
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sample measurements are made at more than 20 stations

within a 1 to 30 km zone around the plant. Some of these

are equipped with continuously operated GM-counters, radia-

tion level monitor and air sampler in addition to seaming

samplers and measuring instruments.

Tit-dosimeters, various semiconductor and scintillation

spectrometers, activity measuring equipment with GM-counters

and liquid scintillation detectors are used for environmen-

tal protection measurements. These instruments - except TL-

dosimeters - shall be calibrated by various radioactive

certified reference materials.

The calibration of TL-dosimeters shall be performed

by irradiation of the TL detectors in a calibrated radiation

beam.

4'. PPINCIPLSS OF METROLOGICAL SUPERVISION OF NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT

As it has been outlined previously on the example of a

pressurized-water type power reactor (PWR) with 440 MW

electric power the instrumentation of such a nuclear power

plant involves about 10 000 measuring devices. Further let

us have an overlook on the principles of their metrological

supervision.

There are about SO member states of the international

organizations of metrology (members of the Convention of

the Metre and the International Organization of Legal

Metrology / OLML resp.) . However, the organization of the

national service of metrology - wherever exists - may be

different depending on the size and other specific condition ••
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f of the country. The OIML International Document N° 9

i . contains a survey of principles which may be applied in

if the exercise of metrological supervision. This Document

*i is a good basis for this activity, and the most suitable

I operations shall be chosen.

-1

I A simlified version of hierarchy schemes for measuring

| instruments is shown in Fig.2. Such a calibration chain

| . for a given quantity, comprises a set of standards, and the

'% means for comparing these standards with each other, ensuring

% the traceability of measurements of ordinary measuring instru-

| ments with the national standard.

| In the case of a nuclear power plant the reliability

i of the instrumentation is very important in order to ensure

I the safe operation of the plant. Therefore verified or calib-

i rated measuring instruments must be used whersver the results

T of measurements may have consequences to the safety.

I The great number cf different kinds of measuring instru-

I ments makes it necessary to organize authorized Calibration
'I

\ Laboratories at nuclear power plants. After pattern approval

\ and initial verification made at the National. Laboratory of

• Metrology or at the National Service of Legal Metrology, the

i periodic calibration shall be performed at the nuclaar power

\ plant. The National Laboratory shall provide the calibration

| and testing procedures to be applied by the authorized

1 Calibration Laboratory of the plant. Forther task of the

J National Laboratory is the periodic calibration of the

j working standards and the supervision of the activity of

| the Calibration Laboratory. National Laboratories may help

| in the organization of such Calibration Laboratories and

I in the training of its personnel, too.
| In case of countries having not a National Laboratory

I with the activity needed for these purposes, National Labo-



ratories of other countries or suitable laboratories of

iaternational organizations (e.g. the International Atomic

Energy Agency) may provide calibrations of the working

standards for Nuclear Power Plant Calibration Laboratories.

As an example, it may be useful to take a view of the

organization of such Calibration. Laboratories at the nuclear

power plant in Hungary. Two Calibration Laboratories were

established in the nuclear power plant:

- Calibration Laboratory of Nuclear Instruments (to carry

out calibrations with ionization radiation) ,

- General Calibration Laboratory (to carry out calibrations

other than nuclear instruments).

In Hungary the National Office of Measures (OME) is the

National Laboratory of Metrology and at the same time the

National Ser.-.dce of Legal Metrology, too. The QMH assisted

in the organization of the Nuclear Power Plant Calibration

Laboratories in the following manner:

- the technical layout of the laboratories has been approved

and modified several times in order to meet requirements

of metrology (such as design of calibration set up with

radiation beams etc.).

- The OMH assisted in selecting suitable working standards

of the laboratories, and calibrated them. The OMH designed

some working standards for the Calibration Laboratories

(e.g. reference standard resistance thermometers for

temperature measurements, a set of secondary standard

ionization chambers for dosimetry etc.).



- Calibration procedures and testing instructions have

been prepared for checking measuring instruments.

- OMH trained the staff (theoretical and practical training),

then examined them (2x3 persons) in calibration procudures.

The General Calibration Laboratory has about eighty

working standards calibrated by OMH; among others various

manometers (about 25) , digital voltmeters (5), standard cells

and resistors (about 25), thermometers (about 20) etc. needed

to the calibration of ordinary instruments.

The Calibration Laboratory of Nuclear Instruments has

the following working standards calibrated by OMH:

- six secondary standard ionization chambers with different

size for X-ray and gamma-ray exposure measurements,

- five calibrated Cs radiation beams,

- one calibrated Co radiation beam,

- four calibrat jd neutron radiation beams,

- about seventy different certified radioactive sources.

Since the Calibration Laboratories are operating, OMH has

made several times metrological supervision in the labora-

tories. During these metrological supervisions it has been

found that the laboratories carry out systematically and

continuously calibrations and test measurements. They keep

suitable records on their activities. The working standards

were regularly calibrated by OMH.



5. CONCLUSION

In the present paper it has been, tried to outline the

principles of metrolegical supervision of nuclear power plants.

It is probably succeeded to demonstrate the role of metrology

in the ensuring the safe operation of such a plants. The

metrology shall also contribute with its special means to

this very important task.

As it has been seen, a rather complex and large scale

of metrological work has to be done for such a project. There-

fore in countries without suitable metrological background

the assistance of National Laboratories of other countries

and the support of international organizations may be needed

for the operation of Calibration Laboratories to be established

at nuclear power plants .
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1. Dosimetrie quantities

My lecture about primary and secondary standards in dosimetry
of ionizing radiations I should begin, I think, with respectful
reference to a body which is concerned for sixty years with
concepts and practice of radiation measurements. I have in mind
the International Commission on Radiation Quantities and Units.
Its principal objective is the development of internationally
acceptable recommendations regarding:
- quantities and units of radiation and radioactivity,
- procedures suitable for the measurement of these quantities
in clinical radiology and radiobiology, and

- physical data needed in the application of these procedures.

The subject of this lecture relates to three principal dosime-
tric quantities defined by the ICRU: kerma, exposure and absor-
bed dose.

The term "kerma" is an acronyme of "Kinetic Energy Released per
unit Mass". Imagine a material medium and a beam of photons
crossing it. The photons may interact with atoms of the medium,
may liberate ..electrons ..and transfer to them a fraction of their
energy. Consider a small irradiated volume surrounding a point
in the medium. Kerma at that point is equal to the sum of ener-
gies of all electrons liberated in the elementary volume, divided
by the mass of the material contained in it.

Before coming to rest,the electrons loose their energy in one
or many steps in the matter. The energy is expended for produc-
tion o j secondary electrons, for excitation of atoms and for
generation of photon radiation - the bremsstrahlung.

The concept of kerma applies to all uncharged ionizing particles
and any material irradiated. The exact definition says {\J:

- 1 -
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»The kerma, K, is the quotient of d£tr by dm, where dEtr is the

sun of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged ionizing

particles liberated by uncharged particles in a material of mass

dm"

It is convenient to describe fields--of photon or neutron

radiation in terms of the kerma. Air or water are usually reference

materials for photon radiations and tissue-equivalent composi-

tions -• for neutrons.

The exposure is tightly connected with the kerma. It may be de-

rived from kerma by limiting the radiation to photons with

energies from a few keV to a few MeV and the irradiated material

to air» and by replacing the sum of the energies of charged particle

by the electric charge of ions produced in air.

The definition of exposure is [i]\

"The exposure, X, is the quotient of du by dm, where the value

of d& is the absolute value or the total charge of the ions of

one sign produced in air when all the electrons (negatrons and

positrons) liberated by photons in air- of mass dm are completly

stopped in air".

X • —
dm

The link between exposure and kerma is given by the* equation :

X i - K (1 - g )

where W is the mean energy expended by electrons in dry air per

ion pair formed, e is the elementary charge and g is the frac-

tion of electron energy expended for bremsstrahlung.

The exposure is an ionometric equivalent of the kerma in air.

A slight conceptual difference is that the ionization produced

by bremsstrahlung is not included in the exposure.

The recommended value of V is (33.8g ±.0.15) eV ffl. The factor g

is an increasing function of photon energy. Its value is negli-
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gible for soft X-rays itamounts to 0.04 % for 220 kV X-rays and

to 0.4, % for Co-60 gamma-rays (3, 4, 5j.

The absorbed dose refers to any type o^ ionizing radiation, any

particle energy and any material irradiated. It is defined as

follows C\]\

"The absorbed dose, D, is the quotient of dg by dm, where d§ is

the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter of mass

dm"

Like kerma, the absorbed dose is a ratio of an energy and a mass.

The difference is that in the case of kerma the energy considered

is the energy released in a volume element and in the case of the

absorbed dose it- is "the energy'absorbed in that element. The

energy released results from interactions between primary radia-

tion and matter. The energy absorbed is due to actions of

charged particles liberated by the primary radiation. Only under

idealized conditions of extended homogenous material homogeneously

irradiated, the absorbed dose and kerma are of equal magnitude.

In all practical cases the equality is approached only to the

degree that charged particle equilibrium exists and bremsstrah-

lung production is negligible. Charged particle equilibrium

means that energies, number and direction of the charged parti-

cles are ccistant within the volume of interest.

Suppose that a medium is irradiated with a beam of variable dia-

meter. As the beam narrows, the kerma at a point F within the

beam remains nearly constant (more exactly, there is a slope due

to interactions of scattered photons). However, the absorbed

dose decreases rapidly when the regions from which charged

particles contributed to energy absorption at P, are no-more

irradiated. Charged particle- equilibrium is destroyed,

because the total energy of charged particles entering a

smallvolume around F is smaller than the total energy oi parti-

cles leaving it.

Another case of equilibrium perturbation are boundaries between

different materials irradiated, for iastence soft tissue and bone,

or metal objects.

1



2. SI units

There is a general consensus, that the only system of units for
all measurements should eventually be the International System
(SI) recommended by the General Conference of Weights and Measu-
res [SJ. In. certain cases a transitional, period is envisaged
during which a parallel use of old units and SI units is admit-
ted. An abrupt change would, not be practical for at least two

reasons: instrumental and psychological. The importance of the
lastr involving a change in habits, should not be underestimated.

The SI unit of kerma. and absorbed dose is 1 J/kg. (joule per kilo-
gramm). It has a special name "gray" and symbol Gy, adopted by
the 15th General Conference of Weights and Measures (1975). The
SI unit of the exposure is 1 C/kg (coulomb per kilogramm).

The time-derivativ« of kerma and absorbed dose, the kerma-rate
and absorbed, dose-rate have the unit T Gy/s. The unit of
exposure rate is 1 A/kg.

The old units of exposure- and absorbed dose, roentgen ( R ]
and rad (rad] belonged to the centimeter - gramm - second system
and were expressed in terms of the electrostatic unit of charge,
the erg, and cubic centimeter or granuu The relations between
the old and new units are:

1 R * 2.58-10"4 C/kg

t rad a 0.01 Gy

3. Primary standards

In the International Vocabulary of Basic and General Terms in
Metrology CTj t the term «physical quantity» is defined as
"An attribute of a phenomenon, body or substance, which may be
distinguished qualitatively and determined quantitatively". The
unit of measurement is "a-specif 1c quantity, adopted by conven-
tion, used to express quantitatively quantities which have the
same dimension1*.

The definitions of dosimetric quantities give . idealized nic-
tures of specific interactions between radiations and natter.
It would be impossible to measure a dose under field conditions
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by reference to the definitions. The user of a field instrument

takes simply the readings and consider them to be reasonably

true estimations of the quantity he wishes to know. It is a task

of metrology services to assure that the indications of those

instruments are traceable along a chain of more and more exact

instruments to a primary standard, that is a standard which has

the highest metrological qualities in the field of measurement .

in question.

The problem of a measurement according to the definition is not

solved, it is only transferred to highly specialized laborato-

ries.

In dosimetry the first,-and still most numerous primary standards ars

standards of the exposure.

For X-rays in the energy range from a few to several hundred

keV, primary standards zre free-air ionization chambers fsj.

A schematic view of a free-air chamber is shown in Fig. 1.

A narrow radiation beam, limited by the cross-section of the

measuring diaphragm ... D, passes centrally between parallel elec-

trodes contained in a radiation shielded box, B. The electrodes

are: collecting electrode, C, two guard electrodes, G, and on

the opposite side, high voltage electrode, HV.

Electrons liberated by X-rays produce by collision ions in the

air-space. Fositive and negative charges are separated and

collected on opposite electrodes, due to electric field resulting

the application, of a high potential. The ionization is measured

for an exactly known length of the photon beam, between two

planes defined by field lines F^ and F2i beginning at the front

and rear edges of the collecting electrode. The required homo-

geneity of electric field in the collecting volume is obtained

by addition of guard electrodes on both sides in the plane of

the collecting electrode, and of a peripheral system, GR, of

wires, strips or bars connected to a voltage divider.

The total charge of ions, dQ, quoted in the definition of the

exposure is approximated by electric charge measured in the

circuit of the collecting electrode. The mass dm of air to which

this charge is related, is determined from cross-sectional



area of the diaphragm the length of the collecting electrode
and the density of air,which is a function of temperature and
barometric pressure. This realization of the definition is not
free from imperfections.

In the definition, a small volume of air, element of an extended
air-space, is selectively irradiated. In a free-air chamber other
volume elements situated in the beam,, in front o-f and behind the

collecting volume are also irradiated • Thus, the measured
charge is p rtly due to interactions of electrons liberated
upwards and downwards the direction of photon, propagation, like •
e. (Fig. 1). It the same time a fraction of ionization charge
produced in the collecting region escapes from it to the
neighbo volumes, like eQUt. (Fig. 1). It is supposed that char-
ged particle equilibrium exist3 and that the escaping charge is
adequately compensated» The supposition, may be prove, for photon
energies up to a few MeV and sets the upper limit for the measu-
rement, of exposure.

The measured charge is. subject to corrections which take into accourr
- recombination of ions, which are- a fuction of exposure rate and

electric field-stregth,
- loss of ionization due to inadequate separation between the

electrodes, with respect to. electron ranges,
- additional ionization produced by scattered photons, not in-

cluded in the exposure,
- attenuation of photons in air- between • diaphragm and co-

llecting volume.
Other corrections are related, to the determination of the mass
of. air and concern:
- imperfections of the diaphragme, like penetration through, the

edges and tunnel effect,
- distortion of -the electric field.'at the boundaries, of the collec-
ting volume,

- humidity of the air.

Correction factors usual do not deviate from unity by more than
a few tenths of a percent. Methods of determining correction-factes
correction factors under specified conditions and estimated un-
certainties may by found in research publications /eg . g - 157.
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Xu nearly 20 standardizing laboratories free-air ionization

chambers are in operation as primary standards of the exposure

in the range of photon energies 5 to 300 keV. The range is

usually covered by 2 or 3 chambers. The spacing of electrodes

varies from several centimeters for soft X-rays to 30 - ^0 cm

for 300 keV radiation.

For higher photon energies, the dimensions of a free-air ioniza-

tion chamber adequate to assure electron equilibrium and to stop

secondary electrons in air become impractial ly large, for instance

3 - 4 meters for C0-6O gamma rays. The dimentions may be reduced

when atmospheric air is replaced by pressurized air /*14, 157.

An inconvenience is the increased recombination of ions and higher

uncertainty in the corresponding correction factor.

In the direction perpendicular to the beam axis, the chamber size

may be reduced by application of a magnetic field to modify.the

tracks of secondary electrons /16, \7]. Unfortunately, the

required axial dimension is not influenced.

It should by noted that the last two chambers offer additional

experimental advantages. By a variation of air pressure or mag-

netic field strength, some geometry-dependent correction factors

can be determined a-nd are of interest for conventional free-air

ionization chambers.

The most largely used primary exposure standard in the MeV region

is Jiowe.er. the cavity ionization chamber. In a cavity chamber,

an air volume ,usua 1 ly of one or a few an is surrounded by gra-

phite walls. An electri.c field is produced between the walls and

a graphite collecting electrode situated in the cavity. The

thickness of the walls must be sufficient to establish electron

equilibrium. A few .oai of graphite are adequate for Co-60 gamma

rays. The chamber may be cylindrical with an axial collecting

rod, or disc-shaped with a plane collecting electrode (Fig. 2),

or spherical. In each geometry it is essential that the volume

of the cavity can be exactly measured.

The theory of cavity ionization formulated by GΓ y in 1936, has

sinca been throughly developed /19 - 21.7. The exposure is appro-

ximated by the ratio of ionization charge collected and the mass
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of air present in the cavity. For the photon eneirgiestin .question,

the mean range of secondary electrons is large compared to the

dimensions. The ionization of air is mainly due to electrons

liberated in the graphite walls and in the graphite collecting -.

electrode. In order to satisfy the requirement of ttre definition,tw

multiplicative factors are applied to the measured charge: the

ratio of mass energy absorbtion for photons in air and graphite,

and the ratio of stopping, powers- for electrons in graphite and

air. GΓ

A correction for attenuation and scattering of photons inthecham- £

ber walls may be determined by changing the wall thickness "ana by

extrapolating the observed ionization charge to zero wall

thickness. Attenuation of photons is calculated over a length

in graphite somewhat shorter than the wall thickness. The reason

is that the mean origin of electrons crossing the cavity is

situated within the wall, displaced to a certain distance upstream

from the cavity £ 2 , 23/.

The uncertainties in the definitive measurement of the exposure,

involving free-air or cavity ionizatiod chambers, depend on

uncertainties in the determination of electric charge and mass

of air, in the physical constants, used,,and in the correction factor:

applied. Type A uncertainties areusually much smaller than type B.

The highest accuracy achieved at present,, expressed in terms of

estimated values of combined A and B uncertainties amounts to

0.1 - 0.3 % depending on radiation quality. "

Primary standards of the exposure may also be used as primary

standards of kerma in air for photon energies between several

keV and a few MeV, according to the relation between these

quantities, as already "mentioned.

The conceptualy simplest definitive method of measurement of

absorbed dose is the calorimetric method. It consists of the

determination of local increase of temperature in the irradia-

tad medium, the specific heat of which under the conditions of

the experiment is know.

There are two main difficulties in the practical" realization of this <*i
method: No
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- the heat produced may differ from the energy imparted, by po-

sitive or negative amounts, due to some radiation induced

chemical reactions or structural changes in the irradiated ma-

terial,

- the sensitivity of a calorimeter is rather low: a dose of 1 Gy

(100 rads in old units) produces an increase of the temperature

of roughly 1.4 mKj note that 100 rads is s. typical

maximal scale value of medical reference dosemeters.

Graphite calorimeters are in operation as primary standards of

absorbed dose in nearly 10 standardizing laboratories. Graphite

has been chosen as reference material mainly because it is nearly

tissue-equivalent and because its heat defect is very small.

The heat-loss compensated calorimeter developed in the National

Bureau of Standards -fZb, 25.7 has .inspired-designers of calori-

metric standards in several other laboratories. Fig. 3 is a

schematic diagram of tnese calorimeter.it consistsof three gra-

phite bodies: core, jacket and shield,tnermallry insulated from

each other and from the surrounding graphite phantom, by vacuum

gaps. All three bodies contain thermistors of equal sensitivity

for temperature measurements. In addition, the core and shield

each contain an electrical heater. The core and jacket have

equal mass of 1 - 2 g and equal heat capacity . The heat capaci-

ty of the shield is considerably larger.

The absorbed dose to the core is determined as a function of its

mass, heat capacity and temperature increase under irradiation,

taking into account a possible heat exchange between core

and jacket.

The mass is found by weighing the core before reassembling •

the calorimeter. The specific heat of graphite depends on parti-

cular thermal properties of the material used and is, in addition,

a function of temperature. It increases by roughly 0.5 % per

each °C. It follows that the heat capacity of the core must tie

measured undar the actual conditions of dose measurement.

During calibration runs a measured power is supplied to and

dissipated in the core, by means of the heater imbedded in it.

No power is supplied to the jacket, but its temperature may

1



sligfaly increase due to the heat transferred to it from the core.
The of heat-loss compensation is realized by simultaneous k- D

measurements of temperature changes of the core and the jacket ^
from equilibrium. Core and jacket transistors from opposite arms m

of a Wheatstone bridge. Its output is proportional to the sum a
of temperature changes. Thus, the heat lost from the core that
is retained in the jacket contributes to the- output of the bridge
just as if it had been retained in the core.

When dose measurements are made, the Wheatstone bridge is altered
to indicate the- temperature change of the core.

The temperature of the shield may be either controlled (i.e. con-
stant or following jacket temperature) or floating. According to T

the operation mode the heat-loss compensated calorimeter is
referred to as a two- or three-body model.

An important part of calorimeter theory is-the investigation of tem-
perature gradients appearing in the calorimeter bodies during cali-
bration runs- and during measurements.

It should be noted that for medical use of ionizing radiations,
a major requirement is calibration of. instruments in terms of
absorbed dose to water. Clearly, the most direct calibration
would be the calibration traceable to a water calorimeter.
Recently, a water calorimeter has been constructed at NBS /267.
A possibility to measure calorimetrically the absorbed dose at
a point in water has been demonstrated in practice. Unfortunately
it appeared that water is a difficult caloriaetric medium. It
shows a positive heat defect of 3 - 4 %, not precisely known at
present and depending on watsr purity, irradiation history etc.

A definitive determination of. absorbed dose is also possible
following the theory of cavity ionization. Important contribution
to this approach fravebeen made at the BUM ^27./. A graphite calo-
rimeter is, as a whole, a nearly homogenous block of graphite

embedded in a graphite phantom. In an ionization chamber the ra-
diation sensitive element is air. Thus, an essential correction
is related to a perturbation introduced by the presence of the
cavity.
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Dissemination chains

The eventual intention of laboratories developing primary dosi-
raetric standards is to disseminate the units of measurement through
a calibration chain to field instruments.

The organization of Rational Calibration Services may be diffe-
rent in different countries, depending on their structure and
traditions. In some countries with rather small population and a
well equipped Central Metrological Laboratory it is customary
calibrate in this laboratory any properly function ing instru-
ment received from any national source.

When the volume of routine calibrations required exceeds practi-
cal possibilities of the Central Laboratory, or when the commu-
nication is difficult, it becomes desirable or necessary to
establish Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratories (SSDL). The
main role of a SSDL is to assure a traceability of field instru-
ments to primary standards. The SSDL should also advise the
users of ionizing radiations in the proper application of these
instruments.

An SSDL may form an integral part of the National Service of
Legal Metrology or may depend on other authorities or organisms
and be recognized and accredited by competent National Institu-
tions.

A remarkable contribution to the establishment and maintenance
of.SSDLs is being provided by the International Atcmic Energy
Agency and the World Health Organization. The IAEA/WKC Network
of SSDLs created in 1976 extends at present to more than 40
countries. The Network assists in developing calibration ae-
thods, in facLIitating access to primary standards and, through
the IAEA Dosimetry Laboratory, in performing dose intercompari-
sons.

The International Organisation of Legal Metrology (CIJIL) joined
the two Organisations in their effort to harmonize instrument
performances and calibration methods.

Descriptions of measuring apparatus and procedures used for ca-
libration of reference and field dosemeters at radiation orote-

1
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ction and therapy levels, may be found in the Handbook published
by the IAEA [Z2j and in the Manual sponsored by the IAEA and WHO '
[Z<3j and also in the OIML draft International Document # 0 7 • a

Metrological steps of dissemination of dosimetric quantities are 5. s
presented schematically in Fig. 4 /30/. The quantities of interest
for users of ionizing radiations aret

exposure, X
„in air

air kerma in air, K^rr

in air
water kerma in air, K w a t e r j £

absorbed dose in water, D ^ ^ j .

A Primary Standard Laboratory may have possibilities of calibra-
ting suitable secondary standards in terms of all these quanti-
ties. Then, the SSDL may transfer the calibration from reference
to field instruments by a simple comparison of indications under
defined irradiation conditions. This is the optimal mode of
dissemination, involving a minimum of uncertainty and providing
the user with a cal ibrationin terms of the quantity requested. In
the schematic diagram this mode is represented by horizontal
lines. The same quantity is measured at each stage of the chain.

Unfortunately, the number of Primary Standard Laboratories
offering calibration services in so broad a range is very limited
at present.

Another mode of - dissemination, illustrated by vertical
dashed lines, concerns the cases when a secondary standard is
calibrated in terms of a quantity which is not directly appli-
cable to users* practice. A transition may include only chamber
independent factors (type a) or both, chamber-independent and
chamber dependent factors (type b).

A transition of particular importance is that between exposure,
X and absorbed doee in water, D w a t e r . It corresponds to a broad
practice of using exposure meters calibrated in a §°Co photon
beam for measurements of absorbed dose to water of photon and
electron radiations up to 50 MeV. Dosimetric procedures
recommended for this practice have been published by several
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international and national bodies {see e.g. : 31 - 337

are systematical revised and improved.

Secondary standards and calibration apparatus

The field dosimeters are designed for a broad range of dose-

rates : from natural radiation background of roughly 1 mGy per

year;iip to diagnostic and therapy applications and arg to 1 KGy per

minute or even more at industrial radiation processing. Secon-

dary standards have to extend the values measured by primary

standards to the limits of interest for practical dosimetry.

Secondary standards for radiation protection and therapy are

ionization chambers with suitable electrometers.

The high sensitivity required for protection measurements is

obtained by using large volume 'chambers-and sensitive charge

or current measuring instruments. May I mention, as examples,

two models of protection level secondary standard chambers:

- the NFL ( UK) chamber (manufactured as NE-2551): spherical chamber

with carbon-fibre walls of 30 mg/cm and build-up cup of

450 mg/cm ; the air volume is 3000 cm ,

- the OMH (Hungary) chamber ND 1007: spherical chamber with

air volume of 10000 car; the wall material is an air-eqiuva-

lent mixture, the wall thickness is 450 mg/cm .

Electrometers used with protection level ionization chamber:,

shall have a low offset current, of the order of or lower than

10" ^ A, and a good long-term stability.

The calibration of large-volume ionization chambers in terms of

exposure or air kerma, traceable to primary standards, may

require one or more intermediate steps.

At some calibration stages of protection level, useful reference

standards may be sealed gamma-ray sources containing radioactive
1^ 7
y

nuclides, most frequently Co, 1^7Cs or 1^2Ir. The sources are

calibrated in terms of exposure or kerma, in air, at a special-

fied distance from the source , for instance 1 m. The read.ings

of the instrument under test are compared with certified values

of the dosimetric quantity properte by the source.

Secondary standards at therapy level are ionization chambers with
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air or tissue equivalent walls »usually in form of a cylinder or
sphere. The wall thickness depends on photon energy. It must be
thin enough for good transmission of low energy photons, but
adequate to aseure electron equilibrium at the upper limit of
the rated energy range. The sensitive air volume is usually
between 0.1 and 1 cm^. A chamber may by calibrated alone or
with an electrometer connected.

As examples may be presented:

• the NPL Secondary Standard X-Ray Exposure Meter» comprising
a 0.3 crn̂  graphite thimble ionization chamber,an electrometer
with two measuring' ranges and check source (manufactured as
NE type 2561, 2560 and 2562),

• the CMH Secondary-Standard ionization chamber type
ND 1006 with a raultUrange currentintegrator type NF-2000;
the basic material of chamber- wall is Delrin; the sensitive
air volume is 0.25 car; the chamber can be submerged directly
in water»

- the KOstner-Pychlau Secondary Standard ionization chamber,
manufactured by Physikalisch-Technische Werkstätten (ERG);
the design of the chamber Is similar to that of a free-air
ionization chamber: the size o£ the beam passing through the
chamber is defined by a diaphragme and the center of the
diaphragme is taken as the reference point ot the ehember.

Two main requirements for a secondary standard ionization cham-
ber are: excellent long-term stability and flat energy response.
The energy response is determined at the first calibration and
verified at subsequent, calibrations. The stability may also be
tested between calibrations, using a radioactive check source.

The apparatus suitable for calibration of exposure and kerma-
meters is presented in Fig. 5 reproduced from £29j.

The radiation source i3 an X-ray generator. The X-ray tuba is sur-
rounded by a lead-lined protective housing and is fixed in a
position on the calibration bench. A system of beam limiting
diphragmes D 1 • • •D^ is aligned along on axis parallel to the
bench. The position of the tube is adjusted to bring the focus
on this axis.
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The shutter, S, serves two purposes: to attenuate the radiation
to a safe level for the personael, and to begin and terminate each
irradiation.

The filters, F, made of aluminium, copper, tin or lead are used
to modify the X-ray spectrum. Some combinations of X-ray tube
voltage and filters are recommended to produce reference radia-
tions for calibration purposes /29, 3^7. The resulting radiation
quality may be estimated in terms of the half-value layer (HVL).
The HVL is the thickness of a specified material,usually alumi-
nium or copper, that attenuates the beam of radiation so that
the exposure rate at a point is reduced by half. The absorber
used for HVL measurements is represented in Fig. 5 by A.-

M is a monitor chamber. It is a transmission ionization chamber
used to control the constancy of the tube autput and to normalize
indications of instruments under test. Possible exposure-rate
fluctuations have no influence on exposure calibration if the
readings of subsequently irradiated standard and field instru-
ments are referred to the corresponding readings of the monitor
system. A monitor chamber is superfl us if the source output
fluctuations are smaller than the random uncertaintias of theinstru
ment under test.

RI is a point on the beam axis to which are moved alternatively
reference points of ionization chambers of the instruments to
be compared i.e. primary and secondary standards or afield
instandt to a standard.

The calibration apparatus is in principle similar for Primary
and Secondary Standard Laboratories However, some simplifications
in the procedure and instrumentation may be admitted in a SSDL.
For instance, instead of calibration by substitution, a field
instrument may be calibrated by simultaneous irradiation of its
chamber and the chamber of the reference instrument, if both are
thimble chambers of similar sizes (tip to tip calibration). A
monitor system is not necessary in this case.

Secondary standards for measurements of absorbed dose in water
at radiation therapy level may be the same instruments as those
just referred to as exposure or air-kerma secondary standards,

1
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equiped with, thimble ionization chambers. The difference is in o

calibration quantities and conditions.

Transfer of the absorbed dose in graphite to absorbed dose in u

water is possible by several methods [55j. One of them is a c

calculated conversion of the absorbed dose in water for the f

s me experimental conditions fi&J. Other methods involve a
transfer ionization chamber which is first calibrated in a 6.1
graphite phantom in terra of the absorbed dose to graphite
. '-._" " . , and then, used in a water phantom for s

an absorbed dose— to water determination £57/. At consecutive V
experimental steps, correction factors are to be applied to h

;

consider displacement effects and the differences in mass stop-
ping powers and mass energy absor tion coefficients in graphite,
water and chamber wall material.

f
The eventu 1 goal of the trarsfer i s to determine the absorbed c

dose at a point in a hoaogeous water phantom irradiated by
a beam of interest to the user» This dose value and the. reading
of the secondary standard when i t s chamber i s centered at that p

point give the calibration factor of the secondary standard. ä

Field instruments are calibrated with the secondary standard
by substitution in a water phantom irradiated by a reference
beam.

t
The industrial radiation processing may concern {58j: 3
- sterilization of medical supplies,
- sterilization of foodstuffs for human consumption,. - -
• modification of properties of plastics.
For irradiations are used: ̂ C o gamma-rays and X- or electron-
beams from electron accelerators. -
Absorbed doses per irradiation are, depending on the object, G

100 Gy to 50 kGy. The maximum dose-rate in commercial Co-60 G
irradiators is typically 30 kGy/h and may be much higher when trtose a
electron accelerators are used.

Field dosemeters for radiation processing plants are usual X
based on radiation-induced physical or chemical changes in some ~
materials, for instance changes in optical absorption of polymers d

or polymer dye mixtures. The required accuracy is of the order 1
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of a few percent.

A thorough study of a reference dosimetry system suitable for
use in 10 Gy to 100 kGy dose range is sponsored by the IAEA in
connection with a programm of international dose assurance service
for industrial radiation processing [33]'.

6. International comparisons

The national primary dosimetry standards are in principle con-
sistent with another due to the fact that all of them are
realizations of a unique definition of a quality and a unit. It is,
however , • good metrological practice to prove the consistency by
international comparisons.

Intercomparisons may also concern secondary standards or even
field instruments. The- aim-is to verify calibration consistency
of different dissemination chains.

Two international institutions are in charge of most of the com-
parisons: the^International 3urs4ii-af Weights, and Measures (8IPM)
and the International Atömrc Energy Agency.

At the BIFM are compared national standards of the exposure and
air kerma and of the absorbed dose of photon radiations {hoj. In
the range of soft X-rays the primary standards, free-air ioniza-
tion chambers, are brought to the BIHI and compared with the
BIFM standard. Also primary standards of the exposure for gamma-
ray range are directly compared with the BIFM standard. However,
in the middle-energy range, 100 - 300 keV, the important dimension
and weight of the free-air chambers make the transportation imprac-
ticable . The primary standards are represented at BI?M by
transfer standards - precisely calibrated thimble ionization
chambers.

Graphite calorimeters, which ars tne national standarts of absorded
those are compared in the BIPM graphite phantom with one another and

with the ionometric standard of the BIrM.

The intercomparisons organised by the IAEA fl*1j concern Co
teletherapy dcsiaetry and involve the use of thermoluminescent
dosemetars. Participants in a comparison are sent capsules of
LiF powder for irradiation. The dose value reported by a parti-



cipant is compared with the reading of the dosemetersobtainat
at the Agency. The method has been shown to have an not escredir :

2to 3 *.

The important of the IAEA mailed teletherapy dosimetry service may
b-e illustrated by a few numbers: 1

• During the period 1975-1982 there were 14 batches of dosemeters 2
with a total of about 600 absorbed dose determinations for
about 300 institutions in 60 countries.

Another system of international comparisons sponsored by the
IAEA has been established in connection with the dosimetry pro-
gramm for industrial radiation processing, already mentioned.

An intercomparison at radiation protection level has been carried
out recently under the auspices of the BUM- Twelve National
Laboratories participated in a postal thermoluminescence dosiaie-
try comparison of exposure and a ir kenna standards ?7

6
Many international comparisons- are organized, on bilateral or
regional basis and contribute also to the general consistency
of radiation measurements. 7

10

12
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1. INTRODUCTION

Saart after the discover/ of tne X-rays by W.C RÖNTGEN in- r89S advers»
effects, of such radiation- to the human body have-- become evident and the field
of radiation: protection was born. Already in 1928 metrology in this field
'Mas sufficiently developed- so. that a physical quantity, later called "exposure",
could: be defined as a measure for the- potential hazard*

The- advent of nuclear weapons, and nuclear power and a: worfdwide increasing
technical, medical and scientific application of ionizing radiation led to a
dramatic development and; refinement in radiation protection measurement
during the last fMenty years. Today this field of metrology is more advanced
than most otner fields- of environmental protection and professional health
physics.

In recent years- rapidly expanding use of equipment and techniques producing
nan-ionizing electromagnetic radiation CNIR], in particular radio frequency,
microwaves and lasers let. to a significant man-made- electromagnetic pollution
of the environment. Raising.concern on potential hazards of NfR to workers
and the general public resulted in the fast deve/opment af a new field of
radiation protection, measurement techniques and associated legislative action
in many countries.

In the limited space- of this introductory lecture-1 will give a short review
on metrology in ionizing radiation protection and some information on
measurement techniques for nan-Ionizing electromagnetic radiation.

2. QUANTITIES AiiO -UNITS-IN IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION

Oue to the introduction of the International System of Units CS!) a warfdwide
discussion has been started in the last years to devise nevi quantities and
units for radiation protection measurements. In the following I snail give some
background information concerning this problem.
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2.1 Categories and purpose of radiation protection quantities

The primary objective in radiation protection is to assess and thereby limit
tne radiation doses received by individual workers and- the general public
in order to avoid adverse effects to the health.

From the metrologicaf view-point the quantities to be measured belong to
either one of the following two categories:

(7) Radiometrie quantities: field quantities describing the physical
cHaracteristics of ther radiation field

(2) Dosimetrie quantities: receptor quantities describing the
irradiation of biological objects and bio-
logical effects.

From the view-point af the application the quantities are needed for three
related but distinct purposes:

- Biological relevant quantities : These are necessary for ther quantitative
assessment of the biological effects and for the specification of acceptable
limits^ They have to be valid for all types and energies of- radiation and
are always dosimetric quantities. The international recommendation of the
International Commission of Radiation Protection (ICRP) on acceptable
dose limits (ICRP 26, 1977) applies the. "effective dose equivalent He" for
that, purpose. H e is the. sum of the weighted mean dose equivalent to
the individual relevant tissues. The weighting factors are determined by
the relative risk to produce a fatal stochastic damage in the relevant
tissue in relation to the total stochastic risk for the whale body.
In the practical situation such quantities can not be measured directly.

- Operational quantities: Such quantities are required for practical radiation
protection measurements by field instruments and personal dosimeters.
The aim of this, measurement is to assure that the numerical values
of the biological relevant quantity is kept below the appropriate limits
and As Low As Readily Achievable - according to the "ALA RA-principle".
Operational quantities should allow to transfer calibrations performed
under well defined radiation conditions to field measurements under
ill-defined conditions without excessive errors using existing instrumentation.
These quantities can either be of the radiometric or dosimetric type.

- Calibration quantities: As. described in other lectures of this course
primary standards used by national standard laboratories require particular
quantities which can be unambigously realized and disseminated. The
realization should preferably be established in terms of the relevant base
units without recourse to another standard of the same quantity. In order
to calibrate radiation protection instruments and dosimeters with standards
compatible quantities are required. Calibration quantities are generally
of the radiometric type.

2.2 Characteristics of quantities suitable for radiation protection measurements

The three purposes described above can not be fulfilled with one single
quantity. In the past a calibration quantity - the exposure - has been used
also as an operational quantity in order to allow for calibration with primary
standards. However, the requirement for an operational quantity to provide
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with reasonable accuracy quantitative information on the biological relevant
quantity has been last by this choice. Today there is general agreement that
a different quantity can be used for primary standard and operational purposes
and that field instruments can be connected to the standards through a
calibration chain using conversion factors.

In the light of these considerations several attempts hove been made during
the last years, in particular by a special committee of the International

' Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) to devise
operational quantities that provide a satisfactoring compromise between
the three conflicting requirements described above. None has found universal
acceptance up to now, however, and the final outcome is still uncertain.

There is, however, general agreement on the characteristics and conditions
which should be fullfilled by the new quantity. It should be

- a receptor quantity, connected to the ICRU-sphere
- an additive quantity
- directionally independent

- independent on defined dose limits

The first two conditions shall be shortly discussed here.

2.2.1 Receptor-free and receptor~present conditions
A receptor may be defined as any body or phantom such that a measured value
of the physical quantity of interest, anywhere in the receptor, provides an
adequate estimate - for radiation protection purposes - of the value of that
quantity which would occure in a real individual at the same position.

Under receptor-free conditions neither a person nor a phantom exists in the
field at the point of measurement, only air* The presence of the receptor
changes the radiation absorption and scattering conditions in the field and
hence modifies the field inside and outside the receptor. Some radiation
quantities such as exposure'or absorbed dose to air in free-air and air~kerma
are only defined under receptor-free conditions. Others, such as effective dose
equivalent and dose equivalent index are only defined under receptor-present
conditions.

For practical radiation protection purposes it is necessary to describe
quantitatively a radiation field in terms of absorbed doss or dose equivalent
which would be accumulated by a person in the field at the point of interest.
It is still reasonable, however, to work with the potential value of a measured
quantity in a receptor, even if the. measurement is performed under receptor-
free- conditions.

Field instruments for radiation protection can be designed to indicate the
quantity which would be measured in the receptor even if they have been
calibrated and used under receptor-free conditions. Personal dosimeters, equally,
can be calibrated under receptor-free conditions even if worn an the body
for practical use.

/



2.2.2 Additivity of quantities

Tα explain additivity it is necessary to apply a few mathematical equations.
Let * be the fluence in any radiation field defined by its parameters energy (E)
angular distribution (a) and - if a receptor is present - by the orientation (n)
of the- receptor at the point of interest.

The field component d» x with the values of the relevant parameters between x and
x + dx will be given

d * = - ä x m

The increment dH of a radiation protection quantity H due ta the component
<t # x will be *

• « - - f « ' , • « % • f *T>« • » • • *

where (-—) is the increment of H per unit fluence of radiation with the value x

of the relevant parameter.

The quantity H is called "additive" if

is valid for all values of x.

If H is not additive with, respect ta any variable £ .3 or i f , then it will also
not be additive with respect to time t, except for the unusual case of a completely
constant field. Therefore

Hi äJ[L. dt - W

Quantities such as exposure, absorbed dose to air or to tissue in free-air and
kerma .defined in terms of energy imparted to or released from a specific
element of mass are inherently additive, since, by definition, the value of this
quantities is equal to the sum of the contributions from all the component
radiations in the mass element surrounding the point of interest. This means
that equation O) is fulifilled.

The additivity also holds for the other absorbed dose- and dose equivalentquantities
at a specific point in the receptor. It is,, however, not fulifilled for the dose
equivalent index quantities proposed by the ICRU for use in radiation protection
in ICRU 19. (1971). and ICRU 25 (1976). The dose equivalent index is defined as
the maximum value of dose equivalent in the receptor, the ICRU sphere, being
a tissue equivalent sphere of 30 cm diameter. Since the maxima far different
field components accure in the sphere on different positions the sum of the
maxima is different from the maximum value in the sphere. This makes the



dose equivalent index useless in practice and restricted to the inpracticai case
of absolutly constant fields for the whole period of observation.

For this reason the index quantities are now disappearing again after having
made much noise and before having been much in use anywhere.

2.3 The presently remaining choice of radiation protection quantities

For more than 50 years "EXPOSURE" has been used for the calibrationof
radiation instruments. It is defined as the quotient of electric charge of
the ions produced by photons in a volume element of air by the mass of air.
All the electrons liberated by the photons have to be completely stopped in
the air volume. Therefore exposure is only defined for photons and for
energies up to several MeV. Exposure has been chosen as an operational
quantity not because it is very useful for the description of biological effects
but because it can easily be measured and readily realized by primary standards.
In the old special unit for exposure, the "roentgen (R)" it was very close to
absorbed dose to water and dose- equivalent in their old units "rad" and "rem".

Absorbed dose is defined as the quotient of the mean energy imparted by
ionizing radiation to matter in a volume element of any matter by the mass
of the volume element.

Dose equivalent is defined as the product of absorbed dose, a quality factor
which determines the relative biological effectiveness of the radiation and
the product of other modifying factor. For photon radiation the quality
factor is one.

Since the 15. General' Conference of weights and measures the International
Systemof Units (SI) has been introduced also for exposure, now C.kg~ ,
and for cbsorbed dose, now Gy. This made the conversion factors between
absorbed dose and exposure very inconvenient since

1 CJcg~J * 3876 R = 31-38 Gy

Exposure has therefore to be replaced as operational quantity in radiation
protection to avoid fatal errors but it w-ill be maintained as calibration quantity
for primary standards.

A final choice for the operational quantity has not been made nor internationally
accepted.. For an interim solution several countries adopted the "PHOTON- DOSE-
EQUIVALENT H.r". It Fs defined as the product of exposure (X), a quality factor

'the relative biological effectiveness, and a conversion factor(q) determining x'
f

with

= q . fQ . X fin Sv)

q = I (Sv/Gy)

fQ = 0,07 GylR (1 rad/R)

The 16. General Conference in 1979 introduced the Sievert (Sv) as the special
unit for dose equivalent. 1 Sv is numerically euqivalent to 1 J . kg~^ = 1 Gy.



The- conversion factor fQ is an approximation for exposure to absorbed dose
in soft tissue.

The definition of the product q.fQ = 0,07 SvIR fT remIR) legalizes the practice
used during the last 20 years and requires the smallest possible change for
the introduction of the SI units. For existing instruments neither the energy
response nor the fullscale reading or scale divisions have to oe. changed, only
the labelling on the scale.

It "should be recognized however, that this quantity is only applicable to photons.
For other types of radiation presently no common radiation protection quantity
exists. It seems that the ICRU Committee mil come out with some dose
equivalent measured in a certain depth - perhaps 1000 mg/cm* within the ICRU
sphere, but we will have to wait for a final decision. %

3. PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY J 1

The field of personnel dosimetry would easily cover the whole programme of such ' ^
a training course. Here I- can only review the general principles and give some
details on measurement techniques for external exposure i.e. TLD, film -dosimetry
and pocket-dosimeters.

J.f Objective of personnel dosimetry

The primary objective is to assess and thereby limit the radiation doses received
by individual workers. The radiation hazards in: occupational work with radiation
sources, i.e. radioactive materials or equipment producing radiation can either
be external exposure or internal contamination. Here we will deal with the
first hazard only. For assessment of external exposure two general methods are
applied:

f7) Personnel monitoring
(2) Area and environmental monitoring

While area monitoring is applted to periodically check the adequacy of built-in
safety features and working procedures, personnel monitoring determines in
retrospect if en individual has received a dose within the limits of the protection
norms given in the IAEA publication "Basic Safety Standards for Radiation
Protection" or local legislation. Additional objectives of personnel monitoring
are to obtain information about trends in the exposure of an individual, working
conditions and vital information in case of accidental over-exposure. It also
includes a certain teaching function towards safer working, procedures.

Although the aim is the determination of dose to the whole body and to the
individual- critical organs it is general practice to wear the dosimeter on the
surface of the body and to act as if it would give, a true measure of the
whole body dose. Fortunately, in most practical situations small doses are in-
volved and the discrepancy is biologically insignificant. Moreover, the surface
dosimeter usually overestimates the body dose and is on the safe side. However,
in case of radiation accidents, if large doses are involved the difference between
the dosimeter reading and the effective dose equivalent which determines the
damage may be highly significant. In such cases an additional emergency
dosimetry survey may be necessary.



3.2 Categories of dosimeters

A basic dosimeter is worn over a relatively long monitoring period, mostly
1 month to determine the dose to the trunk of the body for estimation of
the body and skin dose.

- Non-discriminating basic dosimeter: The simplest and most common dosimeter
is used for measurement of depth dose for penetrating radiation, in a depth
in tissue of 400 - 1000 mg/cm* below the surface of the body and skin-dose
for non-penetrating radiation in the basal layer of the epidermis at 5 - 10 mg/cm*.

- Discriminating basic dosimeter: If additional information an radiation type and
energy is required a more complex dosimeter applying filters and detectors
of different energy response can be used. Such dosimeters need only be worn
in situations were type and energy of radiation to which a person can be exposed
are unknown.

- Extremity dosimeters: In some operations exposure to the hand or other
extremities can be much higher than to the trunk. For example surgery
under X-ray examination or handling of beta sources are considered. In
such cases in addition to the basic dosimeter, extremity dosimeters mostly
called fingerrings are necessary to be worn on the most exposed part of
the body.

3.3 Filmdosimeters

Photographic emulsions are still most widely used for personnel monitoring.
A film badge consists, of a dental size photographic film in a lighttight envelope
enclosed in a suitable holder. In order to cope with the strong energy dependence
of film sensitivity the holder usually contains a series of filters (plastic, Al,
Pb, Cd) and open windows on both sides of the film. Fig. I .shows the composition
of two modern film badges. After development of the exposed films and
measurement of the film density (blackening) under the different windows and
filters, first the apparent dose for the reference radiation (mostly Cs 137) is
calculated. Then the actual dose can be derived from the calibration curve
far the reference radiation. Various calculation procedures are used for the
different film badge designs. Advanced film dosimeter services use digital
densitometers linked to a computer for this evaluation. The useful range of
film dosimeters extends from 0,4 mSv to approximately 20 mSv with a
saturation above 50 mSv, sufficient for normal routine monitoring. In case
of accidental exposure, however, the range between 0,1 Sv and 10 Sv is of
vital importance. Therefore most films include a second insensitive emulsion
usually on the rear side of the film. This extends the range to approximately 5 Sv.
Each emulsion.,type and production batch needs a new and complete determination
of energy response and each development' a sufficient number of calibration films.

While the low cost per film and the additional information on radiation quality
are desirable features, the strong energy dependence, poor limit of detection
and sensitivity to light, heat, pressure, chemicals etc. are strong disadvantages
of this method.
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Fig. 1: View of complex modern film badges



3A Thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD)

TL dosimetry is based on the property of certain materials ("phosphors") that
radiation energy is absorbed and stored in the detector material and can be
released by heating which results in emission of light. The amount of light
is proportional to the absorbed dose in the phosphor over a wide range, extending
from .10 ySv up to I kSv. Unlike the film the dose information is lost (or reset
to zero) during readout i.e. a TLD can be readout only once but it is reusable.
This fact created a legal obstacle for the introduction of TLD to replace film
dosimeters in several countries.

The detector material mostly used for personnel, monitoring is UF which has
a nearly tissue equivalent composition. The energy response is therefore approx.
+• 15 % in the photon energy range between 0,01 - 50 MeV. Fig. 2 shows the

J TLD card and badge as used in our institute. A fingerring with TLD for extremity
/ dosimetry is also shown in the photograph. The ftat energy response of LiF makes

it possible to use a simple non-discriminating dosimeter with two TLD chips
one behind a filter of 600 mg/cm' for estimation of body and skin dose.

The TLD method has the advantage of extremely large dynamic range, high
sensitivity with a detection threshold of 10 uSv and fully automatic readout
with electronic data processing. Fig. 3 shows part of the automatic reader
system used in our institute.

Calibration of TLDs can be performed best with gamma radiation of Cs 137
in a distance of 1 m from the source in order to avoid geometric inaccuracy
and surface effects, if beta sources are applied. Fig. 4 shows our panoramic
exposure system as used for TLD calibration.

3.5 Pocket dosimeters

Such dosimeters are designed to be worn on the body for a direct indication
of accumulated dose. As a radiation detector ionizatian chambers or GM-counters
are used.

3.5.1 Capacitor chamber dosimeters

The so-called "pen-dosimeters." shown schematically in Fig.5 consist of a .«ma//
ion-chamber with fixed capacitance which is charged prior to- the measurement
and discharged by the irradatian. For readout a miniaturized quartz-fiber electro-
meter is used which can be incorporated in the dosimeter ("direct reading pen-
dosimeter") or in a remote central reader I.charget unit ("indirect reading pen-
dosimeter"). Fig. 6 shows a series of commercial pen-dosimeters and readers.
Although there is always same leakage due to imperfect isolation which simulates
a radiation dose, a gooc" - ^n-dosimeter provides an overall accuracy of some
* 10 h for a dose of 2 r.,Sv during one month.

A new and promising development utilizes eiectrets, charge carrying plastics,
as ion-chambers.



Fig. 2s. TLD badge and card used, at Seiüersdorf

Fig. 3: Part of automated TLD reader system
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Fig. ^: Panoramic Exposure System witir.TLD cards

e

Fig. 5: Schefliatic vie« of capacitor ciiamder
dosimeter



Fig. 6: Commercial pen dosimeters

Fig. 7: Commercial GM counter pocket dosimeters
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3.5.2 GM-counter pocket dosimeters

While ion-chambers require the measurement of very small electric currents
in the order of pA directly produced by the primary ianization, GM-counters
generate a charge evelange of secondary ions and electrons far each primary
ionization and therefore strong electric pulses which are easily measured by
simple electronics. GM-counter tubes can be made quite small and convenient
for packet dosimeters. Some instruments incfude a direct readout of the
accumulated dose by LED or LCD displays. Warning dosimeters include dose
and doserate thresholds set to sound an accustic alarm. Modern instruments
incorporate digital measuring electronics and central readout by a computerized
station. Such systems are presently ured frequently in nuclear power plants.
Fig. 7 shows three typical commercial instruments of this type.

J *, AREA MONITORING

In contrast to personnel monitoring instruments which determine the radiation
dose accumulated on the body area monitoring equipment is used for the
measurement of the local dose rate at a position in the radiation field. The
dose to a person con such be estimated in advance in view of the expected
residence time in the field.

In practical radiation protection measurement area monitoring is therefore
the main tool to ensure the smallest possible exposure to individuals.
Personnel monitoring is used in addition to show and legally prove the actual
exposure.

4.7 GM-caunter instruments

Due to the relatively simple requirements on the electronics the cheapest and
smallest area monitoring equipment is based an GM-tubes as radiation detectors.
Fig. 8 shows some typical examples of commercial, instruments. In addition to
the dose rate measurement these instruments can be often used for contamination
monitoring where the countrate fin caunts/s) is displayed and accusticalty indi-
cated. The drawback of GM-counters is generally the poor energy response
with a significant oversensitivity around 50 keV and a fow energy cut-off below
40 keV, and the limited dynamic range for high dose rates due to counter
saturation.

*.2 fon-chomöer area monitoring equipment

lonizatfon chambers are particularity useful for the measurement of exposure/rate
for fundamental and technical reasons. The ion-chamber measurement directly
leads to the- definition of exposure - ion charge in air. Ion-chambers can further
be made quite air equivalent and therefore provide an excellent energy response,
about + 5 % between 30 keV and 3 MeV, and a very farge dynamic range from
a few"jJSv/h up to some 10 Sv/h. The drawback is the requirement of a more
sophisticated electronic circuitry in order ta cope with very small currents.
This problem, however, is now gradually disappearing thanks ta the enormous
progress in modern electronics, mainly integrated MOSfFBT electrometer
amplifiers. Today a small and cheap madul is used to measure currents down
to the fA range.

f~iQ. 9 gives some examples for ianchamber instruments frequently used in
Austria.



Fig. 8: Caininerciai GM counter instruments
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Fig. 9: Commercial ion-cnamöer instruments
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4 J Scintillation counter instruments

Scintillation counters generate light pulses if exposed to ionizing radiation which
can be measured by photo electric tubes with high amplification - so-called
photomultiplier tubes. The output can either üe digital or an analog current.
Scintillators, being solid materials are extremely sensitive detectors for photon
radiation. Sat isfactory energy response can be achieved by combination of
different scintillator materials such as plastic and ZnS. Fig. 10 shown two
modern instruments of. this type. The advantage of this equipment is the very
high sensitivity sufficient to measure environmental doserates down to 10 nSv/h.
Drawbacks are the expensive and delicate electronics, usually a high temperature
dependence and the limited dynamic range for higher doserates due to photo-
multiplier saturation.

5. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND TEST RESULTS

In the following some practical information on performance of typical
radiation protection instruments for personnel and area monitoring is' given.

Table 1 is a summary of the most important performance requirements for
radiation protection instruments according to the Austrian Standard ÖNORM
SS231 (1983).

Table 2 shows the results of our performance tests on totally 15 different
types of such instruments. As can he seen 5 of the 15 frequently used
radiation monitors do not fulff i l l the requirements of the Austrian Standard.

Fig. TT to Fig. TS give examples of measured energy response curves for
pen-dosimeters, ton-chamber-, GM-counter-, and. scintillation counter
instruments, the linearity of indicated doserates and the dependence of
indicated dose from measured doserate.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Radiation protection measurements of low level environmental radiation has
obtained increasing importance in view of nuclear power. The natural back-
ground radiation consists of a terrestrical component, mainly due to natural
Radium/Thorium content of soil, and a cosmic component, mainly from high
energy photons and heavy charged particles emitted from the sun. The doserate
is normally in the order of 0,05 - 0.1 uSvlh.

For environmental monitoring of nuclear installations and increase in background
doserate in the order of only few percent has to be measured. This imposes
considerabie metrological requirements on this field of radiation protection
measurement.

6.1 Integrating solid state dosimeters

The TLD method is particularly useful also for environmental monitoring.
With CaF2 (Dy) as the TL material encapsulated in gtass bulbs (.Fig. 16)
a detection threshold as low as 40 nSv can be obtained with optimized
measurement conditions. For the environmental monitoring of our Research
Center TLD is used in form of 5 bulb dosimeters mounted in a Al cup
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Fig. 10: Commercial scintillation counter
instruments



Tobte l: PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR RADtAJtON PROTECTION INSTRUMENTS ACCORDING TO THE
AUSTRIAN STANDARO ÖNQRM S 5231 (19B3)

influence Minimum range Reference value Maximum uncertainty In percent
Paranieler Area Dosimeters Personnel Dosimeters

Pnotonenergy 10 keV - SO k&V 30 keV + 3Q % • 20 %
^0 iceV - 250 heV 150 keV + 30 % + 20 %

100 keV - 1300 keV £62 keV 1 30 % + 20 %

L/nearitf Reference energy t 20 % befotv 1 mSv; + 30 %
aboye 1 mSv: J 20 %

Doserate . Personnel Dosimeters; Area Dosimeters:
dependence max. 0,5 iyiA/fcg to be specified by - 10 % - 5 %
(dose mailing) {5000 R/h) manufacturer

Oirectian of t 45° main direction of + 20 % t 20 %
incidence ~ use ~

Environmental - 10°C - + HQaC 2Q°C + 2°C £ 20 % • 10 %
temperature ~ " ~

Air pressure 60 KPa - 122 )<Pa 101,3 KPa + 5 % + 5 %
humidity 40 % - 100 % RH 65 % + J5 % T 5 %

Power supply to be specified (a be specified t 5 %
volt aye



Table 2: TEST RESULTS ON FREQUENTLY USED RADIATION PROTECTION INSTRUMENTS

Dosimeter Type/Manufacturer Dose/Rote Range . ' Energy Range full fills ÖNORM S 5231 ?

Pendosimeter

Aiarmdosimeter

Lβ 13002 Berthold
FH 39 U Frieseke

ECQ 1 Landis&Gyr

RAD 21 Wallac
FH 4» F Frieseke
TOW fOOF Graetz

20
20
20

1 -
1 -
0 -

- 20P
- 200
- 200

9999
2S R
90 R

mR
mR
mR

mR

12 - 1300
50 - 3000
50 - 3000

40 - 3000
40 - 2000
83 - 2000

keV
keV
keV

keV
keV
keV

E:
E:
Ex

no,
no,
yes.

yes
yes
yes

D: yes
D: no
D:no

(onchamber
Area Dosimeter

GM-Count er
Area Dosimeter

Scintillation
Area Dosimeter

Babyline 61 Nardeux

Panoramic 470A Victoreen

TOL/E Berthold

VAJ 15 VEB Dresden

95/0030 Nuclear Enterpr.

X5E Graetz
RATO/F flerthofd
EMB 3 Lond/siGyr

MAO 604 Mancher App.

0.2 - m mR/h
0.1 - 10* mR
0.6 - 10, mR/h
0.3 - 10J,mR
0,06 - 10°mR Ih
0.006 - 3.105 mR
0,1 - 3.10s mR/h
0.01 - 300 mR
0.2 - 8.10^ mR/h

0,1 - 5.10* mR/h
Qfil - 10* mR/h
U.I - Jü5 mR/h

0.01 - 103 mR/h
0,1 - J04 mR

5 - 3000 keV
>

8 - 2000 keV

8 - 1300 keV

9 - 200Ö keV

)0 - 6000 keV

48 - 2000 keV
100 - »500 keV

-

25 - 1300 keV'

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
E: no, L: no
£; no. L: no

yes

E: Energy response
D: Doserate dependence of dose reading
L: Linearity

\. \

/ —
\
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(Fig. 17) far each monitoring position. Two of the five dosimeters are
exposed to a high dose (10 mSv) to determine the temperature!fading correction.
With such dosimeters an increase in externa) gamma dose in the order of
10 uSvIa con be detected with 95 % confidence limits using monthly monitoring
periods. If longer monitoring periods of a least 3 months are sufficient standard
LiF dosimeter cards as used in personnel monitoring can be applied for
environmental monitoring providing automated readout and data processing.

In addition to TLD phosphate glass dosimeters are very useful for environmental
monitoring.

6.2 Continuously reading environmentai dosimeters

For immediate determination of environmental doserate GM-counters and
high pressure ionization chamber instruments are frequently used. Fig. 18
shows a high pressure chamber instrument together with one of our
TLD bulb dosimeter stations. The drawback of GM counters and high
pressure chambers lies in the poor energy response and complete law energy
cut-off below 50 keV. These problems can be overcome using a large-
volume ionizatian chamber operated at normal atmospheric pressure.

Fig. 19- shows such a 120 I chamber designed in our laboratory. With this
chamöer and a digital current integrator environmental doserate in the order
of 0.1 uSvlh can be measured with a standard deviation of 1 nSv/h (1 %)
within a 1000 s integration time.

6.3 Calibration of environmental dosimeters

The accurate calibration- of dosimeters at doserates below 10 uSv/h has
been difficult due to the lack of suitable secondary standards. We have
therefore developed a large spherical ionization chamber of 10 I volume
to be used as a secondary standard in a doserate range of 0,1 uSvlh to
1 Sv/h. Fig. 20 shows the schematic design of this chamber. It consits of a
outer sphere made from high pressure extruded polyacetal resin and a
spherical central electrode from styrofoam. The palyacetal material combines
high mechanical longterm stability of volume with excellent energy response
in the order of + 1 % for 0,03 - 1,3 MeV. The chamber contains a hollow
eiectrode into which a radioactive check source (Am 211) can be inserted.

The chamber can be calibrated to the primary standards through a transfer
chamber of 30 cm4 volume. The linearity of doserate measurement down to
the detector threshold (0,03 uSv/h) can be verified with a set of Rα 226
reference sources of identical geometry and measured activity. The chamber
has recently been used by the German Primary Laboratory PTB Braunschweig
as reference standard for an 'r.ter-European Intercom pari son of environmental
monitoring instruments.
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Flg. 16: BulD TLO dosiieter for environmental
monitoring with" energy shield

Fig. 17: Monitoring station witn 5 bulb
dosimeters
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Fig. 18: High pressure ionization cnamtier
instrument and TLD monitoring station

Fig. 19: 120 1 cnainöer for environmental
monitoring
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Fig. 20: Schematic design of low level
secondary standard chamber (10 i volume)
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Fig. 9: Commercial ion-cftamöer instruments
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7. MEASUREMENTS IN NON-IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION

One of the newer environmental hazards, is non-ionizing radiation (NIR).
Today the exposure of the general population from man~made electromagnetic
radiation, mainly radiofrequency and microwaves, exceeds that from natural
sources by many orders of .magnitude. It is now generally accepted that
excessive exposure to NIR creates adverse health effects equally as for
ionizing radiation. Both occupational exposure and that of the general public
have to taken into account. Possible genetic and carcinogenic effects have
to be considered as well as somatic effects, damage to- the eyes, disturbance
of the nervous system etc.

In the following the discussion shall be restrected only to e/ectromagnet/c NIR
including low frequency, high frequency (RF1 and microwave (MW) radiation.

7.1 Quantities and units in non-ionizing radiation protection

Biological effects due to NIR are determined by the amount of electromagnetic
energy imparted to the body. When a body enters an electromagnetc field
reflexion, diffraction, absorption and resonance effects occur depending an the
dielectric properties of the biological material. The relation between the un-
disturbed external electromagnetic field and the field in the body is quite
complex and difficult to determine, if not impossible.

Similar as in ionizing radiation protection a biological relevant, dosimetric
quantity in NIR has to be a receptor quantity. Quite analoguos to the
"absorbed dose" the dosimetric quantity for electromagnetic NIR is the so-
called "specific absorption (SA)" and its time differential "specific absorption
rate (SAR)" . SA is defined as the differential quotient of electromagtnetic
energy absorbed in an infinitesimal amaut of mass per unit mass. The
corresponding SI unit is J.kg~J for SA and W.kg~J for SAR, same as for
absorbed dose and doserate.

Similar as for ionizing radiation it is usually impractical to measure the
receptor quantity SAR directly and it is necessary to estimate it from the
measurement of a radiometric field quantity under receptor-free conditions
i.e. electric and magnetic field strength (in analogy to exposure).

Because of the fact that electric (El and magnetic (H} field strength in
three mutually perpendicular planes in space are generally different in amount
and phase due to polarization it is common to measure the square root of
the sum of the squared components in the three coordinates.

Under "far-field conditions", i.e. if the point of measurement is sufficiently
far away from the antenna that it acts as a point source, plane-wave
conditions can be assumed and a well defined relationship between E and H
exists:

E/H = 377 Ohm

Z.I Far-field conditions can be assumed in a distance from the antenna larger
than approx. one wave length, at least if the antenna is small as compared
to the wcn/e length.



In this case a physical quantity "power density (5)" can be derived from the
measurement of either E or H, which is defined as the. temporary mean value
of the vector product of E and H, the "Poynting vector". The SI unit for power
density is W.m~2. Most radiation protection standards contain- power density
limits in mW/cm* f= 10 Wim*).

Although most available RFfMW radiation monitoring instruments are calibrated
in units of power density it is more satisfactory to use electric and magnetic
field strength in case of near field conditions, where hazards mostly occur.

7.2 Main sources of e/ectromcgnetic NIR

7.2.1 Technical low frequency radiation

This part of the electromagnetic spectrum extends over the range from 0-10 kHz
corresponding to a waveiength from 30 km upwards, with the major point of
interest at 50 Hz. In this frequency range the human body is an electrical
conductor and a short-circuit for the electric field leading to field distorsion,
influenced charges and displacement currents. Prevailing electrical fields, i.e.
of high electric and low magnetic field strength are caused by equipment
operating on high voltage and comparatively low currents such as electric
power transmission lines. In Europe the maximum voltage is presently 380 kV
however, some countries like Canada, USA and USSR already operate with
750 kV and up to 1500 kV can be forseen in future.

Other important sources of low frequency electromagnetic fields are some
household appliances, electric welding equipment and in particular industrial
induction furnaces.Flg. 21 gives a summary of electric and magnetic field
strength measured in the vicinity of the NIR sources described above. Although
the electrical field under a power line can be felt by hair vibrations etc.
there is general agreement that power lines usually do not create a health
hazard due to NIR. Industrial induction furnaces and some welding equipment
cause magnetic fields which are certainly sufficient to impose a possible
health hazard to some workers.

7.2.2 Radiafrequency and microwave radiation

The adjacent part of the spectrum ranges from 10 kHz up to 300 GHz,
corresponding to a wove length from 30 km to 1 mm. This field is
devided into the radiofrequency (RF) part from 10 kHz - 300 MHz and the
microwave (MW) part from 300 MHz - 300 GHz. Fig. 22 is a summary
of major sources in the RFI MW range giving the typical field strength (Vim)
and corresponding power density CuW/cm*) measured in the vicinity of this
sources.

It can be seen that the most important sources are used for telecommunication,
TV and radar. Furthermore microwave ovens, plastic sealing and welding
equipment and industrial drying furnaces can be possible, causes of radiation
protection problems.
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7.3 Measurement techniques

Far the measurement of electric field strength a dipol antenna shorter than
the wave length in the given frequency range can be used. In order to achieve
isotropic measurement, independent an the probe direction and polarization
of the field, three mutually perpendicular antennas are mounted in a probe
and the summation of the" squared electrical field strength in each element
is obtained by connecting the output of the three sensors in series. Thin film
thermocuples providing a true square-/aw output are frequently used as
detectors. Broad-band, characteristics can be achieved by adequate distribution
of the dipols in the probe at spac/ngs /ess than 1/4 wave length for the highest
frequency to avoid resonance. Fig. 23 is a schematic view of a thermocuple
detector and a probe element.

For magnetic field strength the sensor is a "Loop" antenna with a number
of coils optimized for the best compromise between sensitivity and bandwidth.
Isotropie response is again achieved by three perpendicular "Loops" in the
probe.

Fig. 2$. is a photograph of a commercial electric and magnetic field sensor
system. With a series of totally 10 probes the range of 10 Hz - 1 GHz can be
covered. In order to avoid field disturbance remote readout via fiber optic
link is provided. For the higher frequency range a different instrument shown
in Fig. 25 is widely used, covering 10 MHz - 26 GHz with four probes. The
display is here in mW/cm* equivalent power density although either the electric
or the magnetic field strength is actually measured by the different probes.

For calibration of the describsd instrumentation well defined electric and
magnetic fields are necessary so 'that field strength can be calculated from
electrical parameters. In the lower frequency range up to 500 MHz so-called
"Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) ceils" can be used. Higher frequency
calibrations are performed in a sped"! anechoic chamber, a large Faraday-
cage with HF-absorbing material, to avoid reflection. Such a chamber of
8 x * x 4 m inside dimensions is presently being constructed in our institute.

The field of electromagnetic NIR is presently obtaining an important role in
radiation protection and health legislation is being issued in many countries.
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Fig. 24: Commercial electric and magnetic
field sensor system (id Hz - 1 GHz)
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Fig. 25: CGimnerical electric/magnetic radiation monitor
instrument used for cnecking of microwave oven
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PRACTICAL MEASÜHEKSHTS BT SH5 PIBLD OT
PROTSCHQIT

by

E.P.Kucheryavenko
USSR

Studies Iα the i o n i s i n g radiation- metrology had been carried
out i n the U.S.S.R. during the f i r s t years which followed the
191? revolution, i n order t o t a c k l e near problems that presented
themselves upon discovering the phenomenon of rad ioact iv i ty .
I n 1918 a radiometrlc laboratory «as set up at the Main Cham-
ber of Measures and Weights, •α^hich i s present ly the Mende-
leyev Research I n s t i t u t e of Metrology (USBO- I n early twent ies
extensive developmental work mas carried out i n Z-ray s>engi-
neering, nuclear medicine and medical radiotherapy, with
X-ray un i t s numbered f i r s t thousands, then t e n s of thousands.
Sh is ca l l ed f o r measurement assurance i n the spec i f i c f i e l d ,
7ri.th the r e s u l t that an X-ray dosiaetry and neutron labora-
t o r i e s «ere a&to up i n 1924 and 1947 /1/> respect i ve ly .

I n addition t o that , the present ion is ing radiat ion metrology
covers the sphere of nuclear spectroscopy. The advancement o£
nucleonics made i t necessary t o develop dev ices for r a d i o a c t i -
v i t y measurements and monitoring of nuclear par t ic les* At
present tens of types of p a r t i c l e s produced i n nuclear t rans-
formations are Icno-wn. In the vast majority of c a s e s radiat ion
in. the form of f l u x e s of alpha-end beta-part ic les, Z-ray gamma
quanta, protons» positrons as wel l as nuc le i of some elements
should be monitored.

As a ru le, i t i s Impracticable t o measure physical characte-
r i s t i c s of the ionizing radiation directly and most often
they are determined from interaction of th is radiation and

E, p .Zucheryaveolco
She D.I.Hendeleyev
Institute of Metrology
Leningrad, USSR



substance. When massing through the substance, the ionizing as
radiation indue e*s ionisation, atomic or molecular excitation
in it, produces a change in its composition, heat liberation,
damage to its structure etc. Many of these effects have been
utilized for monitoring. Scintillation and semiconductor
ionizing radiation detectors, G-M tubes, ionization chambers,
xrcoTjortional counters, thermoluminiscent crystals, and calo-
rimeters have found most extensive use in the present equip-
ment. The composition and structure of the detecting mediua,
are so selected in a specific instance that the medium can -
absorb effectively the energy of the radiation to be detected
and convert it into observable and measurable signals /2/.

Moat often the detectors present the radiation trapped as a
xjulsa train of different shape, amplitude, and duration, or (
as a specified electric current, or in the form of the elec- 4
trie charge accumulated. Information on the quality of par- 'J

tides massed through the detector, their energy, and the
specific particles monitored is obtained through the electric ^
current measurements, pulse counting and grouping pulses ?,
together by specific parameters. s

m
A contemporary atomic power plant is provided with thousands
of verious transducers for continuous measurements of tens of
different parameters. So Cite a vivid example, it was necessary
to develop* and make some 100000 various measuring devices *
totalling over 30 lea in the scale length for a gaseous diffu- ^
sion plant designed for the uranium isotope separation in ~
Oak Ridge, U.S.A., alone. t

High doses of ionizing radiation inherent in the nuclear
processes' are harmful to health and environment. "Hadiation
Safety Standards" /3/ valid in the U.S.S.a. are lawful for
all facilities intended for the production, processing! uses,
and storage of .the natural and man-made radioactive substan-
ces and other ionizing radiation sources. The State Committee
for Safety Monitoring in Atomic Power Engineering, whose
function follows from its name, has been set UD in this
country. She radiation safety is guaranteed through the
design of the nuclear facilities, their siting, special radia-
tion safety service at each nuclear plant, national norms and _
standards, control carried out by local health departments, 3

and radioactive contamination monitoring. The radiation con-
ditions are monitored using various nuclear shysicai devises a

t
racy. i

The measurement assurance is intended to ensure the unifor- m

mity and the wanted accuracy of measurements. According to
the state standard /4/ adopted in this country, the scien-
tific basi3 for the measurement assurance is metrology, i. e. I
the science dealing with measurements, methods, and means for !
the measurement assurance and the iiays to attain the accuracy
required. 'She technological foundations for the measurement



j assurance axe
] - a system of standards for physical units ..which, realize
! these units with the highest accuracy attainable in. the

country;
• a system for transfer of the physical units from the stan-

dards to all. instruments using reference devices and other
calibrating instruments;

- a system for the development» putting into production and
circulation of working measuring instruments;

- a system of compulsory state testing for measuring instru-
ments;

- a system of compulsory state and departmental calibration
or metrological certification, of measuring instruments;

- a system of standard reference materials for the composition
, and properties of substances;

/ - a system of standard reference data on physical constants
•y and properties of substances and materials.

She measurement dissemination in all fields of the. national
economy is a task of the state metrological service under the
State Committee for- Standards» Measures and Measuring Instru-
ments« Establishment of the system of standards for physical
units, their development, approval, upgrading, and maintenance
are among the functions of this metrological service.
(Ehe IBM, which is the main standards institution of the
TJ.S.S.R., is engaged in the ionizing radiation field on the
maintenance and uses of the national standards that realize
the units a s follows / 5 / :
- neutron flux and. flux density;
- radionuclide activity;
- exposure dose, exposure rate, X-ray and gamma-radiation

energy fluxes;
- beta-radiation absorbed dose and dose rate;
- radium mass;

I - Z-ray radiation absorbed dose;
i - bremsstrahlung radiation energy flux;

- electron and electron energy fluxes;
- exposure dose, exposure rate, .energy flux, and energy flux

density for pulsed Z-ray radiation.
Basic specifications of the IMM ionizing radiation standards
are presented in / 6 / . The XMI£ ranks among the world's most
advanced, national standards laboratories as to the emount and
accuracy level of the primary standards in use. Today the
major trend in the development of standards in this country i s
the establishment of standards complexes isnich realize several
interrelated units at a time. To this end, several standard
measuring devices are often incorporated in the state stan-
dards. In the ionizing radiation field this makes i t possible
to use standard methods so as to embrace most fully the range
of values for the physical quantities in hand or a particular
type of radioactive decay (for instance, alpha - or* beta -
decay). Ihe incorporation of several standard facilities in a
state standard may also be necessitated by the utmost confi-
dence in realizing a unit and subsequent use of each facility



for cutting into practice one of the highest precision methods Hi
for measuring the quantity under consideration or by realising
a particular unit with consideration for the energy range. th
The standards comlexes serve not only to realize the units to
the wg-r-?T»n-nn accuracy, but also to transfer them to secondary, e^
referencet and working standards with a mini imam of error poss- ^e
ible in accordance with an accuracy chart. An accuracy chart
in this country is a documentary standard which specifies Th
traceability of the devices used to realize and/or maintain a P^
physical unit, presents directions on the accuracy and the fi
major methods of calibration and contributes to the transfer nQ
of a physical unit from the standard to worldng measuring 2
instruments /7/- A. typical accuracy chart is shown in Pig.1. ^
The measurement assurance of most nuclear physical instruments P$
used in the U.S.S.H. for radiation protection is carried out de
by means of the proper state standards maintained at the BUM, *b>
many of which are also the Comecon standards. ^
In view of a programme for construction of atomic power plants da
both in the U.S.S.H. and the Comecon countries, the require- "th
ments for labour protection and safety, cleanliness of the & B
worlcing environment and the surrounding medium have greatly r a

increased, with three major trends that may be outlined as »a
follows Q
- radiation safety in the design, construction and operation Of
of atomic no wer plants and fuel cycle units of nuclear oower -n"
facilities; a

- radiation safety in handling radioactive substances and w±
ionizing radiation sources; t

- safe carriage and storage of radioactive substances and ato-
mic waste. el

A nuclear reactor is used at an atomic power plant as an ener-
gy generator. The main part of the reactor is its core with t.
nuclear fuel encased in fuel elements. The total mass of the d
fuel is such that a fission chain reaction can develop in it, t
but the fission process should be controlled so as to keen it -o
going within safe Iiait3. To this end, a control and protec- T
tion system is provided for each atomic power plant. r
The rate of the fission process is controlled by changing the
neutron flus. ?or this purpose» poison rods are introduced A
into the core, with the rate of the nuclear process dependent p>
on the positioning of these rods controlled by nuclear devices
measuring continuously the aeutron flux and tamuerature which e
are related directly to the reactor poorer. Considering the
vital .-üsportance of nuclear safety and emergency protection a
of the reactor, the neutron fluz measurements sre" carried out s
at many points close to or inside the core at a tiae, each
point featuring several independent sensitive elements .Which
incorporate ionization chambers and duplicate each other. The
data obtained from them are intercompared automatically. A
control signal is produced from the majority of coincident
readings. s

B



High reliability i s the principal requirement for the control
and protection system. To this end, provision; i s made within
the system to test i t automatically for good working order and
for signalling on the test results* Besides» the most vital
units of the system, are duplicated, that i s , operate in parall-
el with stand-by units switched on instead of a faulty ones to
keep the system operable»
She neutron sensitive elements incorporated in the control and
protection system. are calibrated, periodically in. the neutron
fields whose parameters are known and realized on the Type
"$ -1" reactor / 8 / represented schematically in Pig.2.
The reactor core shaped very similarly to a sphere S m in dia-
meter is surrounded by a graphite reflector. The reactor i s

•T provided with channels of different cross section, and two pits
/ deepened in the core as well as with a horizontal channel in

the graphite thermal column /9A
The Type "5 -1" reactor was used to calibrate the neutron f ie l -
ds produced in three air cavities, that i s , at the centre of
the horizontal channel, in the graphite thermal column channel
and In the calibration pit . Studies of space and angular cha-

i r act eristics of the fields and their spectral parameters were
I made.
; Calibration of the reactor channels by the effective density

of the thermal neutron flux i s carried out against the state
primary standard of the neutron flux units and flux density on
a comparator using 10 mm dia gold foil detectors irradiated
within the standard facility Type "ysHEH * designed to realize
the neutron flux density unit /10/.- Gold foi ls similar i s mass
and area are irradiated within the Type "$ -1" reactor chann-
els*

• The thermal neutron flux effective density i s determined from
the effective flux density known for the state primary stan-
dard and the gold foil activity measured* When irradiating
the gold foils on the reactor, i t s power i s maintained at a
preset level by means of a monitor using a fission chamber.
The operating instability of this monitor chamber due to the
reactor power variations i3 no more than 0.2 % for two hours
Which makes i t suitable for standards work.

A number of national standards institutions such as BBS and
PTB have constructed expensive nuclear reactors for standards
work /11, 12/,. To save on the reactor cost, we decided to
establish our standard on a basis of the reactor available
and hence "$ -1" calibrated as a secondary standard has become
a suitable intermediate stage for tracing the state primary
standard to the facil it ies where high neutron flux densities
are encountered.
The sensitive elements employed in the control and protection
system were calibrated using the Type "$ -1" reactor channels
and i ts calibration pit. We determined the response of these
sensitive elements according to the neutron flux density.
Because of the fact that in a number of cases the sensitive
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elements are powerful neutron absorbers, the space distribu-
tion is disturbed due to their placement in the neutron field,
which should be taken into account in practical measurements.
Comparison of a secondary standard based on the Type '*§ -1"
reactor with the state primary standard is carried out perio-.
dically, which makes possible the systematic checking for
adequate realization of the neutron flux density unit. The
thermal neutron flux density unit is realized using the state
standard with the estimated random and residual systematic
uncertainties not over 0.2 and 0.5 %* respectively. Conside-
ring the primary standard and the scaling technique uncertain-
t ies , the* neutron flux unit is realized on the secondary stan-
dard within 2%. The neutron sensitive elements of the reactor
control and protection system can be calibrated to within 3-5%
which is adequate for most practical cases.

ü?hen requirements for the calibration accuracy of the sensiti-
ve elements are not so high, they can be calibrated directly
on power reactors without recourse to dismantling of the sensi-
tive elements. So this end, a reference neutron field whose
parameters are well-known is set up in one of the reactor
channels /13/. The neutron sensitive elements are calibrated
directly in this reference field. It should be noted, however,
that in so doing, additional uncertainties due to difficulties
in determining the perturbation from the sensitive elements
and to time instability of the power reactor operation are
introduced.

"Shan handling radioactive substances and sources emitting
neutrons, use is made for the radiation safety monitoring of
neutron radiometers and dosimeters to be calibrated and tes-
ted periodically. Por this purpose, a facility Type "yKDH-i"
shown schematically in Fig. 3 was developed at the Efflül /14/.

The main part of the facility i s aprotective container made of
boron-doped polyethylene. There is a hole at the container
centre f«r special insert collimators designed for shaping the
thermal, intermediate or fast neutron directional beams when
using radioactive sources.placed into the central cavity of
the facility.

The use of collimators for calibration of neutron radiometers
and dosimeters has a number of advantages because i t
- decreases the radiation hazard indoors;
- reduces a contribution from neutrons scattered by the walls,

floor and other surrounding objects;
- enables calibration to be carried out in any premises and

not only in tho3e adapted specially for this purpose.
Comprehensive metrological studies of the facility developed
that have been carried out for a number of years covered
characteristics of the neutron field produced by the facility
such as the space distribution of the" neutron flux dansit^T
spectral characteristics, and the field constituted by the
neutron equivalent doses.

The results of these studies were used to ;rork out documentary



standards dealing with, the calibration and. testing methods for
neutron dosimeters in terms of. the equivalent dose rate unit3
and for fast, intermediate and thermal neutron radiometers.

She above studies have shown that metrological characteristics
of the Type " 3TEQ3H -1IT facility are basically determined by the
type and magnitude of the neutron flux from radioactive neut-
ron sources. The sources made from 23??u, 2^°Su, *?2Q£ f 2l0p0
hare been used most frequently;.- She error in the neutron flux
determination for radionuclide sources makes- the principal
contribution to the uncertainty in the determination of the
basic metrological characteristics for the facility mentioned
above.

She size of the neutron flux unit is transferred to the sour-
ces in use according to the accuracy chart whose upper stage
ia formed by the neutron flux and flux density state primary
standard composed of several standard facilities.

She Sype »y3H-T» standard-facility (Eig.4) is intended to
realize the neutron flux unit on a basis of S (d, n) 4He and
D (d, n) 3Ke reactions and to transfer its size using, a grap-
hite moderator. She facility comprises
- a neutron generator with, the target unit;
- a 4 m dia. spherical graphite moderator- provided with a 40 cm
die. central air cavity and channels for- introducing the neut-

rpn. generator chamber- containing the target or for inserting
the radioactive sources to be studied as veil as with channels
for movement of the thermal neutron detectors;
- equipment for automatic acquisition, processing and output
of the measurement data and for control of the neutron genera-
tor and the target unit /15/»

She 14*1 MeT neutron flux is determined by monitoring the asso-
ciated alphaparticles and for 2*5 Me? neutrons the associated
helions or protons are recorded« She R.M.3. deviation and the
residual systematic error when realizing the neutron flux unit
at,energies of 14« 1 and 2.5 MeV over the ranges 1C)3 -. 1O9 and
10J - 10' s"1 are 0.2 and 0.4 or 0.7%» respectively.

As to the error components in the transfer of the neutron flux
unit using the graphite moderator, the random and residual
systematic components are not over 0.3 and 1.4%, respectively.

She state primary standard also incorporates the Sype " y3H-2"
and '« 73H -3" facilities.

She Sype iy3H-2n facility (Pig. 5) is designed to realize the
neutron flux unit and transfer it by the activation of manga-
nese in an aquota-.-solution, of länSO,. When placing the radioac-
tive source under study inta a MnSG. solution, fast neutrons of
the source lose their energy due to the moderation and diffu-
sion processes and convert to thermal neutrons captured by
manganese nuclei to form a radioactive nuclide of" 3bMn. She
solution activity under measurement i3 proportional to the
neutron flux of the source being studied. For this method, the
random and residual systematic errors when realising the
neutron flux unit over the range 104- to 10^ 3-1 are no greater
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0.1 and 0.7%, respectively.
In the Type '• y3H-3" facility the method of activating gold
foils in water is employed to realize the neutron flux unit.
This facility comprises
- a 1.1 m high, 1.1 a dia. cylinder - shaped tank filled

with distilled water;
- a system for precision movement of thermal neutron detec-

tors;
- a device for inserting and fixing the neutron source in

the tank;
- a remote control panel.
When olaciag a radionuclide source into the tank, steady
distribution of thermal neutrons occurs due to the neutron
thermalization in water. In this case the total thermal
neutrons in the system per unit of time are proportional to
the source neutron flux, with the total thermal neutrons
determined by graphical integration of their distribution in
water obtained through the activity measurements of gold
foils placed at different points on the tank radius. The
random and systematic errors when realizing the neutron fl
flux unit and transferring i t s size over the range 1Q5-1Q°
s-1 using the Type " y3H-3" facility are within 0.3-0.5 and
not over 0.955, respectively.
At present a number of international comparisons in the f i -
eld of neutron measurements i s being conducted under the
auspices of 3UH. Specifically, the results of comparison
between neutron fluxes from a radioactive source made of
2?2Cf are being processed. !2he neutron flux from a 3E-I44
source was measured at 14 national standards laboratories,
with the manganese bath method used in 9 cases /16/. Howe"
vsr, the grave disadvantage of thi3 method is that i t pre-
sents difficulties in the accurate determination of the
chemical composition for isaSOd. solution. 2xton and Bardell
of 3PL have pointed to the need for revision of the neut-
ron flux values obtained earlier using the 32L bath through
increasing them by 0.5fS /1T/, with the revision caused
mainly by improvements in the chemical composition of SÜ1SO4
solution.

Three independent methods for realizing the neutron flux
unit are currently in use at "pw simultaneously, which ma-
kes i t possible to increase substantially the realibility
of the data obtained and reduce considerably the residual
systematic error in the determination of the neutron flux
from radioactive sources.

The accuracy in the realization of the neutron flux and
flux density using the U.S.S.R. 3tate primary standard is
confirmed in the international comparisons of neutron measu-
rements conducted according to the programmes of 31=51 and
the Comecon Permanent Commission for Standardization as
V7ell a3 on a bilateral basis /13-21/. Ths data obtained in
international comparisons of the neutron flux- density units



at 2.5 and 14-.3 MeV are presented in Pigs.6 and 7»
The results of these comparisons show that the Soviet state
standard under consideration by i t s characteristics matches
the national standards of other countries or i s superior to
them*
The international comparisons under way make i t possible to
obtain reliable data on some nuclear physical constants
which is not only of theoretical, but also of great practi-
cal importance» One should have most detailed information
on interaction between neutrons and 3ome other- particles
with nuclei of various substances to design nuclear reactors
for safe and. economical operation» At present thousands of
various nuclear reactions are known, each one characterized

/ by a specific set of parameters» The task of measuring the
/ nuclear constants is of prime importance because more detai-

led data on the properties of the nuclear fuel and of mate-
rials used in the nuclear reaction construction permit of
more accurate nuclear reactor- designs with no allowance for
lack of knowledge. This in turn results in substantial sa-
ving in costly mairerials, increases the efficiency of the
nuclear power reactors, and reduces the cost of electric
power* Specialists' have calculated that were the accuracy
of some nuclear constants be several times higher than at
present, a big country would save tens of million dollars
in the reactor construction and operation in the next few-
years /22/. Therefore, the effort of international stan-
dards organizations and national laboratories for the deve-
lopment of mutually beneficial cooperation should be backed
up in every way.
As noted above, one of the purposes of radiation shielding
is radiation safety in handling radioactive substances and
ionizing radiation sources and hence of vital importance in
the determination of the surface radioactive contamination,
levels for operators positions.
A. 'demand for radiometers measuring the radiation levels
directly in operators positions increases with wider use of
radioactive substances and more extensive development of
nuclear power.
The radioactive substances used and radioactive waste for-
med may differ as to their, activity levels, type of radio-
active decay, state, size, shape etc. A choice of proper
means for safe handling of radioactive substances is depen-
dent to a large degree on their activity level Tjhose accu-
rate determination constitutes one of the ways for the mea-
surement assurance in the radionuclide activity measure-
ments. The state primary standard of the radionuclide acti-
vity was established in the U.S.S.a. to solve this nroblem
/23/.
The standard comprises several facilities intended to rea-
lize the absolute measurement methods for the radionuclide
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activitv-that have received the moat study /24/
- the Tyoe " 734-1" facility to realise the activity unit
: of alpha-, beta-, and electron capture nuclide3 by the -
±Jt - counting method;
- the Type " VBA"2" facility to realize the activity unit

for alpha - and beta - emitting nuclides for sources ba-
sed on a solid substrate by the 23? - counting method;

- the Type ' ^ Α -3" facility to realize the activity unit
in solutions by the 4J?« -jf and ijfß -% coincidence
methods; ,,„,

- the Type;" X3A-4" facility to realize the activity unit
of gamma-emitting nuclides by the ioniaation method;

- the Type " y3A~5" facility to realize the"activity unit of
alpha,-beta,-and gamüiareniitting nuclides by: the calori-
metric method« = "- ̂ r " ™ -------

The data on the methods realized on this state standard are
presented in Pig.8.
The nuclide activity unit i s transferred from the state
standard to practical radioactive radiation sources, radio-
nuclide solutions and measuring instruments (radiometers)
using standard and reference sources as well as standard
radionuclide solutions. The sequence and methods of the
transfer are specified in the accuracy chart according to
which the radiometers measuring the surface contamination
from alpha - and beta - active substances are calibrated
and tested using large surface reference alpha - and beta -
sources. Headings of the radiometer under calibration are
compared with, the nuclide activity of the reference source
used.

Pig. 9 shows a general view of the proportional 4-Jl - coun-
ter for calibration of large surface sources developed at
I3ÜSI. The proportional \jt counter made at T.ijr incorporates
a pressure control system and comprises two parts, each
part being a 2J? - counter. The source under" study is pla-
ced into a holdar between two halves. The complete 4-jr' -
counter housed in a sealed glass-made cap allows for mesu-
ring the activity of sources whose surface area is not over
16O cm«. The counter is intended to certify reference sour-
ces used for the calibration of radiometers.

.1 similar counter made at BUI for OMH (Hungary) ia 1978
accord ing to the bilateral cooperation programme is curren-
tly ia use at that standards institution for testing TDUTDO-
ses.

The problem of the radiation safety monitoring is also
solved through t'ae production of reference radionuclide so-
lutions certified for their specific activity. The reference
solutions are certified by the absolute measurement method
using the standard facilities that form the state standard
or by means of secondary standards. Variations of the coin-
cidence method which yield the highest accuracy are used
most often /26/. The certified radionuclide standard solu-
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tions are used for the measurement assurance of radiometers
intended to monitor sewage, rivers, lakes, and food for ra-
dioactive contaminants and to calibrate radiometers by pre-
paring reference media (to be used, for instance, as so i l
samples) from the radionuclide solutions«
The calorimeter method of the radionuclide activity measure-
ment has also found extensive applications at UM. This met-
hod has a number of advantages compared to other methods for
solution of the radiation protection problems related to
estimates of the radioactive contamination leve l : (a) the
nuclide under measurement can be introduced into a calori -
meter in any physico-chemical state; (b) the source may
have any shape, with no deterioration, either in i t s integri-
ty or- air - tightness involved; (c) no corrections for ab-
sorption or self - absorption of alpha - and beta - partic-
l e s are to be introduced; (d) the measuring equipment i s
re lat ively simple in design.
Low sensit ivity of th i s method can be overcome by using
highly sensitive modern calorimeters designed at Buff /27/ .
Fig. 10 shows a general view of the IMK d i f f erent ia l type
beta - calorimeter jshlch operates in the thermal equi l i -
brium mode and i s intended to measure the activity of sour-
ces that differ in s i s e and shape* (Ehe number- of thermoco-
uples in. such a calorimeter may range from 75 to 120 and
their sensit ivity from 2.20 to 4-*09 mm/̂ tW depending on the
calorimeter type« The calorimeters are designed for the ac-
t i v i t y measurements from 109 to 1012 Bq. The act ivity measu-
rement i s accurate to 0.8 - 1.5f5, for instance, for JH, He,
and °3HI, . with the major component of the error contributed
from the uncertainty of the mean beta - energy. She sources
measured using the calorimeter can be employed subsequently
to prepare lower concentration solutions and sources.
The f a c i l i t i e s that ere parts of the state primary standard
make i t possible to real ize the activity unit by different
methods and transfer i t s size to practically *i\T- types of
the radioactive nuclide sources in use including those used
in medicine. Among the methods which are intended to combat
malignant" tumor3 radiotherapy occupies an Important place*
Some 70% of cancer patients undergo a course of radiothera-
py employed either singly or in combination with other
methods of treatment. X-radiation, gamma-rays and fast e lec-
trons remain majär therapeutic tools*
X-radiation i s extensively used for early diagnosis of a
large number of diseases. According to the data presented by
WHO, in developed countries there i s one X-ray unit per
2000 residents / 2S / . In this country every inhabitant under-
goes arcentgenologic examination at least once a y-sar. Over
75% of c l inical diagnoses are made on a basis of or using
the X-ray examination data.
A patient standing in front of the X-ray unit shield for
several seconds i s receiving a dose much greater than the



natural background. This poses a problem concerning the
auaatitative determination of the radiation dose affecting
a* living organism röiich is of prime importance for detec-
tion, estimation, and forewarning of the radiation hazard
for human beings likely to occur. If the task of hygienists
and radio biologists is to specify the maximum permissible
radiation la vela from the viewpoint of the bioligical
hazard, the health physicists and metrologi3ts should aesu •
re correct measurements of these levels.

To estimate the biological effect of the ionizing radiation
according to the IG2P recommendations /29/, the effective
equivalent dose should be determined through measurements
of absorbed doses in individual organs.
To assure the uniformity of the beta-radiation absorbed do-
se and dose rate measurements, the state primary standard
for the units concerned was established so as to promote
the measurement assurance first of all for the beta-radia-
tion sources used in medicine in the form of applicators
designed for diagnosis and radiotherapy of skin tumors and
for treatment of eye diseases. Devices for radiation moni-
toring of the environment and population are calibrated in
terms of the beta-radiation absorbed dose.

The primary standard comprises a set of measuring facili-
ties as follows
- a measuring setup intended to realize the beta-radiation
absorbed dose and dose rate units tthich incorporates tissue
equivalent extrapolation ionization chambers designed fur
beta-radiation sources with the active surface area up to
50 cm2;
- a measuring setup intended to realize the beta-radiation

absorbed dose and dose rate units TrLth the source active
surface area up to 20 cm2 for various depths of the
tissue-equivalent substance;

- a set of beta-radiation sources based on '°5r, °̂Y, *T1,
'4'Em.

This set of standard facilities makes i t possible to real i -
se and maintain the beta-radiation absorbed dose and dose
rate unit with the estimated random and residual systema-
tic errors of 1.5 and 3%, respectively. The unit is trans-
ferred via secondary standards to reference and working
measuring devices in the form of sets of beta-radiation
sources and dosimeters calibrated in terms of the absorbed
dose units.

In recent years the methods of thermolumiaiscent and redio-
lurnnnl scars dosimetry (TLD and EU), respectively) have fo-
und extensive applications. The data obtained from the TL
and HL dosimeter detectors can be 3torad for orolonged
intervals "which is a point in favour of the TLD and RLD
methods over such techniques as the ionizing, calorimetric,
spectrometric, and other "methods. Besides, the TLD and HLD



methods feature wide measurement ranges, high, sensit ivity
and q"i«*n detector areas* (Ehe IL and Rldosimeters can be
calibrated depending upon their purpose by alpha,-beta,-
gamma-»X-ray- or neutron - radiation reference sources cer-
t i f i e d »«^e their associated state primary standards. The-
aloha-, beta- and neutron radiation standards have been
considered in th i s lecture above. In 1982 the IT.S.S.R. State
Committee on Standards, Measures,, and Measuring- Instruments
has approved of the state primary standard for the exposure
dose* dose rate, Z-ray-, and gamma-radiation units intended
not only to real ize and maintain these units , but also to
transfer them to working measuring devices using secondary
standards and reference measuring devices. The state primary
standard comprises
- the Type ny3>n 5-50" fac i l i ty incorporating two free air

ionization chambers intended to realize the X-ray and
gamma - radiation exposure dose and dose rate units,

- the Type "YSfl 50-4C0" f a c i l i t y incorporating a parallel
plate free air ionization chamber intended to realize the
X-ray and gamma-radiation exposure dose and dose rate
units ,

- the Type "73$ 250-3000" f a c i l i t y incorporating a parallel
plate ionization chamber in a pressure vessel intended to
realize the gamma-radiation exposure dose and dose rate
units,.

- the Type "ftyffffl -1" fac i l i ty incorporating a set of grap-
hite-made cylinder cavity ionization chambers to realize
the gamma-radiation exposure dose and dose rate units,

- the Type n 1233-50" sad "KH3 -200" energy flux calorimeters,
- the^Iype " KIEM comparator incorporating a set of 2-1000

cm ionization chambers to transfer the units concerned
from the primary standard to worlcing standards,

- a set of X-ray and gamma-radiation sources (" g p f ) .
The data on the ranges realized by the units and their accu-
racy for the f a c i l i t i e s which form the state primary stan-
dard are presented in Table 1.
Pig. 11 shows a general view of the Type "22% 250-3000" fa-
c i l i t y complete with a pressure vessel containing a parallel
plate ionization chamber intended to realize the gamma-radia
t ion exposure dose and dose rate unite over the photon ener-
gy range from 0.25 to 3.0 HeT.
The measurement assurance system for the ionizing radiation
parameters set up in thi3 country i s being constantly r e f i -
ned and further improvements in the state and departmental
metrological services wil l be made. The state metrologies!
service for the ionising radiation oarameters comprises 37
republican and regional standards centres 75/ equipped with
secondary standards and reference measuring devices that
ere designed for verification of the working measuring de-
vices in use*
Considering the vast territory of this country, much atten-



tion is focussed on the optimum siting of calibration labo-
ratories in local standards centres, witiL mobile calibra-
tion laboratories intended for direct on. - the - spot state
verification of measuring devices being organized.
The measuring devices produced are being constantly impro-
ved and new devises which, are designed for simultaneous
measurement of several interrelated quantities and incor-
porate microprocessors and versatile transducers make their
appearance. This necessitates permanent refinements in the
standardization equipment on a basis of standards complexes
capable of maintaining and transferring several interrela-
ted physical quantities at a time.
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Tabla 1
Banges ot units realized and their accuracy for the
facilities forming the state ptimary standard of the
X-ray and gamma-radiation exposure dose, exposure dose
rate and energy flux units.
Exposure dose and dose rate
(ioniaation method of measurement)
Snergy interval Range 3ÜS,Residual

% systema-
tic
error, %

5 *• 50 kev " ~
(Type "V3JJ 5 - 50* 3«10~/ r- p-IO'^Vkg 0,2 0,S--O,7
facility)

50 * 400 kev „ .
(Type n73S 50-400" 3-J\0"/ + 5*10 i/kg 0,2 0,5
facility) .

250 f 3000" ker with a. free air 0,2 0,8
(Type "S3tt 250^000" chamber.,. „
facility) 2,5-1O~3J-^f5'1O~"£i/kg2,5-10"

2ype "IIKO-I1* with, a eavity type
facility ehambers - •,

3*tO A/Tsg 0,2 "1,0Z-ray radiation energy flux

5 f 50 kev 2-10"! -̂  2«10"7 W 1,0 1,0
50*200 ker 2«10":? -r 2-10 W 1,0 2,5
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TTorüsg measuring
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RADIATION DOSIMETRY AND STANDARDS

AT THE AUSTRIAN DOSIMBTRY LABORATORY

A. Leitner

Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungswesen., Vienna,Austria

1.--Introduction

It is one of the obligations of the "Bundesamt für Eich- und

Vermessungswesen CBEKT)" (Federal O'ffice o£ Metrology and

Surveying) to take care. that, the realization of the legal

units of measurement is carried out in Austria in accordance

with the scientific progress of metrology and with the inter-

national agreements.To meet these demands in the field of the

dosisatry of ionizing radiation a dosimetry laboratory has

been established as a co-operative project between the "Austrian

Research Center Seibersdorf" and the. BET. The tasks of this

laboratory now include the maintenance of the national standards

for radiation dosiaetry, type testing and routine calibration

of dose meters for both therapy and radiation protection dose

levels, as well as research work on new dosimetry methods and

instrumentation. The laboratory has started, to operate in 1977

after a three years construction period. Most of the irradiation

and measurement facilities have been designed and built in

Seibersdorf.
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Design of the laboratory 3.

The concept of the design is based on the requirement to combine

both dosimetry for radiation protection dose levels (dose rates

down to a few microroentgens per hour) with therapy-level dosi-

metry (dose rates up to some 10 kiloroentgens per hour) within

one building, yet with the minimum possible interference.

Furthermore/ primary standard, measurements as well as large-scale

routine calibrations have to be performed in the same laboratory.

This combination of the different duties within the one building

has the economic advantage, at least for a small country, that

the same, experienced staff and the expensive facilities and

equipment can be shared between the different tasks. Such an .

operation can cope with a considerable work load if the facilities

are designed for a large degree of automation.

Tig. 1 shows the basic layout of the.laboratory. The irradiation

facilities are situated in. a large, unshielded hall of 20 itt

length and 8 m width for protection-level dosimetry, and a

shielded bunker of 8 m x 4 m with walls of 90 cm - 150 cm concrete

for therapy-level dosimetry. Both rooms are operated from a

common adjacent measurement and.control room. The protection

level hall has wooden walls with glass wool lining to provide

excellent thermal insulation with neglsgible scattering. This

design allows for optimum physical measurement conditions at a

relatively low cost of construction. The radiation beams travel

along the long axis of the hall into the open air. The environment

of the building is completely fenced-in and operated as a tempo-

rary radiation area. For additional protection the building is

partly surrounded by an earth wall.

The building is fully air conditioned, having a temperature

variation of less than ± 1 °c and + 5 % variation of relative

humiditv.
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3. Irradiation facilities

The irradiation facilities are controlled by an electronic safety

system based on a microprocessor circuitry. Pig. 2 shows the

control desk containing the electronic controls for the irradiation

system,, the current measuring devices- and high ivoltage supplies/

the TV-monitor chain and the display panel of the safety system.

In. the protection level hall the normal, local background radiation

level of 50 nSv/h. — 80 nSv/h is maintained, owing to the siting

of the laboratory at the farthest corner of the research center

and since the design of radiation facilities incorporates under-

ground storage containers and sufficient shielding. Thus environmental

level dosimetry can be. undertaken« An automatic measuring cart

riding- on Z. m wide tracks-- is. installed, running the length of

the hall on its central, axis. The positioning of the cart (Fig. 3)

is-- remotely controlled by a. three-dimensional digital positioning-

system.. The overall accuracy of positioning is better than 0,1 %.

For alignment, a laser- levelling- instrument is mounted on the end

of the track. The radiation beams of a 320 kV constant potential

X-ray machine and of a. reference source system are directed along

the centre-line of the tracks with- the X-ray beam 50 cm above

the. nuclide beams.

The X-ray machine is a commercially available high, stabiliaed

constant potential system (Philips MG 323D) with a metal-ceramic

tube with beryllium window. It can be operated over a voltage

range of 14 kV to 320 kV with the current, ranging from 10 ;uA to

40 mA (max. load 3,2 kW) . The tube voltage is measured by means

of a potential divider directly in the high voltage generator.

Very high reproducibility (0,2 kV) , stability (£ o,2 %; + 0,2 kV)

and accuracy (+1 %) is ensured by a control unit with a micro-

processor which monitors the operating parameters permanently.

This control unit is offering maximum ease and safety of operation
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by automatic warming-up programmes, programmed operation (storing

and recalling of operating parameters in 60 memory locations)

and protection against overload by permanent comparison of the

adjusted and actual values of operating parameters with the

ore-oragrammed limit data. The X-ray tube is equipped with an

automatic filter tray for selection of T.2 filters and a pneumatic

shutter.

The reference source system consists of an underground storage

container for selection of six nuclide sources ( Co and Cs

from SO MBq to 3 TBq) mounted in a well inside the bunker. The

selected source is raised to an irradiation position 90 cm

above floor level within a cubic shield of about 50 cm x 50 cm x

50 cm inside dimensions, having -a: ring -collimater on the front

and a cylindrical opening on the opposite side to avoid, back-

scatter. The ring collimator (Fig. 4) is exchangable to obtain

different beam sizes. A pneumatically operated shutter is attached.

& soft X-ray tube (Machlett OEG-60) for the range of 5 kV to 60 kV

constant potential and 2 mA to 30 mA tube current is situated in

the corner of the hall. It is mounted on an optical bench and

driven by a Siemens Stabilipan generator. It is coupled to a

high voltage resistor with digital display of- the actual tube

voltage.

The therapy-level bunker also contains a track system along its

long axis with a manually operated cart. A teletherapy unit

(Picker C3/M8O) which can be loaded with a 60Co source up to

185 TBq (5 kCi) and a 420 kV X-ray tube with automatic filter

wheels and pneumatic shutter are situated at one end of the

tracks, with the X-ray tube above the cobalt source. In order

to reduce the background level, the therapy unit can be lowered

into a well by a hydraulic lift when not in operation (Fig. 5 ).
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The X-ray machine in the bunker is a modified commercial unit

(Philips MG 420) equipped with a metal-ceramic tube having a

beryllium window. Owing to the modifications, it can be operated

over a voltage range of 30 kV - 420 kV with the current ranging

from.-10/iA to 15 ml. A high-voltage resistor connected to the

anoda of the tube provides digital indication of the actual high-

voltage level and automatic high-voltage control by a feed-back

loop. This ensures that a long-term stability of better than 1 %

is maintained. The X-ray tube, is equipped with an automatic filter

tray that permits selction of any one of 12 filters- and a pneu-

matic shutter-

For routine batch calibration of personnel dose meters, etc. in

circular geometry a pneumatic rabbit system using one of four

sources (60Co and l 3 7Cs- of 50. MBq. tc 150 G3q) is provided, in

order to. avoid interference- with other work during long-term-

exposures, the circular exposure system. CFig.S ) is situated in

the bunker. The- source storage container- is placed in the same

well as is the reference source- system-.

For the calibration of beta-ray dose meters a; commercially

available calibration set-up (Buchler) is provided. It consists
T 4 7

of four calibrated beta-emitting radioactive sources- ( Pm,
204«Tl, Sr) which can be inserted into an irradiation jig with

remotely cotrolled shutter and beam-filattehing filters 'Fig. 7 ) .

4. Dosimetrie ecnioment

4.1 Primary standards of exposure

The primary standards for the realization of the unit of ex-

posure consist of three free-air parallel-plate ionization

chambers for X-rays and of graphite cavity chambers of known,

measured volume for gamma- radiation.
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The design of the free-air chambers (Fig.3 ) is based on the

instruments of the Hungarian National Office of Measures (OMH) ,

Budapest, .a result, of co-operation between the two laboratories.

They cover the X-ray ranges 5 kV to 30 kV, 20 kV to 80 kV and

SO kV to 400 kV generating potential. The essential requirement

of very good long term stability is provided by the mechanical

construction based on heavy cast iron beam structure. The beam

limiting entrance diaphragms are made of heavy tungsten alloy.

The numerically largest correction factor which has to be appliad

to the indication of a free air chamber is the correction for .

air attenuation between entrance diaphragm and measuring volume.

For the determination of this correction ä variable pressure

tube with beryllium windows is provided.

For higher photon energies up to 3 MeV, in particular for Co

and Cs gamma radiation, cylindrical graphite cavity chambers

with measured effective volume, are used. Fig. 9 is a photograph

of a primary standard cavity chamber with nominal volume 1 cm .

For determination of wall effects, four graphite caps with 4 aim

wall thickness each fitting closely into each other are sequen-

tially attached to the chamber and the measurements extrapolated

to zero wall thickness. A dummy stem is provided to determine

the scattered radiation due to the stem supporting the chamber.

4.2 Primär1/ standard of absorbed dose

The primary standard for the realization of the unit of absorbed

dose of photon and electron radiation up to high energies is a

graphite calorimeter. The instrument in use is a portable system

based on the design of S. Domen at the US National Bureau of

Standards, who provided most valuable personal advice during its

construction and testing. The electronic measurement and control
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circuitry has been designed and manufactured by OMH and the

mechanical components by the Research Center Seihersdorf in

cooperation with the IAEA Dosimetry Section.

Fig. 10 shows a side-view cross section, of the calorimeter.

The core is the central, body in which measurements are made

for the determination of absorbed dose.. It is enclosed by the

jacket, from which it is thermally isolated by vacuum gaps and

coatings of aluminized Mylar foil on the interior jacket. The

jacket is- surrounded by the shield, from which it is isolated

by gaps and Mylar coatings. The shield is (again thermally isolated)

mounted in the central whole of the medium, which is thermo—

regulated with high precision to a constant working temperature

of- approximate 2.7 °C- The. short-term (of the order of: some, minutes)
—4stability of the temperature is about 5.10 KV the long-term (of

the order of one day) stability about 5.TO* K. These four

cylindrically shaped graphite bodies are situated in a lucite

vacuum chamber that is surrounded by the; phantom, the outermost/

not thermoregulated graphite part of. the calorimeter. Additional

graphite plates can. be- mounted, in front and back of the phantom

to determine- depth dose distributions.

The shield/ jacket and core are equipped with manually operated

electrical heaters. The temperature responses in all graphite

bodies, except in the phantom, are measured with micro-thermistors,

which are switched into the arms of a high precision Wheatstone

bridge. The bridge is powered by an ac source, which also regulates

' the sensitivity of a lock-in amplifier (Fig. ill.

4.3 Secondary standards and current measurement

High quality ionization chambers with excellent reproduciiaility

and long-term stability are used as secondary standards to

disseminate the units. Beside the well-established NPL-Tharapy-

Level Secondary Standard, the Farmer-chamber and several Shonka-

chambers a secondary standard dosimetry system produced in the

Research Canter Seibersdorf is mainly in use. It is based on a

set of ionization chambers in connection with a precision digital
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current integrator and allows accurate dose and dose rate

measurement in a wide range of radiation intensity and quality

far protection and therapy level dosimetry (Fig.12).

The ionization chambers- are tailored to their different

applications:

For radiation protection measurements at low dose rates a large

spherical air-equivalent: chamber of 1OCQO cm volume (Fig. 13)

is used down to environmental levels. For high dose rates in

therapy level dosimetry a small water-equivalent thimble chamber

of 0,4 cm volume is provided which can. be put directly into a

water-phantom.. For the intermediate dose rate range a 30 cniJ

chamber- and a 1000 cm chamber are'provided.

Chamber walls and collecting electrodes are- made from Polyacetal

resins, a material which has- superior mechanical properties en-

suring the necessary long-term stability and a most suitable

chemical composition. By choosing the proper mixture of ?olyacetal

with. Polytetrafluoroethylene (FIFE) , the chambers can be made

virtually- tissue-, water— or air-equivalent. The wall thickness

(3 mm) is sufficient for an electronic equilibrium up to several

MeV photon radiation. For soft X-rays the absorption in the wall

is compensated due to a thin layer of aluminium on the inner wall

surface, providing- an increased photoelectric . yield. In this way

the energy response is within + 2 % between 20 keV and 1,2 MeV.

The heart of the digital current integrator (Fig. 14 ) j.s a

MOS/FST electrometer amplifier, with which the ionization

chambers are connected through a series of reed switches.

Exchangeable measuring capacitors (100 pF - 100 nF) are used

to increase the dynamic range. The increasing voltage signal

at the capacitor is measured by an automatic Townsend-balancs

circuitry. The offset current is less than 1O~13A. The system

is controlled by a microprocessor central processing unit.(CPU).

An additional arithmetic processing unit performs all calculations.

Chamber calibration factors and capacitance values are stored in

an exchangeable memory chip. The measuring parameters



(atmospheric pressure, temperature, radiation quality and

number of cycles) are- manually set on BCD-thumb-wheel switches

on the front panel. A LEO-display contains the voltage signal,

integrating time, dose and dose rate. With a built-in printer

dose and dose rate, mean value, standard deviation, time,

calibration factor and capacitance value are recorded. The

ionizaäton chambers and measurement, capacitors are identified

by encoding resistors contained in the connectors. A programmable

high voltage supply is automatically set to the correct chamber

high voltage by the CPU as a function o£ the decoded chamber

number.

5. C*l<^ration procedures

5.1 Ca^ ̂ ration set—UP for X—ravs

Pig. TS shows the calibration, set-up-, for the 320 kV X-ray

machine. The tube is installed behind a protective wall. A

remotely controlled pneumatic shutter allows to start and

stop irradiation without switching; the high voltage of the

tube. Filters are arranged in an automatic wheel. Four different

sets of radiation qualities are provided for the- calibration

of instruments r three according to the international standard

ISO 4O3T (narrow, wide, high dose rate) and the set of qualities

according to BISM/CCEMSI.

To account for variations in the output of the X-ray tube a

transmission monitor chamber is used. Mounted to the monitor

chamber is a beam limiting diaphragm on the entrance side of

the beam.and a shielding diaphragm on the opposite side. The

shielding diaphragm is adjusted to reduce the penumbra but

does not limit the useful beam.

The reference point of the reference ionization chamber and

that of the ionization chamber to be calibrated are moved alter-

nately to the same point on the axis of the beam. Distance

measurements are made with a micrometer from a- reference point

being realized by a removable rod. The error due to the uncer-

tainty in chamber positions is thus reduced to C,l mm.
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5.2 Calibration set-uo for therapy level gamma radiation

The S0Co teletherapy unit is equipped with variable beam

collimatars. The reference beam size is tQ .cm x 10 cm in the

reference distance 1 m. The reference ionization chamber and

that, of the instrument to be calibrated are moved alternately1

to the same point on the axis of the beam. Distance- measurements

are made with a micrometer, the reference point being a removable

steel bar which can be fixed, in front of the crosswires of the

collimator.

5.3 Calibration of radiation protection field instruments

The routine calibration of radiation protection field instruments

is performed at. the reference source system. The dose meters

or detectors are positioned in the radiation beam by the track

and cart system with a. small cart with manual operation (Fig. 18).

For one radiation source (reference source) of each nuclide

the dose rate is determined on several points along1 the track.

The result of such determinations are plotted, in fig.. 1:7 .

The inverse square law is not fully obtained due to air

absorption and scattering. For the different sources of the

same nuclide the ratio of the dose rates to the dose rates

of the referencesource is determined at one point in the beam.

For actual routine calibrations the distance for a desired •

dose rate is calculated by using the source ratio, the

reference source data and the half-life time of the nuclide.

The deviation of the inverse square law between two reference

source data points is approximated by linear interpolation.

For exact determination of distances between source and

reference plane a reference rod can be inserted at the exact

position of the source allowing for mechanical distance

measurement with a micrometer inserted through the collimator.

For routine calibration the positioning is performed with

the aid of a mark on the cart which is related to a scale runnir.?

along the track.
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5.4 Calibration of oersonnel dose- meters

The routine batch calibration of personnel dose meters is per-

formed, on the circular exposure system. With this system a

large number of dose meters (e.g. 160 TLD cards) can be irra-

diated simultaneously with Cs or Co gamma rays. The

dose meters are positioned on- a circular arch, with an opening-

of 120° in the distance of 1 m of the center- of. the- source.

The uniformity of the radiation field along- the arch has been

investigated with an. ionization. chamber and found to be sufficient.

S.5 Calibration in terms of absorbed dose

The graphite calorimeter is presently the- basis for the cali-

bration of ionization chambers--in terms-of'absorbed dose..

Usually an absorbed dose calorimeter is operated in. the quasi-

adiabatic mode. The initial state of the calorimeter operated

in this, mode is at least a temporary state of temperature

equilibrium. Based on. this equilibrium, the. temperatures in

the different bodies- are raised when the calorimeter is irra-

diated. Lower absorbed-dose rates in the jacket and shield can

be- compensated by additional electrical heating in these bodies

on order to obtaia the same, rate of temperature rise in the

core, jacket and shield. The medium temperature can be raised

by adjusting the automatic temperatur regulator. The temperature

response of the core is proportional -to the absorbed dose in

this body and is evaluated in terms of a fractional chancre of

the core thermistor resistances. The quasi-adiabatic calibration

factor expressing the relation between this fractional change

and the energy imparted by the beam is determined by producing

a similar quasi-adiabatic temperature rise by heating the

difference bodies electrically. This technique of operating an

absorbed dose calorimeter is widely known and used.

Recently a new method of operation has been developed in our

laboratory. In constrast with the former method, the tempera-

tures of all bodies are held at an essentially constant equili-

brium temperature throughout the measurement in the method

desribed below. Therefore it is called the quasi-isothermal
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mode of operation. In order to achieve constant temperature

equilibrium in the core, jacket and shield, they are heated

with continuous electrical power before irradiation. The. heating

power in the different, bodies, is chosen in such a way that

it is close to the expected heating power of the following

irradiation. This- electrical heating plus the heating of the

measuring- thermistors- lead to a new temperature equilibrium

above that caused only by the thermistor power in quasi-adiabatic

operation. Having established the new quasi-isothermal temperature

equilibrium iwith low temperature drifts in each body) , one

can begin irradiation of the calorimeter. At the same time,

when the beam is turned on, the electrical, heaters, in the core,

jacket and shield are switched off. In this way, the electri-

cally produced heat going into the. different bodies before

irradiation is replaced by the heat produced by the beam during

irradiation. Therefore, this technique can be considered as a

compensating method.

The quasi-isothermal temperature equilibrium is not disturbed

during irradiation unless the applied power- is different, in

which case thera will be a drift which must be measured to

determine a correction. At the end of irradiation the beam is

turned off and the electrical heaters are simultaneously

switched on. For the same reason as mentioned above, all the

bodies again remain ess-entially constant in temperature. After

the recording of the final temperature drift (which can be

used as initial drift of the following measurement) a new

irradiation run can be started. Fig. 18 shows an original re-

cording of the core temperature response in quasi-isothermal

operation.

For the calibration of ionization chambers a piece of graphite

identical in shape with the calorimeter can be embedded into

the graphite phantom. This piece of graphite has a hole to
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accomodate different ionization chamber a with appropriately

shaped holders. Thus it is possible to calibrate a transfer

ionization. chamber in terms of absorbed dose to graphite. 3y

making- use of a photon-fluence scaling- theorem the graphite

calibration factor can be converted to a calibration factor

for absorbed, dose to water, which is the medium of interest

in the practice of. dosimetry. The transfer ionization chamber

then can be used in the water phantom far the calibration

of further- instruments.
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Partial visw of the aronaction level hail showing the

soft X-ray unit with the 5 kff - 30 fctf and 20 kV - 30 k'7

free-air chambers (right) and the automatic measuring can:

with the 50 kv - 400 l<7 free-a±± chamber (left)
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Figura 5

Cobalt talatiierapy head with cclliaator and

filter wheel of the 420 kv x-ray machine
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Figure 3

Parallsl-plate free-air chamber for generating

voltages up to 400 W
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Figure 9

Cavitv chamber
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Crass-section of the graphite calorimeter
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Figure 11

Calorimeter and electronic circuitry
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Figure 12

Secondary standard dosimetry system
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Low Lavel secondary standard iouization
chamber en tripoid
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Digital currant inragrator
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Figure 15

Calibration set-up for the 320 kv X-ray machine



Figure 16

Calibration set-up for radiation protection
field instruments
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Original recording o£ the core temperature response

in quasi-isothermal operation
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Legal metrology also contributes to the safe operation of

nuclear power plants by ensuring the accuracy, reliability

and uniformity of measurements. In the paper discussing in

detail this multiple task the radioactive certified refer-

ence materials (hereinafter called RCRMs) have often been

referred to as. essential means of the assurance of the

legal metrological background IM.

RCRMs, their place and role in legal metrology were dealt

with in detail in another paper /2/. Here I only wish to

remind that the CRMs in the legal metrology come under the

same category as working standards and serve to calibrate

the ordinary instruments. Their verification is the duty of

legal metrological services but under specified conditions

verification of CRMs made by other institutions may also be

admitted as equivalent to the verification.

Hereinafter by radioactive certified reference material

- today still widely called radioactive standard, too -

Ä. Szörenyi
National Office of Measures (OMH)
H-1124 Budapest, Nemetvölgyi üt 37-39.



is meant a radioactive source whose activity (and/or its

radioactivity concentration, and/or emission rate) is measured

with high accuracy and this is certified by a national

office of metrology or other authorized institutions in a

verification certificate. Their use is going on spreading

in proportion to extending of their variety in all fields of

nuclear measurements. In the nuclear- power plant accuracy of

measurements can be provided in many cases most easily by

RCRMs, too.

The present paper outlines the assortment of RCRMs, the method

of their preparation and measurement, finally the application

of various kind of RCHMs in nuclear power plants is demon-

strated on examples.

1. Assortment of RCRMs

Purchase of the majority of RCRMs used in nuclear measurements

is no more a problem since RCRMs are prepared by a lot of

national metrological offices as well as by manufacturers of

radioactive materials and are offered in their catalogues.

To make the survey of the large assortment easier, the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) compiled the first

International Directory of RCRMs in 1975. This was followed

by the second edition in 1983, a joint untertaking by IAEA

and the Joint Research Centre of European Communitees

(CEC-JRC), Geel, Belgium /3/.

Sixteen RCRM suppliers provided the data of their products

to compile the international directory. The majority of

suppliers are national offices of metrology (such as NBS,

NPL, PTB, OMH) or authorized legal metrological institutions

(such as INPE, OWVR) . In the directory were registered only

products whose uncertainty was specified according to the
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ICRÜ Report no. 12 (Certification of Radioactive Certified

Sources) and their uncertainty was less than + 10 4.

RCRMs in this directory are divided in to four groups: radio-

active solutions, radioactive gases, solid radioactive sources

and sources for liquid scintillation counting.

1.1 Certified radioactive solutions

Certified solutions of more than 110 radionuclides are listed

in the directory. Among them there are solutions prepared

only at special request by certain institutions, but there

are others prepared by all institions and available at any

time.

Range of radioactivity concentration is between 10* and

10 Bq/g, and the range of uncertainty between ±0.5 and

+; 10 %; depending on the radionudide, but it is generally

( +1 - +3 ) %.

Among the certified radioactive solutions there are mixed

radionuclide reference solutions with certified radioactivity

concentration, reference solutions for environmental purposes

with low radioactivity concentration, reference solution

with certified content of Ra as well as multigamma refer-

ence solutions with certified gamma-ray amission rate.

Certified radioactive solutions can widely be used direct-

ly for instrument calibration, too, or as master solution

for the production of other RCRMs (such as solid sources).

1.2 Certified radioactive gases

Special measuring and filling apparatus are needed to pre-

pare gaseous certified, reference materials therefore only

a few institutes prepare regularly reference gases with



certified radioactivity concentration or certified activity

from the radionuclides 37Ar, 1 4C, 3H, 1 3 1 I , 85Kr, 127Xe and
133Xe.(At present the Laboratcire de Metrologie des Rayonne-

ments Ionisants (Saday, France) has the largest assortment).

-1The radioactivity concentration is in the range of 10 ' to

10 Bqcm and the uncertainty is between + 1 to 10 *

depending an the radionuclide but it is generally between +_ 2

and + 5 %.

Main fields of application:

- calibration of gas flow proportional and ionization cham-

bers used for radioactivity concentration measurements,

- calibration of atmosphere contamination monitors (e.g.

emission measurement of reactors) for environmental pur-

poses .

1.3 Certified solid radioactive sources

Among solid sources there are various alfa- and beta-particle,

electron, gamma* and X-ray as well as neutron sources.

- alfa-paxticle sources are prepared of ten radionuclides

(such as 241Am, 238Pu, 2105o, 226Ra) in a wide range of

activity, with an uncertainty between _+ 2 and ^ 5 %,

- beta-particle sources are prepared of fifteen radionuc-

lides /such as 1 4C, 45Ca, 63Ni, 90Sr(+90Y) in an activity

range of 10 .to 10 Bq, with an uncertainty between

+, 3 and + 5 I,

- electron sources are prepared of 133Ba, 2 0 7Bi, 109Cd,
137Cs and 57Co in an activity range of 104 to 106Bq with

an uncertainty of + 5 I.



— Gamma- and X-ray sources are prepared of more than fifty

radionuclides (such as 241Am, 133Ba, 60Co, 54Mn, 88Y) in
2 6

an activity range of 10 to 10 Bq with an uncertainty

between .+ 1 and ̂  5 %. They are- available as sets, too,

but socalled mixed sources are also made of several radio-

nuclides /

- neutron sources are prepared of various radionuclides

(e.g. 241Am/Be, 238Pu/Be, 252Cf) with certified neutron

emission rate in 4Tf steradian. Neutron emission rate is

(104...107) n/s, the uncertainty is between +_ (3-9) %.

Solid sources are made in quite different forms according to

their application and so they are suitable for direct cali-

bration of measuring instruments.

1.4 Reference solutions for liquid scintillation counting

Certified reference materials unquenched and quenched in

chemical compounds and liquid scintillators are made of radio-

nuclides 3Hr
 14C, 32P, 35S, 36C1 and 45Ca to calibrate liquid

scintillation equipment.

The radioactivity concentration range is 10 ...10 Bq/g, the

range of uncertainty is ^(1.2-4) %.

In the light of Hungarian practice the assortment in this

directory practically always meets the demand« Should special

certified source not listed in the directory be needed, supp-

liers are usually willing to meet special requests.

2. Preparation of RCRMs

Preparation of RCRMs is a complex method that needs .special

care. The present paper demonstrates this procedure based



on the method adopted in the Hungarian National Office of

Measures (OME). For more than 15 years OMH has been preparing

RCRMs in increasingly larger variety and quantity.

Production of liquid and solid RCRMs shall be outlined here-

inafter according to the block diagram shown in Fig.1.

2.1 Master Solution

Most of the RCBM suppliers - so OMH - buy the basic material

for RCRMs, since they do not posses the reactor and acceler-

ator necessary to prepare radioactive materials. At the be-

ginning we bought the same basic material from several manu-'

facturers to be able to choose the best one, since manufac-

turers do not. usually take metro logical requirements into ac-

count, thus the most suitable material has to be selected

from radioactive materials made for medical, industrial or

other purposes. Essential parameters as for selecting radio-

active solutions are for example the radioactivity concentra-

tion, radionuclidic impurity, chemical carrier concentration,

kind of the chemical carrier, kind and concentration of acid

and stabilizing agent.

The master solution supplied is checked on quantity and qua-

lity and treated before using it to prepare RCRCs.

2.2 Detection of impurity

One of the most important characteristics of a radioactive

material is its radionuclidic impurity, therefore its measure-

ment is absolutely necessary for the assurance of the accuracy

of activity measurement and the reliability of RCRMs supplied.

In a radioactive product all radionudides - except the

7 -5



nominal nuclide and its daughter products - are regarded as

impurity. A radionuclide of short half-life can be unsuitab-

le for RORM preparation because of its impurity of longer

half-life. Both metrological and consumer's aspects are im-

portant when specifying requirements for impurity. E.g. if

a well-type ionization chamber is calibrated by Co, 0.1 %

Co impurity - if no correction is made - may introduce an

error of 1.4 % because of the significant difference between

their gamma-dose constants-

Basic materials are first submitted to impurity testing.

Impurity testing is actually the measurement, of energy dis-

tribution of the radiation emitted by the radionuclide. OMH

performs gamma-impurity testing in all cases, but detection

of beta-emitting impurities is also made in certain cases.

Alfa-spectrometric measurements have seldom been made.

Measurements are carried out by shielded Ge(Li) gamma-

spectrometers, Si(Li) X-ray spectrometers, and Si detector,

beta-spectrometers. Measuring apparatus and methods, as well

as examples on detection- and uncertainty have already been

discussed /4/.

2.3 Informatory activity measurements

Informatory activity value is needed to the estimation of

the necessary dilution factor, since the activity of the

master solution supplied may significantly differ from the

value specified in the delivery order. For gamma-emitters

the activity value may also be obtained from the impurity

testing, whereas for pure beta-emitters another sample is

prepared for the 41T(3 proportional chamber measurements, too.

In this way it is ensured that samples of optimum activity.

are prepared "offhand" to the measurements.



2.4 Sample preparation

Samples needed in the various phases of RCRM preparation

are made by the Radiochemical Laboratory of OMH. Depend-

ind on their application they can widely differ e.g. Au/Pd/

on VYNS-e foil for 4fT proportional chamber measurements,

those in glass cuvette for liquid scintillation measurement,

in sealed glass ampoule for ionization chamber measurement,

or on polystyrene disc for gamma-spectrometry. Aliquots of

the adequately diluted radioactive solution are dropped

from picnometer onto the sample holder or into the glass

ampoule. Mass of solution portions is weighted by a Mettler

microbalance using the mass difference method. When prepar-

ing solid samples seeding and sometimes wetting agents are

added to the solution on the sample holder to increase

counting efficiency. For I and I the admixture is

AgNO- solution instead of seeding agent, and it helps

to bind iodide by Agl.

Radioactive solutions are usually exsiccated by infrared

lamps, except the solution of I and I that are ex-

siccated at room temperature in N_ atmosphere and Hg,

that is exsiccated also at room temperature and in dry H_S

atmosphere.

Samples for liquid scintillation measurements are prepared

into cuvette, for other purpose the necessary portion of

the radioactive solution is weighted into glass ampoule.

2.5 Activity (radioactivity concentration) measurement

by absolute method

Another paper of the training course /5/ deals with the

theory and methods of activity measurement therefore this

problem will not be discussed here in detail.
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Nevertheless it is briefly to point out that in OMH acti-

vity of RCSHs is always measured,if possible by absolute

methods. Among others following equipment are available

for activity measurement at the OMH /6/:

-1-coincidence system suitable to measure e.g.
46Sc, * 9 F e > C o , 82Br, 1 3 1Ietc;

- 4/n""/X, e„, E) -)T* coincidence system with high pressure
54 57proportional counter suitable to measure e.g. Mn, Co,

1 0 9Cdetc;

- liquid scintillation.'coincidence system suitable to mea-

sure both pure beta-emitters and radionuclides with coin-

cidence decay scheme;

88
- X: - X" coincidence system suitable to measure e.g. Y and

125
- sum-coincidence system used to measure I;

- defined solid angle counter to measure the activity of

O^- emitting audides;

- 2TT proportional counter to measure the activity of large-

area sources.

The activity of all significant radionuclides used to pre-

pare liquid and solid RCSMs can be measured by means of these

measuring systems.

Overall uncertainty of activity (radioactivity concentra-

tion) is (+ 0.1...S.0) % depending on the radionuclide, acti-

vity, impurities etc.
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2.6 Activity measurement by calibrated ionization chamber

and Ge(Li) spectrometer

Measurements with 4TT$" well-type ionization chamber and

Ge(Li) spectrometer form an important part of activity

measurements since the relation between absolute measurements

is provided by them. (It is particularly valid to radionuclide:

of short half-life.)

well-type ionization chamber is usually suitable to

measure activity above 0.5 MBq, while Ge(Li) spectrometer

also for sources with one order of magnitude smaller activity.

The Ge{Li) spectrometer method is selective and therefore

enables to measure the activity of radionuclides with

relatively high impurity present, too.

2.7 Evaluation of data, specification of activity/radio-

activity concentration

TELETYPE is connected to the most important measuring sys-

tems to record measuring data. PDP11/Q5 computer is used to

process them.

The activity (radioactivity concentration) is based on re-

sults measured by absolute method. Results obtained by'ioni-

zation chamber and Ge(Li) spectrometer serve only to be

able to compare the results of absolute measurements made

at different time and to avoid an incorrect measurement due

to some kind of mistake.

2.8 Samples for BIPM IRS intercomparisons

OMH measures the activity of RCRMs by absolute method and

check them periodically but intercomparisons are also



deemed necessary.as for reliability. Therefore certified
gamma-emitting solutions are regularly sent for intercom-
parison to BIPM's International Reference System (IRS)
«here measurements are made by well-type ionization cham-
ber /7/.

In addition OMB participates regularly in the large scale
intercomparisons organized by BIPM to-check absolute activi-
ty measurement methods.

2.»" Preparation- - of "RCKMs

RCSMs are prepared in full knowledge o'f the master solution
(such as radioactivity concentration, impurity, sometimes
carrier concentration, too.)

As far as possible, OME prepares RCRMs other than those
listed in the directory, for special purposes. A case in
point is RCRMs prepared to calibrate the ordinairy instru-
ments of activity measurement in the nuclear power plants.

2.10 Final checking

Issuance of .RCRMs is preceeded by a socalled final checking
made by calibrated well-type ionization chamber or Nal(Tl)
scintillation spectrometer, hereby avoiding that at the last
stage of preparation (preparation of RCRMs to be issued)
any faulty RCRM be supplied due to an undetected mistake.

• 2.11 Certification

The certificate of a certified solution contains- the
data as for example the radionuclider mass and composition
of solution (in case of solid source the form, material
and size of the source holder), method of activity measu-
rement, measuring result, reference date.
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uncertainty, half-lifes used by OME, impurities (in % of

the activity of nominal nuclide!, detection limit of the

impurity testing (in %) and the validity of certificate•-

In addition to the above mentioned half-life, evaluating

method of overall uncertainty and references as to other

data are given in the note.

Experiences obtained so far have proved that data speci-

fied in the certificates give all necessary information for

the user of RCRMs.

3. Ose of RCRMs in the nuclear power plant

It has been pointed out many times in the paper on the

metrological assurance of safe operation of nuclear power

plants /1/ that calibration or checking of ordinary instru-

ments is made by RCRMs. Hereinafter the use of RCRMs in

practice is demonstrated by some examples.

3.1 Both Gβ(Li) semiconductor spectrometers and Nal(Tl)

scintillation spectrometers are used to detect radionuclides

as well as to measure their activity. One has to know the

energy - efficiency curve of spectrometers to these measure-

ments (Fig.2.). To reduce the uncertainty is advisable partly

to determine this curve by means of many nuclides partly

to use such RCRMs whose i'orm is the same as those of the

samples to be measured, therefore several types of RCRMs are

produced. Oour set of eight sources produced in three types

is widely used and - if needed - can be extended by more

than twenty sources. For two types (SP and SA) sources can

be considered to be point sources while for type PS the
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active material is placed in polyethylene capsule. The

latter one is particularly suitable to calibrate well-

tvpe semiconductor or scintillation detectors. Nudides in
241

the standard set (in increasing order of energy lines Am
S 7
Co

r

 2 0 3
Hg,

 2 2
Na

r

 1 3 7
Cs,

 5 4
Mn,

 60
Co,

88
Y) are selected so

that gamma-energy lines, are approximately equally dispersed

in (0.05...2.0) MeV energy range, the intensity of lines

is sufficiently high and their half-life is possibly long.

Spectrometers are calibrated so that the energy spectra of

sources'are always measured in the same geocetry (same sour-

ce - detector distance, support, shielding) and the energy-

efficiency points can. be determined from these spectra after

corrections (such as background, deadtime etc.) as well as

by means of activities specified in the certificates. Thus

a function of suitable form (polynom of higher degree,

combination of exponential functions etc.) can be fitted to

the energy-efficiency points. Efficiency values between the

calibration points can be calculated by means of this

function.

X would like to point out that for environmental measure-

ments - because of the very low level of radioactivity -

the sample to be measured is placed in a socalled Marinelli

vessel. In order to increase the detection efficiency the

vessel is placed on the Gβ (Li) detector so as shown in Fig. 3,

In this case the spectrometer shall also be calibrated with

a similar type of HCRM. We have recently made HCKMs in

Martinelli vessels, too, for the nuclear power plant.

3.2 Calibration and periodic supervision of instruments for

radioactivity concentration measurement of beta-emitting

aerosols is also made by means of RCSMs..
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GM-counters are used as detectors in both channels (mea-
suring channel and background compensating channel) of the
continuously operating instrument, beta-emitting aerosols
are bound on a paper filterband moving with speeds of
0.2 nm/min and 2 mm/min resp.

•

Beta-emitting RCRHs to calibrate the instrument were made
of S0Co, 2 Q 4T1 and 90Sr(+90Y) to determine the energy de-
pendence of detection efficiency of the instrument. The
instrument, was calibrated under laboratory conditions. Line-
form RCSMs of the same width as the filterband (activity:
20 kBq i 2 %, active surface 38 x 2 mm) were prepared to the
dynamic calibration and moved before the detector with
speeds specified in the technical data.

RCRMs of the same size as that of the filterband monitored
by the detector (38x90 mm) were prepared to the static
calibration (activity: 5 kBqcm"2 + 2 «) that were put to the
place of the moving filterband. . From

the corrected counts and other data checked, in another way
(from the mass of air .flowing .through the apparatus, band
speed, aerosol binding capacity of the band) the instrument
can be calibrated to radioactivity concentration.

A good agreement was achieved with both methods/ the difference
between the calibration factors was less than 5 %.

Having installed the instrument to its normal place, control
measurements were made to which RCBMs were again made.
(These sources are used to the periodic supervisions,too.)

an go

RCSMs to these measurements were made of Sr(+ Y) only
on aluminium support and that was covered with Mylar foil
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(activity: 10 kBq * Z %, diameter of active surface 6 mm) .

RCHM is placed in a plexiglass holder that enables to place

the sources easily and reproducible to its place.

3.3 Several instrument serve to measure the radioactivity

concentration of gases emitted from the nuclear power plant,

so e.g. a Ge(Ll) spectrometer with, a 100x100x100 cm iron

chamber of 100 mm wall thickness as measuring volume. The

energy efficiency calibration curve for about 1 m measuring

volume had to be determined, to the quantitative and quali-

tative measurements.

In the first case RCRMs were prepared of methyliodide

marked with X sealed in ampoule .(three RCBMs, activity

500 kBq/ampoule) and. their activity was measured in the

calibrated well-type ionization chamber of OMH. The measuring

system was calibrated so that the ampoule was opened in an

air tight sealed measuring volume. Methyliodide evaporated

and eveHy filled the measuring volume. Now the spectrum was

collected and the average counts were measured. Calibration

factor can be calculated from the corrected measuring data

as well as from the activity of I.

The applicability of this method is based on the assumption

that I vapours fill evenly the measuring volume and the

iron chamber is air tight. To confirm this assumption by

measurements, too, the spectrometer was calibrated with

another method and specially to this purpose were made large-

area RCRMs. TO prepare them mixed solution was made of

solutions . of 57Co, 133Ba and 137Cs whose mass and radio-



activity concentration was known, then this mixed solution

was evenly dispersed by dropping on a foil streached on

frame (its size about 500x500 mm, surface activity

620 Bqcm + 3 i). Size of the source was by good approxi-

mation about one quarter of the surface of the measuring

chamber. Form of RCRM was defined by the dimensions of de-

tector and its position. During the measurements the source

was placed at various height by means of a support specially

designed for this purpose (Fig.4.).

Then spectra obtained at various height for the same measur-

ing time were superposed (spectra were collected above each

other) and multiplied by 4 for symetry reasons. Spectra

obtained were corrected:

1. according to the difference between the size of the

source and the real size of the chamber,

2. according to the deviation from the real chamber size

due to the form of the detector,

3. according to the source holder foil absorbtion.

Efficiency value for I were calculated by graphical inter-

polation •between the efficiency points obtained by the usual

evaluation of the corrected spectrum.

There was a good agreement between the values obtained by

both methods, deviation from the average value was less

than ± 2.5 %.

3.4 In many places in a nuclear power plant is a certain

possibility for radioactive contamination of surfaces as

well as the clothes and body of the operating staff. In

practice mainly beta- or gamma -emitting nuclides occure,



therefore surface contamination monitors have large-area

detector with thin windet:. Since Hungarian standards and

decrees on admissible level specify the admissible activity

(surface activity) , these measuring instruments also has to

be calibrated for activity (surface activity) . To calibrate

cloth activity measuring apparatus e.g. Co, Tl and
90 90 2

Sr(+ Y) RCRMs of 600 cm active surface were prepared

and the energy efficiency curve of the measuring apparatus

was determined by these RCHMs..

The Radiation Protection Service of the nuclear power plant

uses only SΓ{+ Y) RCRM to the periodic control.

The activity of this RCBM is measured with £ 3 % uncer-

tainty and its emission rate with _+ 5 %.

For control measurements the good reproducibility of

measuring geometry is important which is assured by a spe-

cial support.

To calibrate the other surface and body contamination moni-

tors also large-area RCRMs were made from the above nuclides,

in different form (circular, rectangular) and size (max. up to

250 cm
2
) .

One can ask with reason: is it really necessary to calibrate

them with RCRMs of £(2...8) % uncertainty whereas standard

specifications or decrees specify an uncertainty of

+, /20...3Q) %. Experiences have, however, proved that sig-

nificantly greater errors may occure in the measurements

without the use of RCRMs,not to mention those cases where

the failure of the instrument can only be detected by the

control measurement.



3.5. To demonstrate the use of certified solutions we wish

to outline the calibration of measuring1 systems for determination c

the gamma-emitting radionudide concentration in water,

which is a good example of the calibration of detector -

signal - transducer-display measuring system, too.

The measuring system designed on the actual place of ope-

ration (fig.5.) enables to calibrate the Nal(Tl) scintilla-

tion detector under working conditions by turning on and

off the ventiles. In normal work'ing mode "ventiles 1_ and 2

are turned on and ventiles 3_ a n d 1 a r e off• I f ventiles ±

and 2, are off and ventiles 2 a n d i. a r e on> ^ & pipe section

can be drained and decontaminated by rinsing,, then after

turning off ventile £ it can be filled with certified radio-

active solution*

To test the energy dependence of the detector the calibra-

tion was made by Co, Cs and Co certified solutions.

After the background measurement, the pipe was filled and the

value was read off on the display of «the Dosiatetry Control

Room in Bq/m..Since, the radioactivity concentration of the

solution was known (overall uncertainty: £ 3 %) , the dis-

played value could be corrected, if needed, and so in the

entire energy range it could be ensured, that the deviation

of the displayed value from the nominal value was less than

the specified uncertainty.

4. Conclusion

Great variety of radioactive certified reference materials

make possible their large scale application in nuclear

measurements. This applies particularly to measurements

related to the safe operation of nuclear power plants where
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the uniformity and reliability of the measurement is ensured

by their application, by their traceability to the national

standards.

Most important tasks as for RCSMs in future are

- extention of the assortment of RCSMs

- further reduction of uncertainty of RCBHs used for nuclear

data measurements

- comprehensive information of users on the wide-ranging

application of RCSMs.

We do hope, that this paper has also contributed to. the

accomplishment of the last task.
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MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY

by

G. Winkler
Austria

Preface
In. order Co cover Che aosc important techniques and problem» in

the "measurement of radioactivity" actually a cwo-semescer course
wich ehre« hour» per week, is required. One would have Co deal, with
the fundamentals of radioactivity, i.e. nuclear- transformations, che
types of radiations emitted from radioactive atoms» statistics, Che
interaction of radiations with matter which all detectors are based
on, physics of radiation detectors, detector configurations and in-
strumentation, cheir operating characteristics-,, output - pulse pro-
cessing- and associated electronics. All these poincs cannot be dis-
cussed here in detail- The present contribution will be confined to
some of Che most, important methods- and th« "present state of the art
of activity measurement and standardization, presumedly emphasizing
chose I was personally engaged is. There are excellent publications
available on different parts of the whole, subject. A. good example is
NC5P1 Report No. 58,. "A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurement Proce-
dures" (NCRP, 1978), a second edition, of which is currently in pre-
paration* A fundamental treatise including Che historical development,
is chat by Mann et al. (1980). Valuable details on many techniques in
radionuelide metrology can be found in Che- proceedings of an Inter-
national summer- school held at Herceg. tfovi (1973) representing che
state of che art at chat Cime. Very useful information concerning
radiation measurement can-be still found in che two volumes edited
by Siegbahn (1965). The textbook by Knoll (1978) may be mentioned as
an example which covers important detection techniques for ionizing
radiations wich energies below * 20 MeV, the region most important for
applications, also dealing with che basic electronic modules and pulse
processing aspects of detector signals- Review articles on several
important nuclear radiation detectors and detector, systems including
associated instrumentation and data handling can be found in Che two
copies of H u d . Instrum. Methods 162, No. 1-3, 1-370 and 371-738
(1979), which include recent trends and developments. A textbook de-
voted co Nuclear Electronics is, for example,, chat by Nicholson (1974).

tJniv.-Doz. Dr. G. Winkler
Institut für Radiumforschung und Kernphysik
der Universität Wien und der Osterr. Akademie
der Wissenschaften
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I. Basic aspects

The process of radioactive decay is a spontaneous random sequence
in time. For a given number of atoms S of a given, isolated (not fed by
a parent) radionudide, the expected number of decays per unit time,
-dH/dt, the decay rate or activity A(t), is given by AH, where N is to
tie regarded as a continuous function of t. The constant probability of
decay is described by the decay constant X of the particular radio-
uuclide. This formulation is equivalent to the law of radioactive
decay, obtained by integration over t,

N(t)*N(O)e~>fc or

A statement on the activity is only meaningful, if the particular
radionudide and its energy state from which the nuclear transforma-
tion takes place (the ground state is meant when the latter is not ex-
plicitely stated) and the time is given which the activity refers to.
Thus including-also isomerxc transitions, the' following- definition has
been given by the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU, 1980)r

The activity of an amount of a nuelide in a specified energy state
at a given time is the expectation value, at chat time, of the number
of spontaneous nuclear transitions in unit time from that energy state.

Activity, therefore, has to be measured in the dimensions of reci-
procal time. The becquerel (Bq) has been adopted as the SI unit of
activity, being equal to one radioactive event per second. Besides
that the older unit curie (Ci) is 3till rather commonly used:
1 Ci - 3.7 x 1010 Bq (exactly).

In the above definition it has been avoided to define activity as
dN/dt, because this can be confusing is parent-daughter relation-
ships, where dN/dt is given by more complex expressions and can be
positive, negative, or zero (see e.g. Evans, 1955; Paul, 1969). When
considering such mixtures of rsdionuclides, e.g. in the natural decay
chains, it is imperative to state whether- the total activity of the
radionuclides in e.g. equilibrium, or the activity of the.parent is
meant.

As the radioactive decay is a random process, any measurement
based on observing the emitted radiation is subject to seme degree of
statistical fluctuation thus causing an unavoidable source of
"imprecision" in all nuclear measurements. If we consider a period of
time-T which is small compared to the half-life Tj/2 * In 2/A, the
decay rate A can be regarded to be constant, and the number of atoms
that decay during this period will be small compared to the number of
existing instable nuclei, N, the probability of observing exactly x
disintegrations during T is usually approximated by the Poisson distri-
bution , . x - flT

PU) •. a ^ — (2)
which can be derived as the limit of the binominal or Bernoulli distri-
bution which are both asymmetric (see e.g. Evans, 1955; NCBP, 1978;
Brandt 1970 and 1976). The mean and the variance of the number of de-
cays during T are both equal to AT; the standard deviation is US' .
For large numbers of decays AT, the Poisson distribution is well
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approximated by a Gaussian distribution (symmetric) with a mean AX
and. a variance AT.

When employing a radiation detector, the measured "true" (see the
necessary corrections below) count rate, n, i.e. the differential
coefficient with respect to time of the number of registered pulses in
the total spectrum or in. a selected peak, is related to the decay rate,
A, via the counting efficiency of the particular detector plus asso-
ciated instrumentation, e, expressed as

n * efi (3)
However, counting Z pulses for a finite period of time T, can only
yield, an estimate -7T of the true counting rat« n. If T is considered
to be without; error, the estimate of the standard deviation is

since an estimate of the standard deviation, of the number of counts i s

The existence of a background rate.during almost any such measure-
ments, which oust be determined separately- and subtracted from the
gross counting rate, implies that there always, exists a minimum detec-
table activity, since counting intervals cannot be made indefinitely
long'. The statistical uncertainties ("precision,") of any combined
results from counting data, can be derived using the usual error propa-
gation formula for variances or standard deviations (Martin, 1971;
Bevington, 1969; Hüller, 1979). Statistical tests-may be applied to
check the reliability of a. counting system- testing whether count rate
variations.are consistent with the above model. Excessive variations
among repeated counts may indicate e.g. an instrument drift or chan-
ges in the background, variations significantly less than expected
may indicate de-randomizing effects, e.g. large dead-time losses, or
noise pick-up etc..

In a counting system consisting of a detector and associated elec-
tronics, there exists a minimum amount of time TQ which must separate
two events or pulses in order to record them as two separate pulses.
The distribution function, for intervals between adjacent random events
I(t) can be derived from the Poisson distribution. The probability
ihat a next event takes place in dt after a delay- of t is

»«-"*<« (5)
where the right-band side is the product of the probability for no
events during the time from 0 to t (?(0) • e~rt) „ ^ ehe probability
of an event, during dt (rdt), resulting in an exponential shape with
Che moat probable interval being zero. Events arriving during the
dead time TQ are lost; the fraction of lose event increases with in-
creasing count rate.

Dead times can be of two types: extendable or nonextendable. A
system for which an* additional event oceuring during TQ extends the
dead time for another TQ from the sime of oceurence of this event is
classified to have an extendable dead tine. In this case no further
event can be processed until the time interval (AT + T^) has elapsed,
where AT is the time interval between the first and second event and
may have any value between 0 and tD. At higher input rates multiple
tensions of the dead rime may occur. To determine the dead-time losses it
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is necessary Co know che Cime interval distribution function. From
eq. (5) i t follows that the "observed" rate, m, is related to the
"true" rate, n, via

m » n e . \.o)
Note that the input rate is a double-valued function of the output rate,
which reaches a maximum of 1/e-CQ for an input rate of 1/TQ; the system
becomes paralyzed for n » 1/TQ. The value of n may be obtained to Che
required accuracy by iteration, starting from an approximate n using
n * m I C* - ** — (•**Tj)1/2 3 •
In a system with a »»extendable dead time a fixed TQ follows each
event occuring during the live cime of che system, which is therefore
a fraction of (1 - mtp) of the counting interval T. For a random input
rate n, which does not vary significantly during T, we obtain:

The output rate m. asymtotically approaches 1 /TQ for n » 1 /TQ. The
existence of extendable dead times manifests itself as a rate dependent
system dead time when using the correction1 'formula (7). The response of
a real system is usually made up of both extendable and nonextendable
components depending on the detector type and instrumentation. It is
desirable to have as closenonextendable dead times as possible. For
accurate measurements over a range of counting rates one can insert a
component with a well defined nonextendable, stable dead time which is
independent of pulse rate and amplitude and longer Chan che maximum
dead tiae in any other component. This dead time then becomes che
effective system dead time wich che counting lasses being increased,
but enabling corrections to be calculated rather accurately. As in
principle it is impossible to achieve a perfectly nonextendable system
dead time with dead times in series, unless the first is the longest
and inserted before any pulse-shaping takes place (which is impracti-
cable), aad 32.J circuit has some dead time, the dead time of a real
system will always show- some rate-dependent extension (see e.g. Müller,
1973), which has to be studied when very accurate measurements are to
be perfected and the losses exceed ^ 10Z° At low input rates the
corrections according to eq- (6) or (7) -are almost equal, for *v> 102
losses che difference is ̂  w.52; fora partially extendable system dead
time it will be less. An important extendable dead time effect is
pulse pile-up, the superposition of successive pulses, leading to
random-coincidence summing, which is caused by the amplifier cime con-
stant (typically 0.25 up to several microseconds depending on detector
performance and noise conditions). It may lead to severe spectrum
distortions e.g. with NaKTl) or Gβ gamma spectrometers. One should
also be aware of the fact char dead time effects will distort pulse
statistics. For most practical cases the expression %JZ • 1/jTöl for
Che relative standard deviation is still valid. For further information
on dead-time (and pile-up) problems, correction procedures and dead-
time measurements two bibliographies (Miller, 1981; Gostely, 1981) are
available, che second covering investigations of the distortion of Che
ciming information due co pile-up in e.g. coincidence measurements.
In order co measure dead times several techniques are ac one's dis-
posal, some of ehern cescing che type of dead time: employing a double-
pulser (does not cest extendabilicy), or two pulsers with incommensu-
rable rates, or two sources, or several sources Che activity ratio of



which is- known, or a source and a. pulser» or following Che decay of a
source the half-life of which is accurately known, or adding a stage
wich a known dead Cime of defined type. A very reconmendable method
for multichannel gamma-ray spectrometry is the. reference-peak method,
which will be described in Che next section.

Obviously the background rate n% is to be subtracted after the ob-
served gross counting rate has been corrected for dead-time losses. If
the change is activity cannot, be neglected during the counting interval
T, decay corrections have to be applied to the observed average rate,
which can be obtained by integrating eqs-. (1) over T» According to what-
ever is convenient or asked for, one can calculate the rate at the be-
ginning of the counting interval, to, or atjche midpoint (t0 +> T/Z),
and at any other reference tine. The time, t* at which: the rate equals
the observed average rate, is

-XT
-t-e

which is earlier than the midpoint. The combined effects of dead-time,
decay and 'background have been treated evg; by-Aston- and Ryves (1963).
It is obvious that che uncertainty is the knowledge of ̂ \/2 *&* the
sensitivity of the detection system to radioactive impurities in the
source will contribute so the overall uncertainty- of an activity- value
referred, to a. certain Eise.

At the end of this section some other general properties of radi-
ation, detectors plus associated instrumentation shall be summarized:
Radiation interaction results in the appearance of a certain amount, of
electric charge within the detector volume at the time of interaction,
in mosc cases practically instantaneously» This charge is collected and
e.g. in the pulse mode operation used to form an electrical signal. The
time required to fully collect the charge varies from one detector to
another (e.g. milliseconds for ion chambers, to nanoseconds for semi-
conductor diode or liquid scintillator detectors) and. among other
facts (e.g. tine jister, signal amplitude, circuit time constants)
determines the timing capabilities of such a detector. The output-
pulse amplitudes are for many detectors proportional to the amounts of
radiation energy deposited within their--sensitive volumes, which can
be different from the total energies of Che radiation particles or
photons to be measured, depending: ^ Che passible interactions. Even
for a deposited sharp energy, Che pulse-heights (which may be recorded
using e.g. a multichannel analyzer) show fluctuations resulting from
the statistics of Che production of a discrete finite number of charge
carriers, from variations of the charge collection efficiency, from
electronic noise in the processing of the output signal, and other
instabilities or drifts of the electronics. The superposition of these
fluctuations determines che energy resolution of the system usually
characterized by the absolute oriel, standard deviation or FWHH (full
width at half maximum) of che corresponding pulse-height distribution.
In general the ideal detector system to be chosen for a particular
measurement of a given type of radiation should exhibit sufficient
stability and insensitivicy Co instabilities in operating conditions,
good discrimination properties against interfering radiations and
background, a good energy resolution, a fast response and a flat, chat
means rather energy independent, efficiency over Che energy range in
question. Quite often these demands cannot be optimally combined; a



i good energy resolution requiring a complete charge collection and a
|l good sigaal-to-noise ratio (achieved by limiting the signal frequency
| baud width) conflicts a fast timing characteristics and good time re-
V- solution, which is necessary when che arrival times of radiations have
I to be measured (e.g. in coincidence measurements) or high pulse densi-
| ties have-to be processed. The optimum choice for Che time pick-off
II
I

|
I method, e.g. leading edge triggering, crossover timing, constant frac-
I cion timing (EGG, 1982; Fossan and Warhurton, 1974; Knoll, 1979) will

also depend on Che dynamic (pulse-height) range of ehe signals to be
processed. For a larger dynamic range splitting the signal path into a
slow (amplitude defining) and a fast (time defining) branch is re-
commended, a principle which is realized e.g. in so-called fast-low
coincidence set-ups (e.g. EGG, 1982; Goulding and Landis, 1974; Knoll,
1979).

II. Measurement techniques

Activity measurements can be classified into two types:
(1) indirect, or relative, or comparative measurements and
(2) direct, or fundamental, or sometimes called "absolute" measurements.

The first type is commonly applied in practice with the advantage of
a simpler experimental set-up and shorter measuring times. Such
measurements are made in terms of either (a) another radioactive source
of known activity, i.e. a radioactivity standard,of the same nuclide,
or (b) a detector device that has been pre-calibrated by means of a
standard or a number of standards of different radionuclides, e.g. a
set emitting radiations of various energies in the interesting energy
range co establish the energy dependence of Che counting efficiency.
Indirect methods play an important role in passing-ontbeunit of activity.

Direct measurements of the activity are done independent of any
other activity, and based only on count rate measurements of Che source
in question according to Che definition of activity. Mo reference is
made to supplementary data from previous experiments, apart from the
need to have a prior knowledge of the mode of decay and the half-life
of the radioactive substance itself. Techniques have been developed,
e.g. versions of 4irS-r counting (Baerg, 1963; Grigorescu, 1963) and
4ffr-councing (Hutchinson et al., 1973; Mannhart and Vonach, 1976;
tinkler and Pavlik, 1983; Pavlik and "inkier, 1983) which are even in-
sensitive to the precise values of nuclear-decay-scheme parameters and
essentially only require corrections for decay, dead time, resolving
time, and background. Most methods are subject to one or more of
various corrections as chose for source self-absorption, attenuation
before entering che sensitive detector volume, pulse-height threshold
level, energy distribution of the radiation to be measured, counter
wall effects etc. . Several techniques require more or less a knowledge
of the device parameters (measuring geometry, detector or source di-
mensions etc.). Direct measurements serve Co generate standards of acti-
vity and maintain Che unit of activity.

Due co the different decay properties a separate standard has co be
developed for many radionuclides. According to wh-c has been said in
section I, radioactivity standards are all ephemeral and can never be
without uncertainty, therefore, an International prototype does not
exist in Che field of radioactivity and coherence and Craceabilicy of
activity measurements is ensured by national and international compa-

r
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risons, many of che latter were organized by che Bureau International
des Poids ec Mesures (BI?M) (Ritz, 1978; Ritz, 1980; Ritz, 1983).

There exist also some methods of measurement, characterized as to
be "near-direct", where the disintegration rate is calculated from a
direct measurement of some property related to che decay of the radio-
nuclide in question.
Examples are: Weighing of the radioactive element of known isotopic
abundance (the early 22fi Ra standards were of this type) or mass spec-
crometry, which uses eq. (1); calorimetry for short-range particles
requiring the knowledge of the average energy per disintegration;
ioaization measurements, i.e. dosimetry; usage of isotope- production
data (cross sections, fluenees).

II. 1. Indirect or comparative measurements

The relation between Che activity A and the response n of a radia-
tion counting system with nonextendable dead time TQ may be written as

where the indices s and b refer to source and background, the factors
fl»f2»f3 •»• a*e correction factors for source self-absorption, source
scattering, other attenuation or scattering, e is the total efficiency
of the detector and d is a radioactive-decay correction to some refe-
rence time. In some cases one may write e as the product of an intrin-
sic efficiency e£ and a geometrical efficiency G

if both quantities can be independently defined.
If the responses, from a source of unknown activity and a standard

of the same radionuclide are compared under the same conditions by sub-
stitution, Che following relation holds:

where the indices « and st denote unknown and standard. Such a method
can give relative values wich a precision far less than 1Z, often much
less than Che uncertainty Co which the activity of the standard is
known. If che standard used in the comparison is not from the same
radionuclide the ratios of all the other corresponding correction fac-
tors from eq. (8) will show up in eq. (9). In principle every quali-
fied radiation detecting instrument may be used for such a comparison
chat fulfils che following requirements; good long-term stability, re-
producabilicy of consecutive measurements, small dependence of the
efficiency on che measuring geometry, especially source dimensions,
sufficient response-rate range for Che actual activity values.

The above requirements are best fulfilled for gamma-ray emitting
nuclides by a well-type (4ir geometry) ionization chamber operated in
Che direct-current measuring mode (TQ is then equal to zero). Such
chambers can be built wich high mechanical and electrical stability and
a near-linear response over a wide activity range with a high degree of
precision (< O.I Z) (Weifl, 1973; NCHP, 1978). They are in use in many
national standardizing laboratories and also in Che Bureau Internatio-
nal des Foids et Mesures, where such two chambers form the basis of Che
International Reference System_(tSIR), for activity measurements of



gamma-ray emitting nuclides. The SIS. extends and complements the BIPM
comparison program Co garantee international coherence and traceabili-
cy of activity measurements. The participating laboratories submit
samples of standardized radioactive solutions in normalized glass
ampoules to the B1PM and the ion current of the samples is compared to
chat produced by a long-lived reference source. Fife reference sources
of 22öRaso4

 a*e in use (̂  0.003 - 0.3 rag 2^ORa) t tjje ratios of which
are Icnown Co better £ 2 x 10~4.
The results are expressed in terms of the so-called equivalent activi-
ty Ae, that is the activity chat would give the same response as the
reference source taken at a fixed dace:

fle » l3 fls (10)
where Is and IR are Che ion currents produced by Che sample and the
reference source at a fixed date; Ag is the sample activity as given
by the participant. Current measurements are made according to the
principle of Che Townsend balance wich stepwise compensation measuring
che Cime needed for charging a capacitor a preset number of times to a
given constant voltage. The combined uncertainties (Giacomo, 198I) of
the icnization current ratio3 are 4 0.I Z at a gamma energy of 60 keV
(24lAm) and .£ 0.05 Z at i> 1.25 MeV (60Co). Obviously Che usefulness of
Che SIR depends on che quality of the work carried out by the partici-
pants and is of completely relative character, but its simplicity and
rapidity enables in addition intercomparisons on radionuclides where
full-scale intercomparisons would not be possible (e.g. for nuclides
with short half-lives). Up to Che present time more Chan 250 measure-
ments on more than 42 radionuclides have been performed. As in this
way a sufficient number of reliable results was available, an empiri-
cal curve for che energy dependent efficiency e(E) could be derived
for Che particular ionizacion chamber using the equation

with Ae being Che activity which produces the ion current Io and p the
probability for emitting photons of energy E. Star :ing from single-
gannna-ray emitting nuelides or nuclides emitting g&amas only in a
rather small energy range, one can stepwise proceed Co two-gamma- and
multi-gamma-ray (energies ZjJ sources for which Che efficiency is
given by

resulting in a successively more accurate and dense grid of efficiency
data. On this basis interpolations and predictions can be made concer-
ning radionuclides not yet included in the procedure and chus test
activity measurements and nuclear data. Further technical and organi-
zational details are published by Rytz (1978 and 1983). Minimum acti-
vity values which can be measured are between * luCi for ^°Co and
•v lOOuCi for 241Aa.

In order Co compare lower level activities detector devices with
higher efficiencies and a better signal-to-background ratio are to be
used to achieve sufficient precision. Larger well shielded Nal(Tl)
scintillation detectors (Siegbahn, 1965; Heath, 1964, Knoll, 1979) are
suitable for γ-ray emitting radionuclides in that aspect. Due to cheir
moderate energy resolution (typ. 6-7 I for ÖOCo) they also allow ra-
dionuclide identification and discrimination against interfering ra-



diation by chosing proper energy windows in the signal path. Most
stable working conditions over a wider count-rate range are usually
achieved chosing only a relatively low signal threshold which can be
reproduced and checked for stability employing a low-energy gamma
source (e.g.

 1 0 9
C d ) . When comparing positron emitters care must be

taken that the positrons annihilate close to the source, e.g. by sand-
wiching it between absorbers of proper thickness, to assure a defined
geometrical efficiency»

Gamma-rayspectrometry systems are most useful for measuring Che
activity of a sample of a radionuclide. for which no suitable standard
is available for direct comparison. Activity measurements wich small
uncertainties (typically 1-3 Z) are possible if the full-energv-peak
efficiency as a function: of energy has been established for a given
counting geometry and some other requirements are satisfied. Germanium
detector systems, i.e. Ge(Li) and recently high-purity (HP) Gβ detec-
tors, offer the advantage that the energy resolution is greatly enhan-
ced (typ.-2 keV for 6°Co) so that individual photopeaks are usually
resolved. Such systems are also extremely important to assure the
radioactive purity of a source or to quantitatively determine che
amounts and identities of contaminants. Gamma-ray energies 'and intensi-
ties are represented by the positions and magnitudes of individual
full-energy peaks, quasi as a fingerprint. A. practical guide for work
with Ge detector systems has been published e.g. by Debertin (1980), a
review on such systems will be found e.g. in the textbook by Knoll
(1979); both publications also summarize peak-evaluation methods.
Attention should- be drawn to some corrections, which are often neglec-
ted or underestimated, especially pile-up and cascade-summing correc-
tions (see below).

Both energy and efficiency calibration is commonly done with stan-
dard sources employed in the same geometry as the samples whose acti-
vities are to be measured. Decay data (half-lives, energies, gamma-ray
emission probabilities) can be extracted from the most recent relevant
editions of che Nuclear Data Sheets (Academic Press, New York and
London), the DIDC/NEANDC Nuclear Standards File (TSDT, 1983), from a
compilation of measurements from che laboratories of the International
Committee for Radionuclide Metrology (Hoppes and Schima, 1982), or from
Lederer and Shirley (1978); the three latter compilations provide a
list of useful nuclides for that purpose. Highest accuracies can be
achieved with a set of sources emitting only one or two widely sepa-
rated gamma-rays each. Calibrations with mized-radionudide standards
or multi-gamma-ray sources (e.g. '52E

U
,
 l
^Sa, ^Cα, ...) are more

convenient and fast, but since multi-peak spectra show relatively high
and mostly non-linear Compcon backgrounds the uncertainties in peak
area evaluations are increased (typ. 2 Z). Multi-gamma-ray sources
have also Che drawback chat due to their complex decay schemes correc-
tions for cascade-summing have Co be considered. As a rule che source-
detector distance should be chosen so large that it is just possible
co attain the required precision in che Cime available. As for the
variation of che detector efficiency wich source diameter and radial
source position see e.g. Helmer (1983). For larger source-detector
distance« the geometry can be better reproduced and corrections for
summing of coincident radiations are smaller.

Coincidence summing arises whenever other radiations occuring in
cascade wich Che gamma-ray being measured are 3imulCaneously detected.



Coincident cascade radiation leads to sum pulses, and therefore a pulse
which would otherwise fall into the full-energy peak, is shifted into
a different position. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
number of. pulses in the peak of yj (cr Y£) will be decreased, if Y

2

(or Yi» respectively) is detected. As any kind of interaction of a
gamma-ray with the detector (e.g. also Compton events) has this
shifting effect the total efficiency e

T
 (and not the peak efficiency)

for the other gamma-ray in cascade is responsible. For Yj the apparent
peak efficiency will be s*(i - S

T

<U
) a £«"-£^££> instead of £,.«*>

(without cascade sunning), «here C-<-£^") is the probability that Y2
will not be detected, or s^'e^

1
* is the probability that a pulse

from Y2 will be detected at all and a pulse from y\ will be detected
in the peak area, both simultaneously, indicating the amount of the
correction to be applied. Oα the ether hand the peak intensity for Y3
in Fig. I will be increased by summing of coincident full-energy de-
tection of Y] and Y2« This summing-in, although sore unlikely (proba-
bility 6'p

W
g„

e>
 ), because it involves only peak efficiencies (not

total efficiencies), may be significant if the emission probability
for the crossover gamma-ray is much-smaller than for the two in cas-
cade» Far more complex decay schemes Che coincidence intensity of two
radiations (Wapstra, 1965) has to be taken into account. Coincidence-
summing corrections were also Che subject of a recent ICKM (Internat.
Committee for Radionuclide Metrology) action, the results of which are
reported by Jedlovszky (1982) including several computer codes. Tabu-
lations of these corrections for several nudides have been presented
e.g. by Schima and Hoppes (I983) and Debertin (1980), and for a special
geometry by Morel et al. (1983). Angular correlation effects have been
neglected. In order to numerically calculate Che proper corrections or
use the tabulations, it is necessary to have an adequately accurate
knowledge of the total efficiency e

T
 vs. the gamma-ray energy. Note

that cascade-summing corrections are independent of the count-rate but
depend on geometry. To avoid coincidence summing due to beta-radiation
response, an absorber consisting of material with low atomic number
(e.g. perspex) is recommended, just chick enough Co prevent beta-
radiation from entering the detector.

For precision γ-ray measurements Che life-time correction of Che
multichannel analyzer is unreliable, which also has been proved by an
international comparison (Houtermans ec al., 1980). Losses depend not
only on the count race and time constant of the amplifier, but also on
the shape of che spectrum. An effective method for estimating and
correcting both all dead-cime and pile-up effects is Che reference-
peak mechod. It is recommended for count rates > 1000 s~' and/or am-
plifier time constants > 2us. Reference pulses from a stable precision
pulser with che same shape as che detector pulses are fed into the
preamplifier test input. The pulse amplitude is chosen such that Che
corresponding peak will appear in che spectrum well-separated from any
gamma-ray peaks, e.g. beyond Che highest energy gamma-ray. With a
periodic pulser the pulse rate should not exceed ^ 10 Z of che cocal
counting rate. The total number of reference pulses presented to che
system is counted separately. The percentage losses from the pulser
peak are taken co be che relative losses from all gamma peaks in a
spectrum. Thus che pulsar-peak intensity serves as an internal clock.
Pile-up will move both the pulses in che gamma spectrum and che pulses
in che pulser-peak from cheir proper places. The reference-peak method



ia che above version does not readily allow to correct for amplitude-
dependent (i.e. energy-dependent) losses,, which may be introduced by
e.g. the usage of pile-up rejectors (Houtermans et al., 1980). Pile-up
rejectors may, in addition to pole-zero cancellation and base-line
restoration aetworks in the spectroscopy amplifier, noticably suppress
spectrum distortions, at high count rates (several lO^s"

1
 or more) by

way of eliminating a large fraction of accidental coincidences, but
should be used wich care for precise measurements. Several references
given in the above mentioned report (Houtermans et al., 1980) may
serve »aguide to further details on count-rate dependenc losses in
gamma-ray spectrometry.

Many commercially produced pulse-heighc analyzers by- che use of
microprocessors offer programs for data handling. Ic is advisable to
critically study the design and. applicability of these routines. They
are certainly very helpful for routine measurements not requiring ul-
timate accuracy, but in several cases have been found to lead to errors
in the spectrum evaluation. Iα case of high demands on accuracy,
fitting the background by polynominals of suitable order and checking
the. adequacy of the fit be optical inspection, on a graphics display
(or by plotting) was found to be very useful. The optimum way to con-
struct an efficiency funtion e«(E) is still the subject of investiga-
tions, e.g. a current ICBM action (Zijp and Debertin, 1983). For not
too small Ge diodes che experimental peak-efficiency points follow
approximately a linear relationship in the logc-iogE plane in the
energy range 0.2-2 MeV as shown ia Fig. 2a; that means that by linear
regression efficiency data can be in Che first order approximated by
&'(E) - b.E

c
. The remaining structure is illustrated by Fig. 2b

showing chat the deviations from this "guiding" function stay within
i<5 J. A polynominal fit (Sth order in the case shown) was performed
to the ratios e^(E)/e£* (E), where correlations between data points were
neglected. Preferably a representation by a sum of orthogonal polyno-
minals (Chebyshev expansion) was chosen, which (besides advantages in
che algorithm) discharges one from taking into account correlations
between Che parameters of the fitting function for estimating Che uncer-
tainties of interpolated efficiency data.
Experience has shown that Che measured efficiency data may change wich
time (usually they decrease}; therefore Che calibration should be
verified from time to time. With the availability of fast computers
Monte Carlo calculations, at least for interpolation of efficiency
values over larger energy gaps, have come into fashion. Such calcula-
tions are also preferred and are relatively simple in order to esti-
mate source self-absorption and geometric effects for extended samples,
or other attenuation corrections.

II. 2. Direct or absolute measurements

One of the oldest and still used methods of direct standardization
is that using a detector with a defined_splid_ angle, Q, relative co
the source. This is often realized"by putting a circular aperture in
front of the detector and calculating the solid angle from the rai_ius
of this aperture and its distance from the source. (For more complica-
ted geometries involving off-axis or volumetric sources or decectors
with complex shapes see e.g. references in Knoll (1979).) Provided
chat every radiation entering Che detector is registered (internal



efficiency e^ • I), the relation between the count rate a and the acti-
vity A is given by eqs. (8) and (8') with e replaced by G • S2/4ir, if
exactly one detectable particle is emitted per decay. The condition
for a successful use of the method is that scattering including back-
scattering from the source support are small and the radiation is
heavily absorbed and not scattered in the aperture material. Otherwise
the solid angle would not define the efficiency. This criterion can be
fulfilled for alpha-particles and low-energy (up to *• 80 keV) y rays
or X rays; accuracies between 0.1 - 1 Z have been reported. Self-ab-
sorption and backscattering is minimized, using low-mass sources on
thin (plastic) source mounts; attenuation of the radiation by absorp-
tion and scattering can be eliminated by mounting the set-up rigidly
in a vacuum vessel (e.g. for α-particles) and using windovless or al-
most windovless detectors (e.g. ZaS(Ag), CsI(Tl) scintillators or
semiconductor diodes with only very thin insensitive front layers).

A special windowless counter with the highest possible efficiency
is the 4ir counter that consists of two gas counters mounted in parallel
and each subtending a solid angle of essentially Zir with the source
positioned berueen the counter wires (see e.g. p. 92 of NCHP, 1978).
They are usually operated as flow-throu proportional counters (mediane
or argon-methane -v> 10 : 1 as counting gas) to keep dead times lav.
The intrinsic efficiency can be kept very close to 100 Z by adjusting
high-voltage, amplifier and signal threshold such that nearly every
charged particle leaving the source is counted. Since the geometrical
efficiency is 1, and all corrections for scattering and absorption
outside the source are eliminated, this technique is apt for counting
beta radiations. Departures from 100 % efficiency have to be attribu-
ted to absorption by the source and the source mount. For beta
emitters with a high end-point energy (e.g. 32?, 5Og

r
-9OY)attainable

efficiencies may miss 100 Z by one to a few percent. Presently the
4IT6 counter is widely used in 4irS-y coincidence arrangements, which
allow actually to measure the beta efficiencies (see below). In order
to increase the intrinsic efficiency for low-energy photons, e.g. to
measure the activity of electron-capturing nuclides, pressurized 4TTX-

counters are used. Another variation of the 4tr detector is the inter-
nal gas proportional counter used for the standardization of radio-
active gases (e.g. %,

 l 4
C02, 37

A r
, 85KT, I33xe). To avoid self-ab-

sorption the gas is mixed quantitatively with the counting gas.
Corrections are necessary due to"radiation losses" close to the walls
and due to the drop in electric field at. the end supports for the
anode wire(s). The wall correction can be carried out by measurements
at different gas pressures and extrapolating to zero reciprocal (i.e.
infinite)pressure, the end losses are determined by using counters of
different lengths and otherwise identical construction, such that the
differences in count-rates can be attributed to ideal detectors wich
an effective length equal to the length differences of che counters
used. A correction for the discriminator setting can be made by ex-
trapolating the recorded pulse-height spectrum to zero energy. Liquid
scintillation counters with the radioactive substance homogeneously
distributed in the scintillator are essentially also 4rr detectors,

but the efficiency is mostly much less than 100 Z. They can, however,
be used very successfully (apart from their usage as high-efficiency
detectors in comparative measurements) employing the methods of 4irS-Y
counting (see below). The method of iffy counting which in its more

I 1



sophisticated versions uses effects due to cascading radiations, will

be described later.
The moss powerful and accurate direct method is probably the tech-

nique- of coincidence counting, applicable to all radionudides decay-
ing by the emission of two or acre

1
coincident' radiations (i.e. occu-

ring in prompt succession). Therefore, the coincidence technique is_
applied to e.g. emitters of the following types (B-γ), (α-r), (X,e -y)
for audides decaying by electron capture or in case of internally con-
verted gamma transitions where the X-rays or X-rays and Auger electrons
may be counted, (γ-y), (X-X), etc.. In order to explain the principle,
a simple two-stage beta-ganma decay of a source with an activity A is
considered. Two detectors for the distinguishable radiations are re-
quired, each of which ideally responds to one only of the two types of
radiation. In a third counting channel, employing a coincidence cir-
cuic, those events from the two detectors are recorded that occur in
coincidence. The count rates in the three channels would be

*/5»fi£o , " r = ffer , nc * ff£ft£r 02)
with the S- and γ-detector efficiencies, being eg and s

y
. Combining the

three eqs. (12) results in

requiring no knowledge of detector efficiencies. Indeed, both efficien-
cies can be determined as

r

i.e. the ratio of the coincidence rate to the count rate in the other
detector, each. Modifications of this simple formula are required in
eases of more complex decay schemes and to account for interfering
effects causing deviations from the ideal situation above. The rele-
vant corrections will be shown to be efficiency-dependent; they tend
to decrease with increasing efficiency of the β-detector, which ex-
plains why methods using 4irß-counting have been the most carefully
studied and refined to be applicable to.-an increasing number of radio-
nuclides. Furthermore, the count rates observed are all subject to
count-rate-de'pendent corrections, i.e. for dead time and background,
and n e also for the finite resolving time- due to the coincidence mixer,
which produces "accidental" coincidences in addition to the above con-
sidered "true" coincidences. In case of non-uniform source efficiencies
(e.g. for extended sources) and detector instabilities, eq. (I3) would
be modified into

fyMf/n,. - R ( €,£z / S< £z)
*ere che bar indicates the average with respect to the source or the
time. The correction term in the brackets is 1 if at least for one de-
tector the efficiency does not change across the source or with time.
A typical set-up for coincidence measurements has been described e.g.
by Campion (1959), consisting of a 4ir8 counter and two adjacint Nal(Tl)
detectors. The efficiency ey is usually only several per cent. The com-
ponents of the pulse processing system will be chosen according to the
present state of the art (see e.g. Knoll, 1979; EGG, 1982; HCSP, 1978).
Usually logical pulses (of equal length rr in many measurements)from
the time-pidt-off units in the S and y channel are fed into the coin-
cidence mixer, producing an output pulse whenever they overlap. The
relative delays between S and y pulses are adjusted to a net zero mean



delay. The pulse width r
r
, the resolving time, must be long enough

(<v 1 us) to avoid Che loss of true coincidence counts due to 'time
jitter

1
, the spread of the arrival times (typ. 0.2 - 1.0 us) of the 3

and y pulses at the coincidence mixer. On Che other hand r
r
 should not

be unnecessarily extended co keep chance overlap of unrelated 3 and y
pulses (see belov) small. In order to optimally adjust tj, and che de-
lay ic is advisable Co measure the coincidence time distribution of
S and Y pulses by means of a TAC (cime-to-aaplitude converter) and
multichannel analyzer. Dependent e.g. on the type of detectors used,
the operating conditions, discriminator settings, and decay properties
of the radionuclide, this time distribution may look often complex
(e.g. Funk, 1980). Another possibility is to record the coincidence-
count race vs. delay curve, which should exhibit a flat-topped'plateau*
(e.g. Knoll, 1979). It has Co be noted chat Che count race outside the
true coincidence peak in the TAC spectrum, or outside the plateau with
the delay set in such a way that no true coincidences can be recorded,
does noc represent exactly the number of accidental coincidences. The
accidental-coincidence race is modified by the presence of true coin-
cidences (see below); and due to competition with true coincidences Che
probability of chance coincidences even changes wich the delay setting
in the region of the plateau causing a slight increasing slope. The
latter phenomenon is called "Gandy-effect" (Gandy, 1961) and needs an
additional small correction to be applied to usual chance coincidence
correction formulas in case that there exists 3 mismatch and not a net
zero mean delay between the 8 and y pulses.

Accidental coincidences between two unrelated events will always
occur unless both detectors are 100 X efficient. Let symbols with a
prime indicate the observed rates and without a prime true quantities.
The count rate of pulsvs in Che 3 channel for which no crue coincident
r pulse is detected is (njj - n

c
) . Thus the accidental rate due to this

type of event is (n^ -n
c
)n

Y
'T

r
. Similarly an expression holds for

events where the roles of the two channels are reversed: (n
Y
 -n

c
)ay r

r
.

Hence

whence

ft.
nj -~ 2 TV »k "r

A -
(15'1

These formulae (e.g. Smith, 1975; Campion, 1959) are independent of Che
complexity of che decay scheme. A background rate in Che coincidence
channel and in the individual channels must be subtracted in the usual
manner. The two right-hand terms in eq. (!5) represent the chance-
coincidence rate, which is for low-efficiency detector arrangements
known, co be approximately 2T

r
ag'n

Y
' (which neglects that pulses leading

co crue coincidences can never contribute to accidental ones). To
correct far dead-time losses the usual procedure (eq. (7)) can be
applied for Che rates in Che individual channels. The total time
period during which a crue coincidence can be lost due to ehe varieua
dead times T

3
 and t

y
 is (ns'-n

c
')Tg + (n.

r
'-n

c
 *) Tγ + n

c

f
Tg, assuming

T
3

 > r
Y» a&d hence the dead-cime corrected total coincidence rate is

In order to be more exact che combined effects of dead cime and resol-
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viflg Cime have Co be considered resulting in correction formulae which
are more accurate at higher count races. The one of Bryant (1963) and
others are listed by Grigorescu (1973). On the basis of a study by Cox
and Isham (1977) a rather exact solution was offered by Smich (1973);
also off-channel events (when e.g. only pulees within an energy window
are accepted in che Y channel) were considered. The effect of a mis-
match in che relative delay between coincident pairs of pulses, as
pointed out by Gandy (I960, is approximately a fraction of che coCal
coincidence rate given by che difference of ce^ac rates in che 3 and y
channel times che amount of mismatch 5. It. can be caken into account
by replacing r

r
 by T

r
-tS or f

r
+<5 depending on whether a S or ay-pulse

arrives first (e.g. Funk,. 1980). The ratio true-to-chaace coincidences
is obviously proportional to Che source strength, which may be opti-
mally chosen (e.g. tfapstra, 1966).

In any practical system at least one of Che, detectors, usually che
a detector is not exclusively sensitive to one. type of radiation only.
The expressions (12) have Co be modified by including Che sensitivity
of the S detector to γ-rays (efficiency eg

Y
, intrinsic efficiency

usually very small, < 1 Z) and, in case that the Y transition is inter-
nally converted, to conversion electrons (efficiency e^intrinsic effi-
ciency very close to 1 since conversion electrons are monoenergetic):

(17)

where*is ehe total conversion coefficient. The second term in che ex-
pression for a

e
 cakes into account Che probability of observing addi-

tional coincidences not stemming from coincident S-γ events, background
or accidental coincidences, and can be produced e.g. when a γ-ray is
first scattered by Che 8 detector and chen detected in the y detector,
or due to bremsstrahlung detection in the Y detector. Such interfere««
can be suppressed by setting energy windows in the region of the full-
energy peak in che y channel. Note chat additional response only occurs
to a fraction (1 - eg), the probability that che beta particle is not
detected. If we put e

c
^ 0 , chere is still eg • d

c
/n

T
, and we get

where

"A >V

K

K] US)

-Cβ

A -i-dL

The activity A in eq. (18) reduces to ugn~/n
c
 when Che 3 efficiency so

approaches unicy, showing che advantage of a 4irS dececCor. Experimen-
cal variation of s

g
 and (linear) extrapolation of agn

Y
/n

c
 for

(I - eg)/eg Cowards zero (i.e. eg * I), e.g. by che least-squares
method, yields the wanted activity value A. There are several methods
Co vary che B-decector efficiency: Changing self-absorption by varying
the amount of added carrier in the solution from which che source is
prepared, foil-absorption by successive additions of chin (plastic)
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absorber foils, or threshold-level variation in the 3 channel.
In case of more complex decay schemes, i.e. tvo or more alternative

3 branches (see Fig. 3) stuns of equations like eqs. (17) are needed to
describe the observed counting rates (corrected for decay, backgrounds,
dead times and resolving time):

-- fl
*£ Cβ

where the sumaations extend over all branches with the a
T
's being the

branching ratios (fractional branching intensities). If several Y-
cransitions in cascade or parallel follow a 3 transition, the effi-
ciency for all photon chains or conversion electron chains starting
from the r-th level can be described by a single gamma- or conversion
electros efficiency (see e.g. Winkler and Pavlik, 1983), so that for-
mulae (19) are void of any restriction. Except for favoir^Le cases
the majority of quantities on-the right of eqs. (19) are _oc known with
sufficient accuracy Co derive a reliable value for A directly from
the observed counting rates on the left by solving (approximately)
these equations. Using a 4irg detector efficiency-variation and effi-
ciency-extrapolation, again helps to extract an accurate value of A
rather independent of a knowledge of the precise values of nuclear
decay-scheme parameters (e.g. Baerg, 1973; and refs. cited therin).
The primary requirement is that the efficiencies for the various 3
branches are functionally related and approach unit value simultaneous-
ly. As an example, the 8 efficiencies in the r-th branch and in the
s-th branch may be related by

C^-£^
ff
") -*• A as S^ *+ 4

 }
 (20

s
)

and similar expressions exist for e
c e
, eg-y* ec if these are not con-

stant. 2qs. (19) then reduce to the following relationship:

In practice the function f(n
e
/a

Y
) is taken as a polynomial in a

c
/n-y

(mostly of low order, linear in favourable cases) and determined ex-
perimentally by performing coincidence measurements (ng, tu,, n<.) for
various levels of S-detection efficiency (n

c
/n

r
). The "efficiency

function" f(n
c
/n

T
) which now includes e.g. decay-scheme dependence in-

directly in its parameters, is extrapolated to unit value for n
z
/uy.

A particular 3 branch or several of them can be selected for the coin-
cidence measurement -by setting a gate in the gamma channel in the
energy region of the associated gamma transition. Assuming relation
(20) means that the efficiencies for all 3 branches are always traced
simultaneously. However, one must be careful that the conditions (20)
are really fulfilled when varying the 3 efficiencies. It can be shown
(e.g. Baerg, 1973) that just che methods mentioned above are acceptable.
The method which employs the variation of the 3-channel-discrimination
level is especially effective when a 3-detector system is used whose



output magnitude is proportional to or at least an increasing function
of the S-particle energy, as with a liquid scintillator (ignoring wall
effects) or high pressure proportional counter (but not in a small gas
proportional counter working at atmospheric pressure). The amplitude
of all 8 pulses is recorded, followed by integration above variable
limits, this allowing a simultaneous measurement of Che 3-count rate
over a continous range of 3 efficiencies. This provides a drastic re-
duction of the counting time required Co obtain a given precision and
additionally reduces uncertainties due to random or systematic drifts
in Che equipment. Anticoincidence and coincidence spectra (and there-
fore also che catal S spectrum) can be recorded by a multichannel
analyser or some ether storage device by arranging chat 3 pulses which
are accompanied by the coincident Y pulse from a particular selected
Y gate, are stored in a different segment of the memory from unaccom-
panied pulses (Smith, 1975; see also Fig. 4). The S and coincidence
count rates derived from che anticoincidence and coincidence spectra
corresponding to a sufficient (to follow- any non-linearities in
f(n

e
/n

Y
)) number of discriminator levels (after correction for dead

times, resolving times and background) are indeed highly correlated.
Therefore the fitting process requires a generalised least-squares
procedure (e.g. Martin, 1971) which, explicitely takes into account che
«variances between all data points to give unbiased estimates of che
fitted parameters and their covariances. Hence the above method is
often called "computer discrimination method" (Smith, 1975) since it
requires adequate computer facilities»

Obviously chat γ-channel window is most appropriate chat provides
data, sets for ffeg/oy) tnatare as nearly linear as possible. Usually the Y -
channel wind©./ is. set on che full-energy peak, of the γ-ray associated
wich the main S branch. Several γ-channel settings can be used to
search for possible systematic errors. Data sets obtained with diffe-
rent γ-gate settings ideally should yield identical extrapolation va-
lues for A (see e.g.. Baerg, 1973). Depending on Che nuclide under in-
vestigation, it may sometimes be more profitable to express the 3-
zevnz rate as a function of not one only, but two (or more) observed
3 efficiencies measured with two (or more) different γ-gaee settings,
and Cc obtain A by a multivariate simultaneous extrapolation co 100 7.
efficiency in che two (or more) dimensions:

It has been shown chat (e.g. for Co,
 A

Ca: Smich and Scuart, 1975)
che 3 count rate expressed in chis way may be a preferably linear (or
in other cases a almost linear) function o£ the observed 3 efficiencies
or inefficiencies (1 - a^./TI

Y
) over a wide efficiency range and not a

power series of higher order:

n
fl
 -_ ft { <- Zbi(4-e

fit
)} . C22

;
)

Thus a major source of systematic uncertainty in efficiency extrapo-
lation due co che unknown form of the extrapolation function is greatly
reduced. Wich improved data storage methods, i.e. employing on-line
computers, it is very effectively possible to use che "computer dis-
crimination mechod" employing detector types described above, wich
several γ-gate settings simultaneously and store the corresponding
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coincidence spectra tagged in different parts of che memory (see Fig.4).
Using bi-dimensional storage (3 pulse amplitude vs. f pulse amplitude)
even will allow to choose various γ-gaca settings in a replay mode
after collection of the data. Thus different versions of the extrapo-
lation procedure as described above may be tried. The procedures here
described .in particular for 3 emitters, can be equally applied wich
minor changes Co nuclides decaying by electron capture, if necessary
with small corrections (see e.g. Christmas et al., 1983, or Funk and
Hylandstedt, 1983, using liquid scintillation and elevated pressure
proportional counters.)

Summing up, one can say that improvements in electronic equipment,
source preparation and measurement methodology with the choice of 4ir
counters provide accuracies of O.I - 0.5 2. For instance, the results
of an international comparison of activity measurements on '^Cs,

 a

nuclide wich a very complex decay scheme, show a total spread of 0.68 Z
and a standard deviation of 0.17 Z (Rytz, 1980).

Let us briefly consider again a radionudide with a very simple de-
cay scheme, i.e. one branch (a) to an excited state of Che daughter
nucleus and the second branch (b) directly to the ground state. A co-
incidence measurement gives the efficiency e

a
 • n

c
/a

Y
 only. Neglecting

internal conversion and other interfering effects one gets

where a, b are the corresponding branching ratios. Assuming proporti-
onality ac least for high efficiencies in the form of a relation like
(20), i.e. (1 - ejj) • k(l - e

a
) , and Caking a + b * I yields

- fc (23)
c

which by means of the extrapolation methods results in A. The decay
scheme just discussed can be interpreted as a mixture of a pure 8-ray
emitter with Che activity bA and a S-γ emitter with Che activity aA.
Therefore this method can be also applied to measure the activities of
pure 3 emitters, or radionuelides where the excited state has such a
long half-life (e.g.

 l 3 7
Cs: 133 s for the 662 keV level in

 137
Ba«"i)that

B-γ coincidence.measurements are completely impracticable, and the S-
deteetion efficiency cannot be measured directly. A mixture is prepared
from a known aliquot of the solution with the pure 3 emitter co be
standardized and a known amount of a solution with a radionuclide
emitting coincident 3 and y rays, which has been standardized by means
of coincidence measurements and serves as a "tracer". The added 3-Y
emitter should exhibit a similar 3 end—point energy and spectral shape
and, if possible, in order Co produce high-quality uniformly mixed
sources (see techniques for eource preparation) a similar chemical
behaviour. Sources of chis mixture are measured by 4ir3-y counting com-
bined with efficiency variation and extrapolation. The value of Che 3
count rate of Che traced nuclide in Che source is obtained by subtrac-
tion of the contribution due to ehe cracer and therefore gives the
specific activity of the original solution. This mechod is called
"efficiency-tracing". For Che standardization of s-g»

 1 3 7
Cs, the nuclide

H^cs i
s a

 convenient cracer, since its standardization is highly re-
liable (see above), it is isotopic with

 I 3 7
Cs for uniform mixing, and

the principal S group with t^^ • 658 keV is well matched to che 5I4 keV
3 branch of

 l 3 7
Cs, so chat the inefficiency (I -es) for

 l 3 /
Cs is a

simple single-valued function of Che inefficiency (I - £$) for
 1J
 Cs



(see eq. (?Q)). Fortunately the γ-gate to select the particular 3
branch in

 T 3 4
Cs by the coincidence condition, can be set in such a way

that there is no interference from 662 keV γ-radiation (Compton conti-
nuum) due to the decay of the metastable state of 13'Ba-

1
. The additio-

nal effect of conversion electrons from the decay of ^^ZaF
1
 can be easily

taken into- account. A. more extended treatment dealing in detail with
efficiency functions can be found e.g. in the report by Rytz (1983b).
The results of an international comparison of activity measurements
on J37C5 exhibit a total range of 2.4 Z and a standard deviation of
0.66 Z, demanding some further investigations for an improvement.

A. nice example «here many of the methods described in section II
have been applied, are activity measurements, on sources of

 6 4
Cu and in-

vestigations concerning the decay scheme of this nuclide (see Fig. S),
as described by Christmas e£ al. (1983). The nuclide

 64
Cu decays by

three different modee (3~,S ,EC) and thus a threedimensional extrapo-
lation to 100 Z in observed S detector efficiencies for the three
modes gives A.. As the S~ transition is to the ground state,

 1 4 1
Ce was

chosen as a suitable tracer exhibiting a γ-ray peak «ell separated from
others (a small correction due to Compton background from 6*Cu-r rays
had. to be corrected for). The efficiency for a 3* branch can be
followed by detecting the annihilation quanta in coincidence. As only
the electron capture branch to an excited state can be fallowed via
coincidences (with the 1.34 MeV γ-ray in this example), a correction
has to be applied for different. K-capture probabilities in the two
branches when only K events are detected» For further details and
corrections see the reference above. In the case that the tracer is
longer-lived than the. traced nuclide, the measurements on the tracer
alone can be performed on the same source after the nuclide- to be
traced has decayed.

When the half-life for gamma decay of the excited state of the
daughter nucleus is longer than the resolving time in a coincidence
measurement, a significant loss of coincidence events will occur (see
eq. (I)). Increasing the resolving time is limited by the corresponding
increase of accidental coincidences. Therefore, direct coincidence
counting will be usually reserved for decays with the parent-daughter
radiations in prompt (i.e. & 10~

7
 s) succession. (For example, the

electron-capture decay of &$St to the * I us state in 85MJ would re-
quire a resolving time of * 10 us.) For radionuclides decaying via de-
layed gamma-ray emission from the excited state of the daughter nucleus,
anti-coincidence and correlation counting are particularly applicable,
where accidental coincidences are excluded and corrections required
only for dead-time losses and background.

Anti-coincidence counting is simply the complement to coincidence
counting and not basically different as is evident from the different
versions in which the formula used in 4T3-T coincidence measurements
(compare eq. (21)) can be written:
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where just n
a c
 • Oγ - a

c
 is che anti-coiacidence γ-rate and f, f , f"

are usually taken as polynomial functions in Che indicated variables,
the parameters of which are determined experimentally by varying che
3-detection efficiency. In. prompt S-γ decay the rate n

a c
 can be

i h i l h a c

I measured by accepting only chose γ signals that precede of follow
4 signals in the 3 channel by some minimum time period T. This can be
\ achieved by delaying the Y signals by a fixed time T and closing a Y-
% channel gate for a fixed time 2r after each S signal. In case of de-

:

:
 layed Y emission it is only necessary that the Y channel gate remains

a closed for a further period T after each S signal (see Fig. 6). The
:;! probability of registering unwanted coincidence events is reduced Co
.% any desired practicable limit 2~

m
 (see eq. (1)) by caking 2T +• T equal

]' co at half-lives of Che inceraediace state. As che correction for dead-
} time losses is rather complicated (Bryant, 1967) live-timed anti-co-
':i incidence counting has bees introduced which by Che use of extending
| dead-time circuitry virtually eliminates corrections for all instru-
> mental effects(Baerg, 1975), being equally effective for prompt and de-
| layed Y emission. Ic can also be used to search for spurious double
;- and multiple pulsing.
j Correlation counting is based on the fact that in parent-daughter
3 decays there exists a correlation between two series of events, e.g. 3
! and Y transitions, irrespective of whether the daughter decay is prompt
- or not. The principles have been summarized by Müller (1975, or NC5P,
' 1978). Limitations in the coincidence method are due Co che method by
;; which, the genetic connection between those pairs of pulses is estab-
j lished, which result from the same nuclear transformation,i.e. by a
: coincidence unit. Among the quantities which can also serve as a
; measure for the degree of internal relationship between two chains of
r events is particularly Che covariance and the correlation function. In

order to determine the covariance experimentally, Che events in the
-i two corresponding channels, p and d, are counted separately in many

equal and simultaneous time intervals t (counts p£ and d£):

\ i . (2S)
Using that for a Poisson distribution the variance is equal to che
mean, ic can be easily shown chat che mean coincidence count race is:

c p.a)/t (26}
It can be shown chat for equal total coincidence counts in a total
counting period at che correlation method is not as "precise" as Che
coincidence method, Che relative variance of Che coincidence counts is
independent of c and decreases wich n (in practice e.g. C * 100 us,
n - 10^). But the method has che advantage that without thereof aco-
incidence circuit chere are no accidental coincidences. Hence, in the
case of delayed daughter transitions Che time interval t can be in-
creased co include a larger fraccion of daughter decays (e.g. many
milliseconds). The covariance equation Co be identified wich che coin-
cidence counts chen becomes

covo,a) - ê ê flt 0 — ^ — ; 127)
where X is Che decay constant of Che intermediate 3tate. Whereas for
prompt parent-daughter decays che correlation method is not expected
to replace convencial coincidence counting in the field of activity



ib I,

measurements, it has definite advantages in case of delaying interme-
diate' states and has therefore been applied, »'standardize e.g. 75Se,
(>7Ga, 85sr> 67cu. It has also been applied to measure life-times of
sueh states, if too long for the delayed-coincidence method (e.g.
10~ss to many seconds), and for estimating spurious pulses, e.g. after-
pulses in liquid scintillation counting (BIPM, 1976). All problems
which are" not directly related to che way the "coincidences" are de-
termined, remain unchanged, e.g. how to Cake into account decay-scheme
dependent effects. Further detailed information can be found in ' -
articles e.g. by Williams and Sara (1968) and Lewis et al. (1973). It
is inherent to the method of correlation counting that it can also be
applied if the two radiations cannot be distinguished experimentally
(e.g. 3 radiation followed by delayed conversion electrons) and are
detected with one counter only. An analysis of the variance of the
superimposed process, which is experimentally determined in this case,
shows Chat coincident pulses increase the variance more Chan the mean.
Its number resulting from this difference and being twice the number
of parent-daughter pairs is again given by the expression on the right-
hand side of eq. (27) for delayed intermediate states. As for the
application of correlation functions (e.g. modulo-two counting) see
e.g. MBller (1975), Mylon et al. (1983), Siadat et al. (1983).

Recently a method alternative to coincidence counting and called
"selective sampling" (SESAM) has been introduced and developed at the
BIPM (Müller, 1981b). This method again establishes the conncection
between the pairs of pulses which result from the same nuclear trans-
formation without the use of a coincidence unit» Therefore, no acciden-
tal coincidences exist and the method is especially useful when dealing
wich rather high activities. One may remember that the principle of
coincidence or anti-coincidence counting is to determine how many among
the observed 3 or Y pulses have a partner or no partner. Whereas the
interpretation of an observed "coincidence" is always ambiguous (it may
be accidental), che absence, of one event in a. two-step decay is
sufficient to exclude the possible occurence of both correlated partner
pulses. There is a method to make sure that a given observed pulse cer-
tainly has no partner in che opposite channel by means of inserting
artificially an extended dead-time T, e.g. in the 8 channel. Whenever
a S pulse is then registered, no other 3 event can have been detected
within the time interval T which preceded Che observed pulse, for
otherwise the latter would have been lost. Hence, any y event recorded
in this time period T cannot have a partner at least for prompt decays.
The experimental set-up for recording the arrival of the y pulses pre-
ceding a recorded 3 event is shown in Fig. 7a. The arrival times of
Che Y pulses which are suitably delayed, are stored by a type of multi-
channel analyzer, a so-called "speed converter" with a resolution of e.g.
several nanoseconds per channel. The cycle is started by the 3 pulse
having succeeded in passing the extended dead time T.CCommercial
multichannel analyzers are usually too slow for such an on-line inter-
val analysis.) This procedure of "selective sampling" is repeated a
large number of times resulting in a cime distribution for the Y
pulses as shown in Fig. 7b, where the essential features are indicated.
To the left of the strong peak corresponding to Che "coincident"y
events there is a gap (g) of width T and to Che righc a plateau (G) as
well as on the left side of Che gap. In che plateau region ail detected
Y pulses are registered, where as in Che gap those having a partner are



lacking. Hence, aeglecting background, che mean number of events per
channel is

1
•'I

I->o\G~kftf in the plateau

g * k (n»-rt
c
) in the gap

where k is a constant factor (depending on the channel width and life-
time of the counting system. The density ratio Rγ is

R
r
* g/S * (»y-rv/i-y * 4 - rtö/>Y = A - E^ (2g';

Therefore, the activity A of the source is

All problems elsewhere associated with a coincidence mixer (dead-time
losses of coincident events, chance coincidences,"Gandy-effect", time
jitter) are eliminated, and the method is also applicable Co isomeric
intermediate states. In the latter case the shape of the gap will not
be a rectangle, but result from a convolution with the decay function,
with Che asymtocic value corresponding to g, which can be determined
if XT is not too small. Only the quantities Qg and Rγ each involving
a single channel have to be measured to obtain A. Employing a 4TS
counter, egmay be the typ. «0.9, i.e. R γ ^ O.I, which is about what
is shown in Fig. 7. In order to affect A by not more than 0.1 Z it
will suffice to measure Rγ to I Z, since (1 - Rγ) appears in eq. (29).
As an internal control of the method the role of the 3 and r channels
may be interchanged. If Sγ is much smaller as eg (as usual), typ.
c

Y
 »0.1, Che gap is less pronounced with Rg-0.9, which has to be

known wich much higher precision Co yield a good value for Sγ * I - Rg.
The SESAM method has been tested with several radionuclides in a broad
range of count rates (e.g. 10 to 150 kBq) with a series of sources
prepared from the same solution; Che results stayed within the experi-
mental precision of 0.2 Z. Refinements of the method are still under
study (e.g. best measuring conditions, dead-time in series effects
for high count rates in the single channels) and may be communicated' by
W. Müller from the BIPM, who is presently the coordinator of a dedi-
cated working party on che coincidence method. A distortion of the
pulse density distribution on Che lefc side of Che gap (g) (see Fig.7)
can be suppressed, if, instead of starting the recording cycles with
any pulse having succeeded in passing T, every second such pulse is
used.

G-gmroa-ga-mmg coincidences can be exploited for absolute activity de—'
terminations of nuclides with no direct transitions to Che ground
state of the daughter even wich a single detector using che method of
sum-peak coincidences. The procedure has been proposed and further
developed by Brinkman et al. (see refs. 1-5 in Hutchinson et al.f
1973). The method works best for a photon detector of high intrinsic
and geometrical effciency, e.g. a well-type detector, giving' rise Co
cascade summing so chac noc only Che single full-energy peaks will
show up in the y spectrum, but also sum-peake corresponding to simul-
taneous summing of che energies cocally deposited by Che individual
coincident photons in che detector. The situation is che same AS dis-
cussed in secCion II. 1. as regard Co cascade-summing corrections (see
Yl and Y2 in Fig. 1), but in chis context Che effect is as far as
possible enhanced and exploited on Che contrary. Invoking che princi-
ple of coincidence, by che evaluation of the individual peaks and Che

-s



sum-peak the number of events is. determined that have not been detec-
ted by the single crystal system and this number is added to the total
number of detected events, n^, in order to obtain A. For demonstra-
tion let us consider a decay scheme with only tvo cascading y rays
f, and r

2
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total and photopeak efficiencies, A the activity of the source. Then
the individual peak counting rates, pi and p^ and the sum-peak coun-
ting rate, pj2, will be y._p
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for P2 and p1, respectively, since a detection of the partner J*-ray has
would cause a pulse in the photopeak to be. moved from its proper po— les
sition. The rate, of events unrecorded in the pulse-height spectrum coor

will be («-S

H - n
t
 = fl (1 - £*) (4 - £

2
*) (30'j

The total rate n
c
 is obtained by extrapolating the recorded spectrum mete

to zero energy. From eqs. (30) and (30') one obtains zed
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where for detectors of high efficiency the term P|P2^?I2
 m a

7 represent keep
a correction of only several per cent. In case of 4ir or almost 4ir is a
geometry there are no effects of angular correlations between Che A
f-rays to be considered. The accuracies achieved originally by chis Radi
method (Srinkmaxt et al., see above) were 2-5 Z,. limited by the esci- Von»
mate of the summed Compton spectra to be subtracted under the 'singles' (diar
photopeaks. Tuis could be improved by the usage of tvo big Nal(Tl) very
crystals in &ir geometry sandwiching the source (Hutchinson ec al., be c
1973) operated in the summing, the coincidence and the anticoincidence recc
mode. In the latter two modes, the multichannel analyzer, always recor- dime
ding the summed pulse-height spectrum from the tvo crystals , was gated (Man
(gated off, aapeccively) by the output of a coincidence unit detecting fact
whether signals from Che two crystals were in. coincidence or not. sein
3ecause the Compton summed continuum is the same, the peak areas of dene
che individual peaks in Che anticoincidence mode could be more accu- chec
rately determined by means of subtracting the coincidence from the crib
anti-coincidence spectra. It can be. shown (Hutchinson, 1973) chat eq. brace
(30") can be rewritten in the form cert<
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c
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where the peak races are determined in che anticoincidence mode and
n

c
 is still measured in Che summing mode. Accuracies for A of the

 S

grder of a few tenths of 1 7. have been achieved, e.g. for
 S o
Co,

 9 4
Hb, . ,

a öY, 22Na, 2 0 7Bi, 2&A1, using the 511 keV annihilation radiation in ^ Q

case if positron emitters. The sum-peak method may lead to incorrect g. c
results for A if che detection effciency for photons emitted from ..
different parts of the source (e.g. far extended sources) is not a cer_



i constant. Pile-up has also to be avoided.
| High efficiency r-ray detectors with (almost) 4ir geometry, e.g.
•| a large well-type Nal(Tl) detector, have as such proven to be a very
| powerful instrument, in particular for the metrology of radionudides
••] with complex decay schemes incorporating coincident photon transitions
.'i due to the summing properties of such a detector. For a few coincident
I f-rays Che efficiency nearly approaches 100 % and the uncertainty be-
I comes very small, widely independent of a knowledge of the precise va-
I lues of the decay-scheme parameters. The author has gained much expe-
| rience with such a system (Winkler and Pavlik, 1983; Pavlik and Winkler,
; 1983). Accuracies down to i 0,1 Z can be achieved depending an the
;: nuclide, just by single integral counting above a law and rgpraducable
\ discrimination level (e.g. the 22.1 keV Ag X-ray peak of Cd). A
• review article on such systems in use at standardizing laboratories
I was published by Ballaux (1983) as the result of an IC3M action. A
7 working group to compile experiences especially with 4iry* detectors

has been installed by section II of CCEHRI (Comite Consultatif pour
les Etalons de Mesure des Rayonnements Ionisants) with the author as

| coordinator. 4 w y systems are also very valuable for applied purposes
; (e.g. in neutron-activation measurements (Winkler et al., 1982) in

order to obtain cross sections or neutron fluences) since thicker
, solid samples of several tenth of a millimeter and up to many milli-
' meters in diameter and other volume sources can be readily standardi-

zed without much lass in accuracy. Ho preparation of thin samples such
: as required for particle counting is necessary. The 4IT geometry and
• the rather small dependence of the efficiency on the photon- energy

keeps corrections for sample-scattered radiacion small. The efficiency
is also rather insensitive to the source position.

< A detailed description of the system in use at ISK (Institut für
Radiumforschung und Kernphysik), Vienna has been given by Mannhart and
Vonach (1976). The dimensions of the cylindrical NaKTl) scintillator

: (diameter and height si 12.7 cm) and also of the housing material are
; very well known. The energy dependent single-photon efficiencies can
: be calculated for thin samples (no self-absorption) of circular or
; rectangular shape for the 'naked' detector based on the scintillator

dimensions and accurately measured attenuation coefficients for Kal
(Mannhart and Vonach, 1976 b). Experimentally determined correction
factors are applied for the effects of the material surrounding the
scintillator and for the extension of the source. The energy depen-

: dence of Che single 5f-ray efficiency and its stability has been
checked with otherwise standardized sources and by the technique des-

; cribed by Mannhart and Vonach (1978), which requires counting uncali-
' braced sources inside and outside the detector well. A systematic un-
; certainty of ± 0.5 Z (equivalent standard deviation), fully correla-

ted, can be assumed for che single-photoa-efficiency curve. In order
to calculate total detection efficiencies even for very complex decay
schemes starting from these single-photon efficiencies, a computer code

: was developed (Winkler and Pavlik, 1983; Pavlik, 1982), which takes
into account correlations amongst, the relevant decay data and the par-
tial efficiencies for che ß- and f-ray transitions usiag the general
error-propagation law with consideration of also off-diagonal elements
of the various covariance matrices. Also the physical consistency of
the chosen or assumed decay schemes is tested within the limits of un-

. certainty. The procedure to determine the total detection efficiency
\. is briefly outlined (Winkler and Pavlik, 1983):



In case of two coincident detectable transitions for which the indi-
vidual detection efficiencies are e1 and e", the total detection effi-
ciency e is given by the sum-coincidence function, SC:

e'e") . C32)
For k successive transitions one gets by complete induction:

- e »ScCi-!f/4-ef>,ek]« ^-.t/'f-ey) . (33)
If a decay scheme can. be split into n independent decay ways, each
with the partial abundances h^ per decay and kjcoincident transitions
within- a branch, e can be obtained by

The efficiencies for ß'and β^emission. or an electron capture process
have to be explicitely included into eq. (34) as these transitions
produce bremsstrahlung, annihilation quanta in coincidence, or X-rays,
respectively.Conversion electrons may also produce bremsstrahlung.
Thus the efficiency for a single electromagnetic transition from
level i to level j can be expressed as:

• •

with Qγ — efficiency for the single γ-xadiation;

«.7' — total conversion coefficient;

ct^ - K conversion coefficient;

e& — efficiency for bremsstrahlung due to the
conversion electrons

e^ — efficiency for characteristic Xg-radiatiou

<JJ
K
 — fluorescence yield for the K shell

In case of Q'-emission the efficiency is simply

aß: e «as ,
in case of ß* emission or electron capture

with

•^3S - efficiency for bremsstrahlung from the ß

transition to the level i of the daughter nucleus

Ssli — efficiency for 511-keV-annihilacion quanta

q_; — intensity ratio IecC^ec + ̂ Α*)
pi — ratio of electron capture from K shell to total

electron capture.

For a good control of the bremsstrahlung efficiencies (aus)
 c n e

additional aluminium liners of various thicknesses inside the well to
absorb ß particles or conversion electrons before entering the scintil-
lator, has turned out advantageous. For fl*emitters care must be taken



that the positrons annihilate close to the source (see section II. 1.).
Iα the case of thicker samples there is (apart from self-attenuation)
an increase of single-gamma-deteccion efficiency in 4iry counting due
to the shift of the spectrum to lower energies, unlike counting into
small solid angles where most of the scattered quanta are not detected.
The relevant correction may be calculated by the Monte-Carlo method
(Winkler and Pavlik, 1983). In cases where X-rays or low-energy y rays
dominate the accuracy for the total efficiency is limited due to cut-
off corrections for the threshold, for the attenuation in the well
liner and (on occasion) in the sample, and occasionally for spectrum
distortions due to coincidence-summing. Total efficiencies and there
uncertainties for law-mass point-like sources, for 1-cm

3
 aqueous

solutions, and for the auclides being homogeneously incorporated in a
1-g solid sample with ZO-mm diameter, were listed and compared for a
series of radionuclides of practical inteisst and with different com-
plexity of the decay schemes by Pavlik and Winkler (1983) for the
above system. Its performance was also checked by participation in
international comparisons of activity measurements of solutions of
139ce,

 1 3 4
Cs and '-

33
Ba (Rytz, 1977; Rytz, 1980; Rytz, 1984). The re-

sults show very goad agreement (0.1 - 0.6 Z) with the mean values
derived from the results of the participating laboratries, which used
a variety of counting techniques. The 4xjf method is particularly profi-
table for the standardization ox multi-gamma-sources, which in turn
can be used to calibrate other fray detectors.

III. Source preparation

Techniques for Che preparation of radioactive standard sources in
che liquid, solid or gaseous phase, and quantitative sampling are
described e.g. in NCSP (1978), citing many other references.

Many counting methods require the sources to be in the solid phases,
normally as thin deposits on a chin source mount. For charged particle
counting thin electrically-conducti:gbackings are necessary, e.g.
metal-coated plastic films stretched on metal support rings with.a
typical surface density of «20 ̂ *g/cm?. A reliable way to quantitative-
ly prepare sources from a solution is to dispense droplets on the
source mount by means of a pycnometer and Chen slowly evaporate Co dry-
ness. Small, light glass or polyethylene pycnometers may be used with
che neck drawn out Co a capillary Co avoid losses by evaporation. The
source mass is determined from Che readings of a high-precision half-
aicro or microbalance before and after placing che drop(s) on che
backing. Corrections for buoyancy have Co be applied using Che actual
density values of Che air and che solution and Che density of che
'hypothetical weight pieces'. The "extrapolation method" is not as
accurate, but can be applied Co check for larger errors. (The mass of
Che sample (backing plus source) is observed caking readings every
some seconds for a time range of a few minutes and extrapolating Co
Che moment of dispensing che drop(s). Cars has to be caken chat Che
droplets quantitatively come loose from the capillary and no relics
remain on Che outer surface, and chat no splashing of parts of Che
dispensed liquid (e.g. in case of che formation of little droplecs in
Che capillary or a break of che liquid column in che capillary) occurs.
Ic is advisable Co rinse Che pycnometer first wich a part of the so-
lution (which is Chen rejected) Co avoid adsorption losses. Weighing
errors can be introduced by electrostatic charges on che objects Co



be weighed. Earthing the forceps and discharging nonconducting materi-
als by means of an open alpha source (look out to avoid contamination!)
or a cold ultraviolet lamp may help. Source uniformity can be improved
by using wetting or seeding agents. There are many other good source-
preparation, techniques widely employed, but most of them do not pro-
vide 100 Z yields. Possible radiation damage of thin source mounts has
to be monitored.

In order to provide different activity levels or to avoid uncertain-
ties related to dead-time and pile-up corrections, often the original
ablutions have to be quantitatively diluted. The diluent should have
a carrier concentration equivalent ot the original solution. Diluting
agents should be checked not shaving any significant activity before
being employed. Accurate dilution factors are best determined gravi-
metrically. Evaporation rates fron open vessels have to be studied and
if necessary to be corrected for. The exact amount of mass of a so-
lution added to a diluent can be determined from the difference in the
mass readings of a pycnometer as described above. Adsorption on surfaces
should be investigated.

IV. Outlook: Single atom counting

As one knows, radioactivity measurements can serve- as one of the
most sensitive analytical techniques; see e.g. nuclear activation
analysis, tracer methods, environmental Low~level counting, dating.
The analytical sensitivity can be further increased if one does not
count the rates of decay (3N) or waits for the number of decays during
a limited period, i.e. Jr'XNWdt , but counts the parent atoms (N)
directly. For example there are 6 x 1 0 ^ '^C atoms in a gram of contempo-
rary carbon from a biological sample and these decay at a rate of about
14 per minute. Neglecting background, to achieve 1 1 precision
(10 000 counts) 12 hours of counting are required. That means the
"efficiency" is very low, in this example «- 2 x 10""^.

There are essentially two groups of methods under development which
can achieve single atom counting and may gain increasing importance for
low-level applications, i.e. high-energy mass spectrometry employing a
cyclotron or a tandem electrostatic accelerator, and high resolution
laser spectroscopy techniques. Both methods exhibit ultimate sensitivi-
ty and selectivity, enabling measurements to be made on e.g. milligram
rather than gram quantities.

Conventional mass 3pectrometry requires instruments with very high
mass resolution M/AM to distinguish isotopes from their stable isobars
and from molecules of similar mass and such instruments have very l° w

efficiencies. Specific values or combinations of the mass-to-charge
ratio (M/q) and the energy-to-charge ratio (E/q) are selected by
passing the ions throu a combination of magnetic and electric deflec-
tors. Accelerating the ions to higher energies (several MeV) enables
high resolution with better transmission and in addition allows to
greatly reduce the background of unwanted ions by the application of
standard nuclear techniques for the identification and registration
of heavy ions. A distinction between isotopes of different elements,
at least at low atomic numbers, is possible by e.g. employing the
different differential linear energy absorption dE/dx, or range
filters, or an energy-loss plus energy measurement. A tandem accele-
rator starts with negative ions, accelerates them from ground poten-
tial to several MeV energy, converts the negative ions to also highly



( » 3e) positive charged states by means of a "stripper", and accele-
rates them again throu the same voltage. Thus, interfering molecular
ions can be eliminated by analyzing three fold (and greater) ionized
species, charge states for which no stable molecule exists. Due to the
tandem principle molecular ion fragments formed by the stripper can be
distinguished from the wanted isotope on the basis of a measurement of
the energy" obtained. Ambiguities for particles with the same E/q and
M/q can be eliminated choosing a charge state after acceleration that
has no common factors vith the mass number. Sometimes an isobar problem
is, by luck, avoided by the fact chat stable negative ions are not
farmed. Accelerator mass spectrometry has been demonstrated to be able
to detect radioisoeope concentrations as low as 10""'^,

 0T
 amounts of

only 10^ atoms in milligram samples. For further information see Purser
ec al. (1973), Litherland (1980), Mast and Muller (1980), Hall (I98O),
Hedges (1984), Gove et.al. (1980), Gove (1980), Paul et al. (1980).

The second group of methods uses the fact that, with the availabili-
ty of variable-frequency lasers of sufficient power covering a wide
frequency range, atomic (or molecular) species can be quantitatively
excited to a specific bound energy level in one step or in several
steps via other bound levels. Selectivity is achieved by means of
tuning one (or several) lasers of narrow spectral width (dye lasers)
exactly to the energy differences between the levels selected, such
that only one species is excited among a possible very high background
of others. The excitation of each atom in the sensitive volume struck
by the laser beam is detected either by recording the fluorescence
photon using photon-counting techniques, or by ionizing the atom by
further absorption of photons from the same or another laser beam or
fay a pulsed electric field via field ionizatiou. The latter technique
is called resonance-ionization spectroscopy (HIS). The electrons or
ions formed are electrostatically extracted and counted individually
or further anaiized by conventional methods. Suitable excitation
schemes have been investigated throughout the periodic system (e.g.
Hurst et al., 1979). Even with commercially available lasers, photon
flux densities and fluences are high enough to achieve saturation and
thus be quantitative. Laser-induced fluorescence profits from the fact
chat an atom can be excited many times when crossing a laser beam of
e.g. a few mm diameter, emitting a number of fluorescence photons such
chat every passing atom can be quantitatively detected, even though
che efficiency of the photon counting device is ouch less than 100 1.
The fluorescence photons from the same photon appear correlated in
time, allowing discrimination against interfering stray light. To
achieve excitation selectivity, the investigated species have to be in
che gaseous phase, which can be achieved by e.g. sputtering or evapo-
ration. Ultra-sensitive mass spectrometry seems to be possible by means
of optical methods when eliminating che Doppler broadening of the
excited levels by means of atomic beam techniques or two-phocon absor-
ption. Since the new laser techniques besides high selectivity and sen-
sitivity also provide excellent space and time resolution, stabLe or un-
stable daughter atoms can be detected in time coincidence with the de-
cay of the parent atom, thus enabling also the atomic number of the
daughter to be determined. The method has been proposed to measure the
solar neutrino flux by selecting the decays of a few atoms of the
reaction product- 7'Gβ produced in a Qa. sample (Lecokhov and Mishin,
1982). Hurst et al. (1979) succeeded in detecting single Cs atoms in a
background of I0'9 atoms of argon and 10'8 molecules of CHA.



1

For further information on the relevant laser techniques see e.g.
Alkemade (1981) and refs. cited therein, Robinson (1978), Otten (1981),
Mumick and Feld (1979), Hurst et al. (1979), Bekov et al. (1978 and
1979).

The above mentioned accelerator and laser techniques are currently
studied by the low-level group of the Int. Committee for Radionuclide
Metrology with respect to their potential, applications, e.g. to B
better characterize standards for environmental radioactivity concen-
tration (e.g. Hutchinson et al., 1983). B

B
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Fig. I: A relatively simple decay scheme illustrating Che need for
correction due to cascade summing

•I
i

rig. 3: General representation of a complex decay scheme correspon-
ding to the count-rate eqs. (19). The source nay be regarded
as a mixture of several sources with the fractional activi-
ties aj, a2. ... a_, ... .
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Daca collection for 4ITS-Y coincidence counting with effi-
ciency extrapolation using the "computer discrimination"
method employing different γ-gate settings.
(a) Block diagram of the electronics: the S anti-coincidence

spectrum and the 3 coincidence spectra corresponding Co
different γ-gate settings are stored in different seg-
ments of a storage device;

(b) Stored (3 speccra: ß count races ns(l) - a3C(l)*L.ac
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' and coincidence count rates n e
l(l) t corresponding to the

different γ-gate settings i, are calculated for a series
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Fig. 5: The decay scheme for 64Cu, which is a nice example where
threedimerfsional extrapolation in observed B decector
efficiencies for the three decay- modes results in the acti-
vity A.

o.e.

Fig. 6: Black diagram showing Che principle of anti-coincidence
counting.
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